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MOTIVATION
The electrons are ultimately responsible for all the electronic, magnetic and structural
properties of a material. Ever since the discovery of quantum mechanics in the beginning
of the century, extended efforts have been made to describe the electronic structure of
solids. These efforts have been relatively successful in some extreme limits, especially for
periodic, weakly correlated systems for which one electron approaches are effective, and also
for strongly correlated systems, which show properties related to those of isolated atoms.
However a large number of materials cannot be described by these extreme limits and in
those cases understanding can only be achieved by a close combination of experimental
studies with model calculations. Due to major technological developments the field of xray absorption spectroscopy, which yields new and useful data for studies of the electronic
structure of solids, has recently gained in importance enormously. Some of the important
experimental developments aie summarized in chapter 2, but equally important have been
developments in the theoretical methods made only within the last six years. When my
work on this thesis started, some of the most important developments had not been applied
to real systems for comparison with experiment.
In this thesis I present new investigations on a wide variety of materials in an attempt to
define which theoretical models are appropriate under which circumstances and to illustrate
the range of new information which can be obtained from the combination of the new
theoretical and experimental possibilities. At the outset of this study various models to
interpret the x-ray absorption spectral shapes were in use:
• The weakly correlated limit can be calculated in great detail by making use of one
electron theories to determine the N-particle density of states. The one electron theories include band structure calculations and multiple scattering calculations. In recent
years several successful attempts have been made to mimic the effect of the core hole
by extending one electron density of states calculations by inclusion of an impurity
with a core hole.
• For the strongly correlated limit, in particular the 3d and 4d edges of the rare earths,
atomic multiplet theory has been applied. For the 2p and 3p x-ray absorption edges of
the ionic 3d-compounds the atomic multiplets have been extended to include a cubic
crystal field. Throughout this thesis extensive use is made of a crystal field multiplet
program as developed by Theo Thole.

PREFACE

The mere possibiUty to study the various models in detail was stimulated enormously by
the recent improvement of the soft x-ray monochromators: the DRAGON monochromator
at NSLS Brookhaven reached an unprecedented resolution of about 1 : 104 and a similar
resolution has been obtained in an improved veision of the SX700 at BESSY Berlin. I am
very grateful for being given the opportunity to use both these monochromators.
The dominating interactions determining the electronic structure of weakly correlated
solids are the interatomic hybridizations, or in other words the chemical bonding, which
characterizes the solid as such. In the study of 3d transition metal oxides the key feature of
the chemical bonding is the cubic crystal field. The cubic crystal field affects the 3d-states,
which are partly filled in transition metal oxides. The main result of the cubic crystal field,
which originates from the hybridization of the metal 3d-states with the oxygen 2p-states,
is an overall division of the ten 3d-electrons in two symmetries, Í29 and e 9 , which have
different energies. The dominating interaction in strongly correlated solids are the electron
repulsion effects within narrow bands, which give rise to the formation of a specific nonuniform distribution of the valence electrons in the ground state. The interplay between the
cubic crystal field and the intra-atomic electron repulsion effects determines the symmetry
of the ground state of a transition metal oxide.
In the final state of an x-ray absorption process additional interactions occur due to the
core hole created:
• The valence electrons react to the core potential as if the core has one extra positive
charge.
• The metal 2p core hole has a strong spin-orbit coupling which givesrise to the splitting
into an ¿ г and an L3 edge and furthermore the wavefunction of the 2p core hole
overlaps strongly with that of the 3cf electrons which to gives rise to multipole core
hole interactions, hence an x-ray absorption spectrum dominated by multiplet effects.
In this thesis I will try to determine the limits of the validity as well as the utility
of the available models for the description the spectral shape of metal 2p and oxygen I s
x-ray absorption of 3d-transition metal oxides. The validity of the respective models is
closely connected with a correct description of the ground state. Ideally the models have to
incorporate all interactions which determine the electronic structure of the ground state, as
well as the specific, experiment dependent, final state. However for the utility of a model
a primary objective is the derivation of useful information for other fields of research, and
for this purpose the simplicity of the model is a prerequisite. During the work of this thesis
it became clear that the crystal field multiplet model not only describes the metal 2p x-ray
absorption spectra in great detail, but this relatively straightforward description also yields
useful information such as the valency of the 3d-metal ion and its ground state symmetry.
Consequently efforts were made to start the usage of 2p x-ray absorption in material oriented
fields of research. Also results are reported which indicate possibilities for the use of oxygen
Is x-ray absorption spectra for the study of the electronic structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION
If an x-ray enters a solid it can be absorbed and in this absorption process a core electron
is excited to an empty state. If the energy of the x-ray is much larger than the binding
energy of the core state the excited electron behaves like a 'free' electron in the solid. If
however the x-ray energy is just enough to excite a core electron it will occupy the lowest
available empty state. The probability for these edge absorption processes is large. If the
x-ray energy is too small to reach an empty state no excitation can occur. Thus if the x-ray
energy is varied from below the binding energy of the core state to about 100 eV above the
edge, a spectrum as given in figure 1.1 is observed.

1550

M (eV)

Figure 1.1: X-ray absorp
tion edges of aluminium. The
К edge corresponds to an
electron excitation from the
Is core state. Li corresponds
to 2s and L2,3 to 2p core
states. (Figure taken from
Ref. 1).

An edge jump is followed by a slowly decaying structure, which can be related to the
variations in the number of empty states which can be reached from the core state. An
alternative picture to identify this structure originates from the idea that the 'free' electron,
created in the absorption process at a specific site in the solid, is subject to scattering
due to the core potentials of neighbouring atoms. It can be shown that both viewpoints, if
worked out rigorously in their mathematical frameworks, predict equivalent x-ray absorption
spectra [25]. Close to the edge the created electron has low energy and the density of states
picture is more appealing but for electrons created some 50 eV or more above the edge the
scattering picture is preferred because in that energy region (the so-called extended x-ray
absorption fine structure, EXAFS, region) the spectrum is dominated by single-scattering
events which yield useful structural information [3]. However in this thesis the emphasis will
be completely on the first 30 eV of the spectrum. As a result of the experimental progress in
the soft x-ray monochromators, the attainable resolution has improved to about 1 : 10 4 [4].
This resulted in high resolution metal 2p and oxygen Is x-ray absorption edges of 3d-metal
compounds, which showed a large amount of structure at the edge and which thereby made
a detailed analysis possible. The analysis of the high resolution spectra is a main subject of
1
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this thesis.
Scope
Section 1.1 discusses the electron-electron interactions which are important for the electronic
structure and consequently for the interpretation of the x-ray absorption results. The impact
of the x-ray, that is the electron-photon interaction, is discussed in section 1.2. In chapter 2
the experimental aspects of the x-ray absorption process are discussed and chapter 3 deals
with the detailed theoretical analysis of the x-ray absorption spectral shape. Chapter 4
focuses on the electronic structure of 3d-metal oxides, which because of their intermediate
character in between the weakly correlated and strongly correlated limits, are as yet only
partially understood. Chapter 5 gives examples of novel applications of the x-ray absorption
technique to material science, mineralogy, bioinorganics and surface studies. An important
subject which is left out of this thesis is the use of x-ray absorption for the study the
magnetic structure of materials [5].

1.1. T h e electron-electron interaction
The general starting point for describing electron-electron interactions is the quantum me
chanical formalism. The system is described with a wavefunction ( Φ Ν ) , which is dependent
on the position of all electrons. An observable can be found by acting on the wavefunc
tion with the corresponding operator. The eigenvalue problem of the energy operator, the
Hamiltonian (ft), is known as the Schrödinger equation [6]:
ЯФл, = ЯлгФ*

(1.1)

The most important ingredient of the quantum mechanical description of electrons is
the Pauli principle, which states that the wavefunction of a system consisting of a collection
of electrons must be antisymmetric for the interchange of two electrons [7]. The next step
is to define the system and usually a molecule or a solid is visualized as a collection of
atomic nuclei surrounded by electrons. As the mass of the proton is 1860 times that of
the electron, the wavefunctions of the nuclei are decoupled from the wavefunctions of the
electrons: the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [8]. The system which will be described
with the wavefunction Φ is thus the collection of all electrons in a particular atom, molecule
or solid with the nuclei in fixed positions.
The Hamiltonian consists of the kinetic (T) and potential (V) energy of the electrons.
The potential energy includes the interactions between the electrons and the nuclei (VN) and
the electron-electron interactions (Vee). Though relativistic effects are not treated explicitly,
one of their consequences, the spin-orbit coupling, will prove to be essential for a proper
description of x-ray absorption. Inclusion of relativistic effects results in three additional
terms in the Hamiltonian [9] of which the coupling between the angular momentum and the
spin (V¿5 ~ lt • s,) is essential. For many electron systems also consideration must be given
to the inter-electronic couplings Іг • I,, I, • s} and st · Sj. Though these couplings possibly
can have some effect on the ground state they will be neglected throughout this thesis.
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Also the coupling to the spin of the nucleus, used in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
techniques, will be neglected as it is too small to influence the electronic structure as far as
x-ray absorption is concerned.
From these considerations the Hamiltonian to solve is:
n = T + VN + VLs + Vee

(1.2)

For a system with more than one electron the Schrödinger equation 1.1 is not exactly
solvable because the V^e-term in equation 1.2 is dependent on two electrons. To find the
optimum numerical solution of a system with more than one electron a number of methods
have been developed. Central to all is matrix calculation [10]: the wavefunction Φ is de
veloped in a series of basis functions. For a full description of Φ an infinite series of basis
functions is necessary, thus the specific choice of a certain limited basis set introduces an
approximation intrinsic to matrix calculation. Important for the success of the numericeli
matrix methods is the variation principle which states that any approximate wavefunction
Φ will yield an energy which is larger than the ground state energy obtained with the ground
state wavefunction.
single particle wavefunctions
To solve the electron-electron interactions in an atom or a solid it is useful to rewrite the
many-particle wavefunction Φ in terms of single-particle wavefunctions ф(г). This problem
was dealt with by Hartree who simply rewrote the wavefunction Φ as the product function
of the single-particle wavefunctions [11] :
Φ(1,η) = φ(1).φ(2)-...-φ(η)

(1.3)

The antisymmetrization of the wavefunctions Φ was accomplished by Fock and Slater
[10,12], and the method which resulted is called Hartree-Fock. The result is that the single
particle wavefunctions are described by a so-called Slater determinant, build from the chosen
basis functions. As the Hamiltonian is dependent on the wavefunctions and vice-versa, the
problem is solved with a self-consistent iterative procedure. The energies (e,) of these
Slater determinants have in principle no physical meaning, but it is an appealing picture to
identify them with the binding energy of a single electron: Koopmans' theorem states that
if an electron is removed from the system, the ionization energy (E') is equal to (ε,) under
the assumption that the remaining electron wavefunctions are not modified [13].
The Hartree-Fock method does not treat electron correlations, apart from a partial
effect due to the Pauli principle. The straightforward way to include the correlation effects
is to form a linear combination of the Slater determinants: the configuration interaction
method. This method will yield, within the chosen basis set, the correct many electron
ground state energy. For a two-electron system a full configuration interaction calculation
is still feasible [14], but for three or more electrons a specific subset of configurations has to
be chosen.
3
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Local p o t e n t i a l s for a t o m s
An enormous simplification and reduction of the computational time can be achieved if the
two-electron integrals are reduced to effective single particle integrals, or in other words if
the potential Уее is reduced to a local potential V,. The simplest local potential is obtained
if the original Hartree method is used [11,15]. Instead of inclusion of the exchange by the
use of Slater determinants, as in the non-local Hartree-Fock potential, a statistical exchange
term can be included [16]. Because the Hartree term excludes self-interaction, self-exchange
effects have to be excluded too. In further developments correlation corrections have been
added [15], and the resulting Hartree plus statistical exchange method has been in the atomic
multiplet calculations discussed in chapter 3. As far as atomic core level binding energies
are concerned the correlation corrected Hartree plus statistical exchange calculations are
superior to Hartree-Fock results as well as to the results from density functional theory [17].
Local p o t e n t i a l s for solids
The situation for solids is far more complicated as the number of electrons is effectively
infinite. Thomas considered an electron j as interacting with a spherical symmetric density
distribution function, representing all other electrons [18]. Though the Thomas-Fermi po
tential [19,20] gives a rather poor agreement with experiment, it is historically important as
it concentrates on the electron density instead of the wavefunctions. Dirac included a sta
tistical exchange-term into the Thomas-Fermi potential [21] and later Slater combined this
statistical exchange term with the direct interaction term of the Hartree-Fock method [22].
It has been found that agreement with experiment was improved by rescaling the statistical
exchange term to a value α in between 2/3 and 1: the so-called Xa-method [23].
For solids an important step was taken when Hohenberg and Kohn introduced their
density functional theorems [24,25], which state that the ground state energy of a system
can be expressed as functionals of the electron density alone. The practical implementation
of the density functional theorems was greatly enhanced after Kohn and Sham introduced
their local density approximation (LDA) [26], in which the energy is equal to:
E[n] = To[n] + EH[n] + Ezc{n]

(1.4)

In the local density approximation both exchange and correlation are combined in a total
exchange correlation potential Vzc. As all terms except the exchange correlation potential
can be calculated exactly, this equation can be viewed as the definition of the exchange
correlation potential. The former identification of the exchange potential with the Pauli
principle and the correlation term with the effect of the electron under consideration on
the electron density is lost. In fact the exchange correlation potential includes also part
of the kinetic energy. There are several different formulations of the exchange correlation
potential and also a whole range of numerical methods to solve the local density equations.
(See the review of Jones and Gunnarsson and references therein [25]). The local density
approximation is basically valid for weakly correlated systems, hence its limitations are more
evident if correlation effects are important.
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Limitations of local density calculations
In contrast to the atomic Hartree plus statistical exchange calculations with which the
Slater integrals are calculated explicitly [17], the local spin density calculations do not
include the effects due to the non-spherical symmetry of the wavefunctions [25, 27, 28].
These effects are important if the ground state consists of a partly filled d or ƒ band.
Recently they were included in the local spin density calculations under the heading of
orbital polarization [29,30].
A second drawback is, as discussed before, the incomplete cancelation of the self-interactions. For local spin density calculations this was studied by Perdew and Zunger [31-33].
Recently Svane and Gunnarsson performed self-interaction corrected density functional calculations for the 3d-metal oxides; their results yield band gaps as well as magnetic moments
in close agreement with experiment [16]. The self-interaction causes problems only if the
states are localized, as its limit for extended states is zero [17]
A final drawback of density functional methods is the neglect of many body effects
as far as excitations are concerned. Many body calculations invoke a clever selection of
the most important effects. For example in the GH^-approach a series expansion of the
screened potential W is used [36,37]. The main effort of the GW-approach is to transform
the non-observable N-particle density of states to an occupied N-l plus an unoccupied N + l
description.

M o d e l Hamiltonians
In cases which are as yet not tractable with the ab-initio methods of the weakly correlated
limit, one has to rely on a model Hamiltonian 1 designed for the specific problem of interest. A
successful model Hamiltonian for the description of the electronic structure of systems with
highly correlated valence electrons has been found in the Anderson impurity model [38]. In
this impurity model some dominating many body effects are included explicitly. For example
for the raie earths the 4/-band is approximated as a set of distinct ^^-configurations
which are separated by the 'Hubbard U' [39]. The localized ground state is then found by
performing a configuration interaction calculation [40]. In the chapters 3 and 4 the ZaanenSawatzky-AUen (ZSA) model will be discussed because as yet it is the most direct model to
interpret the x-ray and electron spectroscopies of the 3d-metal compounds [41].

1.2. T h e electron-photon interaction
The second basic ingredient for the analysis of x-ray absorption spectra is the interaction of
electromagnetic radiation with matter. The probability for absorption of a photon is (in the
dipole approximation) equal to a transition matrix element squared times a delta function
1
The usage of the term model Hamiltonian is rather arbitrary; for example the local density method uses
in principle also a 'model Hamiltonian', valid for the weakly correlated limit.

5
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describing the conservation of energy; Fermi's golden rule [43]:
Wab. = ^

~

• |(Ф/ІР Ч |Ф,)| 2 · 6(Ef - E, + Ehv)

(1.5)

The momentum operator р ч (q accounts for the polarization degrees of freedom) can be
replaced by the position operator г as [Γ,Ή] = (ih/m)· p. This replacement is correct only
if the same Hamiltonian is used in initial and final states. Equation 1.5 in principle refers
to a final state with infinite lifetime. If the finite lifetime is accounted for the ¿-function is
replaced by a Lorentzian [42].
In theoretical treatments of the x-ray absorption cross section it is customary to reformulate equation 1.5 in terms of a correlation function [40,41]. Though the golden rule notation
is used throughout this thesis, the correlation function is given for convenience. The squared
matrix element [(Ф/ІгІФ,)!2 is rewritten as (Φ,ΙΓΙΦ/) · (Ф/|г|Ф,). The radial operator г is
rewritten in second quantization as Τ = £ „ Wv<f>l<j>c. фс annihilates a core electron and фі
creates a valence electron. The finite lifetime of the excited state (Γ) is included and the
delta function 6(Ef — E, + Ehi,) is rewritten as (one over π times) the imaginary part of a
Green's function Ç:
Q =

(1

T T T E , + Ehv - \ • гТ

'6)

After these modifications the total equation takes the shape of a correlation function:
\

(1.7)

,^-^Щф1\Т^Т\ф1)

аЬ

7Г

Τ and Τ* project the initial state wavefunction on a series of final states for which the
Green's function is evaluated.
Selection Rules for x-ray absorption
In case of an atom the wavefunctions in equation 1.5 can be given J and M (or Mj) quantum
numbers. The matrix element {çi>(JM)|rq|</>(J'M')) can be separated into a radial and an
angular part according to the Wigner-Eckart theorem [44]:
(0(JM)|rqHJ'M')) = (-1)J-M ( _ ¿

1 ¿ ! j (0(7)||r q ||0(J'))

(1-8)

The triangle relations of the 3J-symbol [45] give directly the selection rules for x-ray
absorption. They read as follows: because the x-ray has an angular momentum of lia, =
+1, conservation of angular momentum gives Δί, = +1 or -1; the angular momentum
of the excited electron differs by 1 from the original core state. As x-rays do not carry
spin, conservation of spin gives As, = 0. Given these restrictions the overall momentum
quantum number cannot be changed by more than 1, thus Δ 7 = +1, 0 or -1, with J +
J' > 1. The magnetic quantum number M is changed according to the polarization of
6
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the x-ray, i.e. Δ Μ = q. The x-ray absorption experiments are performed with linearly
polarized synchrotron radiation (see chapter 2). Thus if the x-ray impinges on a sample
under normal incidence q = + 1 or -1, while for grazing incidence 5 = 0. This can give
rise to angular dependent x-ray absorption spectra if the sample under consideration has a
non-cubic symmetry [46]. In section 3.6 these polarization dependent effects will be dealt
with in more detail.
E x t e n d e d final states
For extended final states (the Bloch-like wavefunctions in density functional methods) J
and M are not good quantum numbers and the only selection rules are Ali — + 1 or -1
and As, = 0. Thus in case of an excitation from a l s core state only p-final states can be
reached and from a ρ core state s and d final states can be reached. The absorption cross
section is reformulated as the matrix element squared times the local projected density of
states [47,48]:
Wab,

~ [(Φ,.χΐΓ,ΙΦ,)! 2 · V,-!

+ К Ф , + 1 | Р Ч | Ф , ) | 2 · P,+1

(1.9)

This approximation assumes that both the extra valence electron and the core hole do not
modify the calculated density of states significantly. Thus it is assumed that V^ « 'Pjv+i,
which is a rather valid approximation for weakly correlated systems like simple metals,
but which can give problems for strongly correlated narrow band systems like the 3d-metal
oxides. Additionally it is assumed that TV ~ VÇN- The complete neglect of the core hole is
a rather drastic assumption, as will become evident in chapters 3 and 4.

1.3. X-ray absorption in relation to other spectroscopies
In this section the x-ray absorption technique is compared with related spectroscopies.
Discussed are the relation to other photon absorption techniques, the equivalence of electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and the relation to other core level spectroscopies.
X-rays versus U V , visible and IR radiation
The absorption of electromagnetic radiation is generally divided into a number of energy
regions. Originally the division has been made into infrared (IR), visible (VIS) and ultraviolet (UV) radiation, on the basis of the sensitivity of the human eye. This division is still
dominant, but a conceptually clearer division is to separate the electromagnetic spectrum
into the kind of excitations they produce: x-rays produce core level excitations, UV/VIS
light produces valence band excitations and IR radiation produces roto-vibrational excitations. Optical absorption (absorption of UV/VIS light) excites a valence state to an empty
state, hence the spectral shape has to be described as the joint density of states. Because
the excited electron interacts with the hole, the optical transition can generate an exciton
(electron hole pair) with an energy below the bandgap.
7
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Though the main transition in x-ray absorption is that of a core state to an unoccupied
state, this by no means excludes additional vibrational effects. For example the Is —> 2p
x-ray absorption spectra of simple molecules like N2 or CO have fine structure originating
from vibrational effects [49,50]. In general any low energy excitation can accompany the
main excitation (if allowed for by selection rules, etc). A technique which makes specific
use of optical transitions accompanying the main x-ray transition is x-ray excited optical
luminescence (XEOL). After the decay of the core hole a system will in general not be back
at its ground state. It is possible that an intermediate state is reached which is optically
active, hence its luminescence can be measured [51].
Equivalence of x-ray absorption with EELS
It has been shown that (core level) electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) can result
in identical spectra to x-ray absorption. In EELS the electronic transition is caused by a
high energy electron, typically several hundreds of keV [52]. The spectrum is measured in
transmission mode and the detector is placed at an angle Θ to the normal. For example the
Karlsruhe spectrometer uses 170 keV electrons and the detector is placed at an angle of 4
mrad. Under these conditions the wave vector \q\ ~ qL ~ к . The interaction Hamiltonian
_1 p
ep
for electrons contains the term e * , instead of e ' for photons. For small \q\ this term can
2
be expanded as 1 - iqr - (qr) /2. If the wave vector \q\ is much smaller than the inverse of
the core wave function mean diameter ( l / ( ñ c ) ) , all terms except iqr vanish and the dipole
approximation retains its validity. A disadvantage of a transmission mode experiment is
the necessity to use thin samples. An advantage of EELS is the possibility to modify the
wave vector in order to allow for non-dipole transitions. Additionally it is possible to use
an electron microscope, to allow for a spatial resolution of the order of nanometers. The
present status of the detectors used in EELS makes possible a resolution of about 0.2 eV
at the oxygen edge (500 eV). This is in the same order of magnitude as the presently used
x-ray absorption monochromators (see chapter 2).
Core level spectroscopies
X-ray absorption excites an electron from a core state to an empty state and because the core
level binding energies are specific to a certain chemical element, x-ray absorption (as well as
all other core level spectroscopies) is element specific [53]. Other core level spectroscopies are
x-ray photo-emission (XPS) x-ray emission (XES) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).
Figure 1.2 sketches schematically the four core level spectroscopies.
The nomenclature of core level spectroscopies is not uniformly used. Historically the
main quantum number is given a letter in alphabetic order starting with К [54]. Within this
main quantum number the levels are numbered from high energy to low energy (the numbers
are given either in roman or arabic). In electronic structure calculations the orbital names
axe used for the core states, i.e. the main quantum number η is given a number and the
angular quantum number I is denoted as respectively s, p, d, ƒ and thereafter alphabetically.
For instance absorption from a 2p core state is called the Lj^ edge. Table 1.1 makes a
comparison of both nomenclatures.
8
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Figure 1.2: Core level spectroscopies; from left to right (a) x-ray photoemission, (b)
x-ray absorption, (c) x-ray emission and (d) Auger electron spectroscopy.

Core state

u,

2s, 2p
3s, 3p, 3d
4s, Ap, 4d, 4/

Spectroscopic name
К
Li, Ьг.з
Мь Мг.з, M4,5
Ni, N2,3, N4,5, Ν β , 7

Table 1.1: Nomenclature as used in x-ray spectroscopies.

Throughout this thesis both notations will be used. X-ray absorption and x-ray pho
toemission can be completely described with this notation. However as there can be many
different Auger and x-ray emission decay processes, these spectroscopies need more complex
identifications. The Auger process consists of three core or valence states, one in the initial
state and two in its final state. An Auger process which transfers a 2p core electron to a I s
core hole with the simultaneous ejection of another 2p core electron is called Is2p2p- Auger or
alternatively КЬг.зЬг.з-Auger. Valence electrons are given the symbol V in both notations,
i.e. KLiV, etc. X-ray emission processes are possible from any core state above the core
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hole present, given that they are allowed to couple from symmetry arguments. In principle
therefore a two core state notation could be used, i.e. КЬо.з x-ray emission. However for
historical reasons the usual notation has developed into a rather complicated set of names.
For instance the transition from L2 to К is denoted as Κα and the transition M3 —» L2 is
called Lußn, etc. The full table of historical notations is given in Ref. 125.
D e c a y spectroscopies
An important division which can be made is between spectroscopies which create excited
states, like x-ray absorption and x-ray photoemission, and spectroscopies which monitor the
decay of an excited state like Auger electron spectroscopy and x-ray emission spectroscopy.
Neglecting finite temperature, the initial state in x-ray absorption is clearly defined as the
ground state of the system. On this ground state a specific perturbation is applied, which
creates a core hole and brings the system into an excited state. In contrast for Auger electron
spectroscopy the initial state is in general not be a single core hole state, but a specific set
of core hole states depending on the x-ray energy of the core hole creation process and the
reaction of the system under cons>ideration to the core hole creation. For instance in cases
where the lowest energy core hole state does not significantly couple to the ground state the
majority of states generated will consequently be of higher energy. These states can relax to
the lowest ground state with the core hole present, or alternatively they can decay directly
via an Auger or an x-ray emission decay process depending on the subsequent transition
probabilities. For a detailed description of the decay spectroscopies these effects should be
known or at least kept in mind if a specific approximation is made. For example in Auger
electron spectroscopy it is often tacitly assumed that the initial state is uniquely defined,
which must surely lead to errors in some cases.
Spectral functions
The ground state density of states (VN) does in itself not have any real (i.e. observable)
meaning as it presents the optimized distribution of effective one particle states and the
occupied states yield the correct ground state total energy of the system. For x-ray absorption the spectral function is equal to ν~Ν+1 (~ = the unoccupied part). Under the
assumption that Ρ^Ν-{ ι ~ ^JVI the spectral shape is approximated with the density of states
as calculated with a ground state calculation. For this assumption to be valid two conditions
must be met: (1) the core hole should not influence the spectral shape and (2) the extra
valence electron should not be correlated with the other valence electrons. These conditions
however are in general not met for strongly correlated systems like 3d-metal compounds. It
should be noted that the core hole and the extra valence electron are, from an electrostatic
viewpoint, counteracting effects. In other words the total charge is conserved locally and
consequently the disturbance on the system is not large.
The overall charge is not conserved in photoemission and inverse photoemission. Thus
as can be checked in table 1.2 inverse photoemission relates to the (N-i-l)-particle density of
empty states and because the counteracting effect of the core hole is not present, the inverse
photoemission spectrum will be more sensitive to correlation effects. The last column of
10
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Spectroscopy
x-ray absorption
inverse photoemission
photoemission
x-ray emission
optical
core XPS

Spectr al Function

Ground state DOS

MV+1

*v-N
*>ra

П-,

η
П-г-

T'w+i
Ve (relaxed)

*n
=n

^П- ц
rc

Table 1.2: Spectral functions of the different spectroscopies. All spectroscopies have to
be multiplied with their respective matrix elements.

table 1.2 is the spectral shape if correlation is not important as is met closest for free
electron metals. Thus for free electron metals one can expect the spectral shapes to be
closely related to the ground state density of states. For correlated systems this condition
is not met; thus the 'amount of disagreement' between ground state density of states and
the spectral shape indicates the importance of correlations in the system. Because the
'amount of disagreement' is a highly qualitative concept, model calculations are required
for a quantitative discussion. From the table it is found that the XPS spectrum should
correspond to a single peak, representing the core level binding energy. This makes core
level XPS a good candidate to study correlation effects: if the spectrum does not correspond
to a single peak some sort of correlation effect is important. Important correlation effects are,
depending on the specific system, (1) multiplets, (2) charge transfer satellites, (3) electron
hole pairs and (4) plasmon satellites. For x-ray absorption of 3d-metal oxides specifically
multiplets and charge transfer are important, as will be discussed in chapter 3.
R e s o n a n t techniques
If the electron and photon spectroscopies discussed are combined, a whole series of novel
possibilities arise. The x-ray energy can be changed through an x-ray absorption edge
and for every x-ray energy the corresponding photoemission and/or Auger spectrum can
be measured. Figure 1.3 sketches the energy positions of some Auger and photoemission
peaks as a function of the x-ray energy. For simplicity, level splittings, correlations and core
hole effects are neglected. As they resemble a core state of a specific binding energy, the
photoemission peaks vary linearly with the x-ray energy. The Auger peaks have a constant
kinetic energy as they relate to the energy difference between three core states, which is
independent of the x-ray energy.
In the schematic example of figure 1.3 the 2p binding energy is 30 eV and the Is binding
energy is 100 eV, i.e. the 2p-photoemission peak has a kinetic energy of the x-ray energy
minus 30 eV and the Is2p2p Auger peak has a kinetic energy of 100 - 60 = 40 eV. An
interesting phenomena occurs if an Auger process interferes with a photoemission process.
At the x-ray energy indicated with the arrow the 2p-photoemission process (ls22p6VN —>
l e ^ V ^ + e - ) interferes with the Auger process (U22p6VN
-» lä 1 2p e V J V + 1 -» ls 2 2p 5 V N -|11
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Figure 1.3: Energy dependence of Auger and photoemission peaks.

e~). In case of resonant enhancement of valence band photoemission, information concerning
the partial density of states in the valence band can be obtained [52]. If for example the
valence band of CuO is measured with the x-ray energy varying through the copper 3p
edge, the spectrum is clearly modified [167]. However because the overall process can be
complicated the interpretation is in general not straightforward [81].

Spin polarization, x-ray polarization and angular d e p e n d e n c e
The techniques discussed can be extended if use is made of extra degrees of freedom, for
example the electron spin and the polarization of the x-ray. All electron spectroscopies can
be modified to a spin-polarized version, with detection and/or creation of spin dependency.
Also the x-rays can be used in a linear or circular polarized fashion, selecting only specific transitions. This can yield an overwhelming amount of extra obtainable information,
specifically concerning the magnetic structure of materials [59].
Another degree of freedom is the angular variation of the material of investigation with
respect to the incoming/outgoing electron/photon. For example angular resolved photoemission (ARPES) gives information concerning the k-dependence of the states and from
the spectral shapes an 'experimental band structure' can be obtained. X-ray diffraction
(XD) gives information concerning the bulk structure whereas (low energy) electron diffraction (LEED) gives information concerning the surface structure. Photo-electron diffraction
(PED) and Auger electron diffraction (AED) use an internal electron source. [60]. In this
thesis the possibilities of spin polarization and diffraction are not considered. The use of the
polarization of the x-ray is discussed in section 3.6 and an application concerning surfaces
is discussed in section 5.4.1.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
An x-ray absorption spectrum is measured as the amount of the incoming x-ray which is
absorbed by the substrate. The normal set-up to measure x-ray absorption is in transmission
mode as sketched in Figure 2.1. The intensity of the x-ray is measured before and after the
substrate and the percentage of transmitted x-rays is determined. The x-ray absorption
spectrum is generated by repeating the experiment for a series of x-ray energies.

^

Figure 2.1: Transmission mode experiment of x-ray absorption.

IVansmission mode experiments are standard for hard x-rays, though for soft x-rays
they are difficult to perform because of the strong interaction of soft x-rays with matter. In
order to obtain a detectable signal the substrate has to be thin, typically ~ Ο.ίμιη. This
poses a (too) large technological problem for most materials. Soft x-rays also have a large
absorption cross section with air, hence the experiments have to be performed in vaccuum.
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Figure 2.2: Yield-mode experiment of x-ray absorption.

An alternative to the transmission mode experiments has been provided by measuring
the decay products of the core hole which is created in the absorption process. The decay
of the core hole gives rise to an avalanche of electrons, photons and ions escaping from the
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surface of the substrate. Figure 2.2 shows a yield mode experiment of the x-ray absorption
cross section, with which it is possible to measure samples of arbitrary thickness.
X-ray absorption experiments have been made since the beginning of this century, but
they were severely restricted because the only available intense x-ray sources had only a
restricted set of sharply defined energies. The advent of synchrotron radiation sources,
which provide an intense and continuum spectrum of electromagnetic radiation, created
the possibility of improving immensely the x-ray absorption spectra. Additionally highresolution monochromators dedicated to synchrotron radiation have been developed. In this
chapter the various experimental aspects of the x-ray absorption experiments are discussed.
To be discussed are:
• synchrotron radiation
• x-ray monochromators
• sample conditions
• detection techniques

2.1. Synchrotron radiation
Synchrotron radiation is produced when a charged particle, with an energy E ^> mc2, is
deflected in a magnetic field. The development of synchrotron radiation is based on the
work of Ivanenko and Pomaranchuk [1] and Schwinger [2] in the forties [3,4]. The original
synchrotrons were used for high energy physics and the radiation was considered merely
as a side product. The experiments which made use of the radiation were performed in a
parasitic fashion. However the interesting results which emerged led to the development of
dedicated synchrotron radiation sources in the early seventies and the SRS in Daresbury
can be considered as the first dedicated storage ring for synchrotron radiation. The original
emphasis was on the optimization of the life-time, the current and the energy of the beam.
In the early eighties the emphasis switched to an optimization of the brilliance and also to
the development of insertion devices to increase the intensity of high energy photons [4].
Figure 2.3 sketches the development of the available x-ray flux during the last century.
Most experiments for this thesis were performed at the Berliner Elektronen-speicherring
Gesellschaft für Synchrotronstrahlung (BESSY) [5], which is an electron storage ring with
a circumference of about 62 meters. From each of the twelve bending magnets synchrotron
radiation is directed to a number of experimental stations. The energy of the electrons
stored in the ring is 754 MeV and to keep the electrons in orbit they are accelerated at one
point in the ring to compensate the energy-loss due to emission of radiation in the bending
magnets. The position of the electrons is corrected, but nevertheless the stored current
slowly decreases because of scattering with remnant gas, imperfect orbit correction, etc.
The typical life-time at BESSY is two hours.
The deflection of the electrons in the bending magnets creates electromagnetic radiation
with an energy-distribution as sketched in figure 2.4 [1,2,6]. The critical energy, Ec, is
16
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Figure 2.3: The historical
development of the brilliance
of the available x-ray sources.
(Taken from Ref. 4).
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determined by the magnetic field in the magnets and the energy of the electrons stored. For
BESSY the critical energy is about 600 eV.
Figure 2.5 shows the radial distribution of the radiation for three typical x-ray energies
(relative to the critical energy e c ). The radiation in the plane of the orbiting electrons is
linearly polarized. Out-of-plane radiation is partly circularly polarized. By selecting part
of this out-of-plane radiation, the circularly polarized x-rays can be used. However the
intensity of out-of-plane radiation decreases quickly, especially for soft x-rays. The intensity
of the circularly polarized x-rays can be increased with the use of special insertion devices
such as asymmetric wigglers.

2.2. X-ray monochromators
In order to perform soft x-ray absorption measurements of the oxygen \s edge and the
metal 2p edges of 3d-metal oxides, it is crucial that the soft x-rays are monochromatized
with high resolution. The edges of interest lie in the difficult energy range in between 200 and
1000 eV, that is in between the traditional regions of grating monochromators {E < 200 eV)
17
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Figure 2.4:
Intensity distribution of the
radiation in the European
synchrotron radiation facili
ties. ESRF, ELETTRA and
BESSY II are as yet not op
erational. DORIS and ELSA
are used parasitically.
(Taken from Ref. 4).
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and crystal monochromators {E > 800 eV).
Crystal m o n o c h r o m a t o r s
For energies above 800 eV the usual way to monochromatize the x-ray is by means of a
double crystal monochromator. The x-ray beam impinges on the first crystal and the x-ray
energy which satisfies Braggs equation (ηλ = 2азгп ) is reflected. In principle one crystal
is enough to monochromatize the beam; the second crystal improves the resolution by a
factor of l/y/2 but it is used primarily because it allows for a constant direction of the
outgoing monochromatized x-ray. The energy range of the double crystal monochromator
is defined by the lattice spacing of the crystals used, given that the angle of incidence ( )
is limited between 10 and 80 degrees. For energies above 2 keV artificial silicon crystals
(2d = 6.271 A) are used. The difficult energy range in between 800 and 1500 eV is covered
by natural beryl crystals (2d = 15.95 Â). For energies lower than 800 eV one has to use
crystals with a lattice spacing larger than beryl. The organic crystals with this property are
18
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however not resistant to the full power of the synchrotron beam. A solution to this problem
has been found by using an artificial multilayer as a pre-monochromator [8]. Although
the double crystal mono chromators with organic crystals reach a rather good resolution
3
of about 1 : 10 , its development has been largely overtaken by recent developments with
grating monochromators.

Grating m o n o c h r o m a t o r s
The monochromatizing element is in this case an artificial grating with typically 1000 lines
per mm (2d « 5 · 1 0 - 7 meter). The soft x-ray range can be covered by using the grating
monochromators in grazing incidence (Θ —» 0). The grazing incidence grating monochro
mators are divided according to the shape of the grating, which can be toroidal, plane or
circular. The toroidal grating monochromators (TGM's) dominate in the energy range up
to 200 eV. At present the energy region in between 200 eV and 800 eV is best served with
either a plane grating monochromator like the SX700, or with a cylindrical (or spherical)
grating as is present in the DRAGON.

TOP VIEW
HFM

VFM

ENTRANCE
SLIT
GRATING

EXIT
SLIT SAMPLE

Figure 2.6: Lay-out of the DRAGON monochromator (Taken from Ref. 10).

Part of the experiments have been performed on the DRAGON monochromator [9,10] at
the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven. The DRAGON monochro
mator reached an unprecedented high resolution of 1 : 10 4 for the soft x-ray range. It is
based on a novel design for a soft x-ray monochromator using cylindrical optical elements.
The idea was to design a monochromator with a relatively simple arrangement of optical
components [9]. Figure 2.6 sketches the lay-out of the DRAGON. The entrance slit improves
the resolution by making the monochromator less dependent on the source size. The exit
slit moves during an energy-scan. The mirrors are situated before the grating which fa
cilitates the monochromator positioning to out-of-plane (circularly polarized) radiation. A
design in which the beam is split in the mirrorbox and radiation from above and below the
19
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synchrotron plane is guided to the sample simultaneously, that is using a switching device,
is under construction [12].

Figure 2.7: Lay-out of the SX700 monochiomator. (Taken from Ref. 15).

The experiments at BESSY have been performed with the SX700 monochromators [13,
14], which were designed to monochromatize the synchrotron radiation onto a fixed exit slit,
without the necessity of an entrance slit. This can be achieved by a combined movement
of the plane grating and the mirrors. Figure 2.7 sketches the lay-out of the SX700. The
first plane pre-mirror is used to satisfy the focusing condition of the plane grating [13]. The
second elipsoidal mirror refocuses the radiation onto the curved exit slit. The resolution
is mainly source limited because there is no entrance slit. The resolution of the SX700(I)
is about 1 : 103 and the SX700(II) monochromator has an improved resolution of about
1 : 10 4 . A resolution of 1 : 104 is at present reached by the DRAGON-like monochromators
at NSLS-Brookhaven and at SSRL-Stanford [11]. The SX700-based monochromators which
obtain a similar resolution can be found at BESSY-Berlin, ISA-Aarhus and MAXLAB-Lund.

2.3. Measurement conditions
All soft x-ray experiments have been performed in ultra high vaccuum, with a typical pressure 10~ 10 torr. It is necessary to work under ultra high vaccuum conditions to assure a
clean surface because the detection (total electron yield) is rather surface sensitive. As far
as the penetration of the soft x-ray is concerned it is in principle possible to perform experiments in a vacuum of I O - 5 torr. The measured materials are single crystals or sintered
polycrystalline pellets. They are scraped in vaccuum with an alumina or a diamond file.
For angular dependent studies on single crystals scraping cannot be used and preferably the
sample should be cleaved in situ. If surface cleanliness can not be guaranteed the polarization dependent measurements on the single crystal can be performed and afterwards the
sample is scraped and remeasured to check for surface contamination. If not checked for
surface cleanliness, total electron yield data from unscraped samples should be treated with
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extreme caution. The problems concerning surface cleanliness can be avoided by measuring
in fluorescence yield (see next section).

Effects from e x p o s u r e to t h e x-ray b e a m
During an x-ray absorption measurement the dose of soft x-rays which is impinging on the
sample is relatively low because the experiments are performed with high resolution and only
an extremely small proportion of the beam reaches the sample. Due to the high efficiency
of total electron yield this is still enough to measure a spectrum in typically 15 minutes.
Beam damage effects can be neglected, given that the sample is not exposed to the white
17
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light, which at the present synchrotrons has a radiation dose of typically 10 photons/cm .
Depending on the material this dose will cause moderate to severe damage [16]. Also
charging problems are in general not crucial for x-ray absorption experiments, in contrast
to XPS. However the samples should be grounded to prevent macroscopic charging effects.

2.4. Detection techniques
As sketched in figure 2.2 the absorption cross section can be measured by means of electrons
which escape from the surface as a result of the decay of the core hole. Instead of electrons,
also photons or ions can be detected and the electron, fluorescence and ion yield methods
present an alternative to the transmission mode experiments. In this section the different
methods are discussed, specifically with regard to the conditions under which a specific
yield measurement represents the x-ray absorption cross section. Closely related to this
is the probing depth of the specific yield method. That transmission mode experiments
are indeed difficult for soft x-ray energies is clear from the analysis of the manganese 2p
x-ray absorption spectra of МпРг as given by Nakai et al. [18]. They used transmission
mode detection through a thin film of about 2000 À . From comparison with theory as well
as with yield experiments (see section 5.1), the spectrum given in Ref. 18 is found to be
completely saturated.

Auger electron yield
The theoretically clearest yield method is a measurement of the intensity of a specific Auger
decay channel of the core hole. The energy of the Auger electron is not dependent on the
energy of the incoming x-ray and from the universal curve [18] it is found that the mean
free path of a 500 eV Auger electron is of the order of 20 Â. Hence the number of Auger
electrons emitted is equal to the number of core holes which are created in the first 20 A
from the surface. Because the mean free path of the incoming x-ray is of the order of 1000 A,
the number of core holes created in the first 20 Á is equal to the absorption cross section.
Effectively the Auger electron yield method is a measurement of only 20 Â of material,
hence the Auger electron yield is rather surface sensitive.
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2. EXPÉRIMENTAL

Fluorescence

Yield

Instead of the Auger decay also the fluorescent decay of the core hole can be used as the
basis for the absorption measurement. The amount of fluorescent decay is increased with
energy [19], and a comparison of the amount of Auger decay with fluorescent decay shows
that for the atomic number Ζ < 20 Auger decay dominates for all core levels and for Ζ < 50
Auger decay dominates all edges apart the К edges for which fluorescent decay starts to
dominate [20]. Thus for the 3d-metals, the К edges show strong fluorescence and all other
edges mainly Auger decay. The photon created in the fluorescent decay has a mean free path
of the same order of magnitude as the incoming x-ray, which excludes any surface effect.
On the other hand it means that there will be large saturation effects if the sample is not
dilute. That is, in the limit that there is only absorption process, all x-rays photons which
enter the material contribute to the fluorescence yield signal, hence its intensity will not be
equal to the absorption cross section. The relation between the intensity of the fluorescence
yield (If) and the absorption cross section (μ) is [21]:

'

μζ(Ε)

+ ßb(E) + ßx(Ef)

+

ßb{Ef)

(2.1)

For dilute materials, that is if the the background absorption (μι,) dominates the ab
sorption of the specific edge (μ^), the measured intensity is approximately equivalent to the
absorption coefficient (If ~ μ ζ ) . For less dilute materials the spectral shape is modified
and the highest peaks will appear compressed with respect to the lower peaks, known as
saturation effects. For a given material the background absorption is known and in princi
ple can be corrected for afterwards. However this correction procedure affects the statistics
considerably. For concentrated systems, (μχ > μ 6 ), the spectral modifications are too large
for a sensible analysis. The Mi¡5 edges of rare earths and to a lesser extend also the the Ьг.зedges of transition metals are relatively strong, hence the fluorescence yield signal will be
completely saturated for the pure metals. Also the binary oxides and other compounds with
low-Z elements only will show distorted x-ray absorption spectra. The oxygen К edge of
metal oxides will show relatively small saturation effects, especially if some high-Z elements
are present as is the case for ВагСизОт-а and related compounds [22]. Equation 2.1 shows
that apart from saturation effects, there can be effects due to so-called self-absorption. If the
fluorescent decay of a core hole takes place at an energy (Ef) which is strongly reabsorbed,
the spectral shape is modified in a rather complicated manner and the spectrum is difficult
to interpret.
Though fluorescent yield is complicated for concentrated materials due to its large escape
depth. On the other hand the large escape depth makes fluorescence yield extremely suited
for the measurement of impurities, which are difficult to measure with a surface sensitive
technique such as Auger yield. The suitability of fluorescence yield for impurities, for
example metal ions in bioinorganical cluster compounds or even complete enzymes, has
led to the large efforts in the development of fluorescence yield detectors [23].
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DETECTION TECHNIQUES

Ion yield
A third decay product of the core holes are ions. If the absorption process takes place in the
bulk and the core hole decays via an Auger process a positively charged ion is formed, but
due to further decay and screening processes the original situation will be restored after some
time. However if the absorption process takes place at the surface, the possibility exists that
the atom which absorbes the x-ray is ionized by Auger decay and escapes from the surface
before relaxation processes can bring it back to the ground state. If the escaping ions are
analysed as a function of x-ray energy the signal will again be related to the absorption cross
section. Because only atoms from the top-layer are measured, ion yield is extremely surface
sensitive. The mere possibility of obtaining a measurable signal from ion yield means that
13
the surface is irreversibly distorted, but as there are of the order of 10 surface atoms per
2
mm , this does not necessarily mean that a statistically relevant proportion of the surface
is modified. From these considerations it is clear that the possibility of ion yield will be
highly material dependent. In section 5.4 ion yield is used to study the calcium atoms in
the surface layer of СаРг.
2.4.1. Total electron yield
The most abundant yield detection technique, which is also the most unclear in its nature,
is total electron yield. The difference with Auger electron yield is that the energy of the
outgoing electrons is not selected and simply all escaping electrons are counted. It is clear
that the signal is dominated by secondary electrons which are created in the cascade process
of the Auger decay electrons [24,25]. The ease of detection and the large signal make total
electron yield a much used technique, but questions which remain are the specific processes
which take place and specifically the probing depth and the related surface sensitivity are
only roughly known. A rough estimate for the probing depth is to use the Auger probing
depth as the lower boundary and something of the order of 200 Â as the upper boundary. As
the creation, migration and escape of secondary electrons will be highly material dependent,
the probing depth of total electron yield will certainly be material dependent too.
To study the mean probing depth of total electron yield quantitatively the oxygen К
edge of thin layers of ТагОз on tantalum metal has been studied [26]. The tantalum oxide
overlayers can be prepared with great accuracy and they are extremely stable with respect
to further oxidation if the layers have a thickness of 20 A or more [28]. The oxygen К
edge of samples with а ТагO5-thickness ranging from 0 to 1200 Â have been measured. To
increase the reliability of the data the spectra have been measured several times. Figure 2.8
shows the results for a layer thickness in between 20 and 80 Â. Layer thicknesses of more
than 80 Â (160 Â, 320 À, etc) give identical results to the 80 Â sample. The 10 Â layer
has an intensity equal to the 20 Â layer which indicates additional oxidation.
Analysis of the data points reveals that total electron yield is already saturated for layers
of the order of 40 A, which is shorter than often assumed. It is probable that the probing
depth of total electron yield is similar for the oxygen К edge of other oxides. It is concluded
that the probing depth of total electron yield detection of soft x-ray absorption in oxides
is of the order of 40 Â. More details concerning the processes which determine the probing
23
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Figure 2.8: Relative oxygen
К edge x-ray absorption in
tensity as a function of the
thickness of the ТагОв layer
(Taken from Ref. 26).
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depth are given in Refs [24-27]. In conclusion table 2.1 gives the best estimates of the
probing depths of the different yield methods if applied to Sd-metal oxides.

Detection technique
Ion yield
Auger electron yield
Total electron yield
Fluorescence yield

Probing depth
~2 A
~20 Â
~40 Â
> 1000 A

Table 2.1: Probing depths of yield detection of soft x-ray absorption experiments of
Sd-metal oxides
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3. T H E O R Y OF THE X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTRAL SHAPES
In this chapter the theory of the x-ray absorption spectral shapes is discussed. In section 3.1
a short historical account of x-ray absorption is given. The emphasis is on the strongly
correlated limit; the history of the weakly correlated limit is described in detail in Ref. 1.
Sections 3.2 to 3.7 describe the crystal field multiplet model, which is sued to describe
the metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra. Section 3.2 gives a theoretical introduction to the
important effects: atomic multiplets, the cubic crystal field and the multipole core hole
interactions. Section 3.3 contains a paper which discusses the crystal field multiplet model
to explain the metal 2p spectra for compounds with an empty 3d-band and the paper in
section 3.4 describes the spectra of systems with partly filled 3d-bands. Section 3.5 discusses
the effects of the 3d spin-orbit coupling and distortions from cubic crystal fields, section 3.6
the effects of polarization dependence and finally in section 3.7 the limits of the crystal
field multiplet model are discussed. The chapter is concluded with a section describing
the weakly correlated limit with electronic structure calculations within density functional
theory.

3.1. History of x-ray absorption
The historical development of x-ray absorption started almost immediately after the discovery of the x-rays by W.C. Röntgen in 1895 [2]. Some important landmarks in the
development of the x-ray absorption technique are outlined with the emphasis on the use of
the x-ray absorption edge structure and the manner to derive information concerning the
electronic structure of solids. The discussion of the early developments is mainly based on
A History of x-ray absorption fine structure from R. Stumm von Bordwehr [1].

X-rays and atomic energy levels
The first big step in the use of x-rays came in 1913 with Moseley's identification of the x-ray
energies with Bohr's atomic energy levels [3]. In the years before it was recognized that
metals emit characteristic x-rays (Sagnac, 1898 [4]). This observation was systemized by
Barkla, who notified two distinct series of characteristic x-ray energies which he named К
and L [5]. In 1913 Bohr developed his atomic energy level theory [6], which was directly used
by Moseley who found that the x-ray energies varied with the atomic number squared [3].
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From lines to spectra
The next step was the recognition of the existence of 'fine structure' in the x-ray absorption
lines. In his thesis W. Stenström noted that:
This intense absorption band is followed by an emission region and then by a
weak second band (W. Stenström, 1918 [7]).
This notion that the transition does not involve single lines, but can be structured was
shown more convincingly for the chromium К edge by Fricke in 1920 [8]. With respect to
the origins of the fine structure the notions of W. Kossel are important.
The greatest work has been done during the transition from the core to the sur
face, and the various paths that can still remove it from the immediate vicinity
of the atom require only a small energy, [...] One is hopefully able to draw other
conclusions concerning the phenomena that occur on the atom surface. This sur
face must depend, for instance, on the number of electrons that occupy it, i.e. on
the ionization state of the atom. This is the point where the external conditions
of the atom can have an influence on the Röntgen rays (W. Kossel, 1920 [1,9]).
This notion is important because if the x-ray absorption process would yield only intraatomic information it would be of little use in the study of the electronic structure of solids.
The discovery of the fine structure is therefore the first sign that the electronic structure
around the 'surface of the atom', or in other words the chemical bonding, is important
for the x-ray absorption fine structure. Related to this are the first observations that the
valency influences the energy of the x-ray absorption edge [10]. The trends were explained
by Pauling as the effect of screening from the neighbouring atoms [11].
X-ray absorption spectra of a t o m s
After the foundation of quantum mechanics [12,13], the explanation of the x-ray absorption
spectra of hydrogen developed quickly and a detailed ab-initio picture evolved [14]. Thereafter the development of the interpretation of more complex atoms was hampered mainly by
the 'mathematical' problems to describe the electron-electron interaction. If the wavefunctions of the initial state and final state configurations are determined, the calculation of the
transition probability is accomplished with the application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem,
with its implicit selection rules, and the calculation of the radial overlap [15].
X-ray absorption spectra of solids
The interpretation of x-ray absorption spectra in solids and the related theory of the electronic structure of solids developed much slower. An important step was taken by Kronig.
who developed a scattering theory to explain the intensity modulations in the x-ray absorption spectrum [16,17]. From Kronig's theory there is an almost straightforward development
to the interpretation of the extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS):
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The later progress of x-ray absorption spectra calculations was to gradually free
oneself from Kronig's hypotheses (C. Brouder, 1989 [18]).
An important experimented result which confirnled the importance of the crystal structure
was given by Veldkamp who showed that the iron К edge of fcc-NiFe is equivalent to fecnickel and not bec-iron [19]. Kronig's theory was developed further by Smoluchowski [20]
who found good agreement for his 'single scattering' theory with all structures above 50 eV
from the edge.
In the thirties it became evident that Kronig's scattering theory did not take into account
the transition rules correctly. The overlap of the core state with the final state is more
important for shallow core levels, especially if the principal quantum number is not modified.
In the band structure model the transition probability is equal to the transition matrix
element times the partial density of states [22,23]. In principle this formula is still used
as the basis for x-ray absorption calculations, though the original method to calculate the
partial density of states has been shown to be incorrect [24]. The band structure approach
developed to explain the near edge structure, with its implicit assumption of the neglect
of the effects of the core hole as well as the extra valence electron as will be discussed in
section 3.8. The scattering theory developed for the analysis of the EXAFS spectra and the
multiple scattering formalism became the usual model for determination of the near edge
structure of hard x-ray spectra [25].
3.1.1. A t o m i c t r a n s i t i o n s in solids
Both the band structure and the multiple scattering approaches are valid within the weakly
correlated limit. Systems which are strongly correlated are not described correctly within
this limit and during the years it became evident that some x-ray absorption spectra were
completely dominated by the intra-atomic interactions with none or little influence from the
electronic structure of the valence electrons.
The development of the strongly correlated limit, largely excluded from Ref. 1, can be
traced back to the thirties, but really started with Rule's 1945 paper on the 3d (M^s) edge
of samarium, in which he observed a subsidiary absorption maximum on the low energy side
of the principal absorption [28]. He attributed this, following the ideas of Lindberg [26] and
Sandström [27], to a pre-edge structure related to localized 3d to 4 / transitions, while the
remainder was attributed to the principal M^s edge.
This division into localized 3d —> 4 / transitions and the 'true' edge, was maintained in
the initial studies of the Leicester group [29,30] For example in his study on the 3d edges
of praseodymium, neodymium, samarium and europium (oxides), Zandy used this division
and identified the localized pre-edge peaks in all edges except the M5 edge of europium [30].
In 1966 K.C. Williams, also from the Leicester group, recognized that the division into preedge and 'true' absorption edge was basically incorrect [31]. He concluded that the whole
edge structure is related to the localized 3d 1 0 4/ A r —> 3(^4ƒ N + 1 transition:
Absorption into the 4f shell is permitted by the x-ray absorption selection rules
and may be generally represented by the transition of an electron from an initial
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state M10ifN
to a final state 3d34f!>r+1. If strict jj-couphng is assumed between
9
the За and AfN+i groups, then for Yb one transition is possible for the M^
edge and none for the Мц. In the case of Tm, three Ms transitions are possible
and one Мц. This evidence seems to indicate that most of the large increase m
M4¡5 absorption for these elements can be explained by attributing it to transitions
into the 4}shell and that very little 'edge ' absorption is occurring (K.C. Williams,
1966 [31]).
For the N14,5 edge of EU2O3 ( E u 3 + - 4 / e ) Williams concludes:
For the particular case of trivalent Eu, it is possible for 107 Мъ and 79 Mj
transitions to occur into the 4/ shell. It is scarcely surprising therefore that the
absorption spectra should be banded and complex, as illustrated (K.C. Williams,
1966 [31]).
Although Williams' arguments can be considered as quite convincing the 1967 paper of
Zandy [32] and the 1968 paper of Combley et al. [33] still used the original division into
'pre-edge' and main edge.
Also in 1966 high resolution x-ray absorption spectra of the 4d (N4,5) edges of rare earth
metals became available through the work of the Leningrad group [34, 35]. The spectra
showed apart from the main absorption edge a whole series of small and extremely sharp
'pre-edge' peaks as is shown in figure 3.1. These peaks were, like the N14,5 edges, were
identified as atomic 4d to 4/ transitions:
Figure 3.1: The 4d x-ray absorption
spectrum of lanthanum, cerium, praseo
dymium, neodymium, samarium and euro
pium. Taken from Fomichev et al. [35].

It is possible that the structure of the spectra corresponds to the transition of
positive ions of the metals from an initial state with electronic configuration AfN
to a final state 4d94fN+1, the ions being bound m a solid state lattice. (Fomichev
et al., 1966 [35]).
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In 1970 the first synchrotron experiments on the 4d edges of the rare earths were performed by Haensel et al. [36]. They measured cerium, praseodymium and neodymium and
found that for Pr and Nd the spectra of the oxides were identical to those of the pure metal,
which confirmed the atomic nature of the transitions, or in other words the insensitivity of
the Ad edge to chemical variations.
Williams' qualitative arguments for the attribution of the whole spectrum to transitions
to the 4f states were shown to be correct in the early seventies when atomic multiplet
calculations were performed in the groups of Fano and Cooper. Based on the interpretation
of x-ray absorption in atoms [37], the 'atomic transitions in solids' were described in a series
of papers by Dehmer, Starace, Sugar, Fano and Cooper [38-42] The emphasis was on the
rare earth Ad edges which are marked by a series of small, sharp peaks (see figure 3.1),
followed by a strong and asymmetric absorption edge.
The basic idea was that the complete spectrum can be described as the transition from
the AfN ground state to Ad?4fN+1 final states. The separation into the low energy and
high energy part originates from the so-called centrifugal barrier [38]: the high energy states
autoionize which gives them their asymmetric Fano lineshape [37], whereas for the low energy
peaks autoionization is prevented by the centrifugal barrier. Therefore the low energy states
are relatively stable and thus sharp. The calculations showed that the final state multiplet
is dominated by the df Slater integrals and is spread over about 20 eV, whereby nearly all
intensity goes to the high energy states. The calculations used the computer code of C.
Froese [43] to determine the Hartree-Fock values of the Slater integrals, and the resulting
dipole spectrum was in agreement with the main features of the experimental results [38]. To
optimize the result the df Slater integrals were reduced to 75% and the ƒƒ Slater integrals
were taken from optical experiments [44].
The success of the calculations led Dehmer et al. to the prediction that their model could
be extended to the 3p edges of the 3d transition metals. Simultaneously E.J. McGuire [45]
predicted strong autoionization for the 3p edges due to the super Coster-Kronig process
3p 5 3d' v + 1 —» 3pe3dN~lef\ ef denotes a continuum state of /-symmetry. At that time
some spectra had been measured with line sources during the fifties [46] and a first set of
high resolution spectra had been taken in 1969 with the DESY synchrotron by Sonntag et
al. [47]. The spectra were broad and did not show a sharp edge but a rising intensity over
some eV, which could be interpreted within the autoionization framework. A more detailed
interpretation was not possible as the spectra were rather monotonie and did not show any
pre-edge structures. The ideas concerning autoionization were developed further by Dietz et
al. [48]; they were generalized by Davis and Feldkamp [49,50] and definitively confirmed by
the high resolution data on manganese atoms [51]. In the following p[arts emphasis is given
to the multiplet structures; more information concerning the autoionization effects can be
found in the review article of Davis [52].
In 1974 S.-I. Nakai et al. measured the 3p edges of the 3d-metal halides which, in contrast
to the metals, showed sharp pre-edge peaks [53]. Their original interpretation was mainly
bandstructure oriented and they used the distinction into localized 3p —• 3d transitions for
the pre-peaks and a density of states interpretation for the 'main edge'. Figure 3.2 gives
the results for some manganese halides. From these figures Nakai et al conclude:
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Figure 3.2: 3p x-ray absorp
tion spectrum of manganese
halides. Taken from Nakai et
al. [53].
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The absorption curves of MnFz, MnCh and MnBr^ are very similar to one an
other, nevertheless these halides have different crystal structures
The detailed
structures m the low energy structures may be due to the 3p 5 3d A r + 1 multiplet (in
cluding the crystalline field splitting).
(Nakai et al.,1974, [53]).
In their 1981 paper Shin et al. present the 3d spectra of KMnFa and KC0F3 [54]. The
spectra shown are identical to those of the halides, but the interpretation changed:
We assign the most part of the observed М^з spectra to the 3p 6 3d N —• 3p 5 3d A r + 1
transitions, contrary to the propositions given for other transition metal com
pounds m Refs. 53,55 (Shin et al.,1981 [54]).
The spectra were consequently calculated with a crystal field multiplet program (dis
cussed in detail in the next sections). The multiplet approach was originally developed
simultaneously in Tokyo [56-58] and Winnipeg [59,60] to study core level photoemission
spectra. Though the core level photoemission experiments were in 'good agreement with
the calculations' [60,61], the shortcomings of the approach were already indicated by Asada
et al., who, following Refs. 62,63, noted that the satellites are related to electron transfer
from the ligand to the metal. In their 1976 paper, Asada and Sugano combined the multiplet
model with charge transfer [64]. The hypothesis of charge transfer was shown to be correct
by the calculations of Zaanen et al. who, using an Anderson impurity model, could explain
all divalent nickel-halide spectra consistently [65]. For x-ray absorption the crystal field mul
tiplet approach proved to be better suited (see section 3.2): Shin et al. neglected all states
but the Hund's rule ground state and calculated the multiplet spectrum, neglecting also
the 3d spin-orbit coupling. The 3d3d interactions were taken from experiment and the 3p3d
multipole interactions were taken from atomic spectra but were reduced to approximately
60% [66]. The analysis was developed further in Ref. 67,68. Figure 3.3 is reproduced from
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Ref. 68 and shows the spectraJ variations with changes in the cubic crystal field, from which
it can be concluded that the spectral variations are not large and, given the uncertainties
in the atomic parameters, it is difficult to use the 3p spectra for a detailed optimisation
of the cubic crystal field value. However the calculations convincingly explain the spectral
variations. The asymmetric lineshape of the high energy lines was explained qualitatively
as autoionization [37,52].
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Figure 3.3: Cubic crystal
calculation for divalent
cobalt. Taken from Shin et
al. [68].
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The calculations were generalized for all transition metal ions and for the 2p x-ray
absorption as well as 2p XPS by Yamaguchi et al. [69,41]. In 1985 Thole et al. calculated
all 4fN —» 3cP4fN+1 transitions for the divalent and trivalent rare earth ions [71], using
Cowan's atomic Hartree-Fock program [15,72]. Basically the calculations are equivalent to
those performed by the groups of Fano and Cooper in the early seventies [38-41], but the
improvement in computers made it possible to calculate a general 3d34fN+1
multiplet in
intermediate coupling, making use of (scaled) Hartree-Fock calculated Slater integrals and
spin-orbit couplings. The agreement with experiments on rare earth metals convincingly
confirmed the basic correctness of the method [71]. The atomic multiplet method was also
used for the calculation of the 3d 5 —» 2p 5 3d e multiplet to simulate spectra of manganese
impurities in noble metals [73]. Again a basic agreement was found and the ground state
could be identified as the Hund's rule ground state. The method was extended by B.T.
Thole to include crystal field effects. The output of the atomic multiplet program was
connected with the general group theoretical program of Butler [53]. The method is similar
to the one used by Yamaguchi et al. [69,41], but it is made more general as 3d spin-orbit
coupling can be included and the group theoretical projection can be made to any point
group of interest. The first results of the method were given in Refs. 75,76.
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3.2. T h e crystal field multiplet model
In this section the basic ingredients of the crystal field multiplet model are discussed. Sec
tions 3.3 and 3.4 are reproductions of papers on the results of the calculations with a cubic
crystal field. Limitations and extensions of the model are discussed in section 3.5 to 3.7.
3.2.1. A t o m i c multiplets
The general starting point for the strongly correlated limit is the atomic multiplet theory
which describes the correlated electronic states in partly filled atomic shells. A single 3d
electron has ten possibilities, respectively spin-up and spin-down states with mi ranging
from -2 to 2. The overall quantum numbers L and S of a 3d 1 configuration are 2 and | . The
total J quantum number has two possibilities, respectively | (L-S) and | (L+S). In term
symbol notation, representing irreducible representations in spherical symmetry: 2 +1Lj =
2
Dt and 2D*. LS-coupling is a correct description for the valence electron couplings of
2

2

the light elements because the 3d spin-orbit coupling is rather small [77]. Thus the spin
and angular momenta of the 3d-electrons are first coupled to an overall L and S. In pure
LS-coupling the 45 combinations of a 3d 2 -configuration are grouped in the term symbols
*(?, 3 F , ' D , ΆΡ and 1S. If jj-coupling is considered as a small perturbation the irreducible
representations are indicated by their general 2S^Lj
term symbol, i.e. lGi, 3F\, 3РЛ 3 ^ 2 ,
1
3
3
3
Ζ)2ι Рг, Pii Po and 'SQ. However if the jj-coupling becomes more dominant this term
symbol notation loses its meaning as the states with equal J's start to mix and the states have
to be described as linear combinations of term symbols. Finally in pure jj-couplings only
5 irreducible representations remain, distinguishable by their J-value only. The 'transition'
from LS to jj coupling is indicated in figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: LS —» j] tran
sition for 3d 2 . In table 3.2
the physical ordering for LScoupling is given.

If a 3d 3 -configuration is coupled according to LS-coupling there are 120 configurations
divided over the term symbols: 4 F , *P, 2H, 2G, 2F, 2D (2 times) and 2P. The main
problem to solve is to find the wavefunctions of these term symbols. One way to proceed is
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to couple first two electrons to |d LS) and subsequently couple this with the third electron.
From symmetry arguments and recoupling formulae it can be shown [15] that the overall
3
wavefunction |d L'S') can be formed by a summation over all LS combinations of the twoelectron wave functions multiplied by a specific coefficient:
|d 3 L'S') = Σ |d 2 LS) · c L S

(3.1)

L,S

For example the quartet F state of 3d 3 is built from its parent triplet states as:
3

2

3

2 3

|d M> = ^ [ ^ ] > - \\d [ P})

(3.2)

Similarly all other 3d 3 states can be built. They are denoted as (cPLS\}aLS) and are
called Coefficients of Fractional Parentage, because the St^-states can be considered as the
'parents' of the 3d 3 -states. The coefficients for all partly filled d and ƒ states are tabulated
by Nielsen and Koster [78].
Core hole effect on atomic multiplets
Up to now only partly filled 3<i-states were considered. In the final state of the metal 2p
x-ray absorption process a 2p 5 3d J V + 1 configuration is formed. As the dominant interaction
is the core hole spin-orbit coupling, the actual coupling scheme is given as jj-coupling for
the core hole and LS-coupling for the valence electrons. The overall coupling scheme is a
mixture of both. The simplest 2p3d coupling is the 2p 5 3d 1 state. The configurations are
found from multiplying (the symmetries of) the 2p 5 state with the 3d 1 state.
2

P®2D

= »Pi + 'Di + "Fa + 3Ρο,ι,2 + 3 #і,2,з + 3^2.з,4

(3.3)

Figure 3.5 sketches the transition from pure LS to jj coupling for the pd-multiplet. For
configurations with two or more 3d electrons (and the 2p core hole) the intermediate coupling
scheme makes a term symbol assignment of the states inappropriate.
In section 1.2 it was discussed that for x-ray induced transitions the dipole selection
rules are applicable, i.e. AL = ± 1 , Δ 5 = 0 and Δ J = ± 1 , 0 with J + J' > 1. Therefore in
LS-coupling the transition from 3d 0 —• 2p 5 3d 1 is a non-degenerate single line, because the
the dipole selection rules allow only a 1 P final state. In jj-coupling the selection rules yield
a (threefold degenerate) J = 1 final state; in the actual intermediate coupling scheme three
states exist. In figure 3.5 it is shown that the degeneracy of the J = 1 is lifted. The actual
1
3
3
states are described as linear combinations of the P l l P i and Di term symbols.
Slater integrals, R a c a h parameters and H u n d ' s rules
The origin of the term splittings can be found in the electron-electron interactions and
the spin-orbit coupling. The usual method of determining the 2-electron integrals is by
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Figure 3.5: LS —* j) tran
5
1
sition for 2p 3d .
In LS1
coupling only the P\ -state
сал be reached, but in inter
mediate coupling there is ad
1
mixture of the Pi-state with
3
3
the Pi-state and the D i state.

expanding them as a series of Legendre polynomials [15,79,12]. The radial part reduces to
the integrals:
Rk{ab,cd)=

¡

[

Jri Jri

•^î-Pi(a)P2{b)P1(c)P2(d)dr1dr2

(3.4)

74

It is common practice to divide the radial integrals in Coulomb terms and exchange
terms. The Coulomb terms are denoted as Fk(ab, ab) => Fk(a, b) and the exchange terms as
Gk(ab, ba) => Gk(a, b), the so-called Slater integrals. The angular part composes strong selection rules on the k-values in the series expansion, i.e. for two 3d-electrons only F 0 , F2 and
F 4 are possible and for a pd-interaction F0, F2, G1 and G 3 have to be considered. Instead
of the Fk.Gk superscript notation two alternative notations are used: in the subscript Fk
notation the Fk Slater integrals are renormalised with a common fc-dependent denominator
Dk [79]. Another common notation for dd-interactions are the Racah parameters A, В and
C. Table 3.1 gives their relation to the Slater integrals.
The effect of the electron-electron interaction on the 3d 2 configuration is that the term
symbols have the relative energies as given in table 3.3. The energy positions in this table
reveal that the ground state of the 3d 2 configuration is the 3F state, which is an example
of the rule that for a general 3dN configuration the ground state is always the state with
highest S, and for these states the state with the highest L: Hund's rules [82]. The Hund's
rules are a direct consequence of the multipole dd-interaction described with the Slater
integrals: S (and L) are maximized because the electron-electron repulsion is minimized if
the electrons belong to different mj-orbitals and also because electrons with parallel spin
have an additional exchange interaction which lowers the total energy. If the 3 F - s t a t e is
split due to 3d spin-orbit coupling the ground state is, according to Hund's third rule, the
state with the lowest J (the 3 .F2-state); in case more than five 3d-electrons are present, the
highest J-value has lowest energy. Notice that the Hund's rules do not explain the ordering
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Slater Integrals
F0-F*/9
( 9 F 2 - 5F 4 )/441
5F4/63

Table 3.1: Relation of Slater integrals with Racah parameters for
3d-electrons

Symmetry
E(lS)
ECD)
ECG)
E(3P)
E{3F)

Relative energy
UB + 7C
+4.2 eV
-W + 2C +0.5 eV
+4B + 2C +1.2 eV
+7B
+0.7 eV
-7B
-0.8 eV

Table 3.2: Relative energy positions of a 3d2 configuration. For the
values in the third column the representative values B=0.1 eV and
C=0.4 eV are used.

of the states, but only the symmetry of the ground state. In the final state of the metal 2p
x-ray absorption process the dominant interaction is the core hole spin-orbit coupling {^2p)·
Its magnitude ranges from about 3 eV for titanium to about 10 eV for nickel. If only this
spin-orbit coupling is considered the 2p spectra are split in two , the L3 and the L2 edge,
separated by | · ^ p · The pd Coulomb and exchange terms, F ^ , Gj^ and Gjjj, are of the
order of 5 to 10 eV and from table 3.3 it can be seen that the dd-interactions cause splittings
of the order of 5 eV. The combination of the core hole spin-orbit interaction and the 3d3d
and 2p3d electron-electron interactions gives for the general case of a 2p53dN configuration
a complex distribution of states. The 3d spin-orbit coupling is small and possible effects are
discussed in section 3.5.
The specific values of the pd-Slater integrals and the 2p spin-orbit coupling give the
0
5
1
atomic multiplet spectrum of the 3d —» 2p 3d transition two intense lines with an addi
tional small 'pre-edge' peak (see section 3.4). The atomic multiplet for Zp x-ray absorption
is described with exactly the same coupling scheme. However because the 3p spin-orbit cou
pling is relatively small and the 3p3d Slater integrals large, the coupling scheme is almost
pure LS and more than 99% of the transition goes to the final state of ^ - s y m m e t r y 1 .
'The energy of the 'P-state is about 10 eV above the lowest state, and this is the origin of the 'delayed
onset' in-Зр resonant photoemission experiments.
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3.2.2. T h e c u b i c c r y s t a l

field

Atomic multiplet theory can be extended to describe the 3d-metal ions by incorporation of
the dominating cubic crystal field. As an introduction first the cubic crystal field, which
is the central phenomenon in describing the electronic structure of 3d transition metal
ions [12,44], is introduced:
In an octahedral environment the potential of the central ion has cubic (O/J symmetry
which divides the 5-fold degenerate 3d-orbitals into two distinct representations of Тг^ and
Eg symmetry. The twofold degenerate Eg state contains orbitale which point towards the
center of the cube faces, that is directly towards the position of the ligands. Consequently
they interact stronger, electrostatically as well as covaJently, with the ligands. The three
t^g orbitale point towards the corners of the cube and therefore their interaction with the
octahedral ligands is considerably lower. The five 3ÛÎ electron-pairs, (\JMj) = ) |20), |10),
|00), |10) and |20), are regrouped by a cubic crystal field as indicated in table 3.3.

representation
E9

Τ29

orbital name
dz,

atomic states
120)

Cartesian notation

dxi-yi

^122) + ^ | 2 2 )

f(2 2 -2/ 2 )

dXy

ЛІ22) - ^122)

dyz

75І ) + 73І )

ч/ЗЫ

dzx

;75l2ï> - ЛІ 2 1 >

y/l(zx)

2І

ЕОг'-г')

21

з{ху)

Table 3.3: Effect of a cubic crystal field on a 3d electron
In the following the effects of the cubic crystal field on the electronic structure of a partly
filled 3d-band are considered. For this purpose two models are used:
• A simplified 'spin dependent molecular orbital' model which accounts only for the
effects of the cubic crystal field on the Hund's rule ground state and therefore can be
viewed as an effective single particle model.
• A more complete crystal field multiplet model which takes both atomic multiplets as
well as the cubic crystal field into account.
The molecular orbital model can be described with two parameters, the cubic crystal
field strength (lODq or V) and an effective exchange splitting К which gives the energy gain
of two parallel spins. Henceforth this model is called the P/C-model; it allows for a direct
qualitative assignment of the peaks in the observed oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra. In
the crystal field multiplet model the atomic symmetries are projected to cubic symmetry.
Table 3.4 gives the projection rules for cubic symmetry.
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Cubic
Αι

Ά
E + T2
A2 + Τ! + Γ 2
Αι + Γι + Γ 2 + E
Τι+Τι+Τ2
+Ε
Аг + Аі + ^+Ті+Ті

+Е

O/, Branching rules in the Schönflies nota-

T h e 3d 0 t o 3 d 3 c o n f i g u r a t i o n s

TI 4P

•TMS

•Tl 3D

Figure 3.β: Schematic Nparticle density of states of
ТІО2, based on a molecular
orbital description. The oxy
gen 2p-band is filled and the
empty 3d-band is split into a
t2g and an e s sub-band.

О 2P

A system with a 3d 0 configuration, like ТІО2 or СаРг, has an electronic configuration with
only completely filled or completely empty bands. Figure 3.6 sketches a simplified density
of states picture of a 3d 0 compound. The narrow 3d-band is situated in between the filled
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oxygen 2p-band and the empty metal Asp band. The 3d-band is split in two and the <2S
sub-band is positioned at lower energy and is considerably sharper (less interaction) than
the eg sub-band. The filled oxygen 2p-band contains a considerable amount of metal 3dcharacter and correspondingly the empty 3d-band contains states of oxygen 2p-character.
For example the band structure calculation of ЗгТіОз yields a titanium 3d occupation of
0
1.5 electrons (see section 3.8). The electron addition spectrum of a 3d compound shows
respectively а ¿29-реак, an e 9 -peak and a structure related to the 4sp-band. In the final
state there is only one electron in the 3d-band, hence no multipole correlation effects.
1
А За configuration has a ground state of ^ - s y m m e t r y and the electron addition spec
trum (in the 'PJC-model) contains four peaks related to the filling of respectively a i ^ , <JS,
e+ or e~ orbital. The splitting between the i ^ and the e+ state is equal to the cubic crystal
field strength (V), and the splitting between the t^g and the t^g state is equal to 1С. The ex
change interactions are slightly different for respectively І2д and e s electrons. The exchange
IV
interactions are taken from Ref. 83 and a calculation for the atomic Slater integrals of Mn
shows that Kee « 1.05 eV, /Си « 0.92 eV and JCe( и 0.79 eV. For trivalent and divalent
manganese the values are slightly lower. Figure 3.7 sketches the energy situation (in the
1
final state) of a 3d ground state.
E: n
£

ъ

fl

1_K

g

Figure 3.7: The VIC-model for a
3d1 -configuration

i—hs

In the crystal field multiplet model the electron addition spectrum consists of all atomic
multiplets split by the cubic crystal field: the 3 F - s t a t e splits into ' Г ^ 'Тг and M j , the
3
P-state to 3 T i . The energy positions are determined by the Slater integrals and the cubic
crystal field. The difference between the models is that the VK-mode\ effectively neglects the
Slater integrals apart from the energy difference between singlet and triplet states and as a
consequence only states are considered which contain at least one ¿^ electron, as other states
do not couple to the ground state under neglect of the Slater integrals. A 3d 2 -configuration
contains two (¿Jj) electrons and its symmetry is 3 Ti. That is the 3 F ground state splits in
three ( 3 T 1 , 'Гг and М г ) , of which 3 Ti has the lowest energy. As the 3 P-state also projects
onto a 3 Ti-state, the actual 3 T 1 ground state is a combination of the two states of this
character [12]. Figure 3.8 shows the effect of increasing cubic crystal field, the so-called
Tanabe-Sugano diagram, for 3d 2 . Electron addition in the 27/C-model gives four peaks at
the energies 0, V, 2/C and V + 2/C. For K. the value for /C¿e are used. In the crystal field
multiplet model the electron addition states relate again to all 3d 3 states, which can couple
to the ground state of the Sd^state with the addition of a 3d-electron. A 3d 3 -configuration
contains three (i J.) electrons which form a ground state of 4.A2-symmetry. Electron addition
in the î>/C-model gives only three peaks as the í J -state is full.
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Figure 3.8· Tanabe Sugano diagram for a Sd2 ground
state in cubic symmetry.
Taken from Ref. 44.

High-spin versus low-spin
If four electrons have to be accommodated in the five Sd-orbitals in an octahedral surrounding, two different situations can occur. If 3£((<,) > V. a high spin (<£ 3 ) 3 (е+^-configuration
with 5 £-symmetry is formed from the Hund's rule SD ground state. If however 3/C < V,
a low spin (<2S)3(<29)1-configuration with 3 Ti-symmetry, originating from five atomic triplet
states, is formed [44,12]. Figure 3.9 sketches the addition of an electron to respectively the
high-spin and the low-spin ground state. In case of low-spin the addition of an electron in
the ej-band costs 27 but one gains ЗІС(е; with the addition of an electron in the t2o-band one
gains Ktt· The e+-band is positioned at an energy T> above the <2j_band and the relative
energy of the ijj-band is - V + 3/Cie - /C«. This places the f^9-band at an energy 3/C(e - /CM
above the i^-band. Because the energy difference between Kie and К.и is only 0.1 eV it is
neglected, and the expression for the relative energy of the <29-band reduces to 2JC as given
in the figure. To simplify the discussion the difference between ICle and ІСи is neglected in
the following sections. If the fjj-level and the e^-level are close to degenerate, they give rise
to an intermediate spin state if 3d spin-orbit coupling is included [75] (see section 3.5). For
3d 5 , Sd6 and 3d 7 ground states the high-spin versus low-spin dichotomy exist. Table 3.5 gives
the respective configurations, symmetries and electron addition states (in the P/C-model).
Table 3.5 shows that for 3d 5 to 3d 7 the high-spin states consist only of two electron
addition states, split by V, as only spin-down electrons can be added. The low-spin 3d 6
has only one electron addition state as the et and e~ states are exactly degenerate because
of the singlet ground state. Because the number of final states is limited the electron
addition states of 3d]ls are a good example to show the actual difference between the VK.model and the crystal field multiplet model The ground state has ^i-symmetry, thus the
electron addition 3d 8 -states must be triplet states. In the atomic 3d 8 multiplet there are
only two triplet states: 3 F and 3P. In the D/C-model there are also only two available states:
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JL_Eg
J—Ec
JL_T2g

Figure 3.9: The VlC-model for a Sif'-configuration: (left) low spin; (right) high-spin.
The energy difference between lCte and Кц has been neglected.

energy of
state
Mis
3^5
34s
3dL
3^5
3d!s
34s
34s

configuration

(й)Ч т )'
(^)3(^)2

«2 + e ) 3 (<2-,) 3
(<í s ) 3 (e s + ) 2 (^) 2

symmetry
5
£
3
^
2
5

т2
r2

,T1
2

one electron addition
V
4X1 x» + 4x:
2/C P + 2K;
V

V
л:
P + /C
4/C V + AK.
2>
З/С

V + ZK

£;

Table 3.5: Symmetries of the ZdN ground state configurations and the 'electron addition
states' in the ТЖ-тогіеІ.

(<£,) 3 (e¿) 2 (íí 9 ) 3 and (<Ì s ) 3 (e;) 2 (ii i ,) 2 (e 9 -) 1 , or in hole notation ( e j ) 2 and (ej)(i 2 " s ) or simply
ее and et. The atomic multiplet model takes into account the Slater integrals only, whereas
the P £ - m o d e l allows for one electron addition only. The crystal field multiplet model allows
for multi-electron transitions to the whole crystal field multiplet and figure 3.10 sketches the
transition from the atomic multiplet (in LS-coupling) to the one electron addition model for
a cubic crystal field.
The 3F state splits into states of ^Лг, 3T2 and 3 T 1 symmetry and the 3P state transforms
3
to Ti symmetry. Increasing the cubic crystal field (divided by the Slater integrals) trans42
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Figure 3.10: Transformation between the states in
an atomic multiplet (right)
and one electron 'DJC-model
(left). The crystal field multiplet model refers to a situation in between these extremes. For the Ü^C-model
the it state has zero intensity as it cannot be reached
by one electron addition to
the ( í í 9 ) 3 « ) 2 ( t 2 - s ) 2 ground
state.

forms the 3.A2-state to the pure ee-state and the 3 T2-state to the ei-state. The situation for
3
the 3 T 1 -state is more complicated as there are two states of the same symmetry. The Γ 1
3
3
state originating from the P atomic state has to transform to the ef-state, whereas the Ti
state originating from the 3F atomic state has to transform to the it-state, i.e. the overall
atomic states are spherical symmetric ( 3 F —» ее + et + ft and 3P —» et). From figure 3.10 it
can be seen that the 3 Ti-like states tend to cross, which is forbidden as they have the same
symmetry. Therefore the two 3 Ti-states repel each other; both states have strongly mixed
atomic 3P plus 3F states, or alternatively strongly mixed te plus it crystal field character.
The pure it state does not couple to the ground state and therefore in the I>/C-model only
two states can be reached. The crystal field multiplet model has four allowed states. In
table 3.6 the number of states is given for the atomic multiplet, the crystal field multiplet
(without core hole) and the VK-model for all 3d N -configurations. In case of a ground state
with j4i-symmetry the number of final states is relatively small, because only T2 and E
states can be reached. Because the e j4 1 -state only the quintet states can be reached, only
two states is found in the crystal field multiplet.
3.2.3. Core hole effect on the crystal field multiplet
A central phenomena of the x-ray absorption process is the creation of a core hole. In the
final state the core hole gives rise to additional interactions, as discussed for the atomic
case. If the valence electrons are described by a crystal field multiplet similar effects occur.
The dominant effect of the core hole is that the symmetries of the valence band crystal
field multiplet have to be multiplied with the spin-orbit split 2Рз/2 and 2 Pi/2-symmetries of
the core hole. This gives rise to two distinct multiplets related to the L3 and the L2 edge.
As discussed before additional core hole effects occur due to considerable overlap of the 2p
and 3d wavefunctions. Because of this the existence of a 2p core hole gives rise to strong
correlations with 3d electrons, and the multipole Fjjj and the (multipole) exchange G^j and
G L Slater integrals cause a drastic reordering of the crystal field multiplet. Therefore it is
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state
symmetry
1
3d
*T3
3d 2
»T!
3d 3
M2
S
3d 4 w s
E
3
Mi,
Ti
3d5HS "A,
2
3d|5
T2
δ
3d^s
Τ2
3dis
Mi
3 d ^ s «T,

Mis
8

3d
3d 9

2

E

M2
E

2

atom
5
8
7
5
15
1
14
2
6
2
5
1
1

CFM
16
32
10
11
20
2
36
3
9
4
11
1
1

PX;
4
4
3
3
3
2
3
2
1
2
2
1
1

Table 3.6: Comparison of the number of states in the crystal field
multiplet model (CFM) as compared with the DK-model and the
atomic multiplet.

more appropriate to discuss the complete 2p crystal field multiplet at once in an intermediate
coupling scheme. The crystal field multiplet program as developed by B.T. Thole takes all
interactions within the 2p 5 3d ; v " t l final state into account simultaneously. The symmetries
of the atomic states, calculated with an atomic multiplet program, are projected according
to the branching rules [53]. The papers included in the sections 3.3 and 3.4 give the actual
effects of the cubic crystal field on the spectral shape of the atomic multiplets of a series
of 3d-metal ions. Section 3.5 discusses the low-energy splittings originating from the 3d
spin-orbit coupling and non-cubic crystal fields and section 3.6 deals with the effects of
polarization dependence. The limitations of the model are discussed in section 3.7.
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M E T A L 2p

X-RAY A B S O R P T I O N O F 3d 0

COMPOUNDS

3.3. M e t a l 2p x-ray absorption of 3d 0 compounds

R e p r o d u c e d from Physical

Review

В., v o l u m e 4 1 , p a g e 928-937 (1990).

This paper contains the crystal field multiplet calculations for compounds with
an empty 3ii-band.
are calculated.

The crystal field multiplets of the 3d 0 —» 2p 5 3d 1 transition

The effects of the cubic crystal field on the theoretical spectral

shape is studied in detail.

The theoretical results are compared with 2p x-ray

absorption spectra of ГеТіОз, ТіОг, ЗсгОз, ScFs, СаРг a n d the potassium halides.
T h e peaks in the experimental spectra can be related to single final states of the
crystal field multiplet. This makes it possible to measure the broadening of t h e
individual transitions in the 3d 0 —> 2p 5 3d 1 multiplet. T h e origins of the different
mechanisms for t h e symmetry dependent broadening effects are discussed.
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0

The £21 x-ray-absorption edges of 3d compounds are calculated with use of an atomic descrip
6
l>
1
I
tion of the2/i 3J to2/i 3d excitation, with the inclusion of the crystal field For reasons of clanty,
a
we confine ourselves to d compounds m oclahedral symmetry, but the same approach is applicable
to all other d" compounds in any point-group symmetry The expenmcntal spectra of FeTiO,,
ScjO), ScF), CaFj, and the potassium halides are well reproduced by the present calculations, in
cluding the previously misinterpreted small leading peaks The splitting between the two main
peaks in both the L, and Ll edge are related, though not equal, to the crystal field splitting Companson to experiment showed that the broadening of the main multiplet lines is different This can
be related to Coster-Kromg Auger processes for the Lj edge and to a solid-state broadening which
is a combination of vibrational (phononic) and dispersional broademngs With the full treatment of
the atomic multiplets, the atomic effects can be separated from solid-state effects, which offers a
better description of the latter This includes vibrational broademngs, the covalcnt screening of the
intra-atomic Coulomb and exchange interactions, via the position of small leading peaks, and sur
face effects The same general framework can be used to discuss crystal-field effects in both lower
symmetries, with the possibility of polanzation-dependent spectra (e g, TiO]), and partly filled d
bands

I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years expérimental progress in the field
of soft-x-ray absorption has been tremendous The attainable expenmental resolution has improved to its
present best value of 30 meV at 300 eV ' 2 This technical
progress has opened the possibility to measure the transition metal L 2 3 x-ray-absorption edges, including also К
and Ca, with great accuracy 3
Theoretical developments have lagged behind those of
experiment but the improvement in resolution has creat
ed the need for a much more advanced description In
this paper we contribute to a description of the transition
metal L2 i x-ray-absovption spectra " The starting point
is an atomic multiplet calculation 5 _ ' We then treat
those cases where the most prominent effect of the solid
state is the crystal field, the breaking of the spherical
symmetry around the atom We prefer to use the term
crystal field rather than ligand field, because in principle
we only change the point-group symmetry The crystal
field is put in as a parameter fit to the experiment In this
manner the hybridization effect of the hgands is implicit
ly taken into account Dispersional effects, which have
been treated earlier for the elemental transition metals,"
are not taken explicitly into account here
Using group-theory formalism, l 0 - 1 2 it is possible to
project the atomic spectrum (spherical symmetry) onto a
specific symmetry group All point-group symmetnes
can be addressed in this way However, the lower the
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symmetry, the more parameten are needed to account
for all possible interactions In this paper we only consid
er Ok symmetry, which accounts for both sixfold (octahe
dral) and eightfold (simple-cubic) surroundings We will
show that with the restriction to Ол symmetry we are al
ready able to obtain excellent results, even for some cases
in which the actual symmetry is lower To limit the com
plexity of the theory presented, we postpone the discus
sion of lower symmetnes
We start with an outline of the theoretical approach
(Sec II) In Sec III we will present some general results
for the d" compounds, where we take Ti 4 + as an exam
ple We show that the splittings in the x-ray-absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) spectrum are due to, but do not
directly scale with, the crystal-field parameter \0Dq In
Sec IV we will make a comparison to expenmental re
sults of K + , Ca 2 + , S c " , and Τι4"* compounds
II. THEORY
We calculated the excitation from the d" ground state
to the final-state 2psid, multiplet by means of an optical
dipole transition The central point in our analysis will
be the crystal field First it is necessary, however, to cal
culate the atomic multiplet
A. Atomic multiplet theory
For reasons of clarity we will bnefly repeat atomic
multiplet theory as can be found in the standard text928
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The Hamiltoman for atomic multiplets can
be written as
Н=Н,у

+ Ь&.р) + Ъ

%(d)+gU,j)

H„ consists of the kinetic term and the interaction
with the nuclei It gives the average energy of the multi
plet and does not contribute to the multiplet splittings
The splittings in the multiplet are caused by the spinorbit couplings, L'S, for the 2p and id electron, and by
the Coulomb repulsion term, g (i,j) This two-electron
operator can be expressed in terms of spherical harmon
3
ics,' which necessitates the division of radial and angu
lar parts The radial part, RK{lJ1,¡yli)
is divided in
direct Coulomb terms, FK(l]l1,llli),
and exchange
К
terms, С (І1І2,І2І\ ) The angular part o(g(i,j) results in
the selection rules, or in other words it gives the possible
К values For the direct Coulomb term, no odd К values
are allowed, and the maximum К value is two times the
0
minimal /value For t h e p V multiplet this results in F
2
1
4
and F , while for a d multiplet F also comes into play
The К values in the exchange term equal I/,—/2|,
1/1-/2+2*1,
, / | + / 2 For the ρ V multiplet this re
1
1
sults in C and G
Thus we can evaluate the twoi
electron operator g ( i,j ) for the ρ d ' multiplet in terms of
0
four interactions F , F 2 , G', and G 3 F 0 only contrib
utes to the average energy and is taken into H, v The ab
initio calculated Coulomb, exchange and spin-orbit pa
rameters (F 2 , G1, G3, L-Sp, and L Sj) of K + , Ca 2 + ,
S c 3 + , and Ti 4 + are given in Table I For the actual
crystal-field calculations, the ah miuo (Hartree-Fock)
values of F 2 , G1, and G 3 are scaled down to 80% of their
original value to account for many-body corrections ' s
B. The atomic excitationfrom2p'3d 0

tolp'id'

The ground state d" consists of one single lS state
Therefore with x-ray absorption, following the optical
transition selection rule, only the 'F final state is within
reach in LS coupling, thus only one peak would appear in
the XAS spectrum Turning on the spin-orbit coupling
of the 2p core hole, but still neglecting the spin-orbit cou
pling of the id electron and the Coulomb repulsion term,
g(l,j'l, leads to the well-known approximation of two
peaks with an intensity ratio of 1 2, denoted by the L}

929

and L 2 edge This is caused by the transformation from
LS to JJ coupling which results in the mapping of 'P (LS)
3
onto 'F, 'P, and D ijj), of which both triplet states have
s
equal energy As is directly evident from the values of
2
Table I, the direct Coulomb and exchange terms F , G',
3
and G are not negligible The result is a splitting of the
Ly edge and consequently three absorption lines The in
tensities of these lines are also strongly redistributed by
2
3
4+
F , G ', and G Figure 1 gives only the result for Ti as
+
2+
3+
the atomic spectra for K , Ca , and S c are similar.
The small leading peak has predominantly triplet charac
ter and is mixed through the spin-orbit interaction and
the Coulomb repulsion into the main L3 edge This small
leading peak retains its intensity when the crystal field is
considered and will give rise to a genera] small leading
peak in x-ray-absorption spectra of d" compounds We
stress this atomic multiplet feature as it has been over
looked in some x-ray-absorption literature
С Crystal-field effect on the 2p 'M ' multiplet
We now consider the crystal field In terms of group
theory the effect of an octahedral crystal field is the
reduction of symmetry from 0¡ to Oh All irreducible
representations (henceforth referred to as IR) in spherical
symmetry are projected onto the Oh group We have to
consider separately (1) the ground state IR, (2) the final
state IR's, and (3) the transition IR
Using jj coupling in O3 symmetry, there exists one IR
per J value, with a degeneracy of 2J +1 The d" ground
state has а У value of 0, and the transition has a J value of
I The accessible final states are thus restricted to those
with a J value of 1 The 60 possible states of the p'd'
multiplet are distributed over five IR's with J values of 0,
1, 2, 3, and 4, and with degeneracies of, respectively, 1, 3,
4, 3, and 1 Notice that in LS coupling the ρ V multi
plet has six IR's singlet and triplet F, D, and Ρ
We have to transform these O, IR's to 0 4 symmetry,
where there arc five possible IR's Their standard nota
tion is A1, A 2 (one-dimensional), E (two-dimensional),
Γ,, and T2 (Ref 14) (three-dimensional) The transfor
mation from O, to its subgroup Oh, mostly called the
0¡-Oh branching, can be found in the work of Butler ' 0

TABLE I Values for the atomic multiplet, from an ab inifio
calculation Елч gives the average energy of the multiplet and
L S gives the parameters for the spm-orblt coupling The ab in
itio value of the Coulomb and exchange parameters or Slater in
tegrals F2, G', and G1 arc given, they are normalized to 80% of
their ab initio value in the real calculation, to simulate
configuration interaction
Ion
£..
LKp)
LSId)

Ъ
c¿
oí.

.

к*

Ca»

Sc J+

Tl +

298 40
188
0 005
220
132
0 74

350 37
24
ООН
379
2 51
142

405 75
3 03
0020
509
3 58
2 03

464 81
3 78
0 032
630
4 62
2 63

¿65
¿70
Energy (eV)
FIG I Atomic multiplet spectrum for the id° to Tp'W excitation of Τι4*, the Slater integrals are reduced to 80% of their
Hartree-Fock values
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TABLE II The branching table from O, to Ολ is given for
integer values of У in Oj (as occur For the p'd* multiplet) See
Butler for more details and all other branching tables
O,

—

Oh

J=0
J=\
J=2
7=3
J=4

->
-,
—
>
—

Л,
T,
Е + Г,
Γ| + Γ ; + ^ 2
^ , + r , + £ + 7j

The essential details are repeated in Table II
The ground state and the transition IR are transformed
to, res pec lively, Λ, and Ту The entire effect of the crys
tal field to split and shift the peaks in the spectrum is thus
concentrated in the final state All possible final states
must have 7", symmetry, otherwise the transition matrix
element equals zero The Tj IR can be reached not only
from the J= 1 IR, but also from the У=3 and J=A IR's
(see Table II) The / = 1 and J= 3 IR's are both threefold
degenerate and the 7 = 4 IR is nondegenerate This re
sults in seven possible Г, IR's in Oh symmetry, or, in
other words, seven possible final states The XAS spec
trum consists, in principle, of seven lines, as can be seen
in Fig 2, where the Ti 4 + XAS spectrum for a crystal-field
splitting iXODq) of 1 8 eV is calculated

XAS, χ ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS), or bremsstrahlung isochromat spectroscopy (BIS) in all pointgroup symmetries 7 l 6
This means that for the L; 3 XAS edges any transition
b л +
from a d * ground stale to a ρ d ' final state can be cal
culated The number of final states increases drastically
if jV>0 Also, ground-state crystal-field effects become
important, which complicates the analysis We have cal
N
culated the complete d series in Oh symmetry, which
17
will be published elsewhere
The calculation of lower
symmetries, using the necessary branchings, means that
the number of parameters increases For example, Oh
needs only one parameter while DAh needs three, which
makes the analysis more difficult Another important
effect of lower symmetries such as DAh is the polarization
dependence of the spectrum The possibility to use lower
symmetries to correctly describe x-ray-absorption spectra
8
was used for rutile T1O2 '

0

III RESULTS FOR J COMPOUNDS

Ex pen men tally it is found that the crystal field splits
the L] and L 2 x-ray absorption edges Often this is pic
tured as a splitting of both edges into two, with the ener
gy difference between both peaks assumed equal to the
crystal-field parameter \0Dq Using the crystal field pro
gram we have calculated the ρ V multiplet for a number
of \QDq values Figure 3 gives the results for Ti 4 + using
D Generality of the method
both positive and negative values, related to, respectively,
sixfold (octahedral) and eightfold (simple cubic) sur
The method used starts with the calculation of the
roundings The crystal field has to compete with all
atomic (initial and final) multiplets The Slater integrals
2
2
1
(F , G\ and G ") are scaled down to 80% of their ab ini intra atomic interactions [F , G\ (7\ L S(p), and
L S(d)] The result is a complex change of the spectrum
tio values Then the reduced matrix elements of all neces
as a function of \0Dq The value of the crystal-field split
sary operators in the spherical group are calculated with
ting is indicated as the distance between the vertical line
the use of Cowan's atomic multiplet program 7 To ob
and the diagonal In Fig 4 the distance between the two
tain the reduced matrix elements in any point group,
main peaks m the L ì (peak a, and a 2 ) and L 2 (peak b,
Butler's program is used for the calculation of all neces
and oj) edge is given as a function of the crystal field
sary factors (37 symbols) With this general approach,
The result is evident The energy splitting m the XAS
the program is, in principle, capable of calculating the
spectra, is, in genera!, not equal to lODq
transition probabilities between any two configurations in
Starting with the atomic calculation (Fig 4, \0Dq=0)
and turning on a small crystal field, a small energ> splitting immediately appears This does not mean that the
atomic lines are split in two, but that otherfinalstates are
mixed in These states were not accessible in spherical
symmetry as discussed in Sec II The intensities of these
new transitions (opened channels for Oh ) are small for
low crystalfieldsas can be seen in Fig 5
The following picture then emerges In Oh symmetry
the ρ 5d ' multiplet consists of seven lines, four of which
are forbidden in spherical symmetry The crystal field
has the effect of (1) shifting the seven final states in energy
(see Figs 3 and 6) and (2) redistributing the absorption
intensity over all seven lines (see Fig 5)
¿65
The crystal field has a slightly different, though
Energy {él)
equivalent, effect on the L} edge, compared to the Lj
FIG 2 Multiplet spectrum for the 3rf0 to 2p'3t/' excitation edge This small difference between the L t and L2 edge
of Ti4+ in octahedral symmetry, the crystalfieldparameter can also be seen in the expenmental spectra, but this was
\QDq was taken as 1 8 eV The 60% reduction of the Hartree not extensively discussed until now With the present im
Foc к values was used
provement in resolution,2 it is possible to show the ine-
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¿65
EtwigyltW)

470

- 4 - 3 - 2 - l T l 2 ЗА
lODqfeV)
4

(b)

1 u "2 i ^ N *

FIG 5 For Τι * in Oh symmetry the changes in intensity are
given as a function of the crystalfieldsplitting \0Dg The sym
bols correspond to the seven absorption lines ordered for in
creasing energy (see Fig 6)

quivalence of peak separations in the Ьг and L3 peaks
convincingly The clearest case is CaF^ (see Sec IV C)
IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

FIG 3 Ti4 h 2p33dl excitation spectra in Oh symmetry as a
function of the crystal-field splitting \0Dq (a) The value of
\0Dq is positive and ranges from 00 to 4 5 eV, indicated by the
diagonal line, (b) the value of ÌODq is negative àLj measures
the distance between the peaks a, and U], split by the crystal
field

We compare our results for the 2/?53rf1 optical transi
tion multiplet with x-ray-absorption spectra for K + f
Ca2 + , Sc i + , and Ti4* compounds We start with Ti 4 + in
ilmenite, FeTi0 3 (Sec IVA) A com pa π so η to the S c 3 +
compounds SC2O3 and SCF3 is given in Sec IVB The

-4-3-2-1012345
10 Dq JeV)
FIG 4 The splitting between peaks at and aj (Δί-з. dashed
line) and between peaks bi and Ьг {Δ,ί,-ι, dotted line) is given as
a function of the crystal-field parameter \0Dq For the solid
line, the assumption of a splitting equal to \0Dq is made

FIG 6 For Ti4H in Oh symmetry the changes in energy posi
tion arc given as a function of the crystal-field splitting XQDq
The symbols correspond to the seven absorption lines ordered
for increasing energy
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scandium compounds show well separated peaks, from
which we can show that it is possible to make more accurate comparisons with the exact position of the small
leading peaks Section IV С deals with CaF;, whose
(bulk) spectrum is completely reproduced We end with a
comparison with a series of potassium-hahde К Ьц
l9
edges, which will be discussed in Sec IV D
A. The Τι ¿2 3 XAS spectrum of FeTiO,
e<

e 0

We have compared the titanium ¿2 з *i ^ FeTiOj
4
with the calculation of Τι " in Oh symmetry The exact
structure of FeTiO, (see Table V) (Refs 20 and 21) and
the resulting point group of Ti* * are not critical for our
analysis Figure 7 gives the РеТЮз spectrum compared
with the calculation in Oh symmetry, which shows good
agreement and justifies the approximation of octahedrally
4
surrounded Τι "* ions Although we will not discuss the
я+
theoretical Ті spectrum we calculated, we note that the
experimental Ti ¿ j 3 XAS spectrum of FeTiOj is only
consistent with Ti 4 ^, not Ti 3+ n
To obtain the optimum agreement with experiment, it
is necessary to choose different Lorentzian broadenings
for the four peaks The optimum values for the broadening are given in Table III After the Lorentzian broadening the whole spectrum was convoluted with a Gaussian
broadening of 0 15 eV (Ref 23) to simulate the experimental resolution From this choice of broadenings and
from the resulting agreement with ex pen m ent, it is clear
that each peak in the L2S XAS spectrum has its own
characteristic broadening Noticing this we will try to
find the underlying reasons The extra broadening of the
peaks belonging to the L 2 edge (peak b] and ό 2 ) origi
nates from the shorter lifetime of the ρ ι/2 states A pW2
state has an extra decay channel, the Coster-Kronig (CK)
Auger decay process, 3 2 4 by which it can fall back to a
p}/2 hole, with the simultaneous ejection of a d electron
The energy difference between a 2px/2 and а 2ру/2 hole»
due to the (2p) spin-orbit coupling, must be larger than
the binding energy of the d electron, otherwise the CK
Auger channel is closed
From Table III we conclude that the CK Auger
broadening of the Lj edge (peak 02 and 6 г ) is 0 4 eV
Subtracting this broadening,13 both peaks a 2 and bj have
an extra broadening of about 0 5 eV with respect to peaks
ai and b] The origin of this broadening could be due to
(Da lifetime effect similar to the 12 CK Auger decay, (2)
an effect of the actual point-group symmetry, (3) vibra
tional (phononic) broadening, and (4) dispersional

FIG 7 The experimental РеТЮз spectrum (dotted), mea
sured with the SX700 monochromator at Berliner
Elektronenspeichernng-Gesellschaft fur Synchrotronstrahlung
mbH (BESSYI, is compared with a multiplet calculation in O*
symmelry The crystal-field parameter is 1 8 eV, the broadening
factors arc tabulated in Table III

broadening The possibility of a large broadening effect
of a decay process (1) seems unlikely The energy
difference with respect to the lowest main peak is only
about 2 eV, which prohibits real Auger decay processes,
though virtual processes cannot be excluded The effect
of an actual lower point-group symmetry may be impor
tant in the special case of FeTiOj Because in the other
compounds which we will discuss Oh symmetry is better
obeyed and their broadenings are equivalent (see Table
IV), we do not expect a large extra broadening effect of
the reduced symmetry, though in the case of FeTiOj it
may be considerable In Sec V we will come back to the
possible effect of a lower symmetry and make a connec
tion with the vibrational broadening mechanism We will
now further concentrate on effects (3) and (4), the vibra
tional and dispersional broadening mechanisms, which
can be combined under the heading solid-state broaden
ing
In a simple picture of a transition metal in octahedral
symmetry, the two peaks in both the L3 and the ¿2 e< 'E e
can be related to t 2 í idxy, </„, and dy! Orbitals) and e f
(d., and dIi->1 orbitals) symmetry '4 Although in a full
atomic multiplet plus crystal-field descnption this
division is not exact, it is a good starting point In octahedral symmetry eg orbitals point to the hgands, while
ί 2 ί orbitals point in between them This causes the eg or
bitals to bind more strongly to the hgands and conse-

TABLE III The broadening factors for the FeTiOj spectrum The total broadening (Г) is divided
in the Coster-Kronig Auger broadening (a) and the solid-state broadening iß) From the adjustment to
experiment it is found that д = 0 4е and ff=0 5 eV (see Fig 7)
Total
Peak
β |

"2

f>,
i>!

50

Γ
0 1 eV
0 6eV
0 5 eV
lOeV

CK Auger
a

0 4 eV
0 4 eV

Solid state

Γα
0
0
0
0

1 eV
6eV
1 eV
6eV

β

0 5 eV
0 5 eV

Γ-α-β

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

eV
eV
eV
eV

3
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quently to a higher energy of the (antibonding) eg state,
compared to the (antibonding) Ігв state This is in fact
the ongin of the crystal-field splitting " We can now
conclude that, independent of the exact symmetry, the
second peak will always be related to a state that has a
larger hybridization with the ligands
Large hybridization, which arises when the states are
directed towards the ions, also means that the equihbnum interatomic distances are strongly dependent on oc
cupation of the levels In x-ray absorption the antibond
ing levels become occupied, which means that the finalstate interatomic distance is larger than the equilibrium
ground-state interatomic distance This is indicated in
Fig 8 [R'ieg)>R
] Following the Franck-Condon
26
principle
this means a large final-state vibrational
broadening (see Fig 8) For small hybridization d e , the
<2g orbitals) this Franck-Condon broadening will be
smaller Thus the larger hybridization can cause the ex
ea <
W e
tra broadening of the аг and 62 P '
would also ex
pect a large temperature dependence because of the occu
pancy of excited vibrational states m the (electronic)
ground state Thermal effects will broaden both the "'г,"
and "eg" states, but the effect on the eg state will be
larger This thermal broadening more or less scales with
the final-state vibrational broadening, which is also
present at О К [see Fig 8, compare the energy widths for
eg and 12g at О К and at finite temperature ( Г ' )]
The possibility of dispersional broadening is related to
the amount of hybridization The larger hybridization of
the eg states results in larger bandwidths in the solid
state This dispersion can, however, be reduced or elim
inated by excitóme effects due to the large core-hole id
attraction, which localizes the id electron z7 The conclusion is that the α2 and i>2 peaks, because of their larger

9ЭЭ

hybridization, can have stronger vibrational broadening
and possibly also stronger dispersional broadening We
do not see a possibility to separate these two broadening
mechanisms Therefore we would like to denote the ex
perimentally found broadening of the eg peaks in general
as a solid-state broadening This solid-state broadening is
found to be 0 5 eV in FeTiOj (see Table III) From the
discussion of the potassium-hahde spectra (Sec IV D), vi
brational broadening is found to be the major broadening
mechanism
The analysis procedure of the FeTiOj ¿2,3 XAS spectrum can be generalized in the following way First measure the experimental splittings between the a у and a2
peak (ΔΖ.]) and between the 6, and b2 peak (ДІ^) The
splittings found can be related to the value of lODij with
use of the theoretical ΔΖ. versus lODq lines as given in
Fig 4 With the observed [ODq value, the spectrum can
be simulated and from a comparison with the experimen
tal spectrum the exact broadening factors are found
Although we will not discuss other symmetnes in de
tail, it is interesting to see what happens for a strongly
28
distorted system, such as rutile T1O2
The strong dis
tortion makes it impossible to simulate its XAS spectrum
4+
1
with the Ti p V multiplet in Oh symmetry If the
symmetry is reduced to DAll, however, good agreement
with expenment can be reached (see Fig 9) и We have
used the same range of broademngs as found for FcTi03
In i ) ^ symmetry the ρ *d ' multiplet consists of 22 lines
(seven in Ολ ) Also one has to consider three crystal-field
parameters (only one in Oh ) and the polarization depen
dence of the spectrum Further discussion of 0Αίι sym
metry and the T1O2 spectrum will be given elsewhere 1 8
B. The Sc L1, edge of Scfi, and ScF,
Figure 10 shows the Sc Ζ. 2 j edge of Sc2Oj overlayed
with a calculated spectrum for a crystal field of 1 83 eV
The broadening factors used are given in Table IV The
ScF] spectrum, Fig 11, was measured by Chen el al at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) "
The ScF] spectrum is similar to SC2O3, but some in
teresting differences can be seen The broadening factors
for the fluoride are smaller than for the oxide (see Table

ground
state
R* ^ A R
FIG 8 Because an electron is added to an antibonding et or
tjg orbital, the equilibrium interatomic distance (Jt) becomes
larger The largest Δ/Ι occurs for the e* orbital Following the
Franck-Condon principle this leads to the largest broadening
(ΔΕ) Raising the temperature from 0 К ( Л to afinitetemper
ature ( T* ) enlarges Δ£ both for the е% and t^g peaks

Λ53

45β
Energy (eV)

463

FIG 9 The expenmental Ti0 2 spectrum (dotted), measured
with the SX700 monochromator at BESSY, is compared with a
multiplet calculation in Dth symmetry The crystal-field param
eter (lOD?) is 1 β eV and the values for the 420 and 220
branches are 0 75 and 0 3 eV, respectively, the broadening fac
tors are similar to those for FeTiOj
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Sc** m О ^ '

395

¡\
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Scpj

¿00
Energy (е )
Energy W0

FIG 10 The cxpenmental Scjd spectrum (dotted), mea
sured with the SX700 monochromator at BESSY, is compared
with a multiplet calculation in Oh symmetry. The crystal-field
parameter is 1 8 eV, the broadening factors are tabulated m
Table IV.

FIG 11. The experimental ScFj spectrum (solid line), mea
sured with the "dragon" monochromator at Brookhaven Na
tional Laboratory (BNL) Chen et al, is compared with a multi
plet calculation in Oh symmetry (shaded area). The crystal-field
parameter is I 7 eV; the broadening factors are tabulated m
Table IV.

IV). Notice that this is no resolution effect, which is lak
en care of by the extra Gaussian broadening. The small
leading peaks come out more clearly in the ScFj spec
trum: Close comparison of the calculated multiplets with
FeTi0 3 and Sc 2 0y (Figs. 7 and 10), shows small
discrepancies in the energy position of the leading peaks.
In the experimental spectra they are situated closer to the
rest of the spectrum. This discrepancy is not found m
ScFj (and CaF2, see the next section), which indicates
that for the fluorides the Coulomb and exchange parame
ters ( F 2 , G 1 , and Gi)> which dominate the precise energy
position of the leading peaks, have the atomic value, and
thus are not screened. In our present calculations we
used a 20% reduction from the ab initio Hartree Fock
(HF) values. The reduction to 80% of the H F values
originate from the practice of fitting calculated multiplets
to atomic data. 1 9 The reduction results from the in
clusion of many-body corrections (configuration interac
tion) leading to effective parameters.

closer to the rest of the spectrum, but another result is a
change in the intensity distribution of the main peaks re
sulting in a change in the Ly/L^ branching ratio ^ 9 · 3 0 · 3 1
The reduction of the intra-atomic interactions in the ox
ides means that solid-state effects are more important.
Covalent screening can cause reduced effective values of
the intra-atomic interactions. We find that these screen
ing effects do not play a significant role in ScFj and CaF 2
(see Fig. 13), which marks a clear distinction between
fluondes and oxides. This agrees with the clearly larger
solid-state broadening in the oxides compared with the
fluondes (see Table IV) and with the concept that
fluorides are more ionic.
C. The C a t I.J edgeofCaF,

We can conclude that, while for ScF) the atomic ap
proach works out well, the spectra of the oxides indicate
that the effective Coulomb and exchange parameters
must be further reduced. This leads to leading peaks

Сар2 has been frequently studied because of its in
teresting theoretical and practical aspects. n ~ 3 3 With our
calculations we are able to disprove the suggestion that
the small leading peaks in the £2.3 XAS spectrum of

TABLE IV The broadening parameters for Lorentzian broadening of the individual peaks, σ is the
Gaussian broadening factor which simulates the experimental resolution. The individual numbers
should not be taken too literally The trend in the values for the CK Auger (a) and the solid-state
broadening iß) is, however, clear The crystal-field splitting (IOD4) shows a trend similar to the
broadenings Notice that all KX spectra were fitted with the same broadenings, which were not fully
optimized and from which 11 is not possible lo derive values for α and β
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Peaks
σ

"1

a,

*,

bi

KX

0 14

0 22

0 20

0.22

0 03

CaF,
ScF,
8с г О,
FeTlO,

0.08
0 13
0 10
0.10

0.15
0 20
0 30
060

0 10
0 19
0 25
050

0.18
0.26
0 45
100

0 03
0.03
0 15
0 15

Compound

a

0 02
006
015
040

β

\0Dq

0.07
0.07
0.20
0.50

0.6 (KF1
1.1 (K.I)
-0.9
1.7
18
18

3
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CaF2 are related to Ca (4s)
Figure 12 shows the
spectrum with a crystal-field splitting (lODij) of about
— 0 9 eV, which compares well with the experimental re
sult for bulk CaFj (Ref 34) [and also for seven layers of
CaF2 on Si (Refs 32 and 33)] Notice that negative
values of lODç are used, because the calcium ion is in
eightfold coordination (simple-cubic) The two main lines
are reproduced, as well as the small leading peaks In
this case the leading peaks also include the low-energy
peaks of the crystal-field doublet, the a, and 6, peak,
which have low intensity because of the small and negative value of lODq The ALj and àL) splittings deviate
strongly from lODq and from each other, which prohibits
a direct explanation of the individual peaks and thus
necessitates a full atomic multiplet calculation Including
the crystal field, this can fully explain the Ca Lj з XAS
spectrum and the small leading peaks come out "au
tomatically," without recourse to the 4s ' configuration
In Fig 12 there are some small discrepancies In the
experimental spectrum there exists an extra peak at
- 3 5 2 3 eV (*') and also the a' peak at ~348 7 eV is con
siderably more intense We believe that this originates
from a shifted superposition of the spectrum as a result of
surface (or damage) effects This shift is also observed in
a surface study of СаРг on Si, 52 ^ in which it is suggested
that in the surface layer of Сар2 the Ca ions have an ex
tra 4s electron The (formally) monovalent Ca + ions shift
the spectrum to lower energy If this is correct the spec
trum originates from a 4s 1 to 2p33<i1451 transition, which
can result in a modified multiplet spectrum To check
this we performed a senes of calculations with different
crystal fields We calculated the Ca + Ip^id1*!* in 0 4

symmetry and also in lower symmetries ID,,, and D3j) to
make a better simulation of the surface symmetry Ex
perimentally a polarization dependence is found, n which
clearly proves the existence of a symmetry lower than 0 A
In a future paper we will focus on CaF2 and discuss the
36
different multiplet calculations in detail
D. The К L ι э edges of potassium balldes
To complete the senes of d" compounds, we have cal
+
culated the potassium Lj 3 edges from the K 2/)'3d'
multiplets with the crystal-field parameter between 0 and
1 eV, and compared the results with the data of the po
51
tassium hahdes from Sette el al
Our calculations are in excellent agreement with the
experimental results In Fig 13 the experimental results
are compared with approximately the corresponding cal
+
culated K ρ 'd' multiplets We did not optimize our re
sults accurately to the experimental spectra, but the ex
cellent visual agreement makes one sure of the possibility
to do so With the use of the relation between ÌODq and
the splittings between the main peaks (see Fig 4), the
values for lODq can be extracted from the expenmental
spectra The small inequality of the L3 and ¿2 splittings
(Fig 4) and the small leading peaks are visible in the experiment The small peaks in between the L, and L2
edge, and the bumps around 300 eV, are not explained by
the present multiplet calculation They are probably related to the 45 bands, although there is also a possibility
that they originate from a lower symmetry, eventually in
combination with surface effects (as for CaF2)
The four calculated spectra m Fig 13 are broadened
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FIG 12 The experimental CaFj spectrum (solid line), mea
sured with the "dragon" monochromator at BNL by Chen
et al, is compared with a multiplet calculation in Oh symmetry
(shaded area) The crystal field parameter is —09 eV, the
broadening factor? are tabulated in Table V

FIG 13 Four K* Ip^ld' excitation spectra in 0A symmetry
(right side) are compared with the four potassium halide spectra, measured with the dragon monochromator at BNL by Chen
et al (left side) The calculated spectra arc not completely optimized 10 the expenmenl The broadenings used are adjusted to
KI Notice that the KF spectrum is broader (see text)
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with identical broadening factors (see Table IV) Close
comparison to the experimental spectra reveals that the
a 2 and ¿J peaks are extra broadened for KF compared to
KI Or in other words, the solid-state broadening of the
eg peaks (see Sec IVB) is considerably larger for KF
Going through the hahde series the dominant change is
the potassium-halide interatomic distance, as given in
Table V We will examine their relation to the possibility
of vibrational and dispersional broadening
A shorter interatomic distance means that the finalstate vibrational broadening will be larger A shorter distance results in a larger expansion ( ΔΛ ) after the filling of
the antibonding eg orbital KF has shorter interatomic
distances than KI, thus KF should have a larger broaden
ing 3 ' The trend in the vibrational broadening is thus in
agreement with experiment
Considering the dispersional effects a distinction can be
made between broadening due to K*-halide hybridiza
tion and K 4 - K + hybridization The direct cation in
teractions are expected to be smaller and in general they
can be neglected for loniclike compounds We will, how
ever, shortly consider both possible sources of dispersion
The hybridization with the hgand is expected to be larg
est for iodide, which would lead to the largest broadening
for К I, opposite to the experimental trend Thus hgand
hybridization cannot explain the observed broadenings
Direct cation-cation interactions (K + -K+ hybridization)
should in rocksalt structure be larger for the (2, Orbitals,
compared to the eg Orbitals This is also in contrast with
the experimental observation that the a2 and ¿>2 peaks
(corresponding largely to eg Orbitals) are broader than the
a, and b¡ peaks (corresponding largely to tlg Orbitals)
The conclusion is that both possible sources of dispersional broadening do not agree with the experimental observation Thus the extra broadening for the eg peaks m
KF is caused by vibrational broadening, which also suggests that, at least for the potassium halides, final-state vibrational broadening is the dominant broadening factor
As can be seen in Table IV the amount of broadening
scales with the interatomic distance for all compounds
discussed

TABLE V The crystal structure and nearest neighbor
metal-ligand distances (AM L ) of the discussed compounds
Data from Ref 28
Compound
KF
KCl
KBr
KI
СаРг
ScF,
SCÄ

rocksalt
rocksalt
rocksall
rocksalt
fluorite
cubic ReOj

FeTiOj

Ке20, С
llmenite

TlO;

rutile

•Reference 27
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Crystal
structure

Лмі
266
3 14
3 29
3 53
2 27
211*
20t*
1 92(3)
2 06(3)
194(4)
199(2)

V CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that an atomic multiplet calculation
followed by a transformation to a cubic crystal field (Oft
symmetry) can reproduce excellently the transition-metal
L2 3 x-ray-absorption edges of the d" compounds dis
cussed Within this description it becomes clear that the
splitting between the two main peaks in both the Lj and
L2 edge is related, though not equal to the crystal-field
splitting ÌODq Also the small leading peaks can be explained as a part of the ρ V multiplet Their position is
controlled by the Coulomb and exchange parameters ÍF2,
G', and G1) The crystal field does not influence them
strongly, which causes their uniform appearance in the
spectra
Each main peak has its own individual broadening,
which is caused by the Coster-Kronig Auger decay process of the ¿2 e ^£ e a n d by the solid-state broadening of
the "eg" peaks From the discussion of the potassiumhalide spectra it becomes clear that the dominant solidstate broadening effect is the final-state vibrational
broadening
The central discnminaling factor for the eg broadening
is the interatomic radius A small radius results in a
large broadening and also a large crystal-field splitting
This causes the broadening trend for the potassium
halides to be F > C l ~ > B r > I - , m agreement with the
trend in the radii From this observation it can be concluded that for the potassium halides the crystal-field
splitting originates dominantly from ionic factors The
covalent contribution, which can be expected to be largest for iodide, can be neglected in first approximation
It is shown that the small leading peaks in the fiuonde
spectra (СаРг and ScFj) fully agree with the "atomic"
multiplet spectra In the oxide spectra, however, the
leading peaks are closer to the rest of the spectrum,
which is a mark of decreased intra-atomic Coulomb and
exchange parameters In the oxides the effects of the
solid stale (covalent screening) are so large that the
intra-atomic interactions (on the empty id electron
states) are rescaled, while for F no effect is found This
marks a different "nature" of the oxides compared to the
fluorides Fluorides can be considered as ionic, while ox
ides have some important covalent character
We have shown that with our calculations, which treat
the atomic multiplet effects in detail, it becomes possible
to separate out the atomic effects from solid-state effects
This makes it possible to study the latter, 1 e , the
broadening of the peaks, related to the final-state vibra
tional broadening and the CK Auger decay, the exact po
sition of the small leading peaks, related to the covalent
screening of intra-atomic (pd) Coulomb and exchange in
teractions, and the presence of extra peaks, related to sur
face effects and/or reduced symmetry
Finally we point out the relationship between vibra
tional broadening and the (static) lowering of the symme
try Vibrations can be viewed as dynamical distortions of
the site symmetry The Franck-Condon principle states
that x-ray absorption is a fast process with respect to vi
brations The symmetry of the absorbing (transitionmetal) cation is constantly changing This affects the
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XAS spectrum, which in this picture can be viewed as a
superposition of all possible distorted site symmetnes
The difference with a static symmetry breaking is that in
that case a specific point-group symmetry can be applied
to all cations, which results in a different spectrum, as for
T1O2 For cases like FeTiOj, with structureless peaks it is
not Inviai to separate the (small) static lowenng of symmetry from the dynamical (vibrational) symmetrybreaking effects To answer the questions concerning
these effects it would be desirable to study a compound
more closely, experimentally as well as theoretically
Measurements at low temperatures can reduce the
dynamical effects and possibly reveal the static symmetry
effects Theoretically all lower point groups can be calculated, and in principle also the dynamical effects can be
simulated

COMPOUNDS
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3.4. M e t a l 2p x-ray absorption of 3d transition metal compounds
Meted 2p x-ray absorption of 3d transition metal compounds
Reproduced from Physical Review В., volume 42, page 5459 - 5468 (1990).

This paper contains the crystal field multiplet calculations for compounds with
a partially filled 3d-band. The crystal field multiplets of the 3<iN -> 2pbZdN+l
transitions are given for the common valencies of the 3(i-metal ions. A comparison
with 2p x-ray absorption experiments is made for VF3, МпГг and C0F2 and excellent
agreement is found. (Due to an error in a plotting routine, some multiplets for
lO-Dg = 0 as given in the paper are not correct. The correct spectra will be almost
equal to the spectra as given for IQDq = 0.3 eV in all cases).
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2p x-ray absorption of 3d transition-metal compounds:
An atomic multiplet description including the crystal field
F M F de Groot and J С Fuggle
Research Institute for Materials, University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands
Β Τ Thole and G A Sawatzky
Materials Science Centre, University of Groningen, Nijenborgh 18, Paddepoel, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands
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The metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra (or L, , edges) of id transition-metal compounds are calcu
lated, using atomic multiplet theory with inclusion of the cubic crystal field A general overview of
the effect of the cubic crystal field on the shape of the 3</4 to 2p1"ids ' ' excitation spectrum is given
for 14 common valencies of id transition metal ions Comparison to some high resolution 2p xray absorption spectra shows excellent agreement, which confirms the validity of the approach
Possible refinements of the theory, including lower-symmetry calculations and the inclusion of
configuration interaction, arc discussed

I. INTRODUCTION
As a result of the experimental progress in thefieldof
(soft-) x-ray-absorption spectroscopy (XAS), the attain
able resolution has improved to its present best value of
1 10000 ' The high-resolution 2p x-ray-absorption spec
tra of transition-metal compounds show a large amount
of structure at the edge, which now can be investigated in
detail In this paper we present a theoretical analysis of
these spectra, based on atomic multiplet theory with the
inclusion of the cubic crystal field A similar method has
been used by Yamaguchi et al2
We summarize briefly the general description of the ab
sorption process to clarify the difference of our approach
with the more common single-particle density of states
(DOS) and multiple-scattering approaches The x-rayabsorption cross section is given by

σ(Ε,)~ Σ ΚΛ'ΧΊ*/)!2«^,+£,-£ƒ) .
f

<Ч

where Еж, E,, and £y- are, respectively, the energy of the
photon, the initial state, and the final state X is the per
turbation acting on the system, which in this case is the
absorption process of the photon, for which we will use
the dipole approximation '' φ, and <*ƒ are the initial- and
final-state wave functions In the single-particle DOS ap
proach, •*, is taken as a core stale and Φ/ is an empty
state, which is coupled via the dipole selection rules For
2p x-ray absorption, the dipole-allowed transitions are
2p—*id and 2/>—4s, but as transitions to id states dom
inate over transitions to 4s states, the latter will be
neglected This leads to the expression
σ 2 ; ,(£,)~|<0(2/ι)ιΛ·|0(3<ί))| 2 Ρ, ί ,(£ Ι -£; 2 / ,) ,

(2)

where TijiE) is the unoccupied 3<i-projected DOS The
(projected) DOS is normally calculated using density4
functional theory (DFT) For the description of x-ray
absorption, real-space multiple-scattering (MS) methods,
42

which have been shown to be equivalent to DFT, 5 are
also used
We follow another approach in treating the x-rayabsorption cross section Our main assumption is that
for 3d transition-metal compounds, the id id as well as
the 2p-id two-particle interactions are most important
for the description of the 2p XAS spectrum It is these
two-particle interactions which define the ground state of
the transition-metal ion and which split the XAS final
state into a large number of configurations
In the
single-particle DOS approximations, the id-id and 2p-id
two-particle interactions are not included Because we
want to calculate them explicitly, we start with the calcu
lation of the atomic multiplets, thereby neglecting all
solid-state effects In the atomic approach the 2p XAS
v
cross section for id transition-metal ions is,

•ν^ι-ΣΚ'Μ^οο,*!
Х 1 * л (2 / . 5 3</

+І

)0,),>|26(£с + £ 1 - £ / ) ,
(3)

where фсі.id''IQ,J, IS the ground state of the idN multi
!
А +
plet in spherical [0(3)] symmetry * ^ ( 2 р З а ' ' ) 0 ( л is
state j in the final-state atomic multiplet spectrum To
include solid-state effects, a cubic-crystal-field term is
added to the Hamiltonian The cubic crystal-field cou
pling is treated as a free parameter to be varied to obtain
the best fit to expenment Distortions from cubic sym
metry are not considered
In Sec II we repeat some general aspects of atomic
multiplet theory as far as what is important for partly
filled initial states In Sec III we will present an over
view of the effect of the cubic crystal field on the id" to
2piidf' + ' excitation for 14 common vacancies of
transition-metal ions We will use crystal-field strengths
between 0 and 2 5 eV As examples for the validity of our
method, we will compare the results with some high5459
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resolution experimental results of 3d transition-metal
fluorides in Sec IV Section V describes possible reasons
for discrepancies and possible refinements
II. THEORY
The calculations consist of three steps First, the energy levels in the initial-state id" multiplet and the finalstate Ip'id*'1
multiplet are calculated in OU) symmetry Then the atomic multiplet spectrum is calculated by
means of the dipole transition from the ground state (in
the initial-state multiplet) to all final states The third
part is the projection of the OO) multiplets to cubic (Ο λ )
symmetry
A. Atomic multiplet spectrum
The Hamiltonian of the id" initial-state multiplet con
sists only of the id-id Coulomb interaction (Нм ), which
ь
is developed in spherical harmonics The radial parts
F%d, F¿d, and Fjd are calculated within the Hartree-Fock
(HF) limit and corrected by hand to 80% of the HF result to include intra-atomic configuration interaction
(CI) 7 The isotope interaction ifcF0) does not affect the
multiplet, but causes a shift in the average energy position Our calculation is not suited for the calculation of
the absolute energy position Therefore, we simply shift
our calculated multiplet for comparison to experiment
The multiplet splitting is determined by the multipole
terms of the id-id interaction, F ¿ and F¿d, which also
determine the Hund's-rule ground state within the
initial-state id" multiplet " The id spin-orbit coupling is
small and is neglected as hybridization and temperature
effects will mix the spin-orbit-split states
The Ip^id v + ' final-state Hamiltonian is extended with
two terms related to the 2p core hole first, the spin-orbit
coupling of the 2p hole {HiLS ), whicn causes the division
of the lp edge into the 2p,^ [Li)ini2pul
(Ьг) In our
calculation we will always consider the full lp, thus Ьг1,
spectrum The second term which originates from the
core hole is the ïp-id Coulomb and exchange interaction
{HtJ) Again, the radial parts of the 2p-id Coulomb {F^
and Fjj) and exchange (G^ and G^) multipole interactions are calculated ab initio The isotropical 2p-3d
Coulomb interaction /¡-¡F^ is equal for all final states (in
a specific 2/>:'3</Ч4', multiplet) The total Hamiltonian
for (he atomic multiplet then is
Η ι — Hdil + HcLS + Hcd
B. Cubic-crystal-field effect on the 2p'id"*' multiplet
To simulate the solid we add an extra term to the
Hamiltonian describing the cubic crystal field ( H C C F ) In
the present calculations we assume that the cubiccrystal-field parameter ( \0Dq ) is equal for initial and
final states
In terms of group iheory, the effect of a cubic crystal
field is the reduction of symmetry from OOI to Ok The
group-theoretical treatment of the transformation from
0(3) symmetry to its subgroup O,,, further called 0(31-0,,
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branching, can be found in Refs 9-11 In our paper on
0
,2
the d compounds, we considered it m more detail
The cubic crystal field splits the initial-state multiplet
For small cubic crystal fields, the ground state does not
change character and originates from the atomic ground
state, which according to Hund's rules is high spin For
strong crystal fields a change of character can occur and
the ground state can become low spin That is, it origi
nates from an excited state in the initial-state atomic mul
tiplet The general results of the influence of the cubic
crystal field on the initial-state id* multiplet can be
13
found in the Tanabe-Sugano diagrams
The crystal field also splits the final-state multiplet If
the character of the ground state is not changed from the
atomic situation, the same final states are reached In
this case the changes in the spectrum are a result from
the crystal-field effect on the final state Levels are split
and/or shifted, and the transition matrix elements are
modified due to changes in the final-state wave functions
This modifies the spectrum If a change of the groundslate character occurs, this is immediately visible in the
spectral shape as the dipole transitions from this new
ground state reach a totally new set of final states The
dipole transition operator is not split in cubic symmetry,
which means that no polarization dependence can occur
In the Hamiltonian we neglect all other crystal-field
couplings related to lower symmetries, taken together in
WLCF, the id spin-orbit coupling, ( # L S ) , magnetic in
teractions (ƒ/„), and any form of CI, intra-atomic ( e g ,
id" ~ 'Ap ) as well as extra-atomic (e g , 3d" * '¿ ) HLCF,
HLS, and Hex all will influence the ground-state character But for the total, polanzation-averaged XAS spectrum their influence is negligible as the effects on the
final-state multiplet are too small
However, for
polarization-dependent XAS measurements, a more accurate determination of the character of the ground state is
needed and some extra terms will have to be added to the
Hamiltonian
In Sec V we will discuss possible
refinements of the calculations in more detail
III. CALCULATIONS
The intra-atomic interaction parameters, as calculated
in the Hartree-Fock limit, are collected in Table I The
Coulomb and exchange parameters (Fdd, Fdd, Fdd, G^¡,
and G^) are renormahzed to 80% of the HF values to
account for intra-atomic CI The multiplet of the id" initial state and the 2 p 5 3 d V M are calculated, and the
ground state <^c(3<i ' Ц з , is determined The XAS cross
section is calculated According to Eq (3), the result is a
series of lines at energies {EQ—E^)
with respective in
tensities |<* c (3c/'') 0 ,„|A r |^ / j(2p 5 3</' v + 1)o(j,>l2 Figure
s
1 gives the atomic multiplet for d Mn 2 + Addition of
the cubic-crystal-field changes the energy positions and
matrix elements Figure 2 shows the result if the cubiccrystal-field parameter ( \ODq ) is 0 9 eV
To compare with experiment, the spectra have to be
broadened Besides the experimental broadening, there
are several intrinsic broadening mechanisms These in
clude lifetime effects, vibrations, and hybridization (covalency1, all of which are compound and final state
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dependent. Because of the hundreds of (unresolvable)
final states, this creates an enormous problem to solve
quantitatively. For compounds with a id" ground state,
information of the final-state dependence of the broaden
ing can be found experimentally as each of the main mul
tiplet lines can be resolved ' 2 Analysis showed that for
fluorides, vibrational broadening dominates, but for ox

ides, also covalence causes broadening. A general result
is that the lifetime broadening of the L^ part is increased
due to the opening of Coster-Kronig Auger decay chan
nels. As a detailed analysis of the broadening is not pos
sible from XAS alone, we decided to use an equal
broadening for every line. For the Li part, a Lorentzian
broadening with σ = 0 . 1 eV (Ref. 14) is used; for the Li

TABLE I Hartree-Fock values of the parameters used in the multiplet calculation Given arc the
multipole terms of the ld-"id interaction [F],, and Fj,/) of the ground and final slates. The fìnal-state3d-spin-orbit interaction (L-S^), 2/>-hole-spin-orbit interaction (L-S,), and multipole terms of the
2p-3</ interaction (F^,, C^, and G^, ) In the actual multiplet calculalion, the multipole terms arc normalized to 80% of their ab initio value, to account for intra-atomic configuration interaction (all values
in eVI

Fl,

FL
di

Ion

final slates

(g.5.)

final slates

(g s.)

L-S,

L-S,

loooo)
(0.000)

0.027
0.042

3 776
4.650

d'

Τι"
V41

10 343
11965

(0 000)
(0000)

6 499
7.554

d!

v1·

10 974

(10.1271

6 888

(6 354)

0.036

4.649

d'

Cr 1 *
Μη**

11.3%
13 177

(10.777)
(12.416)

7.270
8.299

(6 755)
(7 820)

0.047
0.066

5.667
6 845

d'

Cr"
Mn'h

10.522
12210

(9.649)
(11415)

6 552
7.649

(6.002)
(7 148)

0.041
0 059

5.668
6 845

d*

Μη 1 '
Fe"

11 155
12818

(10.316)
(12.043)

6.943
8.023

(6.414)
(7 535)

0.053
0 074

6.846
8.199

d"

Fe"
Co"

11779
13.422

(10966)
(12.663)

7 327
8.395

(6B15I
(7.917)

0 067
0092

8 200
9.748

d'

Co'*
N."

12 39*
14.022

(11605)
(13.277)

7 708
8.764

(7 209)
(8 295)

0.083
0.112

9 746
11.506

Nr*

0000

(12 2341

0000

(7.598)

GL

GL

</'

Τι *
V4'

5.581
6 759

3 991
5.014

2.268
2.853

d1

Vw

6057

4.392

2.496

d'

Cr"'
Μη"

6 526
7 658

4.788
5.776

2.722
3.288

d'

Cr*
Μη"

5 841
6.988

4.024
5.179

2.388
2 945

d'

Μη"
Fe"

6 321
7 446

4.606
5.566

2 618
3.166

d*

Fe 2 '
Co"

6.793
7.900

5004
5 951

2 844
3 386

d7

Co 2 *
Ni"

7 260
8.350

5 397
6.332

3 069
3.603

5.787

3 291

1

Ni 2 '
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which slightly modify the spectra
However, more important is the fact that multiplets do
change signincantly as the number of 3d electrons is
2+
f
changed. Compare for example, Mn , Mn* , and
4
Mn *. Besides the shift to higher energy with higher
valency, the spectral shape does change signincantly,
which makes determination of the valency, and its cubiccrystal-Aeld splitting, straightforward.
IV. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT

FIG 1 Mn: ' За* lo Ip^ìd* atomic multiplet spectrum The
line spectrum is broadened as described in the text
part, σ = 0 . 3 eV Then the spectra are convoluted with a
Gaussian with σ = 0 15 eV. We expect these broadening
procedures to represent early transition-metal fluoride
spectra taken with the present high-resolution monochromators ' Oxide and late transit ion-metal fluoride spectra
will in general be broader (see Sec. V). Figures 1 and 2
show the effect of the broadening procedure on the two
2H
Mn multiplet spectra
Figures 3-16 ¡.how the effect of increasing cubic crystal
field on the x-ray-absorption spectrum. The calculated
energy scale is used; for comparison to experiment the
spectra will have to be shifted over some eV (see Sec IV).
The \0Dq value is given on the right. The changes as a
function of lODq are in generdl smooth and reflect the
influence of the cubic crystal field on the final-stale multiplet as discussed in Sec. II. In cases where the ground
slate changes character, from high to low spin, a sudden
change in the spectral shape occurs as a new subset of
final states is reached. This is visible for, e.g., Cr 2+ id*)
and Co t + idb) between 2.1 and 2 4 eV Because of the
clear difference between high- and low-spin spectra, the
actual situation is easy to determine from experiment.
Some care has to be taken because the presented calculations are performed in a standard way and do not give
the \QDq value for this transition very accurately. Furthermore, \0Dq can be slightly different in initial and final
states There is no problem to include this, but it does
need dedicated, com pound-specific calculations.
Two ions with an equal number of 3¿ electrons, such as
d' V4+ and Т і я \ have a similar atomic multiplet spec
trum. The only differences are the atomic parameter
values of the intra-atomic interactions (see Table I),

To show the validity of our approach, we make a com
parison to some high-resolution 2p x-ray-absorption data
of transition-metal fluorides obtained with the Dragon
15
monochromator by Chen and Sette.
In our paper on the id" compounds, we showed the ex
cellent agreement with potassium, calcium, scandium,
i
and titanium oxides and fluorides. As thefinal-stateρ d '
is simple and well resolved, it was possible to obtain de
tailed information, such as individual broadenings for
each state. Such detailed analysis is not possible for the
v +l
p*d
multiplets (for ЛГ>0), as the individual lines are
not resolved (there are typically 600 lines spread over 20
eV) Therefore, the standard broadening as discussed in
Sec. Ill is used.

in

с

φ

650
Energy (eV)

660

FIG. 2. Mn1' 3d* to 2p^id" multiplet spectrum, projected io
O,, The cubic-crystal-field parameter UODq) is 0 9 eV The
line spectrum is broadened as described in the text.
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455

465
Energy (eV)

FIG 3. Ti1 ' 34' to 2p*3d2 transition in cubic crystal fields
ÌODq ranges from 0 0 (bottom) to 2 4 eV
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In
Fig.
17
the
theoretical
spectra
of
V J + (d 2 ), Mn 2 f (d 5 ), and Co 2+ (d 7 ) are compared with
the experimental spectra of VF3, MnF2, and CoFj (see
Table II for the crystal structures) as obtained with the
Dragon,19 The cubic-crystal-fíeld parameters ( \0Dq )
used are, respectively, 1.5, 0.75, and 0 75 eV. The overall
agreement found is good for all compounds. From this
we conclude that the atomic multiplet approach with the
inclusion of the cubic crystal field gives a good description of all spectral details of the 2p x-ray-absorption spectra of id transition-metal fluondes. This also shows that
the tetragonal symmetry of the metal site in CoF¡ and
MnF; (Table II) is a too-small distortion from cubic symmetry to cause clear disagreement between experiment
and the present cubic symmetry simulation. However,
for the description of polarization-dependent spectra of a
tetragonal site, the inclusion of the exact lower symmetry
is absolutely necessary.
In other words, with
polarization-dependent measurements small tetragonal
distortions will show up. Unfortunately, a rutile crystal
structure is not suitable for polarization-dependent studies because of different orientations of the tetragonal
sites.

510

520
Energy (eV)

530

FIG. 5 V" id1 to 2p*id' transition in cubic crystal fields.
lODq ranges from 0 0 (bottom) to 2 4 eV

515

525
Energy (eV)
570

4

A

2

FIG 4. V ' id* to 2p id transition in cubic crystal fields.
lODq ranges from 0.0 (bottom) to 2 4 eV.

580
Energy (eV)

FIG. 6. Cr 1 ' За' lo 2p*ìd* transition in cubic crystal fields.
\0Dq ranges from 0.0 (bottom) to 2 4 eV.
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640

I ' ' ' ' I
650
660
Energy (eV)

635

670

FIG. 7. M n " 3 d l lo 2p'3d* transition in cubic crystal fields.
10D, ranges from 0.0 (bottoni) to 2.4 eV

645
Energy (eV)

F 1 G 9
· M n ' M , 0 гР 3d '™η«"οη ¡η " b i c crystal fields.
ÌODq ranges from 0 0 (bottom) lo 2.4 eV

635
570

580
Energy (eV)
4

590

FIG 8. C r 3d 10 2/>\)d'lransition in cubic crystal
lOOç ranges from 0 0 (bottom) to 2.4 eV
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fields

645
Energy (eV)

655

FIG. 10 M n ' ' Id'' to 2/>ЧГ transilion in cubic crystal
fields lODi; ranges from 0 0 (bottom) to 1 8 eV.
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Co3, in Of,

J^l

705

Τ
715
Energy (eV)

725

735

FIG. 11. F e ' μ За* to Ip^ld*" transition in cubic crystal fields.
\0Dq ranges from 0 0 (bottom) to 2.4 eV

705

7Б
Energy (eV)

FIG. 12. F e ! l id" to ty^id1 transition in cubic crystal
fields.
lOftf ranges from 0.0 (bottom) to 1.8 eV.
fields.

780

790
Energy (eV)

800

FIG. 13. Co 1 1 W to Ip'Sd1 transition in cubic crystal
fields. \0Dq ranges from 0.0 (bottom) to 2.4 eV

775

785
Energy (eV)

'тк'

¡¿5

FIG. 14 Co ! ' id1 lo Ip^ìd" transition in cubic crystal
lODf ranges Trom 0.0 (bottom) to 2.4 eV.
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v. LIMITATIONS OF THIS APPROACH
There are two main limitations in the present approach
to explain the 2p x-ray-absorption edges. First, the character of the ground state is not considered in detail.
Second, the eflects on the spectral shape of hybridization,
vibrations, lifetime, and experimental resolution are
treated very roughly as a general Lorentzian-plusGaussian broadening.
In Sec. II we already mentioned the necessity to include the exact lower-site symmetries ( # L C F ) , magnetic

518
528
Energy (eV)
850

880

860
En«gy (eV)

FIG 15 Ni" 3</7 to 2p*}d* transition in cubic crystal fields
iODq ranges from 0.0 (bottom) lo 2 4 eV

638
648
Energy (eV)

-П-Г-

A «
860
Energy (eV)

870

880

FIG 16. Nr ' id* lo Zp'id" iransition in cubic crystal fields
\0Dq ranges from 0 0 (bottom) to 2 4 eV.
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775
785
795
Energy (eV)

FIG. 17 2p x-ray-absorption spectra of (a) VF,, (b) MnF2,
and (c) CoF, compared, respectively wilh. the а а 1* (1.5 eV),
the J ' Mn: ' (0 75 eVI, and Ihe d' Co; ' (0.75 eV) mulliplel cal
culations. The used values of IODq are given in parentheses.
The theoretical spectra are shifted, by about 2 eV to lower ener
gy, to align with experiment
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TABLE II Crystal slructures of the 3d Iransition melaifluorides(Ref 26)
Compound
VFi
MnF,
_ CoF.

Crystal structure

Point group of metal ion

(intermediate) close packed
rutile
rutile

0 A (octahedral)
О,,, (tetragonal)
Du (tetragonal)

field effects (W„), and id spin-orbit coupling (HLS) to
describe the character of the ground state more accurate'У " L C F a n c l ^cn w l " n o t influence the polanzationaveraged spectral shape because the effects are generally
too small to be seen in the final-state multiplet That is,
even if they modify the ground-state character consider
ably, the polanzation-averaged (') matrix elements hardly
change Only for strongly distorted sites can a visible
effect be expected
However, for the polarizationdependent spectra, knowledge of the ground-state charac
ter is crucial for the determination of the respective ma
trix elements for Am = + 1, - 1, or 0 " " Then the in
terplay of H L CF· "tK' a n d ЯLS * ' " determine the exact
ground state and, consequently, the differences in spectral
shape for linear (difference between Am = 0 and + 1/— 1)
and circular (difference between Am = 1 and —1) dichroism
The id spin-orbit coupling might influence the spectral
shape for solids Its influence on the polarizationaveraged spectra will be directly evident from the branch
ing ratio between L? and ¿2 '8 I'5 influence will be largest, if present at all, for the late }d transition metals (see
Table I), and indeed for C0F2 [see Fig 17(c)] the branching ratio, as well as the total spectral shape, is improved
if the id spin-orbit coupling is included | g
We now turn to the second limitation, the use of an
equal broadening for all final stales in the L, and L2
parts to simulate effects such as hybridization, vibrations,
and lifetime These effects will be different for every compound and even for every line in the 600-line final-state
multiplet, making a detailed description totally out of
reach However, some aspects are becoming clear For
the d" compounds it was shown that the e^-like states
show more broadening than the (¡,-like states, which we
related to vibrational effects For the 2p5ìd"^*^ multiplets such conclusions cannot be drawn, but similar
effects can be expected
Hybridization, which can be treated as extra-atomic
configuration interaction, will modify the spectrum considerably Especially for more covalent materials, such as
oxides, the amount of extra-atomic configuration interaction cannot be neglected The coupling of id* with
idN + ll. becomes more prominant, introducing more
idN + l[i character in the ground state These aspects can
be taken into account by performing a real CI calculation, as was done for the early id transition metals20 and
for the nickel-dihahdes 2' For the cases considered here,
such a CI approach is at present not a routine task, but
this line will certainly be followed in future efforts
An alternative route is to include the effects of hybridization effectively in the atomic multiplet calculations
Hybridization, the mixing of the transition metal id Orbitals with the ligand ρ Orbitals, has the effect of delocal-

izmg the d functions, thereby reducing their mutual in
teractions the nephelauxatic effect " This effect can be
simulated by an extra reduction of the two-particle in
teraction parameters F¡d and F¡d Also the final-state interactions with the core hole will be affected Preliminary calculations, where we reduced all parameters by
the same amount, are encouraging, although the possible
accuracy has to be investigated,2^ and shake-up satellites
will not be reproduced properly
The last effect which is not treated in detail is the lifetime broadening It can be expected that the lifetime is
different for about everyone of the 600 final states The
states at higher energy can lose energy by CosterKromg-like Auger decay to lower states, and the other
decay routes will be different also This problem relates
to the more general question of the coupling of core-hole
creation and decay, and its influence on the spectral
shape of the different spectroscopic techniques The
answer will have to be formed by a combination of normal x-ray absorption and x-ray photoemission with "resonance" expenmems, in which the x-ray energy is
scanned through the ¿2 3 "AS energy range, and the resulting x-ray-emission spectra,24 Auger spectra,25 and/or
photoemission spectra are measured
VI CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown that the atomic multiplet approach
with the inclusion of the cubic crystal field reproduces
the metal 2p x-ray-absorption spectra of id transitionmelal fluorides For more covalent compounds, such as
oxides, the presented spectra are probably less accurate,
although this remains to be checked As discussed, this
can be improved upon b> an effective reduction of the
id-id Coulomb interactions By comparison to experiment an accurate measure of the crystal-field-strength parameter \0Dq can be obtained In fact, the final-state
value of \0Dq is found, which can be different from the
"initial"-state values that are found by optical spectroscopy A study of this would be of quite some interest
The field of application of the atomic multiplet plus
crystal-field approach as presented here will probably be
limited to the more ionic id transition-metal compounds
For the pure metals and alloys, band-structure effects
may be of equal or greater importance than the atomic
multiplet effects 20 A systematic experimental study of
band-versus-atomic effects would be of great interest in
this regard
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SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING AND NON-CUBIC SYMMETRIES

3.5. Spin-orbit coupling and non-cubic symmetries
In sections 3.2 to 3.4 the ground state of the partly filled 3d-band is assumed not to be
influenced by the Sd-spin-orbit coupling. In this section the limits of this approximation
aie investigated. The treatment of the 3d-spin-orbit coupling in the crystal field multiplet
program are discussed and arguments are given concerning the actual physical effects of the
spin-orbit coupling.
For the projection of the spin symmetries from spherical to cubic symmetry the same
branching rules as for the angular momentum apply. Compounds with an even number of
3d electrons have an integer spin and the branching rules as given in table 3.4 can be used.
For compounds with an odd number of 3d electrons the spin will be 1/2, 3/2 or 5/2. The
atomic 5 = 1/2 state projects to ^ - s y m m e t r y in a cubic crystal field. Similarly S = 3/2
projects to G-symmetry and 5 = 5/2 is split into states of ^ - s y m m e t r y and of G-symmetry.

state
3d 1
3d 2
3d 3
3di, s
3d 4 LS
3d s „ s

symmetry
Га
3
Ti
4
A2
>E
3
Ti
%

3d|s
3<&5
3dis
3<fHS

2

Mis
B

3d
9
3d

а

Т2
"Ά
'Αι
«Τ,

г

Е

3

Л2
Е

г

spin-projection
Ει
Ti
G
E + T¡
Τι
G + Ε2
Ει
Ε + Τ2
Αι
G
Ει
Ά
Ει

overall symmetry degeneracy
E2 + G
2
E + Τι + T2 + Αι
4
G
1
Αι + A2 + E + Τι + Τ2
5
Ε + Τι + Τ2 + Αι
4
G + E2
2
E2 + G
2
Αι + Ε + 2 · Τι + 2 · Γ 2
6
Αι
1
Ει + Ε2 + 2 • G
4
G
1
Τ2
1
G
1

Table 3.7: Effects of spin-orbit coupling on 3dN ground state

If the 3d spin-orbit coupling is taken into consideration, the overall symmetry of the
spin plus the angular momentum must be determined. In spherical symmetry this is ac
complished by multiplying L with S to all possible J's. Similarly in cubic symmetry the
irreducible representations of the spin must be multiplied with those of the angular mo
mentum. Table 3.7 gives the results for the low-spin and high-spin configurations of all
3dN states. It can be seen that in cubic symmetry the multiplicity of the spin (2S-I-1) does
not directly relate to the total number of states. For example the 5T2 state is split in six
(and not in five!) different states. The crystal field multiplet program uses in all cases the
branchings for both spin and angular momentum and thus the overall symmetries of the
states as given in table 3.7. If the 3d spin-orbit coupling is neglected all states with the same
angular symmetry are degenerate because the spin in itself does not influence the energy of
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the state.
3.5.1. Effects of 3d spin-orbit coupling
3d spin-orbit coupling has a large effect on partly filled Í29 states, that is the ground states of
the 3d 1 , 3d 2 , 3d4LS, 3d5LS, 3 d # s and 3d7HS symmetries. The effects on states of £J-symmetry
are considerably smaller [12]. The difference in effect on T2-states respectively .Ε-states is
directly related to the way in which a Í29, respectively an e 9 wavefunction is build from the
atomic wavefunctions. As has been shown in table 3.3 an e s wavefunction can be build from
mj = 0 or 2 (or -2) functions. A spin-orbit coupling effect can only affect states which differ
by one in their mi-value, hence in first order the е 9 states are not affected, in contrast to
the І2д states (See for example Ref. 12 for the mathematical details). Spin-orbit coupling
does not affect states of Αι or A2 symmetry.

>CO
ζ

Ш
I-

z

785

790

ENERGY

eoo

Figure 3.11: Theoretical x-ray absorption spectra for the Sd^tF,] —» 2p 5 3d e transi
tion for the four different 3d spin-orbit split symmetries of the 4 ΤΊ ground state. The
respective symmetries are from bottom to top: E2, G, G* and Εχ.

The magnitudes of the 3d spin-orbit coupling of the 3d-metal ions were given in sec
tion 3.3. Because the spin-orbit coupling strength increases with the atomic number, the
best case to investigate the effect of 3d spin-orbit coupling is the 3d7HS configuration. The
3<fHS ground state configuration is found in for example C0F2 and CoO. In section 3.4
the C0F2 spectrum is compared with a crystal field multiplet calculation in which the 3d
spin-orbit coupling is neglected. From table 3.7 it is found that if 3d spin-orbit coupling
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is included, the Ti ground state of the Sd^j-configuration splits in four states of Ει, Ei
and two times G-symmetry. The actual multiplet calculation with the atomic value of the
3d spin-orbit coupling (83 meV) and a cubic crystal field strength of 0.9 eV gives the four
states at energies of respectively 0 (£2), 44 meV (G), 115 meV (G*) and 128 meV {Εχ).
5
Figure 3.11 gives the crystal field multiplets of the 3 d ^ s [ r i ] —» 2р 3<^ transition for the
four different symmetries. Given this spread in the initial states, the room temperature (25
meV) spectrum is dominated by the lowest state of ¿^-symmetry, with a 17% contribution
of the first excited state of G-symmetry.

ÇOO
300 К

-^ ок.
5=0
770

τ

775

I

780

I

785

7Θ0

705

Energy (eV)
Figure 3.12: Comparison of the theoretical spectra of (from bottom to top) (a) the
spectrum under neglect of 3d spin orbit coupling, (b) the ground state, and (c) the
spectrum at 300 Kelvin, with the experimental spectrum of CoO.

Figure 3.12 gives the theoretical spectra corresponding respectively to the ground state
Ei spectrum, the 300 Kelvin spectrum and the spectrum under neglect of 3d spin-orbit
coupling. It is clear that the inclusion of the 3d spin-orbit coupling enhances the agreement
considerably. The good agreement between theory and experiment makes it possible to
determine the energies of the low-lying excited states from an analysis of the experimental
spectrum, preferably measured for a series of temperatures. Hence it can be concluded that
in potential temperature dependent x-ray absorption experiments can reveal the magnitude
of the 3d spin-orbit coupling (which can different from the atomic value).
Above it has been shown that the 3d spin-orbit coupling has a detectable influence
on the spectral shape of divalent cobalt Sd^-compounds. Another configuration which is
influenced considerably is 3d¿ s , which has ' ^ - s y m m e t r y and splits in four states if the 3d
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spin-orbit coupling is included. The trivalent manganese oxides have a 3d ground state.
In these compounds the cubic crystal field strength is approximately equal to the effective
exchange splitting which places the trivalent manganese oxides close to the high-spin low3
spin transition point. As a result of 3d spin-orbit coupling the low-spin Ti-state splits
b
in four and the high-spin E-sta.te splits in five though its actual splittings will be small.
In table 3.7 it can be checked that the overall symmetries of the spin-orbit split high-spin
and low-spin states contain Ε, ΤΊ, T2 and Лі irreducible representations. Hence, if the
high-spin and low-spin states are close to degenerate these representations are allowed to
form bonding and anti-bonding admixtures. The spin-state of these combinations (thus of
the ground state) will not be pure high-spin (S=2) or low-spin ( S = l ) but have an effective
spin-state with S in between 1 and 2. This concept will be used in section 4.3 to explain the
spectral shape of the manganese 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of LiMnCb- The formation
5
of admixtures of spin states has been used also in a study of iron phthalocynanine (3d in
a Dut point group) by Thole et al. [84].

3.5.2. Effects of non-cubic symmetries
Another type of low-energy splittings of the crystal field multiplet is caused by distortions
from cubic symmetry. A difference can be made between initial state effects and final
state effects. Initial state splittings can be important for room temperature experiments
if they are of the order of 25 meV. Final state effects will be visible only if they cause
spectral changes over an energy range of about 200 meV or more (depending on the specific
multiplet, amount of covalency, etc). From this consideration it might be expected that
initial state effects of symmetry distortions from cubic symmetry will cause large spectral
changes in almost all compounds. However if the actual effects of the lower crystal fields on
the spectral shapes are studied it is found that even if a symmetry distortion causes initial
state splittings of the order of 100 meV, the spectral shape of the ground state is hardly
modified from the spectral shape of the ground state of the non-distorted spectrum. Hence
in order to show a visible effect on the spectral shape the demand of initial state splittings
of the order of 25 meV is in itself not enough to cause spectral changes, and considerably
larger splittings are needed. In this respect it is important to notice that a splitting of 50
meV will show drastic effects on the spectral shape if caused by 3d spin-orbit coupling, but
the same splitting will cause hardly any effect if caused by distortions from cubic symmetry.
Large initial state effects of lower symmetries are found if the cubic 3d-V ground state
contains a partly filled e s band. Elongation of the z-axis lifts the degeneracy of the eg
orbitals: the Jahn-Teller effect [85]. A similar effect occurs in case of a partly filled <2S, but
the energy effects of the tetragonal distortion are larger for partly filled e 9 -states. (Notice
that in contrast 3d spin-orbit coupling has a considerably larger effect on partly filled І2дstates) Partly filled e 9 states occur for Zd^g, 3d¿ s and 3d 9 . The effects on the S d ^ - s t a t e
are well-known for divalent chromium-compounds.
As discussed above in the trivalent
manganese oxides the high-spin and low-spin configuration are close to degenerate, and the
Jahn-Teller distortion of the high-spin state will further complicate the analysis (see the
discussion of ІлМпОг in section 4.3). The 3d¿ 5 -configuration does not occur as such and for
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example the 'low-spin like* trivalent nickel compounds are dominated by 3d L-character (see
chapter 4). The tetragonal distortion (or in other words the square planar surrounding) of
the Si^-configuration is well known, for example in the CuO-based high T c superconductors.
N
Final state effects of lower symmetries can be important for all 3d configurations if the
site geometry is strongly distorted from cubic. Final state effects of lower symmetries are
best observable for Scf-compounds due to their simple spectral shape in which all multiplet
transitions are resolved as individual peaks. In rutile (ТіОг) the site symmetry of titanium is
0
Du and the effective configuration is 3d . Effects of the symmetry reduction can be expected
5
for the 2p eJ-like states and indeed the rutile spectrum (given in section 3.3) clearly shows
a splitting of the e e -peak which is reproduced in a calculation for Z^A-symmetry.
Similar final state effects of lower symmetries are expected for systems with a partly
filled 3d-band. However it can be argued that crystal field effects, including distortions
from cubic symmetry, are more important for early 3d-metal oxides compared with the late
3d-metal oxides. The important parameters are the radial extend of the wavefunctions of
the 3d-electrons (г^) and the inter-atomic distances (R). It is known that the ratio Гф/R
decreases in the 3-metal series [86,87], and especially in systems with one or more occupied
eg orbital, relatively large inter-atomic distances axe found [88]. Crystal field effects scale
with Гф/R, hence effects of lower symmetries (and also the cubic crystal field strengths) are
largest for the early 3d-metals.
Branching rules for lower s y m m e t r i e s
The crystal field multiplet program can handle any point group symmetry. As an example,
the branching rules of а £>2л point group are given in figure 3.13. The projection from
spherical symmetry to .Огл symmetry is accomplishes in three steps. First the symmetry is
reduced to cubic, in the second step the cubic (Ok) to tetragonal (/?4л) symmetry reduction
is included and the third step goes to .D2/1 symmetry. The necessary extra crystal field
terms in the Hamiltonian can be deduced directly from this figure: The Hamiltonian has
.Ai-symmetry, thus all branchings to Лі-symmetry take part in the Hamiltonian. For cubic
symmetry, apart from the 5-state, the G-state projects to the .^-state. This G —» A\
branching describes the inclusion of cubic crystal field term in the Hamiltonian. Similarly
for tetragonal symmetry the cubic £-state projects to the .Ai-state. In turn the cubic instate has two parent states in spherical symmetry, hence there are two additional paths D —»
E —» A\ and G —» E —» A\. In other words there are two additional crystal field parameters
in the Hamiltonian of D\h symmetry. The total number of crystal field parameters of a
specific point group can be found directly from the total number of different paths leading
to the .4i-syinmetry state. It should be noticed that the 'route' to reach the D^h point
group is not uniquely defined, and instead of the route via 0/, (as given in the figure) an
alternative route via Ожь. can be chosen. The choice of the route determines the meaning
of the crystal field parameters and because of the central place of the cubic crystal field
strength, in general the route via Oh. symmetry is used. The different branchings for all
point groups and also all possible choices for the routes to reach a specific point group are
given in Ref. 53.
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Figure 3.13: Schematic branchings from Оз-syinmetry (atomic) to Z^-symmetry, via
O/, and i?4ft. Encircled are all representations which can be reached from atomic Psymmetry. (Notice that this also describes symmetry effects on the polarization depen
dence of a dipole transition, see section 3.6).

3.6. Polarization dependence
In the foregoing the discussion has been limited to the total x-ray absorption cross section.
The x-ray absorption spectrum however depends on the polarization of the incoming x-ray.
The polarization dependence can be found directly from the angular part of the transition
matrix elements. This angular part is (see equation 1.7 on page 7) given as the 3J-symbol:

(J l ¿)
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The triangle relations of the 3J-symbol give Δ Μ = M' — M = —д. With the use of this
equation one tacitly assumes only dipole transitions to occur. Quadrupole transitions have
possibly some effect on specific edges [89], but as far as the transition metal 2p edges are
concerned they do not play any role.
As discussed in the experimental section synchrotron radiation is linearly polarized in
the plane of the orbiting electrons and out of plane it is partly circularly polarized. If the
x-ray impinges on a substrate under normal incidence linearly polarized light, sometimes
denoted as θ-polarized, can give rise to AM = + 1 or -1 transitions. Right circular polarized
light (q = —1) allows Δ Μ = + 1 transitions and left circular polarized light decreases M
by one. If the substrate is turned to grazing incidence the Δ Μ = ± 1 transitions decrease
whereas AM = 0 transitions increase.

Dichroism
The difference between normal incident and grazing incident spectra taken with linear polar
ized x-rays is usually denoted as (linear) x-ray dichroism. Circular dichroism is the difference
between the absorption of left and right polarized x-rays under normal incidence. The con
dition for the occurrence of polarization dependence is a macroscopic asymmetry in the
electronic and/or magnetic structure, thus non-magnetic crystals with a cubic symmetry
do not show any polarization dependence because they have inversion symmetry and their
x, y and ζ directions are equivalent. Also a non-magnetic (random) polycrystalline solid is
symmetric and dichroism is prohibited by selection rules. Therefore either single crystals or
oriented polycrystalline materials must be used for dichroism experiments.
The symmetry criterion which determines a possible polarization dependence is given
by the space group of the crystal and not by the point group of the atom. This can be
illustrated with system which has a cubic space group but in which the atom which absorbs
the x-ray has a tetragonal point group (hence the elongated direction of the tetragonal
point group is for some atoms directed along the x-axis, but for others along the y-axis
respectively the z-axis). In this case the spectral shape is determined by the point group,
however no dichroism is found because the potentially dichroic effect of the three differently
oriented atoms cancels each other exactly [90]. The actual polarization dependence of all
space groups can be deduced directly from the symmetry branching rules as were given in the
foregoing section (figure 3.13). The polarization dependence is determined by the splittings
of the irreducible representation of the dipole transition which is P-like ( Δ J = +1,-1 or 0)
in the atom. From figure 3.13 it can be checked that in octahedral symmetry no polarization
dependence can occur, in contrast to tetragonal symmetry. For а Сгл space group there are
three different representations (directions), which can be denoted as trichroism [90]. From
this figure it is clear that the polarization dependence of quadrupolar transitions (which
have atomic .D-symmetry) is different, and already in octahedral symmetry polarization
dependence occurs.
Linear dichroism can be caused by both electric and magnetic effects, but electric fields
(such as the crystal fields) can never cause a difference between the Δ Μ = —1 and Δ Μ = + 1
transitions. This is a direct consequence of Kramer's theorem [91] which states that the
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lowest state in a static electric field is always at least twofold degenerate. The only way
to break the degeneracy of the Kramer's doublet is by means of a time asymmetric field
(such as a magnetic field). Thus crystal field effects can only cause linear dichroism whereas
magnetic effects can also cause circular dichroism.
The potential use of polarization dependent x-ray absorption experiments is illustrated
with examples from non-cubic compounds, surfaces and adsorbates, and magnetic materials.
3.6.1. Non-cubic c o m p o u n d s
Non-cubic compounds contain at least one axis which is distinguishable from the others,
hence the x-ray absorption spectra are polarization dependent with respect to this axis.
Both BaCoF4 and ТіОг are non-cubic and their polarization dependent x-ray absorption
spectra are discussed.
Cobalt 2p x-ray absorption of BaCoF4
BaCoF4 crystallizes in a Cl*{A2lam) space group [92]. Along the [001] direction (α-axis)
a macroscopic electric polarization has been found, which can be reversed by reordering
the CoF4-sheets. At room temperature BaCoF4 is ferroelectric and paramagnetic. Below
Тлг = 68 Kelvin it is antiferromagnetic [92]. Given these properties it is expected that
BaCoF4 shows an x-ray dichroism effect with respect to the α-axis. In principle the Сг«symmetry allows for a further dichroic behaviour of the 6-axis with respect to the c-axis,
which is not considered here. Figure 3.14 shows the cobalt 2p x-ray absorption spectra taken
at three different temperatures and for E ± a and for E || a. A clear linear dichroism is
observed, which furthermore shows a clear temperature dependence.
Crystal field multiplet calculations have been performed to simulate the spectra. For
the calculations the Co / 7 -ions are described with a 3d7HS ground state. The Slater integrals
as given in section 3.4 have been used. In section 3.5 it was shown that 3d spin-orbit
coupling is important for divalent cobalt and hence it is included in the calculations. The
cubic crystal field is optimized and found to be 0.9 eV. The effects of lower symmetry
are included as a tetragonal distortion. The possible effects of reduction to D2h-symmetry
have been neglected. The calculations are performed for the paramagnetic phase, hence
no exchange splitting is included. Table 3.8 sketches the initial state effects of. in order of
decreasing magnitude, the Slater integrals, the cubic crystal field, the 3d spin-orbit coupling,
the tetragonal crystal field and the exchange field. The tetragonal crystal field does not split
the ^ - s y m m e t r y ground state but it does affect the first excited state of G-symmetry. After
inclusion of the tetragonal field the state is split and the two resulting states are called Gi
and G2. In the crystal field multiplet calculation, which is optimized to simulate the 30
Kelvin spectra, the G\ and G2 are found at respectively 39 meV and 51 meV above the E2
ground state. Assuming a Boltzmann distribution over the low-lying states this means that
at 30 Kelvin these states are not populated but at 300 Kelvin their population is respectively
21% and 13%.
Figure 3.15 shows the calculated crystal field multiplet spectra for E || α ( Δ Μ = ±1)
and E J_ α ( Δ Μ = 0) for the 3 low lying states .Eji Gi and G2. Comparison of the crystal
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Table 3.8· Splitting of the initial state multiplet of a 3d7-configuration. The tetragonal
crystal field (or any other lower symmetry field) does not split the 'Kramers doublet' E2
ground state, but the first excited state of G-symmetry is split.

field multiplet calculation with experiment shows that the main features, including the
dichroism effects, are reproduced. Some minor discrepancies exist: The D peak is too high
in the calculated E ± α spectrum (it is close to absent in the experimental 30 К spectrum)
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Figure 3.15: Calculated 3d7 -» 2p 5 3d e multiplets for E2, Gì and G^.
and the E peak is too broad. As can be checked in figure 3.16, which gives the theoretical
30 Kelvin and 300 Kelvin spectra for E J. a, the reversal of the asymmetry of peaks В and
С is nicely reproduced. From the accuracy of the description the following conclusions can
be drawn:
• The crystal field multiplet model is capable of reproducing the main features of the
dichroism and its temperature dependence, despite uncertainties in the precise magni
tudes of the parameters used (Slater integrals, crystal field couplings and 3d spin-orbit
coupling).
• Above TN the ground state of BaCoF4 is a Kramer's doublet of E^ symmetry with
states originating from cubic G-symmetry at excitation energies in the range of λΤ,
thereby creating a large temperature dependence between 80 Kelvin and 300 Kelvin.
(From the present analysis it is not possible to be more precise about the exact energy
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α for 30 Kelvin (dashed line) and 300

differences and symmetries, also because the actual symmetry is i?2h and the symmetry
lowering from Du, influences the G states as well as the transition matrices).
• Below Тлг an additional effect from the splitting of the Kramer's doublet occurs, which
modifies the linear dichroism, and additionally causes circular dichroism effects.
More detailed temperature dependent measurements of B. Sinkovic et al. [94] reveal
that above Тлг the amount of linear dichroism, detected from specific peak-ratios, follows
a smooth trend originating from population effects of excited states in agreement with the
present analysis. At TN a jump in the peak-ratios occurs which indicates the additional
dichroic effect of the exchange splitting. The effects of the exchange splitting can be tested
directly with use of circular polarised x-rays.
T i t a n i u m 2p x-ray absorption of ТІО2
ТІО2 has a Dl\ space group symmetry in the rutile crystal structure and the point group of
titanium is £>2h· Titanium has six oxygen neighbours, 2 at 1.98 Â and 4 at 1.94 Â, forming
a quasi-tetragonal {О^) environment which is slightly distorted. The overall spectrum can
be simulated with tetragonal crystal field parameters of the order of 0.75 eV. Thus the
tetragonal symmetry distortion is strong and effects on the spectrum are clearly visible.
From this observation one expects a large linear dichroism effect. However a closer look
at the crystal structure of rutile reveals that there are two titanium sites which have their
elongated axis rotated over 90°. Thus within the afe-plane the angular dependent effect
of the tetragonal symmetry distortion, the main lower symmetry effect on the spectral
shape, exactly cancels and no dichroism is expected. In principle a dichroism effect might
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be expected because the c-axis is different from the ab-plane. However in experiments
performed thus far no dichroism has been observed. In contrast to the 2p edge, the preedge region of the titanium Is x-ray absorption spectrum of rutile shows a clear angular
dependence [95,96]. Angular dependent measurements within the ab-plane clearly reveal
angular dependence of the quadrupolar transitions, for which the two (90° rotated) sites are
in phase [90]. Thus from the angular dependence observed the leading peak is proven to be
(at least partly) related to quadrupolar transitions [95].
3.6.2. Surfaces and adsorbates
A surface presents a clear breaking of the (x,y, z)-symmetry, and will therefore always
present a rather large linear dichroism between polarizations in the surface plane and per
pendicular to it. A linear polarized x-ray impinging perpendicularly upon a surface excites
core electrons to bonds lying in the surface plane. A grazing incident x-ray excites exclu
sively bonds perpendicular to the surface plane, which can be used to determine the surface
electronic structure.
A problem with electron yield is that due to its mean probing depth of the order of 30
A , the surface signal is overwhelmed by the signal from the bulk. To separate the surface
signal it is fruitful to use ion yield which, with its probing depth of only 1 or 2 layers, is
a true surface probe. The combination of ion-yield and electron yield detection has been
applied to the CaF2-Si(lll)-system. The paper included in section 5.4.1 confirms that it is
indeed possible to pick out the surface signal with ion yield detection.
Surface dichroism effects are particularly useful for adsorbates. A nice example is given
for the absorption of boron on a silicon (111) surface, for which the sharp boron π-peak,
related to the silicon-boron bond, is visible solely with p-polarized x-rays [102]. Given
that the adsorbates are present on the surface only, the x-ray absorption spectrum can
be measured with any method [98,99]. Because electron yield measurements are easier in
their use, adsorbates are usually measured with (partial) electron yield. Besides an interest
in the structure of the x-ray absorption edges, the surface extended x-ray absorption fine
structure (SEXAFS) is important for the determination of for example the surface bond
lengths [100]. The common procedure of analysis for the 'near edge structure' is by means
of multiple scattering calculations. Emphasis is given to the complicated problem of correct
determination of the surface structure [101]; the problems regarding the limitations of the
one-electron approach are generally not considered. Specifically if a За-metal surface (or
adsórbate) is analysed the applicability of one-electron like models, like multiple scattering,
is doubtful.
3.6.3. Magnetic

materials

As has been discussed magnetic fields can cause linear as well as circular dichroism. Because
circular dichroism effects can not be caused by symmetry effects from surfaces and crystal
fields they present a direct measure of the magnetic structure of materials. Circular dichroism has been studied in the hard x-ray range by the groups of G. Schütz [103,104] and A.
Fontaine / E. Dartyge [105], and clear magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) effect have been
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found for the Ьг.з of rare earths and the К edges of 3d-metals. Recently it became possible
to extend the circular dichroism experiments to the soft x-ray range and as yet some rare
earth M^s edges [106-108] and 3d-metal Ьг.з edges [108,109] have been measured.
For the interpretation of the MCD effects the common methods to explain the x-ray
absorption spectra have been extended to include magnetic fields:
• The band structure approach, mainly used for the metal К edges and rare earth L^j
edges, has been modified to perform spin-dependent relativistic calculations by Ebert
et al. [110].
• The multiple scattering method has been modified by C. Brouder et al. [111].
• The circular dichroism of the atomic multiplet spectra of rare earth M4 i5 edges has
been analysed by J. Goedkoop [112], using the results of B.T. Thole, and also by
Imada and Jo [113].
• G. van der Laan and B.T. Thole calculated all MCD spectra for the Ьг.з edges of
transition metal compounds in cubic crystal fields [114].
• The MCD spectrum of nickel has been explained with a band structure approach with
empirically optimized exchange and spin-orbit values [115], and also with an Anderson
impurity model (including the crystal field multiplet) [116].
In the crystal field multiplet approach the addition of a magnetic field splits the Kramer's
doublet. Mathematically the symmetry is reduced from cubic symmetry to C4 symmetry
via the branching O/, —» D^ —> Di —» Ci with inclusion of an exchange splitting in the ζ
direction. As the effects of crystal field symmetry reduction have been neglected in Ref. 114,
the linear dichroism spectra apply to pure octahedral symmetry only. The discussion of the
linear dichroism of BaCoF4 in the last section reveals that the inclusion of lower symmetries
is crucial for the correct description of linear dichroism effects.
M a g n e t i c effects on linear dichroism
Magnetic effects generate circular dichroism, but additionally they can have a large effect on
the linear dichroism of rare earth M4i5-edges as was first shown by van der Laan et al. [117].
The basic reason is the strong correlation between AMj and Δ J transitions as a result of the
properties of the 3J-symbol (equation 3.5). Under the assumption that only the Mj = —J
magnetic level of the ground state is filled, this correlation is given in table 3.9.
Because the J-values for the rare earths are found to be in between 5/2 and 8, the
correlation is rather strong and Δ J = ± 1 transitions are almost exclusively correlated
with q = AMj = ± 1 transitions. The polarization averaged spectrum is formed from a
combination of all transitions from the 4fN ground state of specific J to all 3 d e 4 / J V + 1 final
states of J -I-1, J and J — 1. Figure 3.17 shows the atomic multiplet spectrum for T m 3 + .
The M5 edge has three possible transitions, the first one with Δ J = 0 (dashed Une) and
the two others with AJ = —1 (chain-dotted line) Due to the Jg-correlation the transitions
to Δ J = — 1 axe solely visible in the q = ± 1 spectrum, and the A J = 0 transition is largely
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restricted to q = 0 polarized x-rays. The small low-energy shoulder in the q = ±1 spectrum
is an effect of the incomplete correlation. The linear and circular dichroism of the N14,5
spectra of all rare earths, including the effects of finite temperature, have been given in
Ref. 112. It has been shown experimentally that magnetic effects indeed cause a large linear
dichroism [112,118], though in some cases it is difficult to distinguish the magnetic effects
from the electrostatic (surface) effects [112,119,120]

3.7. Multiplets and hybridization
The crystal field multiplet calculations assume the ground state to be represented by a single
3d -configuration. This configuration is found from the atomic multiplet calculation and
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its projections to cubic symmetry. The errors introduced in this approach are known to
be not negligible. The errors are all related to the fact that the actual ground state is not
single configurational but contains an admixture of a series of configurations. In an atom
a number of excited configurations can be included in multi-configurational Hartree-Fock
calculations. In a solid the most obvious extension is to account for hybridizational effects
by means of the admixture of extra-atomic configurations such as the charge transfer states
3dN+1L, etc. In this section some of the possible extensions of the crystal field multiplet
model are discussed.
Multi-configurational atomic multiplet calculations
The obvious extension of the calculational scheme is to include excited configurations in
a configuration interaction calculation. The situation is not favourable for actual calculations because there are an infinite number of small effects. Theoretical studies indicate
that it is possible to approximate the infinite series of excited configurations with a single
configuration which has an equivalent LS-dependence as the ground state but an opposite
sign [121-124]. This finding gives a partial justification of the reduction of the Hartree-Fock
values of the Slater integrals to 80% of their original values [125].
A recent effort to overcome these problems and to actually perform a multi-configurational calculation has been made by Sarpal et al. [126]. Using a multi-configurational
Dirac-Fock (= relativistic Hartree-Fock) calculational scheme, the M^s edges of divalent
samarium and thulium atoms were calculated. The advantage of these configuration interaction calculations is that no parameter adjustments are necessary. However from comparison
with experiment it appears that for the multi-configurational spectrum the agreement is not
perfect and even more the (reduced) Hartree-Fock result from Thole et al. [127] compare far
better with the experimental spectrum. Figure 3.18 shows the multi-configurational result
in comparison with experiment. The result from Ref. 127 is given at the top This indicates
that the correct configuration-interactional solution of the atomic multiplet spectra is as yet
not found. Hence, for practical purposes the reduced Slater integral approach is preferred,
especially because of its transparent computational method.
T h e effects of hybridization in solids
In contrast to atoms where an improvement was found in a more rigorous multi-configurational
treatment to avoid empirical parameter adjustments, for solids the multiplet calculations are
embedded in model Hamiltonians to account for solid state effects. For solids the number of
possible effects on the actual ground state increases. Apart from intra-atomic configuration
interaction effects, there are effects from extra-atomic hybridization. In this context it is
by no means guaranteed that the intra-atomic configuration interaction effects are equal to
those in the atom, if it is possible at all to separate the intra-atomic effects from extra-atomic
effects.
Lynch and Cowan used an approach in which they reduced the Slater integrals from
their atomic values. To simulate the hybridization of ligand character \L} into the original
atomic \4f) wavefunction the / / - S l a t e r integrals were reduced by 20% and the ¿/-Slater
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Figure 3.18: Top: Scaled down
Hartree-Fock calculation from
Thole et al. [127]; bottom: experi
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mental Sm spectrum compared
with multi-configurational DiracFock calculation from Sarpal et al.
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integrals by 10% (as the core state are not modified in a solid) [128]. Their results on the
^4,5 edges of C e 3 + and P r 3 + showed a complex reordering of states as result of the Slater
integral reduction. The method of reducing the Slater integrals is rather limited and effects
like extra broadenings and satellites are not reproduced. Also the intrinsic approximation
is used that the radial wavefunction are identical for all states.
An alternative approach to include covalency effects is to implement the multiplet calcu
lation into an Anderson impurity model. This model has been developed (for spectroscopy)
by Gunnarsson and Schönhammer [129,130] and was used extensively to study the core level
spectra of cerium [131-135]. The groups of Kotani and Jo [136-142] used the Anderson impurity method to account for both the atomic multiplets and the interaction of the localized
levels with bands, and they have been able to simulate the cerium x-ray absorption and
x-ray photoemission spectra with great success. The basic idea of the Anderson impurity
model is to describe the effects of the interaction (V^j.) of a correlated localized state (e/)
with a non-correlated band ( Σ * ε * ) . The electron correlation shifts the localized state to
higher energy (over Ufj) upon electron addition. The Anderson impurity Hamiltonian is
written as:
HAI = ε/η/ -Ι- ] Γ eknk + Vfk ^ ( o ^ a * + <4a/) + t///n/n/
к
к

(3.6)

In this equation second quantization is used and a¡ denotes the creation of the localized
f-state; n / ( = a t o / ) is the occupation-number operator of the localized state. For cerium
compounds their 2 or 3-peaked 3d-XPS spectrum could be accounted for by a ground state
consisting of / 0 -state plus a /1fc state where one electron is transferred from the band to
the localized state, (plus eventually a / 2 fcfc'-state). In the final state the effects of the core
hole, the core level binding energy (e £ ) and the core hole potential (f/ c /), are added to
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the Hamiltonian. The model parameters, ε/, Vfk, Uff and Ucf have to be optimized from
experiment. Alternatively these parameters have to be calculated from ab-initio calculations,
and for example density functional and cluster calculations have been applied to determine
these model parameters [143-145].
To include multiplet effects in the Anderson impurity description the different symme
tries of the 4/-electron states and the 3d-core hole states have to be accounted for. This
can be accomplished by an explicit summation over these symmetries (with a double sum
mation over the U-terms) [133]. As in this procedure each individual atomic configuration
is accounted for, it is possible to include the atomic multiplet terms. For the ground state
this includes the Slater integrals F L , Fi* and Ff* and the if spin-orbit coupling. In the
final state the Slater integrals concerning the d/-coupling and the 3d spin-orbit coupling
have to be included. The final state Hamiltonian uses eight Slater integrals, taken from the
Hartree-Fock calculation (and reduced to 80%), two spin-orbit coupling strengths from the
Hartree-Fock calculation, and empirical or calculated values for ε/, ej. Uff, Ufd, Vfb and
Σ * ε к (the shape of the band). Despite the numerous parameters needed, it has been shown
convincingly that the model reached an unprecedented efficiency for systems like СеОг or
CuO and related compounds. However for a reliable application to new systems it is nec
essary to perform extensive parameter optimizations whereby difficulties can arise because
some parameters have counteracting effects on the spectral shape. Additional problems can
arise in the study of systems in the middle of transition metal or rare earth series as the
number of configurations is too large for the use of a similar rigorous approach. For 3d x-ray
absorption on cerium compounds it has been found that the main effect of the implementa
tion into the impurity model is a narrowing of the atomic multiplet [137]. For the heavily
debated Ad x-ray absorption spectrum of СеОг Kotani et al. convincingly showed that the
actual spectral shape is a direct consequence of the interplay between atomic multiplets and
the interactions of the localized states with the band [138].

T h e impurity m o d e l for transition metal c o m p o u n d s
The impurity model has been applied to transition meted compounds by the Groningen
group. The many body description has been started by van der Laan et al. in the de
scription of the photoemission spectra of copper dihalides [152]. Zaanen et al. applied the
8
Anderson impurity model to the nickel dihalides, whose ground state is dominated by a 3d
configuration but in which going from the fluoride to the iodide the admixture of the 3d?L
configuration becomes more dominant as a result of a decreasing charge transfer energy
(Δ) [65]. Compared to the cerium-compounds for the nickel halides the correlations are
smaller and the interaction between the localized state and the band is larger which results,
given the variations in Δ , in a complicated, but nicely explained, variation of the nickel 2p
XPS spectral shape. Comparison of the 2p XPS spectra with the 2p XAS spectra of the
nickel dihalides shows that whereas the XPS spectra showed drastic spectral changes, the
x-ray absorption spectra resemble each other much more closely and furthermore the main
features of all spectra are reasonably accounted for by a single configuration crystal field
multiplet calculation. The agreement is increased considerably after implementation of the
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multiplets in the impurity model. The main result is, apart from the appearance of small
satellites, a reduction of the multiplet splittings [151], a result similar to that obtained for
cerium compounds [137].
The impurity m o d e l versus Slater integral reduction
From the foregoing it can be concluded that there are two approaches to include hybridization effects in the single configuration multiplet spectra: (1) the reduction of the Slater
integrals from their atomic values and (2) the implementation of the atomic multiplets into
the impurity model. The impurity model is more rigorous and has been proven to account
well for the experimental spectra. Its disadvantage however is that it is a more complicated
calculation. Specifically for compounds in the middle of the transition metal series (with
a large number of configurations), impurity calculations similar to those performed for the
nickel halides [65] are not possible. Therefore it would be of great help if Slater integral
reduction would reproduce the experimental spectra (apart from the intensity coming from
the satellites, which is not accounted for in this approach). Because only the Slater integrals are modified the calculation is exactly equivalent to a normal crystal field multiplet
calculation.
To test the validity of Slater integral reduction and to compare it with the impurity
model, the nickel dihalide spectra are simulated. Divalent nickel presents a special case for
the crystal field multiplet calculations as the 2p53<f9 final state contains only a single 3d-hole
and thus does not contain any dd-correlations. This simplifies the multiplet calculation and,
apart from the spin-orbit coupling which is not essential for this problem, only two sets of
Slater integrals remain: F^ and Fjd for the initial state and F i , G L and G L for the final
state. Furthermore the x-ray absorption spectral shape is not sensitive to the actual values
of the ground state dd integrals as the 3A2 ground state is the sole state of this symmetry
and consequently does not mix with any excited state. Thus the only set of parameters
which determine the spectral shape are the final state pd-Slater integrals. To test the Slater
integral reduction they were stepwise reduced from their atomic values and figure 3.19 shows
the corresponding spectral changes. It should be noted that a cubic crystal field a value of
0.9 eV is used, in agreement with the values (for all nickel halides) determined from optical
spectroscopy. In the original paper on the impurity model a crystal field value of 1.5 eV
had been used (corresponding to NiO).
For comparison the experimental spectra are reproduced from Ref. 151. It can be seen
that with the reduction of the pd Slater integrals the splitting between the main peak
and its high-energy shoulder is reduced, a similar effect to that obtained in the impurity
model calculations. The experimental spectra show exactly the same trend in going from
the fluoride to the iodide. Also the modifications in the L2 edge are reproduced nicely.
From this agreement it can be concluded that in case of the nickel dihalides the Slater
integral reduction gives a good account of the main spectral modification upon increasing
hybridization (apart from the satellite structure). It is important to note that the amount of
Slater integral reduction gives an alternative measure of the amount of hybridization. For the
halides it is found that whereas the fluoride corresponds to the atomic values, for chloride,
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Figure 3.19: Reduction of Slater integrals (left) compared with experiment (right). The
experimental data are reproduced from Ref. 65. (100 % relates to the atomic values).

bromide and iodide the Slater integrals have to be approximately reduced to respectively
75%, 65% and 25% of their atomic value. This trend is a nice example of the so-called
'nephelauxatic series' obtained from the analysis of optical spectra [154,155]. There is also
a close relation between the Slater integral reduction and the ratio of the charge transfer
energy (Δ) and the interaction strength with the band (Vjt or T). For NÌF2 ( Δ / Γ ) 2 is
0.09 [153] and the atomic Slater integrals are correct. For N i b ( Δ / Γ ) 2 is 1.8 and the effects
of the Slater integrals on the spectral shape is negligible. For NiCh and NiBr2 the values
are respectively 0.3 and 0.6, and an intermediate situation occurs for which the values of
the Slater integrals are reduced but still they have considerable influence on the spectral
shape.
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Why are the satellites so small in x-ray absorption ?
In this section it is argued why the charge transfer satellites are small or absent in 2p x-ray
absorption spectra, in contrast to their importance in the 2p XPS spectra of ionic 3d-metal
compounds. Furthermore the absence of satellite structures is an additional justification of
the Slater integral reduction method.

N+2

Zd LL'

Δ,+ tr
3d

N+1

L

satellite

5

N+2

2P 3d L

Δ,
3(Г
~\_
GROUND
STATE

2pb'3dN+l
/^

Figure 3.20: Initial and final states of metal 2p x-ray absorption in the charge transfer
model. The ground state is formed by the bonding combination of 3dN + 3dN+1L.
The arrows indicate the transitions to the bonding and anti-bonding (= charge transfer
satellite) final states.

Figure 3.20 sketches the energy levels in the charge transfer model. The ground state
hits Sd^-character which mixes with 3dN+1L character after hybridization is taken into
account. The energy of the ZdN+2LL/ is large and its contribution to the ground state can
be neglected. The consequence of the interaction between 3dN and MN+1 ¿-character is
the forming of bonding and anti-bonding states which both consist of admixtures of these
two configurations. Similarly in the final state the interaction between 2p 5 3d N + 2 L and
2p 5 3d JV+1 -character gives rise to bonding and anti-bonding combinations. In the charge
transfer model it is found that the amount of admixture of 3d JV+1 I.-character in the ground
state is given as the hopping (T) over the energy difference (Δ) squared. In the final
state Af is approximately equal to Аг - Q + U and because Q is in general slightly larger
than U, Af is slightly decreased which results in an increased hybridization. Possibly
the hopping is increased in the final state which will further increase the hybridization
[65]. Under the assumption that the hybridization is not modified, all intensity goes to the
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bonding combination of the final state. Furthermore under neglect of interference effects
the overall spectral shape is given as the superposition of the crystal field multiplets of the
MN -> 2p5MN+1 and the 3dN+1L - 2p53dN+2L transitions. Thus the crystal field multiplet
analysis as used in section 3.3 and 3.4 is extended with the superposition of the transitions
from the Sd^^L-character of the ground state. If the hybridization is increased the main
effect will be that the amount of 2p 5 3d Ar+1 -character in the anti-bonding state increases with
respect to (the Sd^-character in) the initial state. This will result in transitions to the antibonding combination, hence to a charge transfer satellite as is for example observed for the
nickel-halides [151]. In summary it can be concluded that hybridization itself gives rise to
a reduction of the energy splittings in the multiplet and to the superposition of transitions
from 3d JV+1 L-character, but that only the changes in the hybridization will give rise to a
satellite structure.
In x-ray absorption the change in hybridization is considerably smaller than for XPS,
which is a direct consequence of the charge conservation. The mere absence of charge
transfer satellites explains the good agreement of the x-ray absorption spectra with the
crystal field multiplet calculations and additionally it is a partial justification of the Slater
integral reduction method.

3.8. Electronic structure calculations
In contrast to sections 3.2 to 3.7, in this section the emphasis will be on the weakly correlated
limit. The electronic structure of ordered solids is, in the weakly correlated limit, accurately
described with density functional theory within the local density approach [156,157]. As discussed in chapter 1 the x-ray absorption cross section is in the weakly correlated limit related
to the unoccupied density of states with one extra valence electron and with the presence
of a core hole {VCN+I)- the final state rule [158,159]. Under the additional assumption that
the effects of the core hole as well as the extra valence electron are negligible, the density of
states which results from a ground state calculation, the non-observable N-particle density
of states (VN), bears close resemblance to the spectral shape (VN ~ VCN+I)- Evidently
this assumption breaks down completely for the rare earth metals and their compounds. In
the preceding sections it was shown that also for the metal 2p x-ray absorption edges of
the 3d-metal compounds, this assumption is violated and correlation effects dominate the
spectral shape. Despite the fact that from the metal 2p spectra the conclusion is drawn
that 3d-metal oxides are highly correlated, in this section the model of a weakly correlated
system is tested for the analysis of the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of the 3d-metal
oxides. There are some favourable factors for the use of the description within the weakly
correlated limit:
• The oxygen Is core hole bears no angular momentum and hence there are no multipole
interactions of the core hole with the electrons in the valence band. (The G]p Slater
integral (exchange coupling) is neglected).
• X-ray absorption is a local process which is charge conserving with the consequences
that the modifications in the hybridization are small and mainly local (also it places
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x-ray absorption close to the adiabatic limit).
• The core hole is located on the oxygen site and the 3d valence electrons are localized
mainly on the metal sites, hence (the effect of) the core hole potential is small. However
still the oxygen Is core hole will attract the valence electrons to the oxygen site and
thereby it tends to counteract the correlations within the 3d-band.
The density of states is calculated within the local density approximation of density functional theory, which as discussed in the introduction presents an accurate ab-initio method
to solve the Schrödinger equation for weakly correlated, ordered solids. The Hamiltonian
to solve includes respectively the kinetic term, the Hartree term, the nuclear term and the
exchange-correlation term:

H= - V + /
¿

П
Г

^Ь

J \r — r |

+ VH{r) + ^

(3.7)
on

The exchange-correlation energy is approximated according to the Hedin-Lundqvist expression [160]. The Hamiltonian itself is dependent on the electron density (the wavefunctions as far as occupied), hence the solution is found in a self-consistent iterative procedure.
A specific starting set of wavefunctions ^'"(r) is chosen, the Hamiltonian is determined and
thereafter the eigenvalue-problem is solved which yields a new set of wavefunctions фоиі(г).
This new set of wavefunctions can be used for the next cycle of the calculation. The actual
iterative procedure uses a specific combination of the wavefunction-sets to speed up the
convergence. For example a linear combination of $ v - i ( r ) a n d $лг-і( г ) c a n be used.
3.8.1. T h e Localized S p h e r i c a l W a v e m e t h o d
To tackle the calculation of an actual solid a number of numerical methods have evolved,
differing in specific choices with respect to the treatment of the valence and core electrons,
the division of space and the effectiveness to shape the calculation into a manageable form.
The specific method used is the Localized Spherical Wave (LSW) method, which originates
from the Augmented Spherical Wave (ASW) method of Williams et al. [161]. With respect
to ASW, there are two essential developments:
• The idea of tight-binding (localized) muffin-tin orbitale, suggested by Andersen and
Jepsen for the linearized muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) method [162,163], has been re
formulated and implemented for the ASW method by F. Springelkamp et al. [164].
• The extended basis set option was added to LSW in order to describe appropriately
the unoccupied states in the energy range higher than a few eV above the Fermi
level [165].
The LSW method, including the extended basis sets has been applied to a number of
systems, including Ag20 [165,166], CuO [167,168], TiSi and other suicides [166,169] and
MoNi-alloys [170].
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Treatment of valence electrons
All band structure methods divide the electrons into core and valence electrons of which only
the latter are expanded in reciprocal space to derive the band structure. The LSW method
uses spherical waves to expand the valence electrons, contrary to linearized augmented plane
wave (LAPW) and LMTO methods which use plane waves. For each angular quantumnumber and for each site the wavefunction is written as a radial Hankel function [161] times
the respective spherical harmonics (YLM)- The Hankel functions of a specific site are at
another site expanded in a series of Bessel functions [171].
Treatment of core electrons
The core electrons can be treated in two ways: they can be frozen to their atomic values or
alternatively they can be calculated after each step in the iteration procedure. This second
approach, which is used in the LSW calculation, allows one to detect the reaction of the
core levels on the hybridizational effects of the valence electrons.
Division of space
A major problem in all density functional methods is to divide the space of the unit cell
into manageable sections There are two main approaches known as muffin-tin and atomic
sphere approximation. In the muffin-tin approach each atom is surrounded by a sphere
in such a way that, if possible, they just touch each other. Inside the spheres an atomic
potential is used and the interstitial region outside the spheres is approximated with a
flat potential. In the atomic sphere approximation a similar approach is followed but the
radii of the spheres are chosen as to fill a volume equal to the total volume of the unit
cell. This procedure creates overlapping spheres, so there are regions inside the unit cell
which are encompassed in two or sometimes three spheres. Additionally in the atomic
sphere approximation the toted space of the interstitial regions is much smaller than in the
muffin-tin approach. As each atomic site is surrounded by a sphere the overlap occurs in the
bonding directions whereas the interstitial regions are found in non-bonding directions. The
choice of the atomic radii is important and for this purpose one can use tables of radii in
the ionic and covalent limits [172]. However many, if not all, interesting compounds contain
an intermediate character and the radii have to be optimized. In crystal structures which
have a filling which is rather far from closed-packed the overlapping spheres give rise to
numerical problems and therefore a method has been developed to improve the division of
space by creating empty spheres, that is spheres which are allocated to open places in the
crystal structure and which consequently have no ion core.

N u m b e r of basisfunctions
In standard LSW calculations one Hankel function per site and per /-value is used. In
ЗгТіОз there are 5 atoms per unit cell [57] and in the self-consistent iteration process s,
ρ and d Hankel functions are allocated to the strontium, titanium and oxygen sites. It is
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necessary to include empty spheres at a 12-fold degenerate site and a Hankel function of
«-symmetry is assigned to each empty sphere. As a result the total size of the matrix is 5
times 9 for the atoms, plus 12 (times 1) for the empty spheres. The set of Bessel functions
used in the expansion is limited to / < 3. For the empty spheres only s, ρ and d Bessel
functions are included.
E x t e n d e d basis sets
In order to give an accurate description of the states above the Fermi level, which is essential
for the comparison with the x-ray absorption cross section, it is necessary to increase the
number of basis-functions to more than one per angular momentum [165]. Because the
potential is dependent only on the occupied states, which are hardly influenced by the
addition of new states at high energies, it is possible to use the potential as determined with
the smaller basis. Thus it is not necessary to repeat the self-consistent calculation and one
can manage with a single calculation to determine the density of states within the extended
basis set.
3.8.2. L S W calculation of the density of states of ЗгТіОз
ЗгТіОз has (at room temperature) a cubic perovskite crystal structure (OJ). The positions
of the ions in the unit cell are given in table 3.10 For numerical reasons, it is necessary to
include empty spheres at the 12-fold degenerate (¿,χ,i)-positions with the χ as given in
the table. Two sets of radii have been used. A covalent set with a small oxygen radius
(I), and a more ionic set with an increased oxygen radius (II). The two sets of radii given
in table 3.10 are optimized touching spheres. The actual radii are renormalized from these
values by multiplication with the total volume of the unit cell over the total volume of
the given spheres. The renormalization values ( V i y s / Σ ι Κ ) are given in table 3.10. The
densities of states emerging from these two sets of radii are, within the accuracy needed for
x-ray absorption, equal to each other which is an additional check for the correctness of the
density of states.
The basis set used in the calculation is given in table 3.11. The size of the Hamiltonian
is 57. It was checked that inclusion of the 2p-Hankel functions for the empty spheres, which
increases the Hamiltonian size to 83, did not have any detectable effect. The fc-points in
the self-consistent iteration procedure are chosen in a 8 by 8 by 8 grid in the unit cell,
which from symmetry arguments reduces to 35 points. The iteration procedure converges
after approximately 25 cycles. With the self-consistent potential the density of states is
calculated with an extended basis set, in which apart from the Hankel functions as given
in table 3.10, also oxygen 3s and 3p states are included. Furthermore the strontium and
titanium 4/-states have been included in the Hamiltonian, which increases its size to 83.
The density of states is calculated with a 16 by 16 by 16 grid of fc-points, which is reduced
to 165 points in the irreducible zone.
Results
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Table 3.10: Unit cell parameters and sets of radii used in the LSW-calculation
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Sr
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Ti
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Hankel
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3s3p3d
4s4p
Is2s2p
3i3p

5s
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4s
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3d
2s
2p
3d
U
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Bessel

Nto,
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9

16

+4/
16

9

+4/
16

9
1

+2p
+3d

9

Table 3.11: Number of Hankel functions in the Hamiltonian (Nu)
and number of Bessel fuctions used in the expansion at other sites.

Figure 3.21 shows from bottom to top the total density of states and the partial density of
states for the strontium, the titanium and the oxygen sites. The zero refers to the highest
filled state. The main features in the DOS are the oxygen 2p-band between -5 and 0 eV.
It is dominated by oxygen 2p character, which can be checked from figure 3.22 in which
the oxygen states are projected to the respective angular momenta. The oxygen 2p-band is
split in two sub-bands: the (lower) bonding band has a relatively larger contribution of tita
nium and strontium than the non-bonding band. Figures 3.22 give the angular momentum
projected states for respectively titanium, strontium and oxygen.
The first band of unoccupied states is the rather narrow band between 2 and 4 eV,
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SrTiO
Figure 3.21: SrTiOs density of states. The total density of states (bottom) is split
in the partial strontium, titanium and oxygen density of
states.
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which is dominated by titanium 3d-character. It represents the Í29 states which in a tightbinding picture are only π anti-bonding. The next band, between 4 and 9 eV, is related
to the titanium Zd states of e 9 character. It has rather low intensity and a relatively large
dispersion. The e^-band overlaps with the strontium 5d band between 7 and 10 eV. Notice
that the strontium 65-band is split into a part below and above the Sd-band.
Under the assumption that SrTiOa can be described in the weakly correlated limit and
with the approximation that VCN-H ~ VN, the oxygen p-projected density of states simulates
the oxygen la x-ray absorption spectral shape. In principle the density of states has to be
modified with the transition matrix elements which are energy dependent, though it is
expected that the effects of the matrix elements are not essentiell [174]. The oxygen pprojected density of states as given in figure 3.22 is broadened with a Lorentzian to mimic
the lifetime of the oxygen I s core hole and with a Gaussian to mimic the experimental
resolution. Figure 3.23 compares the broadened oxygen p-projected density of states with
the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum The peaks in the broadened spectrum relate to
respectively the oxygen ρ contribution to the Í2 9 -band at about 3.5 eV and the strontium
5d-band between 7 and 10 eV. The shoulder at 12 eV relates mainly to oxygen p-character
hybridized with strontium 6s-states as can be checked in figure 3.22. The peak at about 17
eV marks the onset of the titanium 4sp-band and the structure at about 23 eV also relates
to this band. The experimental spectrum bears resemblance to the theoretical curve and the
peaks discussed can also be found in the experiment, though their calculated energy position
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is slightly off. The spectrum is aligned at the sharp Í2S-peak at threshold. The strontium
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Oxygen к edge of SrTiCX

Energy (eV)
Figure 3.23: The oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum of ЗгТіОз (dots) compared with
the broadened oxygen ρ projected density of states (solid line). The scaling of the ¡/-axis
is arbitrarily.

Sd-band including its 6s-shoulder are found at slightly higher energy in the experiment
whereas the peaks related to the titanium 4sp-band are found at slightly lower energy. The
sharp e 9 -peak present in the experiment is visible as a weak shoulder only in the calculated
density of states.
As indicated an approximation of the present analysis is the usage of the ground state
density of states. Qualitatively it can be expected that an oxygen Is core hole affects the
spectral shape mainly as an attractive potential which pulls weight to the bottom of the
respective bands (see also next section). Especially the narrow 3d-bands are sensitive to the
core hole potential and it is to be expected that the final state oxygen ρ density of states pile
up at the bottom of the t2g and the e 9 -band. The <29-band is already narrow in the ground
state and after the broadening little effect will be visible. However the e 9 -band is expected
to form a peak at the bottom of the band, as is indeed observed. From the comparison
with experiment it is noticed that the bands related to strontium are found at higher energy
compared with the bands related to titanium, which might indicate a stronger core hole
effect on the states which are bonded to the titanium sites (as compared with the strontium
sites). Additional effects which might explain part of the discrepancies observed include
correlations effects, which are not treated correctly in the local density methods. As far as
the major structures are concerned the agreement between the calculated oxygen ρ density
of states and the observed oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum is reasonably good, but the
fine details as well as the exact energy-positions are influenced by effects not included in
the N-particle density of states.
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Figure 3.24: The titanium 2p x-ray absorption spectra of SrTiOs (dots) compared
with the broadened titanium d projected density of states (solid line). The scaling of the
2/-axis is arbitrarily.

To show the importance of correlation effects for the metal 2p x-ray absorption edge, as
discussed in the preceding sections, figure 3.24 compares the experimental spectrum with
the titanium 3d-projected density of states. The multipole correlation effects in combination
with the 2p spin-orbit coupling and the cubic crystcil field give rise to a multiplet structure
consisting of seven sharp peaks which was explained in detail in section 3.3. These inter
actions make a N-particle density of states approach to the spectrum useless as is obvious
from the large disagreement.
An LSW-calculation similar to the one described for SrTiOs has been performed for
ЬаТіОз. In section 4.4 the density of states description of ЗгТіОз and ЬаТіОз is used to
discuss the oxygen \s x-ray absorption spectra of the series of Lai_ I Sr I Ti03-compounds
and a series of similar perovskites with respectively manganese, iron and cobalt.
L S W results for

CuO

To place the calculation of ЗгТіОз in perspective, a similar LSW for CuO (3d 9 ) is discussed
shortly. The details are discussed by Grioni et al. [168]. The 3d-band in CuO contains 9
electrons and is situated between -3 and + 1 eV and the oxygen 2p band is with respect
to ЗгТіОз shifted to lower energy (-7.5 to -3 eV). Above the 3d-band there is a gap of
approximately 2 eV followed by a slowly rising copper 4sp-band. The density of states
calculation has a band crossing the Fermi level, which is in contract to the finding that
CuO is an insulator. This error is most likely a consequence of the incomplete treatment of
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correlation (and/or the incorrect treatment of the spin and orbital polarization).
Figure 3.25:
The oxy
gen Is x-ray absorption spec
trum of CuO compared with
the broadened oxygen pprojected density of states.
Reproduced from Ref. 168.
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As there is one 3d-hole per copper this hole will tend to localize, thereby prohibiting
electric conduction. Figure 3.25 compares the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum with
the broadened oxygen 2p density of states. The agreement is good apart from the 3d-band
which has an offset of 0 5 eV and an intensity which is far too high theoretically The high
intensity in the theoretical spectrum is greatly reduced after inclusion of the core hole. The
energy offset however cannot be related to the core hole as it is also present in the BIS
spectrum [167]. The offset is therefore related to an incomplete treatment of (correlation
within) the 3d-band
3.8.3. Inclusion of core hole effects
The core hole can be included in the LSW electronic structure calculations by the removal
of a core electron of one of the atoms. To reduce non-physical interactions between two sites
with a core hole, the size of the unit cell is increased and a so-called supercell calculation is
performed. This supercell calculation is a complete new self-consistent calculation of VcN+i
instead of VN and according to the final state rule [158,159], the correct spectral shape
(within the weakly correlated limit) is calculated in this manner. This approach has been
applied successfully to the Ls.a-edges of Ag20 [165,166] and the silicon К edges of TiSi and
TÌSÌ2 [166,169].
An LSW calculation with an oxygen Is core hole has been performed for LÌC0O2 [175].
In this compound cobalt has the low-spin St^-configuration (Mi-symmetry). Consequently
the density of states consists of the oxygen 2p band and the ^¡»-band, which both are filled.
The empty bands are the Cj-band and at higher energy the Asp-bund and bands related
to lithium The oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum probes the e^-band and at higher
energies the other empty bands. Figure 3 26 gives the comparison of the x-ray absorption
spectrum with the density of states, with and without inclusion of the core hole. A general
agreement is found and the overestimation of the intensity of the e^-band is clearly removed
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Figure 3.26: The oxygen Is і-гау absorption spectrum ol LiCoOj compared with the
broadened oxygen p-projected density of states. The dashed line refers to the ground
state density of states. The solid line refers to the density of states after inclusion of the
oxygen Is core hole: VçN+iafter inclusion of the core hole. In fact the density of states is slightly too low in the core
hole calculation.
The core hole effect as calculated for the LÌC0O2 spectrum confirms that an oxygen Is
core hole will locally pull down states to the bottom of the bands. The result for 3d-metal
oxides is that the intensity of the narrow 3d-band is reduced The bands at higher energy
are less influenced because they are more extended. The main effect is a redistribution of
spectral weight which in general results in an increase of intensity at the bottom of each
band. As a final remark it is noticed that though the core hole LSW-calculations give the
correct final state density of states needed to describe the x-ray absorption spectrum within
the weakly correlated limit, for narrow band materials like the 3d-metal oxides there will be
omissions as the dd-correlations (or in other words fluctuations) are not treated correctly.
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4.

T H E ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE O F TRANSITION
METAL OXIDES

In this chapter the emphasis will be on the electronic structure of transition metal oxides.
In the introduction some important concepts concerning the electronic structure are given.
In the subsequent sections the emphasis will be on a specific group of Sd-metal oxides:
the binary Sd-metal oxides are discussed in section 4.2, which contains a reproduction of a
paper concerning their oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra. The subsequent sections deed
with doped 3d-metal oxides: Section 4.3 deals with lithium cobalt and lithium manganese
oxides and section 4.4 with the Lai-jSr^TMOs perovskites (TM = 3d transition metal). In
section 4.5 the oxides of vanadium are discussed. The conclusions from the x-ray absorption
analysis are used to extend the ideas concerning the electronic structure in section 4.6.

4.1. Introduction
At present the leading model for the interpretation of 3<f-(transition)-metal compounds is
the so-called Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen (ZSA) model [1]. The ZSA-model is able to explain
the metallic or insulating nature of Sd-metal compounds. Its central parameters are the
charge transfer energy (Δ) and the dd correlation energy ([/), which are compared with
the bandwidth (W) [1]. The model emerged from the interpretation of x-ray photoemission, Bremmsstrahlung Isochromat Spectroscopy (BIS) and x-ray absorption of the nickel
and copper halides [2-5]. It is an extension of Anderson's model to explain the magnetic
behaviour of 3d-metal oxides [6] and the Mott-Hubbard model of metal insulator transi
tions [7]. The basic idea is that the electronic structure of a 3d-metal oxide is dominated
by correlation effects of the 3d-electrons. The 3<i-states are considered as localized impu
rity states which are positioned in between the oxygen 2p valence band and the metal ásp
conduction band.
Figure 4.1 sketches the electron addition and electron removal states for a 3d-metal oxide.
From the interpretation of diverse spectroscopies it became clear that the first electron
addition state is a 3d JV+1 -state ) while the addition of a 4sp-electron has a considerable
higher energy [9]. The electron removal state with lowest energy is found to be a either
3dN~1-sta.te (Mott-Hubbard) or the ejection of an electron from the oxygen 2p valence band
(charge transfer). From the figure U and Δ can be defined as:
• U is the energy difference between 3dN+1
U = E{3dN+1)
+ EiSd"-1) - 2 · E{MN).

and 3dN~1.

Its value is thus defined as
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Figure 4.1: Electron addition and removal states ot a 3d-metal oxide,
Hubbard, (b) charge transfer.

(a) Mott-

• Δ is the energy difference between 3d J V + 1 and the creation of a hole in the oxygen 2p
band (L). Its value is defined as Δ = E{Zái,^lj)
E(3dN).
If U < Δ the energy-gap is determined by ¿7, and the system is a Mott-Hubbard like.
A Mott-Hubbard insulator is formed iiiî U > W. Alternatively if U > Δ and Δ > W' 1
the system is a charge transfer insulator. If however Δ < W' the system a metallic state is
formed. At the metcil insulator transition the value of U and/or Δ generally will collapse
to a much smaller value [8]. Figure 4.2 sketches the different regimes: If U or Δ are smaller
than the bandwidth a metallic state will form. The insulating oxides can be divided in
charge transfer and Mott-Hubbard insulators. If U « Δ an intermediate situation occurs.
For the 3d-monoxides TiO, VO and FeO belong to the Mott-Hubbard regime, CuO and NiO
to the charge transfer regime and MnO and CoO are intermediate. TiO and VO are (in the
model as well in experiment) metals while the other monoxides are insulators [1].
Within the ZSA-model, the following aspects are discussed: what are the influences of
multiplets and crystal fields on the values of U and Δ?; how can theoretical estimates for
U and Δ be determined?; how does the trend in the values influence the conductivity?;
what exactly means Sd^?; and what are the effects if the oxides are doped with holes or
electrons? The emphasis will be on the interpretation of oxygen la and metal 2p x-ray
absorption edges. For the interpretation of other spectroscopies the reader is referred to
Refs. 1 and 10 and references therein.
'In case of a charge transfer system the overall bandwidth W
and the ligand-hole bandwidth (ui).
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charge
transfer

MottHubbard

Figure 4.2: The ZSA-diagram
for the determination of charge
transfer versus Mott-Hubbard be
haviour. If Δ < W+w, or if U <
W, a metallic state is formed.
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The influence of multiplets and crystal field effects on U and Δ .

Figure 4.3: Comparison of A
with U. The dashed extended
line for U indicates a situation for
which the lowest state of a ΜΝ+ι
configuration does not have inten
sity in the electron addition spec
trum.
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Configuration
3d 1 2 T 2 ]
3d 2 »Ti]·
3d 3 M 2 ]
3d 4 ЪЕ}

3d5 MJ
3d 6 5 Г 2 ]
3d 7 «Τ!]*
3d 8 3 Л 2 ]
Sd9 2 £ ]

sd10!1^!]

Multiplet
-55
-Ш?
-21ß
-355
- 3 5 ß + 7C
- 4 0 В + 14C
- 5 0 B + 21C
- 5 6 ß + 28Í7
- 7 0 5 + 35(7

Crystal field
-2/5 · V
-4/5-V
- 6 / 5 • î»
- 3 / 5 -V
0
-2/5-V
-4/5•D
- 6 / 5 • 2?
-3/5·V
0

Table 4.1: Atomic multiplet and crystal field effects (ΐ> Ξ lODq) on the energy of the
ground state of a high-spin Sd^-configuration (modified from Ref.5).
*: The 3 Ti ground state of 3d2 and 3d7 configurations mixes with an excited state after
inclusion of the cubic crystal field which slightly alters the value of 4/5 · V ; this affects
also the magnitude of the atomic multiplet effects, which is — 8B (instead of —55) in the
atomic case [12].

In the definition for U and Δ as given above, the effects of the multipole interactions
as well as the crystal fields effects are included. U measures the energy difference from
the ground state in the Sd^-multiplet to the respective ground states in the 3dN~l and
3dN+1 multiplets. Alternatively one can define the value between the energy averages of
the respective multiplet states, denoted as A. The difference between U and A is sketched
in figure 4.3. In some specific cases the lowest state of 3dN+1 configuration does not have
electron addition spectral weight and in those cases the effective value of U is given by the
first state which does have spectral weight. The multipole and crystal field effects on the
respective 3d N states are given in table 4.1. From this table the corrections for U and Δ
can be obtained directly and they are given in table 4.2.
Theoretical e s t i m a t e s for Δ and U
Theoretical estimates for Δ and U are given by Zaanen [5] and Torrance et al. [11]. In Ref. 5
the ionic estimate for U is based on the atomic U, which can be calculated from the F 0 Slater
integrals for the respective Hund's rule ground states of the N + l , N and N-l configurations.
The values found are renormalized to an empirical value of 6 eV for NiO. In Ref. 11 also
the atomic U is determined, but an additional factor is added related to l/Rjj, with RM
the charge separation which is taken as the nearest neighbour metal metal distance. In the
more common assumption of the ZSA-model the charge separation is taken to be infinite
from which this extra term vanishes. As no empirical correction is assumed the values from
Ref. 11 have an offset of about 6 eV with respect to those of Ref. 5. Figure 4.4 compares the
estimates for the monoxides after the results from Ref. 11 have been renormalized to NiO.
It should be noticed that these values include the atomic multiplet effects. Thus to find the
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Configuration
1
6
5
3d p i y and 3d [ T2]
2
7
3d pTi] and 3d рЦ]
3
8
3
3d [*A2] and 3d [ Л2]
4 5
9
2
3d [ E ] and 3d [ Я]
5
3d [%]

Corrections on U
2/5
-5Д,
-5B
+4B
5/5
-8B
+145 + 7(7 -5/5

2?
0
V
0
Ρ

INTRODUCTION

Corrections on Δ
-5B
-2/5-V
-10B
-2/5 V
- 6 5 +3/5 · 2?
- 1 4 5 +3/5· Ρ
+7C -2/5 V

Table 4.2: Corrections on U and Δ found from the multiplet and crystal field effects as
given in table 4.1. For the configurations 3d6 to 3d9 an extra correction of +7C should be
included for Δ. (The corrections for 3d2 and 3d7 states due to configuration interaction
have been neglected ).

configuration averaged Л-term, the values as given in table 4.2 should be subtracted. The
crystal field values (for high spin compounds) are found with the inclusion of the additional
energy effects of table 4.2.
Similarly Δ is estimated from the atomic ionization energy plus the variation in the
Madelung term. The values found are again renormalized to the NiO value of 6eV. Figure 4.4
gives the two sets of predictions for Δ, which again are similar with the exception of MnO.
Also for Δ the multipole effects are included. As the Madelung potential is dependent on the
lattice parameter, it is not clear in how far crystal field effects are excluded. Neglecting this
effect, the values can be corrected again for crystal field effects with table 4.2. Figures 4.4
and 4.5 give the trend in the values for U and Δ for divalent oxides, with an approximated
crystal field splitting of 1.0 eV.

E s t i m a t e s for higher valencies
Torrance et al. [11] extended the atomic estimations for trivalent and tetravalent transition
metal ions in LaTMOs and ЗгТМОз perovskites. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 are generated from
their results. It is seen that with increasing valency the values for U increase. The calculated
values are not considered to be absolute, though the trends are believed to be correct [8]. By
contrast the values for Δ decrease with increasing valency. Superimposed on these shifts are
the effects of the multiplets and crystal fields, which as discussed determine the strong trends
with respect to the number of 3d-electrons. Also the crystal field strengths will change as a
function of the valency and for trivalent and tetravalent compounds it will be increased to
a value of maximally about 2.5 eV for the early, that is 3d 0 to 3d 3 , tetravalent metal oxides.
Thus higher valent oxides will increasingly behave charge transfer like, but especially the
4+
tetravalent oxides will tend to be metallic as the values for Δ almost vanish (except for T i oxides which in general are insulators as the 3d-band is empty). Furthermore because the
crystal field strengths increase, there is an increasing possibility for low-spin configurations.
In the discussions of the x-ray absorption spectra we will come back to these trends.
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Figure 4.4: Estimates for U
based on renormalized atomic
values. Solid line gives the
values as given in Ref. 5;
dashed line Ref. 11.
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Figure 4.5: Estimates for Δ
based on renormalized atomic
values. Solid line gives the
values as given in Ref. 5;
dashed line Ref. 11.
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Metals versus insulators
FVom the trends in U and Δ compared with the bandwidths it has been found that all
divalent monoxides, except TiO and VO, are insulators, in agreement with experiment [5].
Also the estimate that trivalent lanthanum-perovskites are insulating while most tetravalent
strontium-perovskites are metallic, is in accord with experiment. From the trends in U and
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Figure 4.6: Trend of the
renormalized values of U
for respectively divalent (bot
tom line), trivalent (mid
dle) and tetravalent (top) 3dmetal ions in oxides.
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Figure 4.7: Trend of the
values of Δ (not renormal
ized !) for respectively (top
line) divalent, (middle) triva
lent and (bottom) tetravalent
3d-metal ions in oxides.
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Δ it was found that especially 3d 5 is stabilized by exchange, and furthermore 3d 3 and 3d 8
configurations axe extra stabilized by crystal field effects. Thus these 3d-counts, together
with 3d 0 and 3d 1 0 are expected to have a tendency to be insulating. A closely related
additional factor is that these configurations have a closed sub-shell which means that
neglecting correlations, as in spin-polarized local density calculations, one can predict these
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compounds to be insulating [13], and in these cases the additional correlation effects only
increase the magnitude of energy-gap. In those cases with a partly filled sub-band, oneelectron models will necessarily predict these compounds to be metallic [13], and only the
explicit inclusion of correlation effects will create a band-gap. Recent extensions of local
density calculations, including orbital polarization [14,15] and self-interaction-corrections
[16] create band-gaps for FeO. These methods are as yet not fully confirmed. Also it is
questionable if the self-interaction-correction results remain within density functional theory
as such [17]).
From these considerations concerning the existence of a filled sub-band and additionally
the magnitudes of U and Δ, a general trend in the metallic versus insulating behaviour can
be given as a function of the 3d-band occupancy. Figure 4.8 is reproduced from Wilson [8];
it illustrates the stabilization of the insulating state for compounds with a 3d 0 , 3d 3 , 3d 5 and
3d 8 -configuration.

Figure 4.8: The localization/delocalization boundary for 3d-compounds as a function
of the 'nominal non-bonding d-electron configuration', that is the number of electrons
available for the 3d-band. The localized, ionic compounds (halides) are placed at the top
and the delocalized, covalent compounds (arsenides, tellurides) at the bottom.

High-spin versus low-spin
Related to the division between metals and insulators is the division between high-spin and
low-spin compounds. For divalent 3d-metal oxides the high-spin state is the rule, but for
trivalent and especially tetravalent 3d-metal ions the low-spin configuration is more likely
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because of an increased covalency and therewith an increased crystal field strength (plus an
effective screening of the Slater integrals).
In case of a Sd-metal ion with an octahedral site symmetry, a high-spin versus low-spin
state occurs for 3d 4 , 3d 5 , 3<f and 3d 7 configurations, due to the interplay of the Slater
1
2
3
integrals and the cubic crystal field. (For 3d , 3d and 3d the ground state contains only
8
9
electrons in the i^-state and for 3d and 3d the ground state contains only holes in the
ej-state). The ground state symmetries for the high-spin and low-spin states were given in
table 3.4. For 3d-metal oxides the transition from a high-spin state to a low-spin state is in
general accompanied by the transition from an insulator to a metal. This can be understood
4
5
6
because for 3d , 3d and Sd the low-spin state does not contain any е 9 electrons, which
results in a contraction of the lattice, increasing the chances for metallic behaviour. For the
7
3d -configuration the low-spin state still has an e a electron and it can be expected that this
configuration is unstable. It turns out that in cases were a 3d¿5-configuration is expected
like for N i ; / / , another ground state (best described as 3d 8 L) is formed [19].
If a high-spin low-spin transition is induced by temperature, it can give rise to drastic
changes to the electronic, magnetic as well as crystallographic structure, such as a transition
from ^ - s y m m e t r y to Mi-symmetry for a Sd^configuration For a 3d 4 -configuration the
high-spin( 5 E) and low-spin( 3 Ti) states differ by only one spin-up versus spin-down electron.
3d spin-orbit coupling is able to couple the 5E and 3 Ti states and to generate an intermediate
spin configuration. Such an intermediate spin state has been suggested for SrFeOa [52] and
LiMn204 [36]. This suggestion will be supported by the x-ray absorption spectrum of
ІлМпОг, for which best correspondence is found if the low-spin and high-spin states are
close to degenerate, giving rise to an intermediate spin state.
W h a t does S d " m e a n ?
In the ZSA-model the ground state is written as 3d' v -l-3d J V + 1 Z i , etc. The usual interpretation
of 3dN is a complete ionic picture, in which ZdN stands for N electrons of 3d-character. The
mixing of Sd^^L-character describes the amount of holes of oxygen 2p-character and thus
the amount of covalency.
In case of SrTiOs it is found from a band structure calculation that the bandgap is
placed in between the filled oxygen 2p-band and the empty titanium 3d-band and projected
to atomic orbitale the amount of titanium 3d-character in the filled 2p-band is about 1.5
electrons per unit cell. As the 3d-band is empty the ZSA-model starts with a 3d 0 ground
state, and to account for the electrons of oxygen 2p-character in the 3d-band there has to
be a large mixing of ¿-character in the ground state. As for a St^-compound U is extremely
large (as it is impossible to extract a 3d-electron from an empty band), the Zd^LL' can be
excluded. Thus the mixing of ¿-character must be described with Sd'L character. However
this configuration can never account for the approximately 1.5 electrons of ligand hole
character and to solve this discrepancy two approaches can be followed.
1. One can discard the complete ionic indentification of 3d' v with N electrons of atomic
titanium 3d-character and instead interpret ZdN as N 3d-electrons with partial atomic
oxygen 2p-character.
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2. One can add more configurations to the model. Potentially important configurations
N
N+1
are M L4s and
3d LlJ4s.
ad. 1.: In principle one is free to choose any basisset. However with choice of an
alternative basisset the values for U and Δ will have to be 'renormalized'. In the ZSAmodel U and Δ are determined from XPS and BIS, and it is not a-priori evident that the
values found are consistent with the projected atomic orbitale of metal 3d and oxygen 2p
character as determined from local density calculations. Partially this is related to the fact
that in local density methods the local /-projected density of states is not uniquely defined;
it is dependent on the size of the sphere around the atom and more general on the specific
method of calculating the density of states. However it is a definite possibility that the
experimentally determined values of U and Δ do not correspond to the ionic limit 'as such'
N
N+1
(within the 3d + Zd L basis), because the experimental values include solid state effects
and can be considered as effective values only.
N

Given these considerations one can conclude that 3d identifies N '3d-electrons', but not
necessarily pure atomic metal 3d-orbitals. For metal 2p x-ray absorption the most important
N
factor is the symmetry of the ground state, which is determined by Zd irrespective of its
exact interpretation. For example in case of ЗгТіОз the ground state is dominated by
Sd^character, which determines that the ground state has ^-symmetry, and coupling of
Sd1.// does not modify the overall symmetry. For oxygen Is x-ray absorption the precise
interpretation of 3dN is more crucial. If 3dN is not interpreted in the complete ionic limit,
there will be atomic projected oxygen 2p-character hybridized in MN.
Consequently it
will be possible to make a direct transition from the oxygen la core state to a 'metal 3d'state. Thus the transition matrix elements (l.s|fr|3d) are not zero and have to be added
to the (ls|êr|I<) matrix elements. The consequence is that the intensity of the oxygen 1«
edge does not measure the amount of 3d^ + 1 L-character directly. This is important for the
analysis of the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of the Lai-^Sr^MnOs-system. The charge
transfer will be smaller for the 3d 4 -configuration of LaMnOs. As substitution of strontium
for lanthanum decreases the lattice parameter only slightly, the hopping will be of similar
magnitude. From these considerations the amount of mixing of 3d JV+1 L-character will be
larger for LaMnOa than for SrMnOs. However the spectral weight of oxygen 2p-character
in the 3d-band is much larger for SrMnOa, and (within the present set of configurations)
the only feasible explanation is to assume a considerable contribution from direct oxygen
Is to metal 3d transitions.
M i x e d valence
Until now the discussion assumed the existence of an integer filling of the 3d-band. Notice
that as in 3d-metal oxides in general the 3d-band is separated from both the oxygen 2pband and the metal 4sp-band, the total filling of the 3d-band is a well defined object, in
contrast to case of the pure 3d-metals. If two compounds with an equal metal ion but a
different 3d-count are mixed, a new compound is formed with a total non-integer 3d-count.
A system which will be studied in detail in the next sections are the mixing of ЬаТМОз with
ЗгТМОз, (with TM = Ti, Mn, Fe, Co) In these compounds, which all have a perovskite
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crystal structure, the valency of the metal-ion is defined by the stoichiometry and because
by definition the valencies of oxygen, lanthanum and strontium are taken as 2, 2 and 3, the
3d-metal ion valence varies between 3 and 4. An important problem is to investigate how
these systems cope with mixed valency, that is how the electrons respectively holes will be
accommodated and what kind of resulting electronic (and magnetic) behaviour is generated.
Another set of compounds which will be studied are the late monoxides (manganese,
cobalt and nickel) doped with lithium. The increase of the divalent state to the trivalent
state has surprising effects on the description of the ground state [19,20]: It is found that
r
the ground state of trivalent nickel is not dominated by 3d but instead by 3d?L character,
e
and in order to account for this 3d L ground state a negative charge transfer energy must be
8
assumed. Before hybridization the lowest state is the 3d L-state (set to zero), the Sd^state
is placed at an energy of —Δ (~ 4 eV) and the S d ^ L ' - s t a t e is positioned at Δ + U (~ 6 eV).
Consequently the nickel 2p edge will be dominated by the transition 3 d 8 ¿ —• 2p 5 3d 9 L. This
spectrum will have a similar shape as the 3d8 —• 2p53d9 spectrum, but there is an important
difference as for a 3d 8 ground state the symmetry is confined to the specific symmetry of
the (Hund's rule) ground state. In contrast a 3d 8 L-state has a specific overall symmetry,
but the contribution to it of the 3d 8 -part is not apriori determined. Therefore van Elp et
al. [10] used a mixture of triplet and singlet Si^-states to build the 3d 8 L-state of overall
2
£-symmetry. This line of reasoning will be used in the discussion of mixed valent oxides in
sections 4.3 and 4.4. First the electronic structure of the binary 3d-metal oxides is discussed
in section 4.2.
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4.2. Oxygen Is x-ray absorption edges of transition metal oxides

Reproduced from Physical Review В., volume 40, page 5715-5723 (1989).

This paper contains an analysis of the oxygen la x-ray absorption spectra of a series
of binary Sci-metal oxides. The Sd-part of the spectra is analysed qualitatively on
the basis of one-electron addition to the ground state symmetry. Use is made of
the so-called VK-model which was discussed in detail in section 3.2. In this model
only two interactions are taken into account: the cubic crystal field (D) and an
effective exchange interaction (1С). Apart from the possible reasons for discrepancies
between the Z>£-model and experimental spectra as discussed in the paper, also 3d
correlation effects in the fined state are a definite possibility for the discrepancies.
These 3d correlation effects were not recognized as important in the paper; they
have been discussed theoretically in section 3.2 and also they will be discussed in
sections 4.3 and 4.4.
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Oxygen Is x-ray-absorption edges of transition-metal oxides
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The oxygen Is x-ray absorption edges of a senes of M-transition metal oxides have been measured The structures at the edge anse from covalent mixing of the metal and oxygen states, which
introduces oxygen ρ character in unoccupied states of mainly metal character The spectra can be
divided into two regions The 6nt is a double-peaked sharp structure near threshold, which can be
related to the metal 3d states, the second is a broader structure 5-10 eV above the edge and is relat
ed to the metal 45 and 4p bands. We attribute the oxygen ρ character up to 15 eV above threshold
to mainly oxygen 2p character The data are analyzed ш terms of hgand-field and exchange split
tings It is shown that the splitting between the two sharp peaks near threshold is related closely to
the hgand field spbtting, but the relative intensities of the peaks are not fully explained at the
present nme.

L INTRODUCTION
In this study we try to learn something about the elec
tronic structure of binary 3d-transition-metal oxides,
which still is not well understood despite many past stud
ies ' " ' By studying the oxygen Is (or K) absorption edge
of binary oxides, we hope to set up a reference for the in
terpretation of χ ray-absorption edges and the electronic
structure of more complex compounds, such as the highTc superconducting oxides The oxygen Is edge, with an
absorption energy of about 530 eV, is situated in the ener
gy range between 300 and 1000 eV, which until recently
was technically difficult to reach The relatively under
developed role of this energy region, containing besides
the oxygen Is edge also the 3d-transition-metal 2p (or
L 2 3) edges, compared to, e g , the transition-metal Is (or
K) edges is predominantly caused by poor monochromator resolution Studies such as ours, with an instrumental
resolution of ~500 meV, are now feasible as a result of
the development of new and better monochromators for
synchrotron radiation in this energy range ю
X-ray absorption (XAS) is a local process in which an
electron is promoted to an excited electronic state, which
can be coupled to the onginal core level with the dipole
selection rule stating that the change in the angular
momentum quantum number (Δ£) is ± 1 , while the spin is
not changed " For the oxygen 1J edge (L=0) this means
that only oxygen ρ character (L= 1) can be reached The
resulting spectrum can be envisaged in a first-order ap
proximation as an image of the oxygen ρ projected unoc
cupied density of states For more detailed studies, we
note below three problems in relating a calculated DOS
to an XAS spectrum
40

First, the usual way to calculate the density of states is
via the Hohenberg-Kohn density-functional theory
within the Kohn Sham local-density approach12 (LDA)
Using the LDA, the occupied part of the DOS calcula
tion is a routine task for the 3d-transition-inetal oxides
For the unoccupied states there are, however, purely
technical problems of the requirements for more extend
ed basis sets and avoidance of inappropriate linearization
schemes ' 3 For instance, the О 3p levels, which begin
10- IS eV above EF, are not included in density-of-states
(DOS) calculations with a basis set limited to one wave
function per L value Thus, most published calcula
tions'"' are limited to the first few eV of the unoccupied
states Unfortunately, we know of only one oxide bandstructure calculation (for CuO) (Ref 13) whose basis set
is sufficient for a sensible companson with XAS far above
threshold Calculations also exist within the multiplescattering formalism which treat the unoccupied density
of states (UDOS) up to some 50 eV above threshold '*
However, these calculations, which are used in the
description of the transition-metal Is x-ray-absorption
near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) spectra, have not been
published for the oxygen Is edges of many of the oxides
we consider here A second technical problem concerns
the single-particle matnx elements for XAS ' 5 Here we
will assume that the oxygen ls-*np matnx elements are
constant for any given η unless otherwise stated
Finally, there is an important problem of pnnciple
Even if the UDOS was calculated correctly within LDA
ai . corrected for single particle matrix elements, " a
companson to the χ ray-absorption edges is not strictly
valid The excited electron in the final state interacts
with its surroundings, modifying the density of states due
5715
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to correlation Moreover, the created core hole affects
the final-state DOS, as has, for instance, been shown for
the early-transition-metal 2p (i^j) (Ref 16) and Al and
Si IS (Ref 17) x-ray-absorption spectra Both effects
come under the heading of self energy For the oxygen Is
edges these effects probably are less severe, compared to
the transition-metal 2p edges, because the core hole now
is situated on oxygen while the states in the unoccupied
bands just above the Fermi level have most weight on the
metal sites Oxygen 2p character hybridizes with these
unoccupied metal bands, but the 1; hole on oxygen only
indirectly influences them
Because not much high resolution data are available,
and even more because of the lack of suitable calculations
of the UDOS, we confine ourselves here to a more empiri
cal approach as a starting point In this paper we study a
senes of 3d-transition-metal oxides, of which all but one
(CuO) contain a transition metal which is octahedrally
surrounded by oxygen The major venation is the num
ber of id electrons, ranging from zero to nine Also the
formal valency varies between 2 and 4, resulting in
different crystal structures for each valency Sc20 3 ,
Τ12Ο3, 2Оз, СГ2О3, and fe^Oj, each with the corundum
structure, Τ1Ο2, О2, and MnOj, each with the rutile
structure and the complex inverse spinel-structures
FtjO, We also consider the spectra of the monoxides
TiO, MnO, FeO, NiO, and CuO of Nakai et al " The
first four materials have the rocksalt structure and CuO
has its typical structure in which Cu is surrounded by
four oxygen atoms The measurements on NiO and CuO
were repeated by us to check the reproducibility of the
results under different experimental conditions We note
that especially the monoxides discussed are defect struc
tures, defects can have a considerable influence on XAS
spectra as they distort the local symmetry m Besides the
known defect structures of the monoxides, the samples
measured as commercial powders (see Sec ID can be ex
pected to contain a fair amount of defects As a start we
will consider all compounds as stoichiometric, the possi
ble effects of nonstoichiometry are discussed m Sec IVF
After a short description of the experimental condi
tions (Sec ID, we will present the oxygen Is edges In
their interpretation we will focus on the transition-metal
3rf-band region (Sec III) In the discussion (Sec IV) a
comparison is made with the hgand-field splitting data
from the literature and simple models to explain the
specific shapes of the 3d-band region are discussed
Q. EXPERIMENTAL
The χ ray-absorption measurements were earned out
at the Berlin synchrotron-radiation source BESSY, using
the SX700 plane grating monochromator , 0 The contnbution to the resolution could be reasonably simulated by
a Lorentzian of about 0 5 eV full width at half max
imum21 (FWHM) However, it should be noted that our
spectra show as much detail as those of Nakai et αϊ,1β
who claims 0 1 eV monochromator resolution The spec
tra were recorded in the total electron-yield mode They
were normalized to the beam current, to correct for
synchrotron-intensity loss dunng a measurement The
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samples used were commercial powders (SC2O], TijOj,
VO2, V2O], and CrjOj) and natural minerals (Ti0 2 ,
MnOj, MnO, FejOj, FejO,, and NiO) CuO was ob
tained as a single crystal from Oxford Laboratones
Solid samples were scraped under vacuum to ensure clean
surfaces and were thus preferred to powders The pres
9
sure during measurements was in the 10~ torr range
The throughput of Си was measured at the oxygen 1J
edge to check for oxygen contamination in the mono
chromator No contamination was found The energy
calibration of the monochromator was performed by tak
ing pure transition metals (V, Cr, Mn, Fe, and N1) 2p
edges and using the energy loss data of Fink et al " as a
reference The calibration curve was linear in the energy
range probed (400-800 eV) Comparing our numerical
results for NiO and CuO with those of Nakai el al 1 β
showed in both cases that our threshold was shifted 0 3
eV to higher energy, which at this time is an acceptable
disagreement for these XAS edges
ΠΙ RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the oxygen Is edge x-rayabsorption spectra of a senes of 3d-transition-metal ox
ides The spectra have been approximately normalized to
the peak heights, absolute normalization of the intensity
scale is not feasible The spectra have strong structure up
to at least 15 eV above threshold and it is this structure
we wish to interpret First, we note that the data present
ed here are in good agreement with the high-resolution
data that exist for TiO, (Ref 22) and for NiO and CuO "
There is also no disagreement with the available lower5
resolution spectra !
Besides the oxygen li edge data
there are results on the metal edges of id transition-metal
!6
oxides " These are significant for a complete picture
of the electronic structure However, in this paper we do
not include the discussion of the metal edges and consid
er only the oxygen Is edge
We divide the spectra into two regions The fint, shad
ed in the figures, is attributed to oxygen 2p weight in
states of predominantly transition-metal 3d character
the transition-metal 3d band This assignment conforms
23
22 2 e
with that of Fisher and other studies,
" based on a
molecular-orbital treatment Further discussion of this
region is given in Sec IV
The second region, typically S-10 eV above threshold,
is attnbuted to oxygen ρ character hybridized with metal
4s and 4p states ю Detailed calculations on CuO with an
extended basis set (with the inclusion of both oxygen 2p
and 3p character) show this to have principally oxygen 2p
(not ϊρ1) character, with the 2p count reaching ~6 at
about IS eV above EF " We proceed under the assump
tion that the peaks up to about IS eV in the other
transition-metal oxides are also due to oxygen 2p charac
ter in the unoccupied states This high-energy range of
spread for oxygen 2p character is an indication of strong
covalency in these matenals and is not in disagreement
31
with traditional chemical ideas
From Fig 1 and Table
I a common structure of the Asp band, consisting of a
main peak (£,,2) and a low-energy shoulder (E^^ at ap
proximately 3 2 eV (=Δρ), appears throughout the senes
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This structure can be related to the 0H symmetry set up
by the nearest (oxygen) neighbors, which octahedrally
surround the W-transition-metal atoms It shows no
strong dependence on the specific crystal structure This
structure is absent in the nonoctahedral CuO
A salient point is the decrease in intensity of the 3d
band, relative to the 4sp band across the transition-metal
senes (see Fig 2) As noted above, the dominant reason
for this is the decrease in the number of unoccupied id
states available for mixing with О 2p states, this means
that the intensity of the XAS spectra should be linear
with the number of holes as is indicated by the line m
Fig 2 However, there is a substantial lower intensity of
>
6
the id-band region, especially for the d and d oxides
This additional loss of intensity can be explained by the
diminished hybridization of the metal 3d orbitals with
the oxygen 2p orbitals due to shrinking of the metal 3d
orbitals in the late-transition-metal oxides Note that we
have plotted the relative intensity of the 3d region with
respect to the 4sp region The intensity of this latter re
gion also will be influenced by hybridization We can say
something more about the changes in hybridization in the
3d and 4} bands with the use of the hybridization
n
strengths (Δ values) from Andersen et al
For all tran
sition metals they give tables of the Δ values of each indi
vidual / band (/=0,1,2,3) This Δ value, a potential pa
rameter in the linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) calcula
tion, is proportional to the amplitude of the correspond
ing radial wave function at the average Wigner-Seitz ra
dius of the lattice The hybridization is equal to Δ ' Λ ,
which gives a direct relation between Δ and the intensity
of the 3d and 4î bands The values for the pure metals
give a clear and—except for titanium—monotone trend
to smaller 3d versus 4s hybridization with a higher atomic number Using these (metal) values for the oxides, we
have to multiply the number of holes (the straight line in
Fig 2) by A J ^ M J , and renormahze the plot We find
that the experimental points are scattered around the resulting curve This indicates strongly that the additional

530

540

550

Entrgy (tV)
n i j i i i e tf d etoctrare

FIG 1 (a) and (b) Oxygen 1* χ ray absorption spectra the
shaded area is assigned to oxygen ρ character in the transitionmetal U band The broader structure above is assigned to oxy
gen ρ character in the metal 45 and 4p bands The vanadium
edges are distorted by the tail of the vanadium Lj edge

FIG 2 The intensity of the 3d-band region with respect to
the Asp region is plotted against the number of 3d electrons m
the ground state The intensity of T1O2 is set to 10 The line
gives the expected intensity ratio, assuming this is proportional
to the number of holes
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the О Is signal at threshold is related to the degree of co
valency. э з It is well known that the transition-metal ox
ides are not ionic, but have a considerable covalent con
tribution. There is much evidence for this from pure
computations as well as from comparison of computed
and experimenta] magnetic or ligand-field effects.'' 34,55 It
is of particular interest that the ligand-fìeld splittings calculated for early-transition-metal oxides in an ionic model (the crystal field) are about a factor of 3 smaller than
those found by optical measurements, but come out
correctly when covalency is taken into account.34 The
discrepancies are smaller in the late-transition-metal oxides, which is extra evidence that the (oxygen 2p- metal
id) hybridization is smaller in the late-transition-metal

loss of intensity can be explained by taking into account
hybridization of both the id and 45 bands. (The curve it
self is not included in order not to mislead the reader; a
complete treatment would involve calculation of the A's
for the oxides.)
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Implication of the О Is XAS for Ideas on covalency
In a purely ionic model, oxygen would have the
configuration O ls 2 2í 2 2^' and the Is—*2p channel would
be closed in XAS. Covalency reduces the number of
filled states with О 2p character, so that the strength of

TABLE I. (a) The crystal structures, formal valencies, and number of d electrons are given. From the spectra in Fig 1 and from
Ref. 19 thefiret(£rf1) and second (E¿{i peak positions oCthe id band (shaded area) and thefirst(Epl) and second (£,2) peak positions
of Ihe Asp band are measured, (b) The peak splittings and widths of the oxygen Is XAS spectra, the separation of £¿1 and £¿] is
identified with the ligand-field splitting (ДО. The characteristic 3.2-eV distance between Epl and Efi m the sp band is given as Δρ.
The left-side HWHMU) of thefirstpeak (Γ£), the FWHM of the total id band (ГД and the FWHM of the 4s/> band (Г,) are given
The О Is edges in VOx are distorted by the tailing effect of the vanadium L edges We estimate the uncertainty in Гд as ±0.3 eV.
All energies are in eV.
(a)
Compound
ScO,
TiOj
Τί,Ο,
ТІО"

vo,

v 2 o,

СггО,
MnO,
МпО"
FeA
FejO,
FeO·
NiO
NiO·
CuO
CuO"
Compound
ScjO,

TO,
Τί,Ο,
TiO·

vo,

v2o}

CrA
MnO!
MnO*
FejO,
FejO,
FeO·
NiO
NiO"
CuO
CuO·

Crystal
structure

Valency

d count

£„,

Я«

conmdiun
rutile
corundum
rocksalt
rutile
corundum
corundum
rutile
rocksalt
corundum
invene spinel
rocksalt
rockaalt
rockaalt
CuO
CuO

3+
4+
3+
2+
4+
3+
3+
4+
2+
3+
2 + and 3 +
2+
2+
2+
2+
2+

0
0
1
2
1
2
3
3
5
J
5 andò
6
8
8
9
9
(b)

532.4
530.7
530.8
530.2
528.8
529.8
531.4
528.9
529.6
529.4
528.9
529.8

535.7
533.3
533.2
533.0
531.0
531.9
533.7
531.4
530.9
530.7
530.5
531.0
531.7
531.4
530.1
529.8

HWHMIfl

FWHM

FWHM

M

Δρ

0.8
1.0
1.2
0.6
0.9
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.6
0.7
0.8

6.0
4.8
3J
SJ
4.9
4.9
3.6
4.2
3.7
3.3
3.0
3.8
2.3
2.0
1.4
1.1

0.7
0.6
0.6
0.4S

•Data taken from Reference 19.
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r,
9.5
9.1
9.1
7.6
6.S
7.3
8.3
7.8
8.4
7.1
6.8
6.7
5.6
3.2
3.3

3.3
2.6
2.4
2.8
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.5
1.3
1.3
0.9
1.2

3.3
3.2
3.0
2.7
3.6
4.3
2.9
4.1
3.2
3.1
3.3
3.2
3.3
1.3
1.3

«„ι

**

539.4
339.0
539.5
340.4
539.2
538.4
340.5
538.4
537.4
537.1
536.3
537.0
536.7
534.6
5Î4.3

543.1
542.7
542.2
542.5
543.1
542.8
542.7
543.4
542 5
540.6
540.2
540.2
540.2
540.0
535.9
535.6
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oxides, as we already suggested in the discussion of the
intensities of the id band throughout the series
Because of the technical problems in computing the
unoccupied DOS over some energy range, it is not always
realized that there is considerable weight of О 2p charac
ter in states 10-15 eV above EF The evidence from the
LASW calculation of CuO is that most Ο ρ character up
to 15 eV above EF is in fact О 2p | Э The O IJ XAS spec
tra of the transition-metal oxides show similar broad
peaks, which we have attributed to О 2p character m
bands with predominantly transition-metal 4sp character
We note that the integrated intensity of the broad Asp
band is comparable to that of the 3d band In the very
reasonable first approximation of constant О ta—»2p ma
trix elements, the XAS intensity is proportional to the
weight of О 2p character in a band Thus, in chemical
language, the observed intensity ratios in the two spectral
regions is evidence that, besides the metal Id states, also
the metal Asp states are important for the covalency of
transition-metal oxides
B. Ligand-field splittings
We now examine more closely the first structure, the
Id band, which is shaded in Fig 1 This structure con
sists of two (often similar) peaks In a first approximation
these two peaks can be identified as the ^g - a n d egsymmetry bands separated by a ligand-field splitting, we
shall use the term "ligand-field splitting" to denote the
"bare" (ionic) crystal-field splitting plus hybndization "
To check the validity of the assignment of the two
sharp peaks as being related to the (¿g and eg symmetry,
with the peak separation mirroring the ligand-field splitting, we first compare our splittings. Ad, with optical
data of octahedrally hydrated transition-metal ions,
which have been related to the ligand-field splitting s 37
In this companson some precautions must be taken Obviously the materials compared are not identical, though
in both cases the transition metal is octahedrally surrounded by oxygen ions Bearing this in mind we compare the results for the ligand-field splitting which are
tabulated in Table II Considering the precision in the
determination of our bd value, good agreement is found
for all five transition-metal oxides
In contrast to the "general rule" that the hgand-fìeld
splitting of trivalent ions is around 2 5 eV and the
divalent-ion ligand-field splitting is approximately half
that value,3 we come to the generalization of the division
of early- and late-transition-metal oxides, the earlytransition-metal oxides with a splitting around 2 5 eV and
the late-transition-metal oxides with a splitting round 1 2
eV, as can be checked in Table I The dividing line between early- and late-transition-metal oxides is the presence of a filled eg orbital in the ground state Up to d 3
compounds only 12g states are filled From d' compounds the filled et states increase the lattice parameter
with respect to the orbital radii, which decrease
throughout the 3d-transition-metal senes The consequence for the 3d orbitals is a decrease of hybndization
as we discussed in Sec HI The d4 compounds fall in between the early- and late-transition-metal compounds.
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TABLE II Companson of the splitting between the t^ and
e, peak in XAS {Ad), with optical data of the ligand-field splitting (LFS) in hydrated transition metal ions (Ref 6)
Compound

Ad

LFS

TijO,

24
22
23
13
13

25
22
21
15
16

v 3 o,

Сг20,
MnO
РегО,

Despite the "disagreement" in the generalizations made,
the good individual correspondences of Ad with the opti
cal ligand-field-splittmg data give us confidence that the
splitting between the two peaks m the 3d band is the
same as that attributed to the ligand-field splitting in op
tical spectra
C, The intensities of the so-called f21 and e r peaks
XAS data on peak splittings are analogous to those
given by optical-absorption spectroscopy, except that
XAS can more easily be used for d 0 materials However,
oxygen ta XAS spectra also contain information on the
peak intensity ratios, which have no analogy in optical
data, and in fact our analysis of these intensities will indi
cate a serious problem, and possibly the need to revise the
assignment somewhat We will develop the ideas of the
peak intensities step by step
The simplest and first effect to be taken into account is
the electron counting The tj s orbitals (xy, xz, and уг)
can take six electrons and the eg orbitals U 2 — j»2, г2) can
take four Thus the ratio of empty orbitals i2s e is 6 4
for d 0 compounds and decreases to zero m low-spin com
pounds as the electron count is increased to d 6 This is
shown by the dashed Ime in Fig 3 However, note that
for high-spin materials the exchange splitting may lead to
filling of the majority-spin es states before the minontyspin tlg states Thus for high-spin compounds the ratio
5
of tlg eg holes rises from 3 4 at d' to 3 2 at d , before
dropping to 0 2 at d 8 , as is shown by the upper dashed
line in Fig 3 The curves based on electron counting in
Fig 3 may be compared with the experimental ratio of
the first to second peaks Although the separation of the
two peak areas is only approximate, we immediately see
some serious discrepancies There is considerable scatter
of the experimental points, which may be an indication of
the accuracy of the separation, but for the d' materials
Сг2Оз and Mn0 2 the ratio of the low-energy to the highenergy peak is much too high to be explained by ideas
based on electron counting
D. Orbital hybndization
We note that even where the peak intensity ratio is in
reasonable agreement with the electron-count curve, this
creates a problem because of the role of orbital hybndiza
tion In octahedral complexes the metal e g orbitals are
directed towards the oxygen atoms and have a stronger
overlap with the oxygen 2p orbitals In general it is as
sumed' (following calculations6 3 e } 9 ) that the hybndiza121
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3 4
5
6
7 β
number of d eteclrure
vs

FIG 3 The relative intensity of the Г29 the eg peak is
given The theoretical assumption that the rÏg hybridization is
half that of eg hybridization is given as the solid line, the dashed
line gives just the electron counting (equal or no hybridization)
For the late-transition metal oxides two lines are given highspin states are given with the upper lines, low-spin states with
the lower lines The points are the expenmental values (ScjOj is
omitted), which cannot be determined very precisely For further details, see text
tion of tlg orbitals (forming π bonds) is about half that of
et orbitals (forming σ bonds) The ground state of the
early-3d-transition-metal compounds can be desenbed by
| ( & > + ( η , ) , / 2 α , | ( £ + 4 . > + ( η , ) ι / 2 α , Ι < 2 > , £ > . with ΛΓ
ranging from 0 to 3 In the presence of the dominating
octahedral surrounding the two distinct states, | r ^ + ' L )
and \tisegL)
have to be considered This implies that
due to covalency the d" state mixed with states in which
an electron has jumped from the ligand (in this case a
hole of oxygen 2p character is formed) to a transittonmetal id orbital This means that as the mixing
coefficients a, and at account for the amounts of hybridi
zation with, respectively, r 2j and eg character, a, = ^a,
In oxygen Is absorption, an electron is excited from the
oxygen Is core state to states with some oxygen ρ charac
ter, 1 e , l'igCgi- ) Thus we can now relate the intensities
to the covalency nta] gives the amount of l i ^ 1 ^ )
character in the ground state and it is this character
which is probed in the oxygen Is absorption process
From this it is clear that the intensity ratio ƒ, /I, should
be equivalent to the amount of covalent mixing
η , α ^ / η , σ ^ η , /in. In Fig 3 we have compared this ra
tio (solid line) to the experimental values It is directly
evident that the theoretical lines strongly underestimate
the expenmental ratio, 1 e , the relative r2g intensity At
this moment we cannot explain the relative intensities
generally observed, despite consideration of several subsi
diary effects described below
E. Exchange splittmg
The whole concept of high-spin and low-spin
configurations for 3c/-transit!On-inetaI oxides implies that
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we must consider exchange effects, which split the two
groups of bands, tlg and eg, into four spin-up tlt, spinup es, spin-down t 2 g , and spin-down ef Consider, for ex
i
ample, the d compounds Cr2Oj and МпОг, which show
a sharp peak near threshold followed by a weak shoulder
at 2 4 eV This result can only be explained if exchange is
included The exchange splitting is proportional to the
1
number of unpaired spins, being three in J compounds
3+
For Cr
the tabulated exchange splitting per spin is
about 0 9 eV ^ The total splitting becomes 2 7 eV,
which is about the same value as the hgand-field splitting
( = 2 3 eV) Including this exchange splitting makes the
approach to the spectrum quite different Looking at the
spectrum (see also Fig 4), the first peak can be assigned
to a superposition of the spin-down t2£ state and the
spin-up eg state with a total number of five electrons
The second peak (shoulder) relates to the remaining two
spin-down eg electrons This superposition is thus a
consequence of the equivalent values of exchange and
hgand-field splitting
The result of including exchange effects here is that the
electron-counting method increases the peak ratio to
5(3 + 2) 2 If hybridization is included with a factor of 2,
as in Sec IV D, this value is still only decreased to
(i + 2) 2 = 1 7 It is clear that a value of the tlg eg hybridization ratio could be chosen so as to fit the experimentally observed peak ratio We conclude on the basis of this
analysis for ds compounds that exchange effects should
not be ignored However, there are other compounds
with other numbers of d electrons for which exchange
splittings cannot explain the discrepancies in Fig 3 An
example are the high-spin di compounds MnO and Ре20з

СтЛ
-ад

Cr

ч

FIG 4 The Ime spectrum for d* C^Oj is given First, a sin
gle energy level is given This level is split b> the crystal-field
splitting (Δ = 2 3 eV) into a í2j¡ (six electrons) and an eg (four
electrons) level Then the exchange splitting of about 2 7 eV is
considered The result is that the eg spin up and i2/l spin-down
levels almost coincide The t2g spin-up level is filled with three
electrons, this leaves the other three levels empty, and thus they
are candidates for absorption The fourth series of lines gives
the amount of oxygen 2p character which is hybridized with the
metal id states (in fact, the square is given) The assumption
thai et hybridizes twice as much as í2í (and consequently that
the intensity is 4 times as much) is used The heights of these
lines should be reflected in the XAS spectra In Fig 5 we will
use the same way of presenting the energy levels
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for which the energy levels are illustrated in Fig 5 The
exchange splitting is much larger than the crystal-field
splitting, so that spin-up tlg and ee states are filled and
the spin-down ones are empty As a consequence, the ex
change splitting does not change the ratio of the two
peaks and the intensity ratio tls eg should be | 2 = 0 38
when the different hybridization is taken into account
This is far lower than the values measured (1 0 and I 6)
F. Possible reasons for the discrepancies
In the solid, bond formation leads to broadening of the
(¡g and eg levels It is probable that the (¡ g and e>
descriptions are only approximately applicable to the two
peaks observed and to some extent f^ and eg character is
spread throughout the whole region of the unoccupied 3rf
levels " This will modify the spectra distributions directly In addition, it opens the possibility for the core-hole
potential to shift weight towards the threshold We have
argued earlier that the influence of the core hole on the
oxygen Is site is small because the unoccupied states have
principally metal 3d character However, this does not
mean it can be ignored completely in the context of intensity distributions within the rather narrow, empty id region There may be other reasons for the anomalous intensity ratios we find, but we feel that these two effects of
band formation cannot be dismissed without further
quantitative investigation
A further reason of discrepancies might be found in the
nonstoichiometry of some samples, defects distort the local symmetry and lead to some variation in the interatomic distances This results in a variation in the amount
of hybridization,42 which in principle can influence the
І2, versus eg intensity distribution and also the ligandfield splitting We note that although computed charges
of the vanadium Is XAS spectra from VO0 8 to VO, 25 are
quite large,20 published vanadium Is spectra show a
smaller sensitivity, which, if reproduced at the oxygen Is
edges, would not be large enough to explain the
discrepancies we observe Although we have not con
sidered defects in detail here, we have measured NiO in

MnO

-«2b - - 3•

= *

d-u
*Fefcti
FIG 5 The line spectra for d5 MnO and dJ FCÌOJ are given
The exchange splitting of five electrons is much larger than the
hgand field effects This leaves only the spin-down levels empty
The symmetry of Fcfi) is broken and as a consequence the f^
level is split The given splitting is not quantitative The decrease of the Fe^Oj '2, peak (compared to MnO) can be related
to this broken symmetry
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its black (defect-rich) and green form " Their oxygen Is
XAS spectra were identical, which suggests that defects
are not too critical for the shape of the spectra A study
of Li-doped NiO (or Νι,.^Ι,^Ο) which results in oxygen
2p holes, 44 revealed that besides the extra peak at the
edge (2p hole states) the rest of the spectrum did not
change much, except for an increasing width of the
peaks This may not be true for highly defective oxides,
like VO and TiO, and the question of the influence of de
fects deserves much more detailed study However, the
results discussed in this paragraph suggest that defects
cannot explain the discrepancies we discuss
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
All oxygen li absorption edges of the transition-metal
oxides can be divided into two regions In the first, near
threshold, the oxygen 2p character is hybridized with the
sharp structured transition-metal 3d band In the second
region, О 2p character is hybridized with the weakly
structured isp band The integrated intensity of the 4sp
region is at least equal to the 3d-band region, which indi
cates that the metal Asp states are important for the covalency of the transition-metal oxides The metal 4sp hy
bridization gives a more or less constant bonding effect
above which the metal 3d hybridization accounts for the
specific, material-dependent, effects
The id band consists of two peaks, which we believe
are mainly related to, respectively, l2¡ and eg symmetry,
despite the observation of anomalous intensity ratios
For all oxides considered, the hgand-field-splitting parameter, from optical spectroscopy, is well reproduced by
the separation of the first two sharp XAS peaks for
Cr2Oj and MnO, the description of the combined effect
of ligand-field and exchange splitting leads to the conclusion that the first peak is an "accidental" superposition of i2j spin-down and eg spin-up states, while the
second peak relates to the remaining eg spin-down states
The intensities of t2g and eg do not conform with the
rule that e, hybridization is twice as big at t 2( hybridization ' 6 Across the senes the intensity of the (2« peak is
underestimated The reason is not clear to us, but we believe that band formation in the solid, with all its consequences, may explain at least some of the discrepancies
Our analysis showed that an important factor determining the shape and magnitude of the 3d region in the
oxygen Is XAS spectra of the 3rf-transition-metal oxides
is the presence of a filled eg orbital in the ground state
This criterion splits the 3d-transition-metal oxides into
two main groups the early- (or light) 3d-transition-metal
oxides with zero to three d electrons, and the late- (or
heavy) 3¿-transition-metal oxides with five or more d
electrons, which are more localized
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4.3. Metal 2p and oxygen Is x-ray absorption of lithium-cobalt
and lithium-manganese oxides
4.3.1. Introduction
In this section the electronic structure of a series of lithium-cobalt and lithium-manganese
oxides will be analysed by means of metal 2p and oxygen Is x-ray absorption. For the
lithium-cobalt oxides emphasis is given to the effects of doping of CoO. In case of the
lithium-manganese a series of oxides with different manganese valencies are measured.
For the metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra it has been shown in section 3.2 to 3.7 that in
many cases the experimental spectrum is reproduced in great detail by a crystal field multiplet model [25]. In this crystal field multiplet model only a single ground state configuration
is assumed. Because of the large amount of details in the metal 2p edges, the spectral analysis could be made in a rather detailed fashion. Not only the main effects such as the valency
of the metal, its symmetry and the cubic crystal field strengths are determined, but also the
more subtle effects of covalency and 3d spin-orbit coupling can be anódysed. The effects of
covalency include the potential presence of 'satellite' structures due to charge transfer and
the simulation of the covalency by means of the reduction of the Slater integrals. The 3d
spin-orbit coupling causes splittings in the ground state of CoO and it will be shown that
it also causes the admixture of high-spin and low-spin configurations in case of trivalent
manganese. The emphasis in this section will be on the electronic structure and for a more
detailed discussion of the aspects of the x-ray absorption process is referred to chapter 3.
Section 3.5. discusses the effects of 3d spin-orbit coupling and section 3.7. deals with the
inclusion of hybridizational effects.
For the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra the situation is different, mainly because
the Is core hole does not give rise to multipole effects. The starting point for the analysis
are one-electron models. The oxygen ρ projected density of states is calculated by means of
ground state density functional theory, as has been discussed in detail in section 3.8. In case
of LiCoCb the core hole potential is taken into account. For strongly correlated systems,
which the 3d-metal oxides are, it is expected that the one-electron models are not the full
story. Specifically the dd correlation effects are known to be important for the analysis
of not only the metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra, but also for experiments like XPS and
BIS. In case of the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra it is not straightforward to take
the correlation effects into account correctly. As yet efforts to do so have been done by
means of a cluster calculation of the one electron addition states, in close analogy to the
BIS spectra [10]. In this paper these effects of dd-correlation are kept in mind, but the
starting point of the analysis is based on the one-electron models.
Properties of the materials
In table 4.3 the symmetries and the unit cell parameters of the discussed lithium cobalt
and lithium manganese oxides are given. CoO is an anti-ferromagnetic insulator. The band
gap, determined from XPS-BIS, is 2.4 eV [10]. The traditional density functional results
always predicted CoO to be a metal [13]. Recently efforts have been taken to calculate
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CoO with more elaborate models, which still are based on density functional but which
included orbital polarization [14] or a self-interaction correction [16]. Orbital polarization
is an effective treatment of the multipole 3d3d interactions UM, in which an effective solid
state Racah-parameter is determined self-consistently. If the orbital polarization effects are
taken into account for CoO, the results reached as yet still predict only a pseudo-gap [15].
The self-interaction corrected (SIC) density functional results from Svane and Gunnarsson
predict a band gap of 2.81 eV close to the experimental value. In these SIC calculations a
local solution at the cobalt site is found to be more stable than a delocalized state. The ZSAmodel (see section 4.1) takes into account U and Δ explicitly and treats the hybridization
7
in an approximate tight-binding scheme. It finds a cobalt ground state of 80% 3d character
8
and 20% 3d L character [10]. It is possible to replace cobalt by lithium to form Lij-Coi^O
up to χ = 0.2. The cell parameter decreases linearly with the doping concentration [10]. The
lithium doped CoO materials are unstable for doping concentrations over 20%, but LiCoOj
is again a stable compound. Its electronic structure is clearly defined as a Mi-symmetry
6
За ground state, which is a stable configuration with all І2д levels filled and all e 9 levels
empty.
MnO is an anti-ferromagnetic insulator with a band-gap of 3.9 eV. Its ground state has
6
a v4i-symmetry. Its valence band photoemission, BIS and 2p XPS spectrum have been
studied in great detail by van Elp et al. [46] and by Fujimori et al. [47], both by making use
of configuration interaction calculations based on the ZSA-model. In these calculations the
ground state was found to be completely dominated by 3d 5 character (85% in Ref. 46).

Compound
CoO
LÌ0.2C00 gO

LÌC0O2
MnO
ІЛМпОг
LiMn204
LijMnOs

Symmetry

oi

oí
D

3</

(ЛЗт)

oí
^2h

(-Pmnm)

Oh

cth (Cvc)

Unit cell parameters(À)
a=4.26
a=4.20
a=2.82 c=14.05
a=4.44
a=2.80 b=5.75 c=4.58
a=8.24
a=4.92 b=8.53 c=9.60 β = 99.5°

Ref.
[10]
[37]
[10]
[34]
[38]
[35]
[32]

Table 4.3: Compounds: Unit cell parameters and symmetry.

Sample preparation
The Lio.1Coo.9O and ІЛогСоо.вО samples are prepared by grinding together the proper
amounts of LÌ2CO3 and CoO. The pressed powders are kept at 950°C under a dry oxygen flow for 16 hours, reground and kept at 1050 o C in argon atmosphere for 24 hours.
By fast cooling the meta-stable high-temperature phases are preserved. X-ray diffraction
showed a homogeneous phase with less than 1% of LÌC0O2. The Li-content found from the
lattice parameter was consistent with a wet chemical analysis [10]. The LÌC0O2 sample was
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prepared from LÌ2CO3 and CoO by keeping the pressed powders at 950 o C in dry oxygen for
16 hours. X-ray diffraction showed homogeneous single phase samples.
ІЛзМпОз was prepared by mixing LÌ2CO3 with MnO. The powders were mixed and
pressed to 15 mm diameter pellets. They were heated for 24 hours at 1050 "C in an alumina
basket under oxygen flow. After pulverization the procedure was repeated. During the last
stage the pellets were reduced under argon flow at 1050 C C. Instead of MnO also МпСЬ
or МП3О4 were used with equivalent results [32]. The x-ray diffraction results agreed well
with the calculated results for the given ІЛгМпОз structure [33]. Some weak reflexions,
not resolved previously, were seen but some other weak reflexions were missing. The MnO
sample with 1% Li was prepared by mixing LÌ2Mn03 with MnO. The pressed powder was
kept at 900 0 C at a pressure of 0.15 Pa. To prevent the lithium reacting, the sample was kept
in Ag-foil capsules within a quartz tube. The weighted quantity of Li was 1.08% and the
quantity determined from the cell-parameter (after heat treatment) was 0.95%. LiMn02 was
prepared similarly; the x-ray diffraction results confirmed the results in Ref. 34. L i M ^ O í
was prepared by mixing LÍ2CO3 with МП3О4 and sintering the pressed powders for 24 hours
at 850 °C under oxygen flow (in alumina). The x-ray diffraction results correspond to a
spinel structure with a = 8.239 Â, equivalent to the result found in Refs. 35 and 36. The
(220) and (224) reflexions, related to the tetrahedral sites, were absent. This confirms that
the lithium occupies the tetrahedral sites and all manganese is positioned in the octahedral
sites.

Experimental
The x-ray absorption spectra were measured with the DRAGON monochromator [30] at the
National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). The
monochromator resolution was about 0.1 eV (fwhm) for the oxygen Is edge. The energy
calibration of the monochromator was set by measuring the titanium 2p and oxygen Is
spectra of ЗгТіОз and alignment with spectra published previously [25,31]. The spectra
were recorded in total electron yield mode. They were corrected for intensity loss of the
beam during measurement. The samples, sintered pellets, were scraped with a ruby file
to ensure surface cleanliness. The reproducibility of the results was checked by multiple
scraping and measurements at different sample positions.
4.3.2. T h e cobalt 2p e d g e s of t h e lithium cobalt oxides
Figure 4.9 shows the cobalt 2p x-ray absorption spectra of the lithium cobalt oxides.
The spectra are divided in two parts, denoted as L3 and L2 because they are dominated by
respectively 2рз/2 and 2pi/2 character of the core hole. It is seen that the spectra show a
large amount of fine structure. The bottom three spectra are found to be close to identical
which suggests that the doping with lithium does not affect the situation of the metal sites
too much. In contrast the spectral shape of LÍC0O2 is completely different which indicates
a different symmetry state, while the shift to higher energy is a mark of the higher valency
of LiCo0 2 .
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Figure 4.9: The cobalt 2p x-ray absorption spectra of CoO (bottom), Lio.1Coo.9O,
Lio.2Coo.8O and LÌC0O2 (top).

The cobalt 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of CoO is discussed first. The ground state
is described as a state with a single configuration of 3d7 character and with high-spin 4 ΤΊsymmetry. The influence of Zd6L character is neglected. From the optimisation of the
spectral shape of the 3d 7 [4ΤΊ] —» 2p 5 3d 8 transition, an effective cubic crystal field strength
of 1.05 eV (±0.05) is found. The theoretical spectrum is given in figure 4.10 at the bottom.
Especially in the L2 region the agreement with the spectral shape is not good, and as has
been discussed in section 3.5 the agreement is improved considerably if the 3d spin-orbit
coupling is taken into account. The middle solid line in figure 4.10 refers to the calculated
spectrum for the E^ (overall spin plus orbital symmetry) ground state. The splittings
induced by the 3d spin-orbit coupling are in the order of 100 meV (see section 3.5 for
more details). The spectrum for 300 Kelvin, given as the top solid line, shows a further
improvement of the agreement. The remciining discrepancy is believed to be related to the
crude estimates of the Slater integrals for which the atomic values were used.
Upon doping with lithium, a first observation is that the cobalt 2p x-ray absorption
spectra hardly change and the spectrum is still dominated by the 3d 7 —» 2p 5 3d 8 transition
of CoO. Figure 4.11 gives a closer comparison of the ІЛогСоо.вО spectrum with the CoO
spectrum, which reveals the existence of extra intensity at about 776 eV. The difference
spectrum shows a peak at exactly the position of the the LÌC0O2 spectrum, which suggests
a similar nature. In the next section it is shown that the ground state in LÌC0O2 has
3d e [ 1 j4 1 ]-symmetry, but the assignment of this low-spin character to the lithium doping
induced С о / / / ions in CoO is in contrast to conclusions which were drawn from XPS and
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Figure 4.10: Crystal field multiplet spectra for Co11. The crystal field strength is
1.05 eV. Bottom: 3d spin-orbit coupling is zero; Middle: atomic value of 3d spin-orbit
coupling, ground state; Top: Boltzmann distribution for 300 Kelvin. Experimental spec
trum (dots): CoO.

BIS measurements where a 3 Ti-symmetry state was found [10]. To clarify this discrepancy
the doping induced states are discussed in more detail.
In the impurity model results of Ref. 10, it was found that for CoO U « Δ, thus in the
case of doping with holes the first state will be of strongly mixed 3d 7 L and Sd6 character. To
find a rough estimate of the energy positions of the Z<P states, a Hartree-Fock calculation is
performed for a cubic crystal field value of 1.2 eV, from which it is found that the 4 lowest
states have respectively of 5 T 2 , 5 E , 3 Г 1 and 1Ai symmetry with relative energies of 0, 1.4 eV,
7
1.7 eV and 1.9 eV. The energy of the respective 3d L states can be found from the addition
2s
7
of a ligand hole of respectively t -symmetry (<) or e 9 -symmetry (e) to the 3d -states of
4
high-spin Ti-symmetry and (at slightly higher energy) of low-spin ^E symmetry. Addition
of e lowers the energy more due to its stronger covalent interaction. In this manner four
different Si^L-states are formed. Figure 4.12 sketches the consequences of the configuration
interaction of the Sd 6 states with the 3d 7 L states. The 5T2 ground state of the crystal field
4
3
multiplet of the Sd^configuration couples with Tii-state. The Ti-state couples with the
4
Tie-state.
3
It is seen that for the used positioning of the energy-levels a ground state of Ti-symmetry
can be formed because of its stronger coupling. Extending this model to higher lithium con
centrations leads to the following observations: If the lithium concentration is increased, the
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Figure 4.11: Difference spectrum of The cobalt 2p x-ray absorption spectra of CoO
(solid line) and Lio 2C00 βΟ (dots). The top spectrum is the difference between both.
The difference spectrum is smoothed and only half its points are plotted.

Figure 4.12: Energy dia
gram for the ground state of
the lithium doped states.

cell parameter is decreased which in turn increases the effective cubic crystal field strength.
The effect of an increased crystal field is that the energy of the '-Aj-state is lowered (in
dicated with the arrows in figure 4.12). Whether in the actual situation the ground state
is 3 T 1 or M i can not be resolved by this model. It should be noticed that an additional
complication is that the 3 ΤΊ and 1Ai symmetries can be mixed by 3d spin-orbit coupling.
Hence, the possibility of an intermediate spin-state between triplet and singlet is possible.
The differences between ^ - s y m m e t r y to Mi-symmetry are large: because the 1Ai state
does not contain e 9 electrons, its cation size is considerably smaller than in the case of a
3
Ti-symmetry state of the Co111 ion, which has a similar cation-size than the 4 Γ 1 ground
state of Co". An additional important difference between C o 7 " ions of ^ i - s y m m e t r y and
Mi-symmetry, is that the latter does not couple to the C o " ions in CoO, which are of 4 T 1 131
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111

symmetry. Thus impurity Co
states of 'TV-symmetry can move through the material by
111
electron hopping, whereas impurity Co
states of Mi-symmetry can not. The observation
that the compound is not stable for χ > 0.2 might suggest that at this doping concentration,
the ground state is changed from 'Tj-symmetry (or mixed symmetry) to pure Mi-symmetry.
Because of the small cation size the 'Ai-symmetry state causes structural 'stress' on the
doped CoO crystal which for χ > 0.2 phase segregation to LÌC0O2 and CoO (+ Li) is to
be expected. Alternatively it is possible that the Co / ; / -ions are of low-spin symmetry at all
doping concentrations, but at 20% doping the caused structural stress becomes too large
and phase segregation occurs.
In conclusion it is found that the cobalt 2p x-ray absorption results suggest a M i symmetry of the doping induced impurities. This suggestion contradicts the conclusion of
the XPS/BIS analysis, but this contradiction can as yet not be resolved.
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Figure 4.13: Cobalt 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of LÌC0O2 (dotted) compared with
a crystal field multiplet calculation of the Β^ΙΜι] —» 2p 5 3d 7 transition (solid line).

Figure 4.13 compares the spectrum of LÌC0O2 with a crystal field multiplet calculation
of the За 6 Ι1 Αι] —> 2ps3d7 transition. The main features are reproduced but it is clearly
visible that the experimental spectrum shows additional structure on the low-energy side
of the Ls-edge. This structure might be related to Co" [ 4 Ti]-impurities, but an alternative
interpretation is that this intensity is caused by mixing of Z(fL character in the ground
state. An impurity calculation gives a ground state which is of strongly mixed За 6 + Z<fLcharacter [10], but to resolve this question a more detailed analysis must be performed.
4.3.3. The m a n g a n e s e 2p edges of the lithium manganese oxides
Figure 4.14 gives the manganese 2p x-ray absorption spectra of the lithium manganese
oxides. Similar to the lithium-cobalt oxides a large amount of fine structure is visible. All
spectra are clearly different which indicates the effects of the specific crystal field multiplets
of the subsequent manganese valencies. Also it is seen that the spectra shift to higher energy
as a function of the valency: MnO (bottom) is divalent and ІЛгМпОз (top) is tetravalent.
The manganese 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of MnO relates to the За 5 [β-Αι] —» 2p 5 3d e
transition. Figure 4.15 gives the comparison with a crystal field multiplet calculation with
a cubic crystal field strength of 0.8 eV. The overall agreement is good; the main peak of
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Figure 4.14: The manganese 2p x-ray absorption spectra of MnO (bottom), ІЛМпОг,
LiMn204 and ЬігМпОз (top).
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Figure 4.15: Manganese 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of MnO (dotted) compared with
a crystal field multiplet calculation (solid line). The cubic crystal field strength (lODq)
was taken as 0 8 eV.

the L3 edge is lower in the experimental spectrum than in the calculation. Also the small
shoulder at the high energy side is slightly misplaced in the theoretical curve, which is most
probably due to the rough treatment of the Slater integrals It should be stressed that the
good agreement between theory and experiment indicates that even for MnO one can use
the atomic values of the Slater integrals.
ІЛгМпОз (top spectrum in figure 4.14) contains MnIV ions in approximately octahedral
sites. It forms the stable 4A2 ground state of the 3d 3 configuration. The І2д spin-up band is
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filled and all other 3d subbands are empty The manganese 2p x-ray absorption spectrum is
compared with a crystal field multiplet calculation in figure 4.16. As for tetravalent metal
ions the hybridization is strong, the Slater integrals have been reduced from their atomic
values. In figure 4.16 the spectrum using atomic Slater integrals is included as the dashed
line. The Slater integrals were that reduced to 75% for the dd interactions and to 88% for
the pd interactions. It should be noted that a detailed study for the optimisation of these
reductions has not yet been performed. The correct approach would be to search for a
theoretical justification for a specific reduction of (some of) the Slater integrals. Notice in
total there are seven Slater integrals: in the initial state Fj^ and F^ and in the final state
Fidi Fdd' Fjxi' ^pd a n d ^pd- The different reduction of dd and pd Slater integrals is justified
because the hybridization effects will expand the wavefunction of the 3d-electrons (and not
affect the 2p core hole), hence the interaction between the 3d-electrons will decrease more
rapidly.
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Figure 4.16: Manganese 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of ІЛгМпОз (dotted) compared
with a crystal field multiplet calculation (solid line). The Slater integrals were reduced
from their atomic values.
LiMnCb contains trivalent manganese ions with four electrons in the 3d-band. It is
known that the 3d 4 -configurations give rise to a large variety of ground state symmetries:
SrFeOs is believed to be a low-spin ( 3 Tì) or intermediate spin conductor [51,52]. LaMnOs is
a high-spin (ЪЕ) insulator [50], and also СаРеОз has a high-spin configuration, but it is most
likely subject to partial charge disproportionation below Γ = 290ΑΓ [52]. The examples given
illustrate that if the covalent bonding between the 3<i4-metal ion and oxygen is strong, a
tendency to low-spin configurations is found. It is clear that the tetravalent iron compounds
are highly covalent, whereas the covalency for LaMnOs is less due to its trivalent manganese
ions and also due to the competition with the relatively covalent lanthanum ion. Lithium is
more ionic than lanthanum and an increased covalency between oxygen and manganese is
to be expected for ІлМпОг- This might result in close to degenerate high-spin and low-spin
states and due to the 3d spin-orbit coupling an intermediate spin state will form. Also the
trivalent manganese ions in ІЛМпзС^ are expected to be in an intermediate spin state, as
has been suggested from magnetization measurements [36]. Given these consideration it was
checked in detail in what manner the spectral shape in the crystal field multiplet calculations
behaves close the high-spin low-spin transition in М п ш . To simplify the problem the crystal
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field multiplet calculations are performed in octahedral symmetry and possible effects of the
Jahn-Teller distortion on the high-spin ^-configuration are neglected. The Slater integrals
are reduced to 75% for ¿¿-interactions and to 88% for pd interactions and the atomic 3d
spin-orbit coupling is used. Figure 4.17 gives the energy levels of the 3d4 ground state for
four different values of the cubic crystal field close to the transition point. The high-spin 5Econfiguration splits after inclusion of the 3d spin-orbit coupling into 5 states of respectively
3
Αι, Αι, Τι, Ti and E symmetry. Likewise the Ti-configuration splits into 4 states of Αι,
Τι, Тг and E symmetry.

HIGH-SPIN
1.Θ2

2.04

2.13

LOW-SPIN
2A3

Figure 4.17: Distribution of multiplet split states in the 3d4 initial state of trivalent
manganese. The symmetries of the total J moment (after 3d spin-orbit coupling) are
given. From left to right the cubic crystal field values are 1.82 eV (high-spin), 2.04 eV,
2.13 eV and 2.43 eV (low spin). In all four diagrams the overall energyrange of the
vertical axis is 0.4 eV.
For a cubic crystal field of 1.82 eV, the ground state has high-spin 5E symmetry. 3d spinorbit coupling is only a second order effect for states of ^-symmetry, hence the splittings
are small (of the order of 0.02 eV) as can be checked in the figure. At room temperature
(0.025 eV) the ground state is given as (close to) a statistical distribution of the five spinorbit split states. If the cubic crystal field is increased to 2.04 eV the lowest five states do
still relate to the high-spin configuration, but the splittings between the states are enlarged
due to considerable admixture of 3 Ti character. It is noted that the state of A2 symmetry is
contained in the 5 £ - s t a t e only, hence it is not subject to admixture with the low-spin states
and it can be used as an indication of the position of the high-spin configuration without
interaction with the low-spin configuration.
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For a cubic crystal field to 2.13 eV the A2 state is shifted upward and is positioned
in between the bonding and anti-bonding combinations of the other symmetries. From
the fact that the splittings between the four bonding combinations are larger than for the
anti-bonding combinations it can be concluded that the symmetry of the ground state has
become to be dominated by the low-spin configuration. For a cubic crystal field of 2.43 eV
the ground state is low-spin. The splittings due to 3d spin-orbit coupling are of the order
of 0.1 eV which means that at room temperature the ground state is not a statistical
distribution over the four symmetries, but instead it is dominated by the lowest state of
.i^-symmetry.
Figure 4.18 give the spectral shapes found from the crystal field multiplet calculations
for, from bottom to top, the low-spin ^-configuration (cubic crystal field is 2.43 eV), the
high-spin ЪЕ-configuration (1.82 eV) and the mixed spin state (2.13 eV). The experimental
spectrum of ІлМпОг with dots and it shows most similarity to the mixed spin state.
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Figure 4.18: Crystal field multiplet calculation for the 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of
the low-spin, high-spin and mixed (or intermediate) spin ground state for trivalent (За 4 )
manganese atoms. The top spectrum is the 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of ІлМпОг-

With regard to the optimisation of the spectral shape there are several complicating
factors: the Slater integrals were set roughly to slightly reduced values and the symmetry
distortion related to the Jahn-Teller effect is neglected. Figure 4.19 sketches the conse
quences of a small tetragonal distortion on the mixed spin configuration for a cubic crystal
field of 2.13 eV. The lowest state of A\ symmetry is not split; the first excited (^-symmetry)
state splits into two and the energy difference between the A^ state and the A\ ground state
decreases. Details concerning the magnitude and the specific choice of parameters for a
tetragonal distortion are as yet not known, hence no attempt was made to optimize the
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spectral shape as found from the calculations in tetragonal symmetry. For the moment it is
concluded only that in the region of the high-spin low-spin transition the 3d spin-orbit cou
pling gives a mixed spin state and the resulting spectral shape is similar to the experimental
spectrum of ІлМпОг-
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Figure 4.19: Effect of a
small tetragonal distortion on
the distribution of states for
the mixed spin situation. The
cubic crystal field is 2.13 eV;
the tetragonal Агго parame
ter [53] is set to 0.2 eV; the
other tetragonal parameter is
kept zero.
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The manganese 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of the spinel ІлМпгС^, which contains
50% trivalent and 50% tetravalent manganese atoms, looks similar to a 1 to 1 admixture of
the spectra of trivalent LiMnCb and tetravalent ІЛгМпОз. Therefore it is concluded that
the trivalent manganese atoms in this spinel will be in the mixed spin regime too. It was
found from experimental data on the magnetic moment that the trivalent manganese atoms
of this compound were partly of high spin and partly of low-spin character [36]. This finding
can be explained naturally from the mixed spin ground state.
4.3.4. The o x y g e n Is edges of the lithium cobalt oxides
Figure 4.20 shows the oxygen I s x-ray absorption spectra of the lithium cobalt oxides.
The structures at threshold relate to the transitions of oxygen p-character in the metal
3d-band and above 533 eV the metal 4sp-band is visible, as has been discussed in detail in
Ref. 48. In contrast to the metal 2p edges the effects of lithium-doping are directly visible
in the growth of the peak at threshold. Again the LÌC0O2 spectrum is distinct from the
other spectra.
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Figure 4.20: The oxygen 1Ä x-ray absorption spectra of CoO (bottom), LÌ01C009O,
LiozCoogO and LiCoO? (top).

The oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum of CoO (bottom) shows a two-peaked structure
in the 3d-band region. This structure can in a one-electron model be assigned to states
related to addition of respectively a І2д and an e s electron, split by the cubic crystal field
(see section 3.2). If 3d-correlation effects are included in the final state it is necessary to
calculate the crystal field multiplet for the 3d8-final state. A cluster calculation, in which the
crystal field multiplet as well as the charge transfer to the Si^L-state are included, shows
that due to the multipole interactions weight is transferred to states which can only be
reached with two-electron transitions [10]. The charge transfer satellites are positioned at
higher energy and have negligible intensity. The spectral shape of the crystal field multiplet
shows with respect to the VK-model an additional peak related to a final state with two ¿29
holes, however this extra peak is not observed experimentally. Unfortunately most density
functional calculations focus on the proper description of for example the band gap and
the magnetic moment [15,16], and they do not contain an accurate description of the first
20 eV of the unoccupied states necessary for a sensible comparison with the oxygen le x-ray
absorption spectrum. Consequently the oxygen Is x-ray absorption result of CoO can not
be checked against density functional results.
Upon doping with lithium the oxygen spectra are broadened slightly in the 4sp-region,
but the most remarkable feature is the increase of intensity at the position of the first peak.
In contrast to the Li I Nii_ a .O-system the peak related to doping, the 'impurity state', is not
build in the gap [19] but instead close to the lowest unoccupied state in CoO.
The expected transition is: Z<fL + За 6 —» 3d 7 + 3 d 8 ¿ (neglecting the oxygen Is core
hole). As can be checked in figure 4.11 the peak which grows with doping has an energy
close to the peak of the LÍC0O2 spectrum. This is a similar result as found from metal 2p
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x-ray absorption, and its implication was discussed in the foregoing section. Unfortunately
the amount of structure in the oxygen Is spectrum (and the complications in the analysis
of the different symmetries), makes a closer analysis difficult.
Figure 4.21: Oxygen Is xray absorption spectrum of
LÌC0O2 (dotted) compared
with an LSW band structure calculation. The solid
line gives the ground state Nparticle density of states; the
dashed line relates to density
of states after inclusion of the
core hole (reproduced from
Ref. 43).
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The oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum of LÌC0O2 shows a sharp single peak at threshold. It is clearly separated from the other structures. For LÌC0O2 an accurate density
functional calculation has been performed [43] and figure 4.21 shows a comparison with
it. The ground state calculation of the oxygen p-projected density of states overestimates
the intensity of the leading peak. The final state calculation, described in section 3.8, reduces the intensity of the first peak. In fact the intensity of the first peak is reduced too
much. Also in the structure at 6 to 12 eV intensity is shifted downward. It can be concluded that the overall agreement between the Is x-ray absorption spectrum and the band
structure calculation is good, taking into account the fact that 3d-correlations have been
neglected. It must be remarked that the ^ i - s y m m e t r y За® state is special in that there is
no spin-polarization and also there is a clear gap between the <29 and the e 9 bands, which
are fortunate circumstances for one electron models to work.
It is noted that if the crystal field multiplet model is applied to LÌC0O2 it will predict
nine possible transitions to states within the final state 3d 7 -multiplet. The fact that only
one distinct peak is visible in the experiment indicates that the effective Slater integrals are
too small to transfer a considerable amount of intensity to any other of these nine states
of the crystal field multiplet (or to the charge transfer states). Close examination of the
experimental spectrum in comparison with the density of states indicates extra intensity at
the low-energy side (between -3 and -1 eV in figure 4.21), which might be related to the
multiplet effects though this remains to be checked.
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4.3.5. T h e o x y g e n I s edges of the lithium m a n g a n e s e oxides
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Figure 4.22: The oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of MnO (bottom), ІЛМпОг,
LiMn204 and ІЛгМпОз (top).

Figure 4.22 gives the oxygen I s x-ray absorption spectra of the lithium manganese oxides.
The spectra are clearly different from each other and specifically the variations in the Sd-part
are large. The oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum of MnO relates to the 3d5 + 3d?L —» Sd*
transition. In the Z>/C-model two final states can be reached as the electron can be added to
the empty <2S or e s band, both spin-down. All spin-up states are full in the ground state. In
this case the crystal field multiplet model gives an identical result as the (S=2) final states
contain only a single spin-down electron. The splitting of the final state is related to the
cubic crystal field which is about 1 eV. As the MnO sample was doped with 1% lithium,
some impurity states related to 3d 4 + 3d 5 L —• 3d 5 transitions are expected in the bandgap.
They are indeed observed in the experiment as the low-intensity leading (double) peak.
From the cluster analysis it is found that both U and Δ are about 8 eV [10]. This places
MnO in the intermediate regime in between charge transfer and Mott-Hubbard insulators in
the ZSA-model. From this it is expected that the first states related to lithium doping have
a strongly mixed 3d 4 + 3d 5 I/ character. The states induced by the lithium doping appear in
the gap as has been found for NiO [19] but in contrast to CoO for which the peaks related
to doping appear at a similar energy as the original peaks.
The oxygen I s x-ray absorption spectrum of ІЛгМпОз can be separated into a two-peaked
3d-part and at considerably higher energy the 4sp-bands plus bands related to lithium. The
3d-part of the spectrum bears close resemblance to the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum
of МпОг, which also has manganese in the 4 A2 ground state of the 3d 3 configuration. Within
the D/C-model an oxygen Is electron is excited to an empty e+, e~ or t^ sub-band. As there
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are only two separate structures visible the <JS and el" bands are expected to overlap. This
3
overlap is a uniform feature of 3d compounds [48] and in ІЛзМпОз, МпОз and also СГ2О3
a similar two-peaked structure is found with an energy splitting of about 2.4 eV. Thus the
cubic crystal field as well as the effective exchange splitting are in the order of 2.4 eV. It
па
should be noted that the (Í2 S ) 3e j and ( ' í j ) 3 ^ ^ 1 states can be mixed by 3d spin-orbit
coupling to form a combined final state, which consequently shows up in the oxygen 1« x-ray
absorption spectrum as a single feature.
An additional justification of this assignment is given by the manganese oxides with
4
a 3d -configuration which are found to be close to the low-spin high-spin transition: The
3d-part of the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum of ІлМпОг shows a broad peak and a
shoulder at the high-energy side. The peak is assigned to the empty states of the <J s -band
and the el"-band. As it was found from the analysis of the manganese 2p spectrum that the
ground state is formed as a mixture of high-spin and low-spin, these bands overlap. The
high-energy shoulder relates to the e"-band. The Jahn-Teller lattice distortion will cause
additional (non-resol ved) splittings and consequently a broad spectral shape. The 3d-part of
the spinel ІЛМпзС^ is described as a 1 to 1 superposition of the spectra of trivalent ІлМпОг
and tetravalent ЫгМпОз, though the limited amount of structure makes an accurate analysis
impossible. The remainder of the ІЛМпгС^ spectrum is related to the manganese 4sp-band;
this band is completely delocalized and its shape will be determined mainly by the spinel
crystal structure. It is noticed that the shape of the structure in between 534 eV and 545 eV
bears close resemblance to the structure of the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of the
Zni_ I Li z V204- spinel system which will be discussed in section 4.5.2.

4.3.6. C o n c l u s i o n s
It is shown that the metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra of the lithium cobalt and lithium
manganese oxides aie described well by the crystal field multiplet model. However if the
hybridization increases it is necessary to reduce the Slater integrals from their atomic values
(in the present approach).
The dominating symmetries and 3d-counts of the ground state are given in table 4.4,
in accord with determinations from XPS/BIS [10]. The binary oxides CoO and MnO are
completely dominated by respectively 3d 7 and 3d 5 ground states, both high-spin. The
lithium doped CoO states have strongly mixed Sd 6 + 3d 7 L character. The assignment to
3
Ti character follows from other experiments. From the x-ray absorption spectra alone the
assignment to overall lAi symmetry is more obvious, as this would explain directly the
spectral changes of the oxygen I s edge (and not disagree with the cobalt 2p edge). However
it cannot be concluded that the observed spectral shapes exclude 3 Ti-syininetry. As the 3 Ti
and 1Ai can be mixed by 3d spin-orbit coupling it is possible that the overall symmetry is a
mixture of triplet and singlet character. With increased doping the singlet state will tend to
dominate more and more as the cubic crystal field increases. It is likely that at 20% doping
the Mi-state dominates so much that the crystal structure collapses and segregation to
LÍC0O2 and CoO (+Li) takes place. LÍC0O2 has a low-spin Sd6 ground state; the amount
of 3d7L character will be considerable which can explain the low-energy satellites absent
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Compound
CoO
Lio2Coo.eO··
LiCoOj
MnO
LiMnOa
LiMn204
. . . site 1:
. . . site 2:
ІЛгМпОз

Sd-count
7
3d
3<fi + 3d7L
Sd6 (+ 3<i7L)
3d 5
3d4
3d4
3d3
3d3

Symmetry
ΐ
3γ
3
Γι (or U i ?
1
Al

M!

mixed 5E + 3Tl
mixed SE + 3 Ti
4
A2

M,

Table 4.4: Symmetries of the lithium cobalt oxides and lithium manganese oxides.
** The symmetry of the doped state is given. The majority of states is still as for CoO
(see text). * Split by 3d spin-orbit coupling.

in the calculated 3<P multiplet. Trivalent manganese is found to be best described by a
mixed spin ground state, in agreement with other experiments. It is noted that in contrast
to tetravalent iron, trivalent manganese is dominated by 3d 4 character and the admixture
of 3d 5 L character is below the 'detection limit'. The 3d 4 state in LiMnOj and ІлМпгС^ is
found to be simulated best if the symmetry of the ground state is described as a mixture of
high-spin bE and low-spin 3 Ti symmetry. This mixing is caused by the 3d spin-orbit coupling
and it is effective close to the high-spin low-spin transition. A Jahn-Teller distortion of the
high-spin configuration affects the spectral shape only slightly.
For the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra it is concluded that the most direct way
to explain the spectrum is the qualitative P/C-model in which an electron is added to the
respective 3d sub-bands of a ground state calculation. In most cases the best quantitative
method available is a core-hole density of states calculation, despite the fact that it is a
one-electron method and correlation effects are treated incorrectly. The cluster calculations
with the crystal field multiplet model (performed as yet) result in spectra with distinct
peaks related to multi-electron transitions. These peaks are not observed experimentally
and hence it is concluded that the multipole dd-interactions as well as the effects of charge
transfer are not large enough to give rise to separate structures in the experimental spectrum.
However as it is known from other spectroscopies that correlation effects are important for
a correct description of the ground state of 3d-metal oxides, these correlation effects will
have to be incorporated in future efforts to improve the models to explain the oxygen Is
x-ray absorption experiments.
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4.4. The metal 2p and oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of the
Lai-jSr^TMOs perovskites
This section deals with the electronic structure of the perovskites L a i - ^ S ^ T M O s for the
Sd-metals titanium, manganese, iron and cobalt. In LaTMOs the transition metal ion is
in a formally trivalent state and in SrTMOa in a tetravalent state. Mainly due to the
increased valency the strontium perovskites have a more covalent bonding of the Sd-metal
with oxygen. However the major variation in the electronic properties is related to the
number of 3d electrons present. In this section emphasis is given to a detailed analysis
of the endmembers of the series. The goal is to determine the dominating ground state
configuration and its symmetry of all the LaTMOs and SrTMOs perovskites with the final
goal to systemize the main configurations and main symmetries of all transition metal ions
(octahedrally surrounded by oxygen).
From the foregoing sections it has been concluded that the oxygen Is x-ray absorption
spectra do not show much evidence for distinct spectral features related to 3d-correlation
effects in the final state. In other words the interactions determining the oxygen Is xray absorption spectra cause it to be relatively well described in the weakly correlated
limit, which justifies the use of one-electron models as the basic starting point. Hence the
analysis of the oxygen Is spectra will be based on band structure calculations (discussed in
section 3.8), though the possible influences of correlation effects in the Sd-band are kept in
mind. In contrast the metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra are described with the crystal field
multiplet model (discussed in sections 3.2 to 3.7).
The x-ray absorption spectra were measured with the SX700 (II) monochromator [49]
at the Berliner ElektronenSpeicherring Gesellschaft für Synchrotronstrahlung (BESSY). The
monochromator resolution was about 0.1 eV (hwhm) for the oxygen Is edge at about 530 eV.
The spectra were recorded in total electron yield mode and were corrected for intensity loss of
the beam during measurement. The samples, sintered pellets, were scraped with a diamond
file to ensure surface cleanliness. The samples have been prepared by M. Takano, Y. Takeda,
H. Eisaki, S. Uchida, Y. Fujishima and Y. Tokura.

4.4.1. T h e metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra
The t i t a n i u m 2p edges of La^jSr^TiOs
Figure 4.23 shows the 2p x-ray absorption spectra of the Lai-xSrjTiOs-perovskites. The
spectrum of SrTiOa (given at the top) shows four sharp peaks and two small leading structures. The solid line given underneath is the result of a 3d0 —» 2p 5 3d 1 crystal field multiplet
calculation with atomic Slater integrals and a cubic crystal field of 1.5 eV. The details concerning this crystal field multiplet calculations were given in chapter 3. The agreement is
excellent and it can be concluded that ground state is described as 3d 0 . There are no clear
signs of the admixture of 3d l L character in the ground state. For clarity it is repeated that
the admixture of 3d1 ¿-character might affect the spectral shape in at least three ways:
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• A satellite structure can appear at the position of the anti-bonding combination of
the 2p53d1 and 2p53<PL final states.
• Due the partial occupancy of Sd^-character in the ground state, transitions from
this state to the bonding combination of the 2p 5 3d 1 and 2р53<Рі final states oc
curs. Neglecting interference effects this can be described as the superposition of the
Sd'L -> 2p53d2L transition and the original 3d 0 -> 2p53dl transition. (For the ac
tual calculation of the crystal field multiplet, it is as yet not possible to include the
potential effects of the ligand hole).
• An additional effect of the covalency is the possibility that apart from the 3d 0 +
S d 1 ^ basis, additional configurations have a considerable ground state occupation. As
argued in section 3.7, instead of the actual inclusion of these states their influence can
be simulated via the reduction of the Slater integrals.
In case of SrTiOa no significant feature which can be related to these effects is observed.
The spectrum of LaTiOa is simulated with a 3d 1 [ 2 Г 2 ] - . 2p53d2 crystal field multiplet
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calculation with a cubic crystal field of 1.8 eV. With respect to ЗгТіОз a slightly increased
broadening has been applied. The main features in the spectrum are reproduced, though
the agreement is less than for SrTiOs. Partially this is due to the existence of 10% of ТіОг
impurities, which were found as impurity phases by x-ray diffraction. Specifically the sharp
peak at 457 eV is a consequence the TiOj impurities.
The compounds in the Lai-^Sra-TiOa-series contain titanium in a mixed valent state.
Because a quantum state with non-integer valency is unlikely due to the 3d correlation
effects, a titanium ion will be in either a 3d1 or a 3d 0 state. In a metallic phase the valency
fluctuates between 3d 1 and 3d 0 . This fluctuation is in general to fast to be followed by lattice
readjustments. Hence there are two electronically different titanium states, but only one
crystallographically different titanium site. The x-ray absorption process has a timescale
shorter than the electron hopping, thus it will not notice that a specific titanium atom has
a fluctuating valency, but instead it will see only static titanium atoms with either a 3d 0
or a 3d 1 configuration. Hence, the metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra of the Lai-^Sr^TiOsseries are described as a superposition of χ times the spectrum of ЗгТіОз plus 1 — χ times
the spectrum of LaTiCb. There can be small modifications to the spectra of ЗгТіОз and
LaTiOs due to a slightly different cubic crystal field strengths, due to the equivalence of the
crystallographic sites of the 3d 1 and 3d 0 configurations. (The lattice parameter is almost
identical in LaTiOs and ЗгТіОз thus this effect will be small) The spectral shapes of metal
2p x-ray absorption of Lai-^Sr^TiOs (figure 4.23) show a smooth spectral variation with
increasing x, in full agreement with the described superposition model.

T h e m a n g a n e s e 2 p e d g e s of L a i _ z S r z M n 0 3
Figure 4.24 shows the 2p x-ray absorption spectra of the Lai-^Sij-MnOs-perovskites. ЗгМпОз
is an insulator, in contrast to Зг Оз, ЗгСгОз, ЗгРеОз and ЗгСоОз, which all are metal
lic. The reason for the insulating behaviour of ЗгМпОз is the half-filled <2S-band, thus the
bandgap is a result of the gap between the <J9-band and the e^-band as calculated with one
electron methods. The gap will be increased by correlation effects, but from the observation
that Зг Оз, etc are metallic it can be concluded that correlation effects alone (that is if not
assisted by a filled band situation) are not capable of opening a gap, which is is due to the
large covalency of the bonds between the 3d-metal and oxygen.
The 2p x-ray absorption of SrMnOs is similar to the spectrum of ІЛгМпОз given in
section 4.3. The ІЛгМпОз spectrum has been compared with a crystal field multiplet cal
culation with reduced Slater integrals in figure 4.16. The agreement is not perfect, mainly
due to uncertainties in the values for the Slater integrals. The SrMnOa spectrum is consid
erably broader than the І ^ М п О з spectrum, which makes it not sensible to further optimize
the crystal field multiplet calculations to this spectrum. The reason for the considerably
broader spectrum for ЗгМпОз as compared with ІЛгМпОз can not be found in covalency
effects, because strontium is more covalent than lithium, which in principle will decrease
the covalency of the bonds between oxygen and manganese. Thus covalency effects (such
as the mixing of 3d 4 L-character) are expected to be smaller for SrMnOs. Possibly a reason
for the extra broadening can be found in distortions from the octahedral surrounding of the
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Figure 4.24: The 2p xray absorption spectra of the
Lai-zSr^MnOs-system.
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manganese atoms in the perovskites, which are known to be subject to large site distortions.
An additional, closely related, reason are the relatively large vibrational effects.
LaMnOs has a high-spin (bE) ground state. It is semiconducting and at room temperature it shows a clear Jahn-Teller distortion [50]. Its manganese 2p x-ray absorption
spectrum shows a correspondence to the spectrum of ІЛМпОз (see section 4.3), but sim
ilarly to SrMnOs it is considerably broader. LiMnCb was found to have a ground state
which is formed from an admixture of both the high-spin and low-spin configuration, due
to the effects of 3d spin-orbit coupling. Probably LaMnOs is still on the high-spin side,
but due to the 3d spin-orbit coupling the ground state will be dominated by a state with
a total symmetry of Αι (check with figure 4.17). Due the larger broadening the amount
of structure is not enough to perform a detailed simulation in which the effects of the 3d
spin-orbit coupling and the Jahn-Teller effect are varied. Also the effects due to the admix
ture of 3d 5 ¿-character can not be tested. Thus it can only be concluded that the spectral
shape resembles a 3d4 ground state with 5 .E-symmetry (with the possible admixture of some
low-spin character due to 3d spin-orbit coupling).
The spectral variations in the L a i - j S ^ M n O s series agree with the superposition of the
spectra of ЬаМпОз and SrMnOj. The fact SrMnOs is insulating and becomes metallic upon
doping with lanthanum will not alter the description of the manganese 2p edges as the time
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scale of the valence fluctuations (creating the metallic state) is too long to affect the x-ray
absorption process.
The iron 2p edges of Lai-j-Si^FeOs
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Figure 4.25: The 2p xray absorption spectra of the
Lai -x Sri FeOa-system.
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Figure 4.25 shows the iron 2p x-ray absorption spectra of the Lai-^Sr^FeOs-perovskites.
LaFeOs is a high-spin insulator, in which the F e 7 " has a 3rf5-configuration with M i symmetry. The spectral shape is in close agreement with the 3d5 [ в Лі] -» 2p 5 3d 6 transition
which has been given in figure 4.26.
SrFeOs is metallic and contains F e / V ions, which have a 3d 4 -configuration. The magnetic
data on SrFeOs is contradictory: The magnetic moment found for stoichiometric SrFeOs
is 2.7 μ Β at 77 K, but is reduced to 1.6 μβ for SrFe02.9 [54]; in contrast in Ref. 55 a
magnetic moment of 3.7 μΒ has been found, which is close to the high-spin value of 4
μ Β . This suggest that the F e / V ion has a high-spin 5 £-symmetry, but strangely enough no
Jahn-Teller distortion is found [52].
In the ZSA-model the ground state of F e / V is expected to be dominated by 3á 5 ¿character, similar to C u m and N i 7 " states, because for Fe 777 U > Δ. Thus LaFeOs (and
also for example ¥е20з) is a pure charge transfer insulator, and if this trivalent iron-oxide is
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doped with holes, a state dominated by ligand hole character will be formed, similar to the
5
cases of divalent nickel and copper. If the ground state is dominated by 3d L-character, the
5
e
2p x-ray absorption spectrum will resemble a combination of the Згі^Г,] -+ 2p 3d multiplets
4 5
5
5
5
instead of the 3d [ E\ -> 2p 3d multiplet. The symmetry of the 3d
5

5

The difference with a normal 3d ground state is that for a 3d ZrState the symmetry
is not confined to the single ground state configuration, but will be build from a linear
5
combination of specific symmetries. In case of За there are three symmetries which can be
3
2
3
2
2
important: the high-spin ( ^ ) ( е ^ ) [ ^ J - s t a t e , the low-spin (<^) (<2 а ) [ T 2 ]-state and the
3
1
intermediate spin ( ^ ) ( ^ ) (e^ ) ["T^-state With the addition ligand hole of a <2, or an eg
4
symmetry, these symmetries, combined with 3d -configuration(s), form the overall ground
Ъ
state. Assuming the symmetry of the overall ground state to be Е, in accord with the
5
в
magnetic moment of about 4 μΒ, the За // states which can contribute must have either і4 1
or *Ti symmetry. The low-spin state of ^ - s y m m e t r y does not couple.

ENERGY
Figure 4.26: The За 5 -> 2р 5 3а в spectral shapes for, from top to bottom the
(tig)4t2g)2
[2Ï2]-state, the (íí s ) 3 (í;) 1 (e+) [*ri]-state and the (t 2 +) 3 (e+) 2 ["AiJ-etote.

Figure 4.26 gives the calculated spectral shapes of the respective symmetries of the 3d5configuration. The spectral shape of SrFeOa is difficult to simulate exactly, but from the
comparison with the theoretical curves in figure 4.26 it is concluded that the spectrum is
dominated by 3d 5 L-configurations build from 4 T 1 and eA1 3d5-like states.
In conclusion it can be stated that the ground state of SrFeOs is dominated by 3d 5 Lcharacter of partial symmetries 6A1 and 4Ti. Both symmetries can couple to the 3d4configuration of 5 £-symmetry. This assignment can explain the spectral shape of the 2p
x-ray absorption spectrum, and it is also in full accord with the predictions from the ZSAmodel as well as with the magnetization measurements. Because the admixture of 6Aisymmetry and 4 Ti-symmetry states is not necessarily equal, the magnetic moment can
(slightly) differ from 4.
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In the Lai-^Sr^FeOs-series a transition is made from a 3<f5-state with 6 j4i-syminetry for
LaFeOs to a 3d5L + 3d4 state with 5 E-symmetry for SrFeOa. Starting from LaFeOs the
doping with strontium will create 3d5L-like Fe / V impurities, which can couple strongly to
the F e " 7 configurations. From Mössbauer spectroscopy it can be concluded that the electron
transfer is fast enough to produce an average isomer shift [52,56]. The x-ray absorption
process will however still be of a shorter timescaJe and consequently the trend in the spectra
can again be explained as a linear combination of the spectra of LaFeOs and SrFeOa. This
is shown in detail in figure 4.27 which compares the spectrum of Lao вЗго.вРеОз with a
one-to-one addition of the spectra of LaFeCK and SrFeOs.

Figure 4.27:
Top spectrum:
One-to-one addition of the exper
imental spectra of LaFeOs and
SrFeOa (solid line), compared with
the spectrum for Lao.sSro.eFeOa
(dotted).
For comparison the
spectra of the pure LaFeOs and
SrFeOs samples are also given.
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T h e c o b a l t 2p e d g e s of Ь а і _ І 8 г а . С о О з
Figure 4.28 shows the 2p x-ray absorption spectra of the Lai-^Sr^CoOs-perovskites. It is
known that LaCoOs is at room temperature a low-spin insulator (Sd^MiJ-state), with the
existence of some disordered high-spin impurities [50]. The 2p x-ray absorption spectral
shape clearly shows correspondence to the 3d 6 [Mi] —» 2p 5 3d 7 transition. In section 4.3
this crystal field multiplet spectrum has been given in comparison with the cobalt 2p x-ray
absorption spectrum of LiCoOj (figure 4.13).
Figure 4.29 shows the correspondence to a 3d 5 рТг] —> 2p53<P crystal field multiplet
calculation. The Slater integrals are reduced to 75% for the 3d3d-interactions and to 88%
for the 2p3d-interactions. The overall shape of the SrCoOs spectrum is reproduced, though
there are some discrepancies left. A significant difference is the high-energy shoulder which is
not reproduced correctly. Possibly the Slater integrals are not reduced correctly, but a more
probable explanation is that for SrCoOs the admixture of St^L-character is considerable.
The high-energy shoulder would then relate to a 'charge transfer satellite', due to the antibonding combination of the 2p 5 3d e and 2p53<i7L. final states. It is concluded that SrCoOs is
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Figure 4.28: The 2p xгау absorption spectra of the
Lai-zS^CoOs-system.
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dominated by a low-spin 3d 5 -configuration (with considerable admixture of Si^L-character).
Notice that the existence of a low-spin configurations means that the cubic crystal field, in
other words the covalency, is strong enough to overcome the exchange energy of the five
aligned spins of the high-spin configuration. The variations with χ in Ь а 1 _ І З г г С о О з do
not show any deviation from the linear interpolation scheme, as explained for the other
perovskite systems.
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of the 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of SrCoOs (dotted) with
5
a crystal field multiplet calculation for a 3d рТг] ground state (solid line).

4.4.2. The o x y g e n I s x-ray absorption spectra
In this section the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra are analysed. The analysis consists
of a comparison with density functional calculations of the N-particle density of states with
the purpose to reveal the major changes in the density of states as a result of the interchange
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of lanthanum for strontium. A second purpose of the density of states calculations is the
possibility to isolate the metal Sd-part of the spectrum. This metal 3d-part might be subject
to 3d-correlation effects which modify the spectral shape.
The oxygen I s edges of L a ^ S i V T i O s
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Figure 4.30: The oxygen
Is x-ray absorption spectra of
the Laj-sSr^TiOs-system.
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Figure 4.30 shows the Is x-ray absorption spectra of the La^Sr^TiOa-perovskites. They
are compared with the density functional calculations with the localized spherical wave
(LSW) method. In section 3.8 the LSW-calculation of ЗгТіОз has been discussed in detail.
A similar calculation for LaTiOa has been performed in a cubic perovskite crystal structure
(Oj) with a lattice parameter α = 3.92 Â [57]. The calculation is completely equivalent to
that of SrTiOs with the exchange of lanthanum for strontium. The lanthanum 4 / states
are not included in the Hamiltonian (they are included in the expansion) to avoid problems
with this narrow band.
Figure 4.32 shows the total density of states and the density of states projected to the
lanthanum, titanium and oxygen sites for LaTiOa which is found to be a metal. The energy
zero refers to the Fermi level. Compared to the LSW-result of SrTiOa, for clarity reproduced
in figure 4.31, the oxygen 2p band and the titanium <2S band are shifted to lower energy
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Figure 4.31 SrTiOs density of states The total density of states (bottom) is spbt
in the partial strontium, titanium and oxygen density of
states
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due to the extra valence electron An important effect of the exchange of strontium for
lanthanum is that the lanthanum 5d is placed much closer to the Fermi level (between 2
and 4 eV) and in fact it completely overlaps with the titanium e 9 -band
Figure 4 33 and figure 4 34 show the comparison with the oxygen ρ projected density
of states The calculated oxygen p-projected density of states of SrTiOa is aligned at the
first sharp peak which relates to the titanium ¿29-band The structure between about 7 and
10 eV in the oxygen p-projected density of states relates to the strontium 4d-band and the
shoulder at about 12 eV to the strontium 6s-band These structures are in the experimental
spectrum found at slightly higher energy The structures in the density of states at about
17 eV and between 21 and 25 eV relate to the 45 and 4p-band of titanium and in the
experimental spectrum these structures are found at slightly lower energy The sharp peak
in the experimental spectrum at about 6 eV is related to the e s band In the calculation only
a weak shoulder is visible but as discussed in section 3 8 the sharp peak is a consequence of
the oxygen Is core hole which is neglected in the present calculations In case of LaTiOs the
major differences with SrTiOa are that the lanthanum 5d-band is positioned closer to the
Sd-band and in fact it overlaps with the ea peak which as a consequence is blurred in this
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LaTiO

Figure 4.32: LaTiOs den
sity of states. The total den
sity of states (bottom) is split
in the partial lanthanum, ti
tanium and oxygen density of
states.
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structure. The first peak in the spectrum again relates to oxygen 2p-character hybridized
in the titanium 3d-band of t2 ff -character (the spectra again are aligned at this peak). As
LaTiOa is calculated as a metal the theoretical spectrum is cut at the Fermi level which is
placed at zero. Notice that for ЗгТіОз the zero is placed at the top of the valence band and
the absolute energy scales do not have an identical meaning in the two figures. The peak at
about 14 eV is the titanium 4sp-band. In both oxides the strontium (lanthanum) structures
are found at slightly higher energies in the experiment and the titanium 4sp-band is found at
slightly lower energies. It can be concluded that on overall the main features are reproduced
in the calculation, but the precise spectral shapes do not match exactly. Important causes
for the observed discrepancies are the neglect of the core hole (in section 3.8 it was shown
that the inclusion of the core hole potential enhances the agreement considerably) and the
incomplete treatment of the electron correlations.
With use of these comparisons with the densities of states the main features in the
series of oxides as given in figure 4.30 can be identified. The first sharp peak related to the
titanium <23-band is positioned at a (close to) constant energy of 532.5 eV. It is seen that
already with 10% lanthanum (x=0.9) the intensity at about 535 eV rises and at 20% the e s 154
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Figure 4.33: The comparison of the N-particle oxygen ρ projected density of states
with the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum for ЗгТіОз.
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Figure 4.34: The comparison of the N-particle oxygen ρ projected density of states
with the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum for LaTiOa-

peak, which is observed for ЗгТіОз is obscured by the oxygen p-states which are hybridized
with the lanthanum 5d-band. This lanthanum 5d band gains intensity while the strontium
4d-band loses intensity in going from the top to the bottom. The peak at about 545 eV
relates to the titanium 4ip-band and its energy position is close to constant. It should be
noted that for the LaTiOs-sample an impurity phase related to ( « 10%) unreacted ТіСЬ
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has been detected by x-ray diffraction.
T h e o x y g e n I s edges of La1-j.Srj.MnO3
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Figure 4.36: The oxygen
la x-ray absorption spectra of
the Lai-^S^MnOa-system.
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Figure 4.35 shows the I s x-ray absorption spectra of the Lai- iSr^MnOs-perovskites. The
SrMnOs spectrum (with 10% La) shows a spectrum which is in some aspects similar to
ЗгТіОз. The oxygen p-character of the strontium 4d-band is positioned in between about
537 and 539 eV. The 3d-band region relates to the empty states of Mn'v.
Only the <^subband is filled and there are 3 empty subbands. As discussed in section 3.5 the e+- and the
<29-bands will be close to degenerate and the first peak is assigned to these two bands. The
second smaller peak relates to the e~ band. It is noticed that the Sd-band of the spectrum
is similar to that of other tetravalent manganese oxides such as МпОг (section 4.2) and
LÌ2Mn03 (section 4.3). Effects from rfd-correlations can modify the detailed spectral shape
of the 3<i-band region, but as yet no calculations are available to check this in detail.
In LaMnOs the lanthanum 5d-band again is positioned closer to the 3d-band. The 3<ίband of LaMnOa has a high-spin 3d 4 configuration, but from the analysis of the metal 2p
edge it has been concluded that the compound will be have close to degenerate high-spin
and low-spin configurations, with some admixture due to 3d spin-orbit coupling. Therefore
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the first peak is assigned to the remaining e1"-band overlapping with the t j . band. From
the analogy with the oxygen Is spectrum of ІлМпОг (also MnIV), it is expected that there
exists a second broad peak (or shoulder) at about 533 eV, though in the case of LaMnOs
this peak is obscured by the lanthanum 5ci-band.
The overall intensity of to the Sd-band is considerably larger for SrMnOs than for
LaMnOs. This is caused by an increased covalency of the tetravalent manganese ions in
SrMnOs. This covalency effect can be described as the mixing of 3d w + 1 L-character in
the 3dN ground state. According to the trends in the 3d-series in the ZSA-model, a 3d 3 configuration (like SrMnOs) should have a considerably larger charge transfer energy than
a 3d*-configuration (LaMnOa). (The hopping will be similar of magnitude as the lattice
constants are close to equal). This indicates that within the ZSA-model the mixing of
3d A r + 1 L-character is expected to be larger in case of LaMnOs, i n conflict with experiment.
The most probable solution to this discrepancy is to assume that the amount of admixture
of Sd^+'L-character does not agree exactly with the amount of covalency. As has been
discussed in section 4.1, a Sd^-configuration does not necessarily relate to atomic states of
projected 3d-character. The direct consequence is that in principle there can be direct tran
sitions from the oxygen Is core state to metal 3d-states and these transitions can explain
the extra intensity of the compounds with a higher valency like SrMnOa.
T h e o x y g e n I s edges of L a i _ z S r z F e 0 3
Figure 4.36 shows the I s x-ray absorption spectra of the Lai-xSr^FeOa-perovskites. In the
oxygen Is spectrum of LaFeOa the 3d-band shows a sharp two-peaked structure. Because the
iron atom is in a high spin 6Ai configuration, all spin-up states are filled and all spin-down
states are empty. Assuming the one-electron addition states to dominate, the two sharp
peaks relate to the spin-down І2д and spin-down eg states, and consequently the splitting
relates to the cubic crystal field splitting (with a small correction due to slightly different
exchange effects for <29 respectively e s electrons as discussed in chapter 3). It should be
noticed that the 3d-part of the LaFeOa spectrum is similar to that of FejOs (section 4.2)
and also MnO (section 4.3), which both also have а 6 Л 1 ground state.
The SrFeOs spectrum shows an intense two-peaked structure in the 3d-part, at consid
erably lower energy than the two LaFeOs-peaks. Because the ground state is dominated by
3d 5 L with some 3d 4 admixture, the shape of the one-electron addition spectra is difficult to
predict. In principle the first peak will be related mostly to the oxygen ρ character of the
tj.-band (but partly of the ej"-band) the second peak relates to the e" band. In the crystal
field multiplet model the final state, a transition is made from 3 d 5 ¿ —» 3d5 for both the в Л 1
and the 4 ΤΊ symmetry.
If LaFeOs is doped with only 10% strontium the SrFeOa-related peaks appear in the
gap, which is in complete analogy to NiO doped with lithium [19]. The only difference
is that for LaFeOs both the original as well as the impurity states are split by the cubic
crystal field. Thus the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra confirm that LaFeOs is indeed
a pure charge transfer insulator and if doped with holes, the holes will go mainly to the
oxygen sites. With increasing χ in the Lai-^S^FeOs-system the 'impurity states', related
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Figure 4.36: The Is χray absorption spectra of the
Lai-xSrzFeOa-system.
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to LaFeOs gain intensity and start to dominate the spectral shape.
4.4.3. C o n c l u s i o n s
Most structures in the metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra can be explained with the crystal
field multiplet model. From this analysis the dominating configuration as well as its (domi
nating) symmetry can be determined. Table 4.5 gives these configurations and symmetries
for the end-members of the measured perovskites. The symmetries found are in agreement
with the available experiments of the magnetic structure [50,52].
The SrFeOs ground state is found to be dominated by 3d 5 Ircharacter, which places it
in the class of oxides (with for example LiNiOj [19] and NaCuOj [58]) which are dominated
by a ligand hole ground state. These compounds, if placed in the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen
(ZSA) diagram [1], are described with a negative charge transfer (negative Δ ) . If the
absolute value of this negative Δ is larger than the bandwidth an insulator is formed, as is
the case for LiNiOj and NaCuCb- The metallic behaviour of SrFeOs indicates that (|Δ|) is
smaller than the bandwidth. Thus the oxides with Ш", Си11 and Fe111 ions are pure charge
transfer insulators with a laxge value for U and a considerably smaller value for Δ. The
charge transfer insulators are characterized by a relatively large bandgap due to a closed
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compound
ЗгТіОз
ЬаТіОз
ЗгМпОз
ЬаМпОз
SrFeOa
LaFeOs
ЗгСоОз
ЬаСоОз

main configuration
0
3d
1
3d
3
3d
4
3d
5
3d Ζ,
5
3d
5
3d
6
Sd
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main symmetry
2

τ2

м2
Ъ

Е*
Е"
"А,
'Т2

Ъ

Table 4.5: Symmetries of the parent compounds as found from metal 2p x-ray absorp
+1
tion. Specifically ЗгСоОз shows signs of a considerable admixture of 3d^ ¿-character.
*: Due to effects of 3d spin-orbit coupling there will be some admixture of 3 Ti-character.
**: The approximate overall symmetry is given. The dominating symmetries are the
contributing 3d5¿-configurations with partial 6Ai and 4Ti symmetry.

subshell system and/or large correlation effects. If mixed valence systems are studied, for
example Lai-jSrjFeOs or Li^Nii-^O, the states related to the valency with the negative
charge transfer (Ni 777 ; Fe / V ) are placed in the bandgap of the charge transfer insulators.
In contrast to SrFeOs, ЬаМпОз is not dominated by 3d 5 L-character, but instead it has
clear 3d 4 -behaviour including the Jahn-Teller distortion. Though there will be considerable
admixture of 3d 5 ¿-character, the ground state is dominated by 3d 4 -character. This can be
related to the fact that Mn11 forms in contrast to the iso-electronic F e m ion not pure charge
transfer insulating oxides, because not only U but also Δ is large (as discussed in section 4.1
U increases whereas Δ decreases with increasing valency ).
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4.5. Vanadium 2p and oxygen Is x-ray absorption of vanadium
oxides
In this section the vanadium 2p and oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of vanadium oxides
are discussed. Section 4.5.1. deals with the binary vanadium oxides V2O3, VO2 and V2O5.
In section 4.5.2. the results on the spinel system Zn^j-Li^V^C^ are discussed and section
4.5.3. focuses on the electronic phase transition in СЬVanadium oxides attract much attention due to their complicated electronic and struc
tural phase transitions, occurring in for example 20з(+Сг), VO2 and LÌVO2 [50,59,60].
The main reason for the complicated electronic and structural behaviour is that for the
3d1 and 3d2 configurations the Zd electrons are correlated, but as compared with the late
transition-metal oxides this correlation is less strong: In the late transition metal oxides,
like for instance NiO the correlation effects are so strong that they completely dominate the
electronic behaviour.
The 3d0 compounds (ТіОг or V2O5) are insulators with a band gap which is positioned
3
in between the filled oxygen 2p band and the empty 3rf band. The 3d compounds have a
filled tjj band, which also will tend to give an insulating state as in СГ2О3 and SrMnOs.
If the number of 3d electrons is 4 or more, correlation effects will become more dominant
1
/П
IV
2
as is clear from the examples given in the foregoing sections. The 3d ( Т і , V ) and 3d
777
IV
(V , CT ) configurations have a partly filled ijj-band. The electrons in this band behave
in a less correlated manner as they are more extended in character. The consequences
are a large metal-metal interaction. VO2 forms dimers below 350 Kelvin and LÌVO2 forms
trimers; also other vanadium oxides tend to form metal-metal bonds. The effects of metalmetal interactions will drive the crystal-structure to distort and complicated temperature
dependent structural changes can occur.
The driving force for the metal-metal bonding effects is the stabilization of the partly
filled f J 9 band by for example a dimerization, with the corresponding crystallographic distortion. The main difference between the 3d1 and the 3d2 configurations is the larger effective
exchange splitting (tC) for the latter. The effective exchange splitting is about twice as large
for 3d2 and whereas a 3d1 system like VO2 can distort by the formation of singlet vanadium
dimers, 3d2 systems will only split the t%g band by a lattice distortion. A similar splitting
will occur for the t^g band but this band has a higher energy due to the effective exchange
splitting. Given these relatively strong metal-metal interactions, the vanadium 2p x-ray absorption spectra will appear difficult to describe with the crystal field multiplet model. The
local geometry of the vanadium atoms will relate to low-symmetry point groups with large
distortions from a pure octahedral surrounding and furthermore the multiplet structure will
be blurred. With this in mind the x-ray absorption spectra of some vanadium oxides are
analysed in the following sections.
4.5.1. T h e binary vanadium oxides
The ground state configurations of the binary vanadium oxides are respectively S d ^ M i ] for
V2O5, 3dl[2T2] for VO2 and Sd^'T,] for V2O3. Their vanadium 2p and oxygen Is x-ray
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absorption spectra have been measured at the DRAGON monochromator [30] at the Na
tional Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The monochromator
resolution was better than 100 meV at 500 eV photon energy. The binary vanadium oxides
were obtained from A. Fujimori; more information concerning their preparation are given
in Ref. 61. A complicating factor is that the core level binding energies of a vanadium 2p
state and an oxygen Is state are almost equal. Figure 4.37 gives the spectral shape in the
energy region between 510 and 550 eV. In between the vanadium 2p part and an oxygen la
part a rather artificial borderline is drawn. Although the vanadium 2p edges and the oxygen
I s edges partly overlap, they still can be analysed. The vanadium edge will not show any
effect of oxygen until about 527 eV. Because the metal 2p edges are known to have little
structure behind the strong transitions to the 3d-band, also the oxygen spectra aie only
slightly distorted.
Figure 4.38 shows the vanadium 2p x-ray region of the absorption spectra of VjOa, VO2
and V2O5. The V2O3 spectrum can be explained from a 3d 2 [3Ti] —» 2p 5 3d 3 crystal field
multiplet calculation as given in section 3.4. The experimental spectrum is broad which
complicates a detailed analysis. However the small 'pre-edge' structure and the bump in
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between the L3 and L 2 edge are a clear indication of a 3d [ Ti] ground state. The broadness
of the structure is related to the lattice distortion. The VO2 spectrum is given for the cubic
high temperature phase (the effects of the phase transition are given in section 4.5.3). The
correspondence to the crystal field multiplet calculation for the S t i ^ ^ - s t a t e is not good
and to optimize the calculations possibly the Slater integrals have to be decreased. The
spectrum of VO2 is also broad, which is due to large vibrational effects and the existence
of quite strong lattice distortions. Because of the broadness of the spectrum it is not easy
to optimize the crystal field multiplet calculation. The shape of the V2O5 spectrum does
not show well resolved peaks, in contrast to other За 0 oxides such as SC2O3 and ТіСЬ. The
most probable explanation is that the complicated surrounding of the vanadium ions in
V2O5 complicates the crystal field multiplet spectrum, whereas the large vibrational effects
obscure a detailed structure. It can be concluded that the spectral shapes of the vanadium
oxides are broad, due to the relatively large distortions from octahedral surroundings and
large vibrational effects, which complicates their analysis.
Figure 4.39 gives the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of V2O3, VO2 and V2O5. As
discussed in section 4.2 the spectra contain a double peak related to the Sd-band and at
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higher energy a structure related to the 4sp-band Using a one-electron approach the double
peak of the 3d-band is ascribed to respectively the t^g and the e 9 subband split by the cubic
crystal field. V2O5 shows a sharp Í2S peak and a considerably broader e 9 peak, in accord
with the larger dispersion of the eg states. For VO2 an electron is present in the i ^ b a n d and
this electron will cause an effective exchange splitting in both the Í29 and e s band. The first
peak relates again to <29-symmetry and the second peak to the е 9 states. In principle both
will be split by the exchange splitting of about 0.6 eV, but the dispersional (plus life-time)
broadening will obscure this splitting. In V2O3 both the hg and the e 3 band are split by
an exchange splitting of the order of 1.2 eV and the i j s and t^g sub-bands are split by the
lattice distortions. Thus a whole series of slightly displaced bands are present, However in
the oxygen l i x-ray absorption spectrum these small splittings will not be visible and only
the main cubic crystal field splitting of the order of 2.5 eV is seen. The fact that the crystal
field split peaks are not as well resolved as for VO2 is a further indication that the spectrum
consists of a series of slightly displaced overlapping bands. A more detailed comparison with
theory needs the calculation of the oxygen ρ projected density of states, preferably with the
inclusion of the core hole. As discussed before the one-electron analysis is an approximation
in its incorrect treatment of correlation effects, which afifect specifically the 3d-part of the
spectrum.
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The Znj- I Li I V204 oxides have been much studied [50,62,63]. ZnV^C^ is an insulator in
which the trivalent vanadium ions of 3d 2 [ 3 Ti]-character occupy octahedral sites in the spinel
structure. LÍV2O4 is metallic and contains 50% trivalent and 50% tetravalent vanadium ions.
The conductivity is caused by metal-metal hopping from the 3d1 to the 3d2 configuration.
In the mixed Zni-jLia-V^CU system the replacement of lithium for zinc increases the amount
of tetravalent vanadium, due to which an insulator to metal transition occurs at χ « 0.35.
As noticed by Goodenough et al. [60] this relates to a percolation threshold for the metallic
pathway, associated with Vnl-VIV neighbours.
The x-ray absorption spectra were measured with the SX700 (II) monochromator [49] at
the Berliner ElektronenSpeicherring Gesellschaft für Synchrotronstrahlung (BESSY). The
monochromator resolution was about 0.1 eV (fwhm). The spectra were recorded in total
electron yield mode and were corrected for intensity loss of the beam during measurement.
The samples, sintered pellets, were scraped with a diamond file to ensure surface cleanliness.
Figure 4.40 shows the vanadium 2p x-ray absorption spectra of the mixed spinel system
Zni-jLi^V^C^. The bottom spectrum contains only 10% lithium, thus only 5% tetravalent
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vanadium, and the spectrum is compared with a crystal field multiplet calculation of the
3d2 [3Ti] —> 2ps3d3 transition. From the good agreement it is concluded that the trivalent
vanadium ions are indeed in a 3 Ti configuration. Because the x-ray absorption process has
a smaller time scale than the electron hopping, the vanadium 2p x-ray absorption spectra
can be described as an superposition of the trivalent and tetravalent vanadium spectra.
Thus the spectrum of LÍV2O4 (with 10% Zn) is simulated with a one-to-one addition of the
2 3
1
multiplet structures for За [ Ti] and 3d рТг]. The agreement with the experimental spectral
is good. The series of spectra shown in figure 4.40 show a gradual change, in agreement with
the linear interpolation scheme of the addition of the multiplet spectra of the two distinct
valencies according to their occupancy.
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Figure 4.41: The oxygen
Is x-ray absorption spectra of
the Zni_ I Li I V204 spinel sys
tem.
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Figure 4.41 shows the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of the mixed spinel-system
Zni-zLij-VjO,». The Zno.gLio.iV^C^ shows a first structure at 535 eV with two shoulders on
its low energy side, and at higher energy a sharp peak at about 539 eV and a peak at 543 eV.
Following the assignments as discussed in the comparison with band structure calculations
in section 4.4, the structures at 539 and 543 eV are assigned to oxygen ρ character hybridized
with vanadium 4sp-bands. This structure is insensitive to the lithium concentration. The
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structures at the edge are assigned to the 3d-band, but as in this case the oxides contain
zinc, it is possible that the zinc 4s-band hybridizes strongly with the oxygen 2p states and
generates a distinct peak relatively close to threshold. Because vanadium in ZnV204 is
trivalent and surrounded octahedrally, the 3d-part of the spectrum is expected to resemble
the spectrum of V2O3 as given in section 4.2. However the spectral shape is different and
this support the hypothesis that the main peak at 535 eV in fact relates to the zinc 4«-band.
The shoulder at 532 eV is assigned to the <29 peak of trivalent vanadium and there will be
a second peak at about 534.5 eV, which is obscured by the zinc-peak. The small peak
at about 530.5 eV is assigned to the tetravalent vanadium states due to the 10% lithium
doping. Unfortunately pure ZnV204 has not been measured, but as this peak gains intensity
for the sample with 20% lithium the assignment is justified.
The oxygen l.s x-ray absorption spectrum of Zno.iLio 9V2O4 is dominated by two strong
peaks which are assigned to the ¿29 and e s bands. The VIII-VIV hopping will be of a shorter
timescale than the reaction of the crystal lattice, thus the vanadium to oxygen distances will
be in between those of V111 and VIV and is only one crystallographic site, which contains
two electronically different (fluctuating) vanadium ions.
Going from the ZnV204 to LÌV2O4 the peak related to zinc should disappear, the peaks
related to trivalent vanadium should diminish to half its intensity and the peaks related to
tetravalent vanadium will appear (and are much more intense due to increased covalence).
The peak at threshold increases intensity as a function of the lithium doping, and the peak
at 532 eV, visible at 10% and 20% lithium-concentration, disappears. From this observation
it is concluded that the peak at 532 eV relates to the <29 peak of trivalent vanadium which
becomes blurred in the spectrum due to the increase of the e 9 peak of the tetravalent
vanadium. In the insulating phase there are crystallographically distinct Vln and VIV
sites, whereas in the metallic phase there still will be electronically distinct vanadium sites,
but as it is expected that the crystallographic rearrangements cannot adjust to the hopping,
there will exist an effective vanadium-oxygen distance. To clarify this point it is noted that
the assumption of two electronically distinct sites implicates that the system is considered
as a heterogeneous mixed valence system. The alternative is a homogenous mixed valence
system, which contains only one kind of vanadium sites, which are a quantum-mechanical
mixture of the 3d1 and За 2 configurations. A heterogeneous mixed valence system can be
metallic even if both U and Δ are larger than the bandwidth, because the hopping from a
specific 3d1 site to a 3d 2 site does not cost energy apart from an activation energy.
The metal insulator transition is not visible in the x-ray absorption spectra. The vana
dium 2p x-ray absorption spectra do not distinguish metals 2 from insulators because the
absorption process is has a shorter timescale than the electron hopping. The indirect effects
(on the cubic crystal field strength) due to the existence of crystallographic equivalent V"1
and VIV sites in the metallic phase will be too small to be detected with the amount of
structure present. Also in the oxygen Is edges the transition is not directly evident; the
close similarity of the spectra in the metallic region (for ΐχ,, > 0.6) is possibly related to
the fact that in this regime the V111 and V!V sites are crystallographically equivalent (but
still there should be the additional effect of zinc 4s states). The хы = 0.4 spectrum (at the
2

That is metallic behaviour as a result of electron hopping.
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metal insulator transition point) is clearly different from the higher lithium concentrations,
which most probably is related to the existence of two different crystallographic site in the
insulating phase.
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4.5.3. T h e phase transition of VO2
Reproduced from Physical Review B. 4 3 , 7263 (1991).

This paper focuses on the phase transition occurring in VO2. The purpose is to show
the effects of the phase transition on the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectrum, in
order to show that oxygen Is x-ray absorption is a sensitive probe to changes in the
electronic structure. For the case of VO2 it is concluded that in the insulating phase
below 67° Celsius, the t2S-band is split due to vanadium-vanadium interactions, in
agreement with the qualitative molecular orbital model.
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We present the О Is and V lp absorption edges of VO, at room temperature and at Г = 120'C,
e
1 e . below and above the melai insulator transition lemperature 7", =s67 C The О \s spectra show a
clear splitting of 1 eV ir the unoccupied ¿, band below T, Because the V 2p absorption edges are
dominated by the V ïp-id interaction in the final state, these spectra show minor changes that cannot be easily correlated with the changes m the unoccupied density of states

I. INTRODUCTION
The site and symmetry selectivity of x-ray absorption
has always been a major potential source of information
However the deep core levels probed by hard χ rays are
broad and only the recent improvements in the energy
resolution of the soft-x-ray monochromators1-3 and the
development of powerful theoretical techniques to ana
lyze the experimental results4 l 0 has allowed a boom in
the field of sofl-x-ray-absorplion spectroscopy (XAS) In
an effort to explore the limits of sofl-XAS we are using it
to study the unoccupied states in very interesting and
sometimes difficult materials In this case we present
data on V 0 2 which undergoes a first-order structural
phase transition at ТС**Ы 'С which is accompanied by
an abrupt change in the electric conductivity In addi
tion the optical properties of this material also change
dramatically, even in the visible, which promises to make
VO2 a very useful component in future optical switching
devices
Here we present the О Is and V 2p absorption edges of
VO2 at room temperature and at Τ = 120 °C (1 e , below
and above the transition temperature Tc, respectively)
The О Is spectrum proves to be very useful in the study
of the metal-insulator transition because it maps the
unoccupied states on the V 3d band due to О 2p-\ 3d
coi aient mixing The fact that we are not dealing with
joint density of states usually makes the interpretation of
the spectra much easier in comparison with the analysis
of optical properties In particular we will show that the
О І5 spectrum gives directly the splitting of the unoccu
pied d ; band, and that the changes across the phase tran43

smon are larger than those indicated for other states by
other investigations
The paramagnetic metallic phase of VO¡ has the
tetragonal rutile (T1O2) structure Below Tc it undergoes
a structural transition to a nonmagnetic monoclmic
phase in which pairs of V atoms are brought closer lo
each other " This material has been studied by means of
many spectroscopic techniques such as photoemission, 12-1 ' reflectance, and hard-x-ray absorption," and
especially photoemission spectra showed the disappearance of the states at the Fermi level when going from the
high-temperature to the low-temperature phase ' 5 The
electronic structure of VO2 was calculated using the
band-structure approach in the metallic phase and cluster
calculations in both phases """

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The experiments reported here were performed at the
National Synchrotron Light Source in Drookhaven using
the Dragon monochromator ' The energy resolution of
the monochromator in the energy range of interest
( ~ 500 eV ) was better than 100 meV. Note that the О Is
linewidth is about 100-200 meV,2" which is narrower
than the energy resolution of any monochromator in this
energy range up to 1988 The sample was a VO, single
crystal grown by the chemical vapor transport method
and cleaved parallel to the (110), plane of the rutile
phase The spectra were collected in the total electron
yield mode with the polarization vector of the photons
parallel to the с axis of the rutile phase
7263
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure I shows ihe О lì absorption spectra of VO2 taken at room temperature and 7"= 120 *C. The sharp peaks
near threshold are attributed to transition to states with
mainly V id character which are hybridized with О 2p
states This is in agreement with the assignment of this
2
structure in previous studies of transition-metal oxides. '
To understand the origin of the different peaks in the
spectra we will resort to the widely used classification
scheme based largely on molecular-orbital (MO) and
crystal-field ideas
The top panel of Fig 2 shows schematically how the
V 0 6 octahedra share edges in the undistorted rutile struc
ture and the coordinate system used in the present
analysis. The V 3d.
and 3</ 2_ 2 orbitals point to
wards the ligands and form the σ and σ* bands with the
О 2p orbitals On the other hand, the V 3dxz and 3d 2 or
bitals point in between the ligands and form the π and тг*
bands. Finally the relatively nonbonding V Мяу orbital
points in between the ligands and towards the nextnearest-neighbor V site and form the d,| band Figure
2(a) shows the electronic structure of metallic VOj based
22 23
on this MO analysis '
In particular we note the for
mation of the partially filled d| band overlapping the π*
band The complicated distortion below Tc destroys
completely the symmetry of the V 0 6 octahedra and
forms pairs of V atoms. Figure 2(b) shows the splitting of
the d|| band due to the formation of the V-V dimers. The
band splitting is partly originated by pairing effects, how
ever, electron repulsion yields an important contribution
to the splitting , Β · 2 4 2 5 The filling of the lower energy
band, which corresponds to singlet pairing within the di
mers, explains both the abrupt drop in the electric con
ductivity and the absence of magnetic order below Tc.
With this classification in mind we can now assign the
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FIG 1 О Is absorption spectra of VO; taken at room tem
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FIG 2 Top panel schematic representation of the VOe oc
tahedra in the undisiorted rutile structure Lower panel MO
approach to the electronic structure in V02, (a) undistorted and
(b) distorted

peaks in the О Is spectra In particular we note that the
localized pairing interactions, which result from the V-V
dimenzation below Г,., are strong enough to push the
unoccupied part of the dy band more than 1 eV above the
TT* band edge. By contrast, the weak shift of the σ* band
towards higher energies ( — 0.2 eV) reflects smaller
changes in bonding and the ir* band hardly shifts at all
due to its even weaker bonding properties. As optical
data and photoemission spectra indicate that the gap be
tween the occupied dj, and the unoccupied тг* edges is
— 0 7 eV (Ref. 15) we arrive at a splitting of more than 2
eV between the occupied and the unoccupied ¿ц band
edges Thus it is worth stressing again that the main
changes occur in the dy band and that the тг* band hard
ly changes
Within the framework of the model discussed above
the intensity of the different peaks in the О Is spectra
should be related to the degree of hybridization in each
MO-denved band. Using this criterion one could explain
the larger intensity of the σ* band peak with respect to
the weakly bonding тг* and dy band peaks However, it
is particularly puzzling that the relatively nonbonding d]
band peak in the distorted phase is almost as intense as
the тг* band peak This discrepancy between simple MO
theory and experiment was already noticed in the study
of the О І5 spectra of transition-metal oxides21 and indi
cates the importance of solid-state effects beyond this ap
proximation. A full qualitative discussion of the О Is
spectra would require a symmetry-projected bandstructure calculation, like the one presented in the study
of the О Is spectra of CuO,8 the computation of indepen
dent particle matrix elements and the inclusion of corehole effects Unfortunately, not even a band-structure
calculation of V 0 2 in the distorted phase is available at
the present time
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Figure 3 shows the V 2p absorption edge of О г laken
at room temperature and Τ = 120 °C We observe the
presence of minor changes between the spectra which are
not comensurate with those observed in the O \s spectra
and cannot be explained by an increase in the phonon
contribution to the broadening either However, the
spectra have some common features whose discussion is a
good starting point to understand the origin of the
changes between the spectra These features are the
transfer of spectral weight away from threshold, the devi
ation of the intensity ratio between the spin-orbit-split
2p)n and 2/11,, doublet from the ideal 2/1 ratio, and the
decrease in the apparent spin-orbit splitting of the 2p lev
el in the absorption spectra (~6 6 eV) as compared with
l4
the splitting observed in XPS (~7 4 eV)
Zaanen et al
demonstrated that all these effects are the natural conse
quence of the strong interaction between the 2p core hole
6
and the id electrons in the final state These interactions
are of the same order of magnitude of the V 2p spin-orbit
splitting which causes a large redistribution of the inten
6
sity throughout the entire spectra
We also note that the structure of the V 2p edges does
not match the density of states inferred from the О \s
l7
spectra or given by ab mino calculations " We attri
bute this discrepancy to the strong influence of the V
2p-id interactions in the final state Taking these points
into account we conclude that the changes in the V 2p ab
sorption spectra above and below Tc are mainly due to
changes in the V id band structure, but since the atomic
correlations dominate the spectra these changes are
washed out
Finally we discuss the question of whether the transi
tion is of a Mott (electron-electron correlation) or a
Peierls (electron-lattice interaction) type This question
was the subject of intense theoretical efforts based on so
phisticated computation techniques 2 ' ^ We believe that
no clear-cut answer is possible because both effects con
tribute to the transition In particular electron correla
tion contributes to the splitting of the d band" 2 4 2 ! and
the observation of an anomalously large Debye-Waller
factor in x-ray-diffraction studies of V 0 2 just above the
transition indicates the importance of electron-phonon in
teractions 3 0 However, we want to make a few remarks
The absence of magnetic order below Tc indicates that
the transition cannot be formally considered of the Mott
type and suggests the formation of a singlet within each
dimer The large splitting of the d{ band inferred from
the О Is spectra, in contrast with the weak changes ob
served in the π* and σ" bands, shows clearly the impor
tance of localized paring interactions within the V-V di
mer Therefore, we think that the transition in V 0 2 is ba
sically dnven by the lowering in energy of the occupied
^l band associated with the distortion of the crystal sym
metry and the concomitant enhancement of electronelectron correlation effects We also note that if pairing
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is necessary for the formation of a given bond then each
extra bond makes more likely the formation of the next
bond since the hopping which stabilizes the metallic
phase is made less probable, this provides the basis of the
cooperative effect necessary lo explain the ongin of the
phase transition itself
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown that XAS yields very in
teresting information on the metal-insulator phase transi
tion in VO2 In particular the О Is spectrum maps the
mainly V id band character and shows directly the split
ting of the unoccupied d¡ band This observation gives
further support to the theories which explain the transition in terms of localized pairing interactions within the
V-V dimer We think that the potential of XAS in the
study of phase transitions is not limited to this particular
case and deserves to be fully investigated
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4.6.

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

4.5.4. Conclusions for the vanadium oxides
The binary vanadium oxides have, in comparison with the late transition metal oxides,
broad metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra. This large broadening is related to the relatively
extended 3d-electrons. This gives rise to extra broadening due to dispersion, vibrations and
lattice distortions. The 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of ZnV204 is considerably sharper in
accord with the lack of (strong) vanadium-vanadium interactions. The relatively extended
3d wavefunctions give rise to metal-metal bonding effects. As discussed in section 4.5.3 VO2
forms a singlet bond between the two 3d1[2T2]-states of neighbouring vanadium sites and
this bond-formation is accompanied by a lattice distortion and a metal insulator transition.
In case of V2O3 the effective exchange of the 3d 2 [ 3 Ti] configuration is too large to allow the
formation of singlet states and the lattice distortion which takes place splits the <J9-band.
The <J.-band is positioned at higher energy.
In its metallic phase the Zn1_j.Lia.V2O4 system the electronic hopping is faster than the
crystallographic reaction to it and the result is that there are two electronically different
vanadium states that occupy identical crystallographical sites. In contrast in the insulating
phase there are two distinct crystallographic (and electronical) sites. For the vanadium 2p
x-ray absorption spectra this implicates that in the insulating phase the total spectrum is an
addition of the two valencies with their specific cubic crystal field strength. In the metallic
phase the spectrum is also an addition of the two valencies but because there is only one
crystallographic site the cubic crystal field strengths are slightly modified.
A similar line of reasoning should apply to the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra and
in the insulating phase indeed two different valencies can be identified. In the metallic
phase however only one set of crystal field split peaks is seen. In principle there should be
two electronically distinct final states, but as they have an identical cubic crystal field they
possibly overlap. The influence of the zinc 4s-band should be clarified with a density of
states calculation.
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4.6. Conclusions concerning the electronic structure
In the foregoing sections different groups of transition metal oxides have been discussed. In
this concluding section the results concerning the configurations and the symmetries of the
3</-metal ions. In table 4.6 the dominating configuration and its (dominating) symmetry
are given. It must kept in mind that in general a strong mixing between ZdN and 3dN+1L
can occur. For example Mn1", Co"1 and CoIV will contain a considerable amount of ligand
hole character.
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Compound

Sdîrs

Valency
4
3
За"
0
З ^ м 3d
2
3d M S d 1 ^
(3d 3 L) ?
3d 3
4
3d 3
3d , s
5
3d ,,., 3d 5 L

3^5
3d8
3d9

3d 8 L
Sd9!

2
Sc
Ti
V
Cr
Mn
Fe
Co
Ni
Cu

3d5ff.s

34.,

3di s

-

Table 4.6: The dominating configuration of the ground states of the 3<i-metal ions in
(stoichiometric) oxides where they occur in (distorted) octahedral sites. The symmetry
of the state is denoted with LS, low-spin and HS, high-spin. IS denotes an intermediate
(or mixed) spin state, м indicates strong lattice distortions in the binary oxides due to
metal-metal bonding effects.

Divalent oxides
It can be seen in the table that all divalent 3d-metal oxides occur in the high-spin configura
tion. This is caused by the relatively small covalent bonding of the metal 3d-electrons with
the oxygen 2p-electrons and correspondingly the relatively small cubic crystal field strengths
of about 1 eV. An additional consequence of the small covalency are small 3d bandwidths,
which means that U and Δ are larger than the bandwidths and hence all (late) divalent
3d-metal oxides are insulators. For NiO and CuO U > Δ and according to the ZSA-diagram
a pure charge transfer state is formed. For MnO, FeO and CoO U « Δ and an intermediate
charge transfer/Mott-Hubbard state is formed. (For a more quantitative interpretation see
for example Refs. 5 and 10).

Charge transfer insulators
Apart from N i " and C u / / also Fe / / / -ions form pure charge transfer insulators. If a pure
charge transfer insulator is doped with holes these holes are accommodated at the oxygen
sites. A direct consequence is that the stoichiometric oxides with a higher valency, thus N i ; / i
in ІЛМОг, Cu1" in NaCu02 and TeIV in SrFeOa, are also dominated by 3d A ' + 1 L-character.
If these oxides are placed in the ZSA-diagram they have to be described with a negative
charge transfer energy, that is the system gains energy if an electron is transferred from the
oxygen-ligands to the metal site.
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Tetravalent oxides
The tetravalent oxides are dominated by strong covalency effects which will cause large cubic
IV
crystal field strengths and consequently low-spin states as for example for Co , which
has a low-spin ground state despite the fact that the large effective exchange of the five
spin-up electrons favours a high-spin configuration. Notice the trends in the spin-state:
divalent iron has a high-spin Si^-configuration, but trivalent cobalt is low-spin. Likewise
divalent manganese and trivalent iron are high-spin, but tetravalent cobalt is low-spin. The
large covalency will also favour a metallic state as the resulting bandwidth will tend to
dominate over correlation effects. The SrTMOa perovskites discussed in section 4.4 indeed
are metallic in case of vanadium, chromium, iron and cobalt. However there are a range
possible alternatives to the metallic phase. SrTiOa is not metallic (at room temperature)
because a bandgap is formed between the filled oxygen 2p-band and the empty titanium
3d-band. ЗгМпОз is also not metallic as a small bandgap is formed in between the filled tjj
sub-band and the other sub-bands. Also VO2 is not a metal at room temperature and as has
been discussed in section 4.5 this is caused by metal-metal bonding which forms vanadium
dimers.
Trivalent oxides
The covalency of the trivalent oxides is intermediate between the divalent and the tetravalent
oxides. The spin state, which is formed as a result of the competition between the covalency
(cubic crystal field) and the effective exchange, is low-spin for ЗсР-Со111 and high-spin for
M^-Fe111. The reason is that a 3d^ s -configuration is stabilized by the 5 unpaired spins, while
the 3d¿5-configuration is stabilized by the fact that its Í2S sub-band is completely filled. For
the 3d 4 -state of trivalent manganese oxides the low-spin and high-spin configurations are
close to degenerate and furthermore they are mixed by 3d spin-orbit coupling. The actual
ground state is sensitive to the structure of a specific oxide and in general the description
must use a combination of high-spin (5E) and low-spin ( 3 Ti) configurations. A further
complication is that the high-spin configuration will be affected by a Jahn-Teller distortion.
The analysis of the manganese 2p x-ray absorption spectrum of ЬіМпОг (given in section
4.3.) showed that in this compound the spin state must be described as a mixture of 3 Ti
and 5E symmetries.
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5. APPLICATIONS
As intimated earlier in this thesis the potential of (soft) x-ray absorption spectroscopy has
developed from a rather uninteresting and experimentally difficult technique to a technique
with high sensitivity, very high resolution and backed by a considerable degree of theoretical
understanding. This development makes (soft) x-ray absorption spectroscopy a potentially
useful tool for the study of a wide variety of fields. For this reason cooperations have been
started with a number of well-known groups to demonstrate the possible applications of
(soft) x-ray absorption. In this chapter a number of these applications are illustrated.
Fields of potential interest include the study of the metal-centers in for example enzymes and other bioinorganic materials. A preliminary study is discussed in section 5.1.
Section 5.2 deals with the superconducting oxides, specifically the lead/bismuth perovskites.
In section 5.3 the use of x-ray absorption for mineralogy is discussed: In the study of minerals
an important question is the determination of the (distribution of the) crystallographic sites
of the constituents and its relation to the local electronic structure. Section 5.4 combines
polarization dependent measurements with ion yield detection for the study of surfaces and
interfaces.
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5.1. Bioinorganics
Bioinorganics is concerned with the role of metal ions in living systems. Metal ions, in partic
ular iron, copper and manganese, play an important role in metalloproteins like haemoglobin
and the photo-redox system [1]. An important aspect of the 3d-metal ions is their ability
to change their valency with all the consequences for its magnetic, electronic and structural
behaviour.
Because the Sd-metal ions are embedded in large organic complexes, with concentrations
which are typically of the order of 1 : 10 e , x-ray absorption is a valuable technique due
to its site selectivity. At present the EXAFS signal of the metal К edges is a successfully
applied experimental technique for the determination of the local site geometry of the metalcenters [2,3]. The great promise of (soft) x-ray absorption of the metal 2p edges is the
possibility to analyse the electronic structure in great detail and in this manner to unravel
the intimate connections between structural and electronic (plus magnetic) aspects of the
metal-centers in organic complexes.
The structures in the metaJ 2p edges are as sharp as 0.1 eV (hwhm), and these edges
have a great potential to derive more detailed electronic structure information. Furthermore
the 2p edges are sensitive to the valency, the symmetry of the ground state, the ligand field
strength and in specific cases the 3d spin-orbit coupling and site distortions from cubic
symmetry. A typical example of a 3d-metal complex in bioinorganics is photo-system II,
which contains an active site with four manganese ions. The valency is changed in steps
from (four) trivalent to tetravalent manganese ions. Though EXAFS of the meted К edges
has been able to determine accurately the nearest neighbour distances [4,5], the electronic
as well magnetic changes still remain largely unsolved.
The main problem in metal 2p x-ray absorption spectroscopy has been the detection
of the low concentrations of metal ions, but with the development of sensitive fluorescence
detectors this problem is largely solved now [6]. As yet, some preliminary studies on rubredoxin and copper (II) complexes have been performed [7]. The next section contains a study
to verify the possibility to determine the cubic crystal field and the valency of manganese
in a series of inorganic compounds as well as organic complexes. The experiments were per
formed by Steve Cramer et al., using the DRAGON monochromator at NSLS, Brookhaven.
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5.1.1. Ligand field strengths and oxidation states from m a n g a n e s e L-edges
This section has been accepted in the Journal of the American Chemical Society and will
be published September 1991.
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ABSTRACT
Lj.s x-ray absorption spectra have been recorded for Mn11, Mn111, and Mn'*' samples
with a variety of ligands. For high-spin M n / ; complexes, a systematic variation in spec
tra is observed as the ligand field is increased. A dramatically different spectrum is
observed for Mn(CN)g , consistent with the presence of a low spin complex. Progress
ing in oxidation state from Mn11 to Ma111 through MnIV complexes, the primary peak
position shifts first 1.5-2 eV and then 1-2 eV to higher energy, and the ratio of L3
to L2 intensity decreases. The spectra have been been quantitatively simulated using
ал atomic multiplet program with an octahedral crystal field superimposed. The high
resolution, strong sensitivity to chemical environment and amenability to quantitative
spectral shape analysis indicate that L-edges of the first transition series metals are a
potentially useful probe for bioinorganic studies.
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Introduction
This paper presents new data on the chemical sensitivity of manganese Ьг.з x-ray absorption
edges and discusses the potential bioinorganic applications of soft x-ray L-edge spectroscopy.
Transition metal complex L^.s-edge spectra involve 2p —» 3d transitions, and hence are sensi
tive to factors which change 3d orbital splittings and populations [8]. Improved synchrotron
radiation beam lines allow these 3d-metal L-edge spectra to be probed with high resolu
tion [9], and soft x-ray array detectors permit analysis of dilute metalloproteins [6]. In this
communication, we illustrate the sensitivity of manganese L-edges to ligand field, spin state,
and oxidation state, and we interpret the effects by performing atomic multiplet calculations
including the cubic crystal field.
Experimental
L-edge spectra were recorded in electron yield mode using beam line U4-B [9] at the National
Synchrotron Light Source. Finely powdered compounds were spread across the adhesive side
of aluminium tape and placed with the sample normal at 45 degrees to both the incoming
beam and the vertical chamber axis. The sample chamber vacuum of better than 10~ 5 torr
was separated from the upstream vacuum of 1 0 - 1 0 torr by a 1000 A aluminium foil. A
Galileo 4716 channeltron electron multiplier measured the electron yield from the sample
as the monochromator swept the incident energy. The spectra were calibrated arbitrarily
using 640 eV for the absorption maximum in МпРг; the true value may be 1-2 eV lower.
MnF2, МпОг, MnCh and MnSO.» were used as received from Alfa Products. MnS was
a kind gift from Dr. Rüssel Chiannelli, Exxon Research. ( N E t ^ M n C U [10], K4Mn(CN) e
[11], [НВ(3,5-Ме)2р2)з]2- Mn / v (C104)2 [12], [НВ(3,5-Ме)2рг)з]2- М п ш ( С 1 0 4 ) [13], [HB(3,5Ме)2рг)з]2- M n " [13] and [Mn(acen)(N02)] [14] were prepared in the Armstrong laboratory
by the cited literature methods. [Mn2(H2L)(Cl)2]2-(C104)2-2dmfH20 [15] was prepared in
the McKee laboratory, and М п г С ^ р і с ^ [16] was prepared in the Christou laboratory.
Results and Discussion
The profound differences between 3d-metal К and L-edges are illustrated for МпСІ2 in
Figure 5.1. A Is —» 3d transition is dipole-forbidden, and the weak doublet found at the
foot of the K-edge is thought to occur both as a Is —» 3d quadrupole transition and by mixing
of 4p character into the 3d-band, by vibrations or other means. [17,18]. The splitting of
1.0 eV resolved in the second derivative spectrum is close to optical values of 0.93-1.03 eV
reported for lODq [19,20]. In contrast with the simple and weak K-edge doublet, numerous
strong features are observed at the L-edge.
The additional structure has been interpreted as the combination of crystal field effects
with splittings due to multipole pd and dd interactions For the M n " ion the 3d 5 [ e 5] atomic
ground state is determined by the multipole dd interactions, either factorized in Slater
integrals (F2, F*) or alternatively in Racah parameters (В, C). The a 5 atomic ground state
does not split; in cubic symmetry the fully symmetric state is renamed to 6A\. From this
e
yl 1 (2p e 3d 5 [(íJ s ) 3 (eí") 2 ]) ground state, transitions are possible to a series of 2p 5 3d e final states
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of symmetries which couple to the ground state. The final states are, like the ground state,
determined by the dd multipole interactions. Important additional interactions are caused
by the core hole: the 2p core hole spin-orbit coupling splits the absorption spectrum into an
L3 and an L2 part, and the pd multipole Coulomb and exchange interactions ( F 2 , * ? 1 , * ? 3 ) ,
which are in the order of 5 eV also modify the spectrum considerably. This gives rise to
hundreds of lines with distinct envelopes [21].
An important factor for the broadening of the line spectrum is the lifetime of the final
state. Depending on the specific symmetry of the final state, the possible (Auger) decay
channels have different transition probabilities and lifetimes. As these symmetry-dependent
relaxation rates are unknown, for the simulations all lines are broadened equivalently with
a Lorentzian of 0.1 eV for the L3 edge and 0.3 eV for the L2 edge.
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Mn Complex
(Et4N)2[MnCl4]
MnS
MnCl2
MnF 2
MnSOi
[НВ(3,5-Ме2р2)з)2Мп]
K4Mn(CN)e

Optical lODq (eV) X-Ray lODq (eV)
-0.41
-0.3
.88
0.6
0.93
0.75
0.97
0.75
~1.0
0.75
~1.3
1.05
~3.7
3.9

Ref.
[27]
[281
[19]
[291

[зоі

[30]
[32]

Table 5.1: Comparison of the cubic crystal field strengths as derived from optical
spectroscopy and manganese 2p x-ray absorption.

Experimental L-edge spectra for a series of octahedral Mn11 complexes are compared
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with atomic multiplet calculations in Figure 5.2. For these calculations, atomic values for
the Slater integrals were used [22]. The values of lODq which gave the best simulations are
compared with parameters derived from UV-visible spectroscopy in the Table. It reveals
that there is a deviation between the UV-visible and x-ray results. The lODq values from
x-ray absorption, which in fact are final state values, are approximately 25% smaller than
the UV-visible results. This relation is valid for all high-spin MR11 complexes. The decrease
of the cubic crystal field strength in the final state may be due to an increased localisation
of the 3d-states in the presence of the core-hole [23]. A similar argument would appear to
hold for the K-edge splittings; yet these appear comparable to the optical values. Further
study of the relationship between x-ray and optical splittings is clearly needed.

1

1

'

'

1

'

1

r

Figure 5.2: Experimental (- ) and theoretical (—) Ьг.з edges
for (top to bottom)
[НВ((3,5Ме)2рг)з]2Мп, MnF 2 ,
MnS, and [NEt^MnCU- The
lODq values used for the simu
lations are given in the table. A
Gaussian broadening of 0.1 eV
was applied to correct for instru
mental broadening. Additional
Lorentzian linewidths were ap
plied to best simulate the data.
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ENERGY (eV)

655

The branching ratio of L3 intensity to total line strength, І(Ь3)/І(Ьз
+ Li), decreases
significantly for low-spin Mn'1, as illustrated by the spectrum of Mn(CN)g _ in figure 5.3.
Such changes have been theoretically analysed by Thole and van der Laan [24]. For
Mn11 the theoretical branching ratio is 0.75 for high-spin and 0.59 for low-spin. A crys
tal field multiplet calculation with an octahedral crystal field strength of 3.9 eV results
in a 2T2{3d5[(t2g)3(t2g)2}) ground state. From this ground state, transitions are possible
5
e
1
3 ί
3
to the 2p 3d final state where the six 3d-electrons have ^4ι[(ί2 9 ) ( 2 ί Γ ) ] symmetry. For
5
the L3 region, this state is separated by about 2 eV from the other 2p 3d e multiplet lines.
Examination of the low energy side of this band reveals a line width of about 0.35 eV.
Significant changes in L-edge structure and position occur upon oxidation from Mn11 to
Mn11' or M n / V , as shown in Figure 5.4. For complexes with the same ligands, the average
shift in main peak position is on the order of 1.5-2 eV for Mn'1 to M n / / / , and about 1-2 eV
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Figure 5.3: Experimental Ьг.з
spectrum for K4Mn(CN)e com
pared with stick diagram show
ing relative oscillator strengths
of individual transitions be
fore instrumental and linewidth
broadening, calculated using
lODq = 3.9 eV.
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for M n
to Mn \ For comparison, manganese K-edges shift on the order of 3-4 eV for
similar oxidation state changes [25]. Since the reported natural line widths for К and L-edges
are 1.12 and 0.32 eV respectively [26], it appears that the ratio of edge shift to resolution is
higher for the L-edges. This should make Lredges more favourable for deciphering mixtures
of oxidation states.
In the present simulations it is assumed that the Mn" ion exists as a pure За 5 ground
state. For a higher oxidation state such as M n / V , assumption of the corresponding 3d 3
ground state is less justified. Due to increased covalency, mixing of 3d 4 L character, where
L means a hole on the ligand, is more important. In the present calculations the role of
covalency is not considered explicitly, but the effects are effectively included by reducing
the Slater integrals.
An additional complicating factor for the Mn111 spectra is that the 5 £ - 3¿ 4 [(Í2 9 ) 3 (e+) 1 ]
ground state in octahedral symmetry is not stable because of the half-filled eff level. This
degeneracy is lifted by a Jahn-Teller distortion which reduces the symmetry to tetragonal.
Preliminary investigation reveals lower symmetry can have a considerable effect on the
spectra. In summary, although the simulations of ionic M n / / complexes were successful,
additional work is needed to assess the utility of the atomic multiplet model for lower
symmetry and more covalent М п ш and MnIV complexes.
Conclusions and Prognosis
Since К level near edge and EXAFS spectroscopies are now popular tools for bioinorganic
studies, it is worth noting the potential of Ьг.з edges for first transition metal characterization
in biological samples [35]. A dominant experimented factor is the short penetration length
of L-edge x-rays. In the 500-1000 eV range where vanadium through zinc L-edges occur,
many absorption coefficients are 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than at the corresponding
K-edges. Thus, for example, the 1/e transmission length in aqueous media is 7800 Â at
the manganese L-edge, compared to 0.4 mm at 6 keV near the manganese K-edge. This
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Figure 5.4: Oxidation state dependence of L-edge position and shape. Top to bottom:
[HB(3,5Me)2pz)3]2Mn/v'(C104)2 (—) and М п ^ С Ы р і ф (- - -), where 'pic' = picolinate
anion;
piemontite - Са2(МпІІІ,¥е(т),АІ)2АЮ-ОЩ8І207ЦЗі04}
(—) and Mn / 7 / (acen)(N02) (- -), where 'acen' = N,N'-ethylenebis(acetylacetone imine);
Mn"F2 (—) and [Mn^(HL)(Cl)2]2(C104)2-2dmf· H2O (- - -), where 'HzL' = 1,7,14,20tetramethyl-2,6,15,19-tetra-aza[7,7] (2,6)pyridinophane-4,17-diol.
The spectrum of the former Mn / l / complex appears to be contaminated by a small
amount of its M n / ; precursor complex. Energy calibration arbitrarily used МпРг maxi
mum as 640 eV.

requires dramatic changes sample handling, window technology, and detectors. Also, the Ьг.з
fluorescence yields are 0.3 to 1% [36], 50-100 times lower than the K-edge yields. Fortunately,
the background signal from Compton scattering is small at L-edge energies. Although the
overall experimental sensitivity may be lower, the signal-to-noise requirements for edgeanalysis are less stringent than for EXAFS, and as the technology improves, obtaining these
spectra will no doubt eventually become routine.
Compared to the broad K-edge features, the sharper and richer L^j-edge multiplet struc
ture appears more amenable to resolving the presence of mixtures of oxidation states, al
though this remains to be proven. For spectroscopic determination of interatomic distances,
K-edge EXAFS is not challenged by 3d-metal L-edge EXAFS, because several hundred volts
of uninterrupted oscillations are generally required, and too many overlapping and inter
fering edges occur in the soft x-ray region. However for detecting small changes in the
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transition metal site symmetries, the sharper Ьг.з edge spectra may be more sensitive and
more quantitatively interpretable than the К edge data. The confluence of better sources,
monochromators, detectors, and theoretical procedures makes soft x-ray spectroscopy a
promising new tool for bioinorganic problems.
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5.2. Superconducting oxides
The discovery of oxides which are superconducting at temperatures of the order of 100
Kelvin, stimulated much research to determine the electronic structure of these materials
[38]. The common object of all oxides with a superconducting transition temperature above
30 Kelvin is the existence of non-stoichiometric copper-oxygen layers embedded in layers
with heavy ions. The superconducting behaviour is a result of the extra holes (or electrons)
in the copper-oxygen layers.
The oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of the copper oxides, for example ЬагСиС^,
show apart from the structure related to the strontium and lanthanum bands a sharp peak
at threshold related to the empty state in the 3d-band of the divalent За 9 copper-ion. Си11
is a charge transfer insulator with U S> Δ and consequently Си1'1 contains a ground state
dominated by З ^ і character. If an oxide which contains Си11 is doped with holes by partial
replacement of strontium for lanthanum, Си111 impurities are formed. They are marked by a
sharp peak at about 1.5 eV below the Cu / / -peak and this C u m - p e a k is related to transitions
from the 3d?L ground state. Experimental oxygen Is x-ray absorption (respectively EELS)
spectra of the layered copper-oxides were first given for the ВагСизОу-^ by the Karlsruhe
group [39]. Similar results have been found for the other layered copper-oxides in Refs.
38,40,45 and references therein. Because these copper-oxides are layered materials a strong
linear dichroism is expected (see section 3.6), and it indeed has been found that the dopingrelated holes are strongly polarized and largely confined to the copper-oxide plane [41-44].
Apart from the layered copper-oxides a number of other oxides show superconductivity.
Among them are the perovskites SrTiOs, BaPbo.75Bio.25O3 and related oxides. In the next
section the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of the perovskite system BaFbi-^BijOs is
investigated.
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5.2.1. O x y g e n Is x-ray absorption of BaPb1_j.Bij.O3
This section has been accepted in Physical Review B. and will be published September 1991.
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ABSTRACT

Oxygen 1« x-ray absorption spectra of the BaPbi-^Bi^Oa- system have been measured.
The spectra do not show the pre-peak structures as common in the doped copper-oxide
superconductors. The observed shift of the first peak is much smaller than predicted by
single particle density-of-states calculations.
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Introduction
The BaPbi-j-Bi^Os-compounds are perovskites. Their electronic properties vary consider
ably as a function of χ and because for χ = 0.25 a superconducting state was found up
to 13 К [46], this system was much studied in the last decade [47]. Although originally
overshadowed by the development of the high T c copper oxide based superconductors, the
BaPbi-sBljOa-compounds are still of interest and their study received new impetus from
the discovery of T c up to 30 К in the related Bai-zKsBiOa-materials [48]. It is known
that the group of (Ва,К)(РЬ,Ві)Оз perovskite compounds have some properties, like an
exceptionally high ratio of T c to the linear specific heat coefficient, in common with the
copper-oxide based superconductors [49]. This of course opens the question of possible
similarities in the mechanism causing superconductivity.
One of the important diagnostic techniques for the determination of the electronic struc
ture of the copper-oxide based superconductors was x-ray absorption, and more specifically
oxygen I s edge. [40,38] and the related electron-energy-loss technique (EELS) [50]. Because
of its site and symmetry selectivity it was possible to show the nature of the states responsi
ble for superconductivity. The results showed the growth of a pre-peak as a function of the
doping concentration, which indicates the introduction of hole states, with predominantly
oxygen 2p character, in the gap as the insulating parent compounds, like ЬагСиС^ and
ВагСизОе, are doped with holes. One of the objectives here will be to see whether similar
pre-peaks exist in the BaPbi-jBij-Oj-compounds.
The question of 'gap states' relates also to the origin of the band gap in the parent
compounds. For the copper-oxide based superconductors it is now clear that the bandgap
is caused by Mott-Hubbard correlation, but spectroscopic studies and cluster calculations
showed that the lowest energy excitations across the gap actually have predominantly charge
transfer chaxacter [51]. Following the Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen model this means that the
Mott-Hubbard correlation in the copper 3c/-band ([/) is much larger than the charge transfer
to the oxygen (Δ), indicating that if holes are created they will have mainly oxygen 2p
character [52]. Oxygen Is x-ray absorption does not give direct evidence on such gaps, but
it can be used to see if the spectral function is similar to the predictions from single particle
density-of-states calculations or if correlation eiïects have to be taken into account explicitly
(as for the copper-oxide based superconductors).
A final question which we believe may be partly answered by oxygen Is x-ray absorption
relates to the possible models to describe the influence of substitution of lead by bismuth.
Here one can imagine models as a combined rigid band shift or the formation of superstructures due to (partial) ordering of lead and bismuth.
Density-of-states from electronic structure calculations
To understand the questions addressed here it is necessary to consider the results of single
particle density-of-states calculations from the literature [47, 53-57]. For the purpose of
this paper the density-of-states-calculation of Takegahara and Kasuyo [54], reproduced in
figure 5.5 may be considered representative [58]. These calculations show that the occupied
states around the Fermi energy are dominated by oxygen 2p character, while the unoccupied
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states have mostly lead/bismuth and barium character. The main structure of the lead
and bismuth compounds is rather similar but the Fermi level appears at higher energy
with respect to these structures in the bismuth compound because bismuth has one more
electron. ВаРЬОз is calculated to be metallic in accord with experiment; the number of
20
3
charge carriers is of the order of 1 · 10 cm~ [59]. For the bismuth compound experiment
finds a bandgap of 0.3 eV (activation energy) [60] in contrast to the metallic result of the
calculation. This discrepancy is attributed to a charge density fluctuation, with a tendency
v
111
towards disproportionation of the bismuth-sites into B i and Bi
[47]. The existence of
two different bismuth sites is confirmed by bismuth К edge extended x-ray absorption fine
structure (EXAFS) [61. 62], but in bismuth if x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS)
[63-65] no clear indication for charge disproportionation is found.
Considerable effort has been put into trying to find suitable schemes to interpolate
between the ВаРЬОз and ВаВіОз limits and in order to explain the changes in superconductivi-ty as a function of composition. Spectral studies of the occupied levels have also
been made by photo-emission and they show negligible shift of the oxygen 2p levels as a
function of composition [63,66-70] in contrast to the calculated density-of-states results (see
figure 5.5). In this paper we will follow the trends of the unoccupied states in the oxygen la
x-ray absorption spectra, which should closely reflect the partial density of oxygen 2p states
(which in turn reflect the peaks in the total density-of-states) as shown in figure 5.5. Our
results will in fact show that there is as little agreement between theory and experiment for
the unoccupied states as for the occupied states and that in both cases the problem lies in a
much smaller experimental shift than predicted between the observed structures in ВаРЬОз
and ВаВіОз.
Experimental
The x-ray absorption measurements were carried out at the Berliner Elektronen-Speicherring Gesellschaft für Synchrotronstrahlung (BESSY), using the SX700(I) plane grating
monochromator [71]. The experimental resolution was 0.5 eV half-width half-maximum
(hwhm). The spectra were recorded in total electron yield mode and were normalized to the
beam current. The pressure during measurements weis in the 10" 10 torr range. To calibrate
the energy we measured ТіОг, and vanadium-metal, using the EELS data of Fink et al. [72]
as reference.
The samples were prepared in air by solid state reaction of ВаСОз, РЬОг and ВІ2О3
powders with two intermittent regrindings. For the final heat treatment the powders were
pressed into pellets. Each heat treatment lasted 24 hours. For samples up to χ = 0.5 a
temperature of 880 degrees Celsius was used in the final sintering, for the higher bismuth
concentrations a slightly lower temperature of 830 degrees Celsius was used. X-ray diffrac
tion confirmed the lattice structure and no evidence for impurity phases was observed. The
pellets were mounted with conducting paste to a grounded sample-holder and placed in the
UHV system. At a pressure of about 10~9 torr the samples were scraped with a ruby file.
The reproducibility was tested by re-scraping.
To compare the calculated oxygen ρ projected density-of-states to experiment, the density191
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Figure 5.5: The oxygen pprojected density of states
for (а) ВаВЮз and (b)
ВаРЪОз, as calculated in Ref.
54.

of-states is broadened with a Lorentzian of 0.3 eV to simulate the core-hole lifetime and con
voluted with a Gaussian of 0.5 eV to simulate the experimental resolution of the SX700(I)
monochromator. As threshold we used the oxygen lä x-ray photo-emission peak position,
which was found to be at a constant value of 529.1 eV throughout the series [73].
Results and interpretation
The oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of ten BaPbi-^BixOs compounds are shown in
figure 5.6. The overall shape of the spectra is similar and shows three distinct features
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in the first 15 eV above the edge. Unambiguous assignment of these peaks to features in
the partial density-of-states of figure 5 5 is difficult, partly because the density-of-states
calculation is unreliable at higher energies (because the energy-window of linearization is
insufficient) and partly because of the absence of x-ray absorption matrix elements and
possibly the neglect of the core hole effects [74].
ВаВі,РЬ,_Оз
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Figure 5.6: Oxygen Is x-ray
absorption spectra of a series
of ten ВаРЬі-гВізОз com
pounds, measured with the
SX700(I) monochromator at
BESSY.
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In figure 5.7 we compare x-ray absorption and oxygen ρ projected density-of-states for
BaPbOs and BaBiOj. We tentatively assign the peak at about 536 eV, approximately 7 eV
above threshold to the major peak seen in the calculated density-of-states about 9 eV above
the Fermi level in ВаРЬОз and about 6 eV above the Fermi level in BaBiOj. This major
feature changes shape somewhat as a function of composition but shifts considerably less
than in the calculation.
The most interesting peak in the spectra of figure 5.6 is that nearest threshold which
shifts gradually from from 529 8 eV for ВаВіОз to 531.1 eV for ВаРЬОз. This shift is again
much smaller than the shift predicted by the density-of-states calculation where a shift of
about 3 eV is seen, together with some modifications of the shape. Neither can we see any
pre-peak structure growing as a function of composition as was the case in copper oxide
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the SX700(I) results with the broadened oxygen ρ densityof-states from Ref. 54. Comparisons are made for (a) ВаВіОз and (b) ВаРЬОз. The
oxygen ρ density-of-states is given by the hatched area. The solid line gives the densityof-states broadened with a Lorentzian of 0.3 eV (fwhm), to simulate intrinsic broadenings,
and a Gaussian of 0.5 eV (fwhm) to simulate the experimental resolution.

based superconductors like ВагСизОт-а and L^-^Sr^CuCU. In this our results disagree
with the previously published oxygen Is x-ray absorption data [75], where the authors claim
the appearance of an extra feature at threshold as a result of doping with bismuth. The
total absence of this pre-peak structure was confirmed by measurements taken with higher
monochromator resolution [76, 77]. We stress that this marks a clear distinction with the
copper oxide based superconductors, where the pre-peaks due to doping-induced gap states
are the most important.
Discussion
For us the central discrepancy is that found for ВаРЬОз between the density-of-states and
the oxygen Is x-ray absorption peak positions (see figure 5.7). The following points will be
discussed:
• The influence on the spectral function of the core hole
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• Limitations of the single particle approach
• Stoichiometry effects
• Modifications in the density-of-states due to a calculation in the real crystal structure
and to relativistic effects
Core hole effect
An effect which can play a role is the influence of the core hole. The spectral function of
x-ray absorption relates, according to the final state rule, to the final state density-of-states.
In general it can be stated that the core hole will cause a shift of spectral weight to lower
energies due to the attractive core hole potential [78]. However we know of no case where
oxygen Is peaks are shifted by as much as 2 eV, which would be necessary to explain the
present results [74].
Limitations in the single particle approach
A second reason for the discrepancy are modifications induced by the single particle approx
imation: Strictly speaking Eigenenergies in a density-of-states should not be equated with
ionization energies and electron affinities. Ground state self energy shifts can have large
effect on the gaps calculated for insulators but generally have small effect for states near
the Fermi level in metals [79,74].
Stoichiometry effects
According to Takegahara and Kasuyo [54], the discrepancy of the energy positions for
ВаРЬОз can be due to extra oxygen vacancies which will shift the Fermi level. Because
of the low density-of-states just above the Fermi level this effect can be considerable. For
the related BaSni_j.Sb x 03-i-system, samples which were prepared differently showed dif
ferences in resistivity measurements, but from accurate weight measurements it was found
that 6 was maximally 0.01 [80]. To test this option for ВаРЬОз w e repeated the x-ray
absorption experiments for 6 samples prepared at different temperatures to influence the
vacancy concentrations. They again had different resistivities and Hall-coefficients [81], but
all oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra were found to be identical and no shift was observed.
From this we conclude that the option of non-stoichiometry effects to explain the found
discrepancy is unlikely.
Crystal Structure and Relativistic effects
Another factor which can play a role is that the calculations are performed in an ideal
cubic structure. Mattheiss and Hamann [47] have repeated the calculations for ВаВіОэ
and BaPbo 7ВІ0 3O3 for the real orthorhombic and tetragonal crystal structures and the
differences are found to be small. Comparison of the oxygen ρ projected density-of-states
of ВаРЬотВіозОз in both crystal structures, results in a shift of the peak position, after
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broadening, of only about 0.2 eV. From these results it can be expected that also for ВаРЬОз
only minor effects are to be expected. A further approximation in the calculations is the
treatment of the relativistic effects. Mattheiss and Hamann say that the spin-orbit coupling,
neglected in their calculations, should only shift the Fermi level over about 0.1 eV, but we
are measuring peaks with more lead character which are predicted some eV away from the
Fermi level. We cannot tell if the approximations are less valid for such peaks, but suggest
that this is one line of questioning that should be followed up.
Concentration d e p e n d e n c e
A final problem relates to the electronic structure model for mixed BaPbi-^Bij-Oa- In
figure 5.8 we plot the position of the first peak as a function of the bismuth concentra
tion. A monotonie shift is observed. The discrepancy between calculation and experiment
forBaPbOs robs us of a suitable reference point and we cannot fully judge the utility of
the different models for treating this problem. Three prominent models are the combined
rigid band model [57], the virtual crystal approximation [47] and a superlattice calcula
tion [54]. The combined rigid band model uses the bandstructure results for ВаВіОз and
ВаРЬОз as input and the density-of-states of a mixed material is obtained by adding up the
density-of-states of the pure materials with the Fermi energy shifted to adjust the number
of introduced holes respectively electrons. As the density-of-states of ВаРЬОз is unreliable
it is not possible to test this model in detail.
Figure 5.8: Maxima of the
first peak in the oxygen la
x-ray absorption spectra as a
function of the bismuth con
centration (ißt)·
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Another approach is the calculation of a NaCl superstructure of the lead and bismuth
positions for BaPbo.sBio 5О3. This approach can be excluded because the resulting densityof-states clearly shows a spurious double peak close to the Fermi level [54], whereas in the
experiment there is only one peak, intermediate between the ВаВіОз and ВаРЬОз cases.
A third model is the virtual crystal approximation [82]. In this model it is assumed
that the combination of lead and bismuth atoms can be approximated with an artificial
atom with an intermediate nuclear charge. Using this model a calculation is performed
for BaPbo.7Bio.3O3 [47]. Figure 5.9 compares the broadened oxygen 2p density-of-states
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with the experimental curve. The agreement in shape and position of the first peak is
good. Thus like for ВаВіОз (хвг = 1) also for ВаРЬогВіозОз (хві = 0.3) there is good
agreement in peak position, in contrast to the situation for ВаРЬОз- Yet, in view of the gross
oversimplifications of this model it is not clear what can be concluded from this agreement.
Figure 5.9:
Comparison
of the ВаРЬотВіозОз x-ray
absorption result with the
broadened oxygen ρ densityof-states from Ref. 47 cal
culated in the virtual crys
tal approximation for cubic
(dashed line) and tetragonal
(solid line) crystal structures.
The same broadening as in
figure 5.7 is applied.

Energy (eV)
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Concluding R e m a r k s
We have presented an experimental study of the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra of
ВаРЬ^зВігОз oxides and have found that:
• No pre-edge peaks as in the copper oxide base superconductors exist and hence there
is no evidence for gap states.
• We have found the shifts in the x-ray absorption spectra to be smaller than predicted
by density-of-states calculations. This is a similar result to that found for the occupied
states by photoemission studies [63,66-70]. We consider the discrepancies for ВаРЬОз
crucial and they must certainly be cleared up before a proper theoretical understanding
of the electronic structure of these materials can be achieved. We suggest that lines
of investigation would be to include, one at a time, relativistic eifects and core hole
potentials in band structure calculations in the real crystal structure with a larger
energy window in the unoccupied part of the density-of-states.
• This discrepancy obstructs detailed analysis of the mixing of ВаВіОз and ВаРЬОз.
The experiment shows a smooth trend in the position of the first maximum and a
comparison with a virtual crystal calculation at і д , = 0.3 gives good agreement,
suggesting that the discrepancy mainly occurs at the lead-rich side.
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5.3. Minerals
In mineralogy most questions are related to the determination of the crystallographic structures of the minerals, for example the determination of the distribution of sites for a specific
metal ion. In contrast to fundamental science in which materials generally are purified to
such extend that the idealized models concerning their crystallographic and electronic structure can be tested, the study of natural minerals additionally deals with the determination
of the, for example geographical, varieties of a given species.
Section 5.3.1 deals with the role of titanium in minerals. As yet total electron yield is
used as detection technique. In future it would be desirable to use fluorescence yield as a
standard for the analysis of minerals in order to eliminate surface effects.
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5.3.1. 2p x-ray absorption of titanium in minerals
This section has been submitted to Physics and Chemistry of Minerals.
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ABSTRACT

Titanium 2p x-ray absorption spectra for a series of minerals have been measured. Crystal
field multiplet calculations can explain the spectral shape in detail. The asymmetry of
the e9 peak is shown to be related to distortions of the TiIV octahedron. It is found,
theoretically as well as experimentally, that the absorption spectra are more sensitive
to tetragonal distortions than to trigonal distortions. A number of silicate minerals
and metamict minerals containing titanium are measured and no T i / / / has not been
observed in any of these minerals. A comparison is made to the la x-ray absorption, and
the potential of both for the study of minerals is discussed.
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Introduction
The use of x-ray absorption spectroscopy in mineralogy has until now largely been limited
to the metal К edges, but there is a real need to investigate the potential of the Ьг.з edges.
We choose an example from titanium mineralogy where the main questions are the valency
of titanium and the geometry of its surroundings. Questions to be answered concern the
possibility of tetrahedral site occupation, the existence of Ti"1 and the site preference
among the possible octahedral sites, titanium Is (near edge) x-ray absorption spectra can
give information on these matters, but it is mostly qualitative in nature [83]. In this study we
measured the titanium 2p x-ray absorption edges, which can add extra information because
of a more detailed theoretical understanding combined with considerably sharper structures
due to better monochromator resolution and smaller intrinsic broadening.
In oxide minerals titanium has a strong tendency to be tetravalent and to be coordinated
by six oxygens in an octahedral, or distorted octahedral site [84]. This situation occurs
in binary and ternary oxide minerals, like anatase, rutile, brookite (all ТіОг) and ilmenite
(FeTiOa), where Ti'v occupies distorted octahedral sites. In extreme cases titanium is forced
to an alternative situation and it may become 5-coordinated as in the mineral fresnoite,
ВагТіОІЗігОз] or it may become tetrahedrally coordinated as in the compound ВагТіС^ [85]
or it can occur as T i " 7 . For clarity we state that with the Ti'^-notation we mean a formal
valency of 4, like in ЗгТіОз. The oxygen 2p-band, that is the band formed from the bonding
combinations of oxygen 2p states and metal states (plus non-bonding oxygen 2p states), is
completely filled for all transition metal oxides. Therefore the formal valency is directly
related to the total occupancy of the transition metal Sd-band. As for LaTiOa the formal
valency of titanium is 3, its titanium 3d-band will effectively contain one electron, whose
character will be mainly titanium 3d but partly oxygen 2p. In some minerals titanium
occurs only as a minor constituent c.q. as an impurity. If for a titanium impurity the antibonding titanium 3d- oxygen 2p states (in other words the 3d-band) are empty the titanium
is tetravalent, but if locally one extra electron is present, filling an anti-bonding state, this
can be denoted as Ti111.
111

The presence of Ti
can be determined with optical spectroscopy, because of the strong
transitions within the 3d-band. However in almost all natural minerals the presence of
titanium is accompanied by the presence of iron and due to the partly filled iron 3d-band
the analysis of the optical spectrum is complicated and the possibility to prove the existence
of Ti111 difficult. Also the quantitative determination of the percentage of Ti111 from wet
chemical analysis is not unquestioned [86]. If titanium occurs only a minor constituent, it
is often tacitly assumed that for example in pyroxenes or amphiboles, titanium will fill the
tetrahedral sites in cases where the amount of silicon (and aluminium) is insufficient. This
assumption is heavily debated [83] and it is as yet not resolved because of the difficulty to
attain conclusive information on this problem.
In this paper we will address the questions regarding the site-preference, site geometry
and valency from the viewpoint of the electronic structure, by making use of the titanium
2p x-ray absorption edges. The advent of synchrotron radiation sources and high-resolution
soft x-ray monochromators created a novel experimental set-up for detailed x-ray absorption
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studies, ideally suited for the study of the electronic structure. The use of x-ray absorption
in mineralogy has until now largely been limited to the hard x-ray metal К edges [83].
Analysis of the x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) revealed correlations between
the positions of the multiple scattering peaks and the mean oxygen-titanium distance. Also
correlations have been found between the (Is -» 3d) prepeak intensity and the octahedral
111
site distortions and it was found that Ti
has a main edge shift of approximately 2 eV
with respect to tetravalent titanium [83,87]. Analysis of the extended x-ray absorption
fine structure (EXAFS) spectrum can reveal the nearest neighbour distances [88], being
particularly useful for non-crystalline specimens.
However the soft x-ray metal 2p or L2t3 edges, and the equivalent electron energy loss
(EELS) spectra [89,90], deserve attention too: The progress in soft x-ray monochromators
have made it possible to measure the titanium 2p x-ray absorption edges at about 450 eV
with a resolution better than 0.1 eV half width half maximum [91,92], far better than the
resolution obtainable at the titanium К (Is) edge. The 2p spectra of 3d-metal compounds
are completely dominated by the strong 2p -» 3d dipole transitions and the spectra show
fine details as shown in figure 5.10. In the Is x-ray absorption spectra the 3rf-states are
only visible as the small 'pre-edge' structures and the main edge relates to the 4p-band.
The possibility to measure structures with a sharpness up to 0.1 eV creates a powerful tool
to study the electronic structure of solids in more detail. With the results of these high
resolution data the theoretical methods to establish the electronic structure in minerals
can be made more accurate, creating a more complete picture of the chemical bonding.
Before presenting the experiments we will shortly discuss the theoretical background for the
analysis of the titanium 2p x-ray absorption spectra.
Figure 5.10: Titanium 2p xray absorption spectrum of SrTiOs
taken with the SX700(II) monochromator, compared with the
theoretical atomic multiplet cal
culation (bottom) and the cubic
crystal field calculation with a
strength (lODq) of 1.5 eV.

Theory

ENERGY (eV)

The x-ray absorption spectral function is described according to Fermi's Golden rule:

σ(ΕΗν) ~ Σ I <& I * I 0/> I2 'HE, + Ehv - Ef)
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Е„ Ehl, and Ef are respectively the energy of the initial state, the x-ray and the final
state. Ti is the Hainiltonian describing the interaction of x-rays with matter for which the
dipole approximation is used [93]. To calculate the spectral function it is thus necessary to
find the initial and final state energies and wave functions. A central criterion for treatment
of this problem for a specific x-ray absorption edge is the influence of the core hole on the final
state wave functions [94]. For the metal К edge the Ls core hole does not usually dominate
the spectral shape, although its attractive potential can distort the spectra. Therefore
the theoretical models to determine the spectral shape are based on finding the projected
density of states by an electronic structure calculation. Alternatively a multiple scattering
calculation can be performed; both methods are proven to give equivalent results, provided
they are applied without further approximations [95]. However the computational problems
are still too complicated to calculate the x-ray absorption spectral function without a series
of approximations. The multiple scattering results for rutile and anatase show that one still
has to improve upon these approximations considerably [90]. In contrast to the Is edges
the titanium 2p edges are dominated by the coupling of the Ы electron with the 2p core
hole. This problem has until now only been solved by a crystal field multiplet model; the
atomic multiplet spectrum is calculated [96] and the wavefunctions are projected to cubic
symmetry. The cubic crystal field strength is fitted to experiment [97].
As an example to explain the general spectral features we show in figure 5.10 the titanium
2p x-ray absorption spectrum of ЗгТіОз [98]. The experimental spectrum is compared with
the crystal field multiplet spectrum for the Sci0 —> 2p 5 3d 1 transition of T i i v ' , with a cubic
crystal field strength of 1.5 eV. As reference also the atomic multiplet spectrum is given.
With this approach all six peaks can be explained in a uniform way: The first two small
peaks are related to a transition which is forbidden in LS-coupling, but which becomes
allowed because of the multipole pd interactions. The third and fourth peaks can be related
to respectively the <29 and the e 9 symmetries of the L3 edge. They are repeated for the fifth
and sixth peak for the L2 edge. The splitting between the third and fourth peak relates
closely to the cubic crystal field strength 1 . All details of the L2 edge are blurred, because
the intrinsic broadening is considerably larger than for the L3 edge, due to an extra Auger
decay channel.
ЗгТіОз is cubic. For compounds in which the titanium octahedron is distorted, like
for rutile, it is necessary to project the cubic symmetry further to the Z?2h point group
symmetry of the titanium atom. Distortions from cubic symmetry will give rise to modi
fications in the spectrum. Calculations in which the symmetry was lowered to tetragonal
and trigonal symmetry revealed that the e s part 2 of the spectrum is more strongly modified
by these distortions. Figure 5.11 illustrates this with some representative examples. It can
be seen that a tetragonal distortion has a considerably larger effect on the spectrum than
a trigonal distortion. The calculation for a tetrahedral surrounding is clearly different from
the octahedral one, which in fact will identify titanium in tetrahedral surroundings. The
calculation for T i / / / shows more structure because of the increased number of final states
of the г р а д - т и Ш р І е і [99].
however the splitting is not generally equal to the cubic crystal field, see [97].
Strictly speaking the description e9 is not longer appropriate for lower symmetries

2
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4 5 2

Figure 5.11: Crystal field
multiplet calculations. In all
spectra the cubic crystal field
strength (lODq) is 2.1 eV.
From top to bottom: a calculation in octahedral symmetry, tetragonal (Du,) symmetry, trigonal (£>3d) symmetry, tetrahedral symmetry
(lODq = -2.1 eV) and a
ІП
1
calculation for Ті
(За -»
5
2
2p 3d ).

ENERGY (eV)

Experimental
The x-ray absorption spectra were measured with the SX700(I) monochromator [91] at
the Berliner Elektronenspeicherring-Gesellschaft für Synchrotronstrahlung (BESSY). The
monochromator resolution was about 0.5 eV (hwhm) for the titanium 2p edge at 450 eV.
The energy calibration of the monochromator was set by comparing the titanium 2p and
oxygen Is spectra of rutile to spectra published previously [100]. The spectra were recorded
in total electron yield mode (see discussion). They have been corrected for intensity loss of
the beam during measurement. All samples, with the exception of the metamict minerals,
were scraped with a ruby file to ensure surface cleanliness. The measured minerals are listed
in table 5.2.
Results and Interpretation
Figure 5.12 shows the titanium 2p x-ray absorption spectra of FeTiOa (ilmenite) and of
ТіОг in three different crystal structures. The spectra are normalized to the peak height
and for minerals with only minor titanium content an extra, linear, background correction
had to be performed to correct for the sloping background. In these binary and ternary
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Material
Anatase
Rutile
Brookite
Tlmenite
titanite
Ti-Augite
kaersutite
MelaniteSchorlomite

Source
Blue Piz
Switzerland
Saint Yrieix
Limoges, France
Crystal fragment
(location unknown)
Bláfell
Norway
Renfrew,
Canada
Santiago Island
Capo Verde
Fogo Island
Capo Verde
North Santiago Island
Capo Verde

Formula

MINERALS

Ref.

ТІО2

[ιοί]'

Ti02

[101]··

Ti02

[ιοί]·

FeTiOs

[102]

CaTiSiOs

[101]··

(Ca,Na)(Mg.e2Fe.22Al.o2Ti.o4)- [103]
-(Si 1 . e Al2)20 6
Ca2Na(Mg,Fe)4Ti[104]
-(S* 6 Al 2 ) 2 022(OH) 2
Саз(Ге,Ті) 2 (Зі,Ті)зОі 2
[105]

Table 5.2: Minerals: Origin and chemical formula.
'Samples from the international collection of the late Mineralogical and Geological Mu
seum, Lisbon University [106].
"Samples from the mineralogical collection of the Bensaude Museum, 1ST, Technical
University of Lisbon.

oxide minerals the local titanium geometries are known accurately: In rutile and anatase
the main distortion is the elongation of one axis to form a tetragonal surrounding. There
are additional distortions (on the angles) to lower the symmetry as indicated in table 5.3.
Because of this distortion the e 9 peak is split in agreement with the calculations in figure 5.11
which indeed found the e 9 -peak splitting to be most sensitive to tetragonal symmetrylowering. Ilmenite does not show any significant splitting of the e s peak, which reflects the
predicted insensitivity of the spectral shape to trigonal distortions. In figure 5.12 the two
prepeaks are barely visible because the resolution (~ 0.5 eV) is not as good as that of the
SrTiOs spectrum in figure 5.10.
Figure 5.13 shows the spectra of four silicate minerals containing titanium. In silicate
minerals oxygen is bonded to a great variety of cations, with the consequence of another
type of behaviour as compared to the binary oxides.
• kaersutite contains three possible octahedral sites for titanium, labelled M l , M2 and
M3 in the usual site nomenclature for amphibole minerals. A number of neutron scattering
structural refinement studies have been performed on several amphiboles [112-114]. The
results are not uniform and titanium is assigned to different sites in different studies. The
observed spectrum for kaersutite consists of four structureless peaks, from which it is difficult
to extract any clear information. From the absence of the asymmetry in the e 9 peak it can
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Sample

Symmetry

Anatase

D2d
(42m)

RutUe

£>2ft

Brookite
Ilmenite
titanite

{mmm)
Ci
(1)
Cz
(3)
Ci
(1)

·.
:
.

'

^

V
'

Metal-oxygen
bond length (Â)
1.937 (4) 1.983 (2)

Mean
(Â)
1.952

[107]

1.946 (4) 1.984 (2)

1.959

[108]

1.87 1.92 1.94
1.99 2.00 2.04
1.874 (3) 2.088 (3)

1.96

[109]

L981

[110]

1.96

[111]

1.76 1.97 1.98
2.00 2.01 2.02

Ref.

Table 5.3: Minerals: metal-oxygen bond lengths and site symmetry.

be concluded that the titanium sites are not be (tetragonally) distorted.
• Ti-augite shows a unique feature in the extremely broad ¿23 peak; this suggests that
titanium occupies different sites. A partial occupation of higher coordination sites (M2) or
tetrahedraJ sites will broaden the <29 peak as the sharp ijj-peaks of the subsequent sites
are replaced from each other. The broadening cannot be related to the site-distortion of a
single site due to the insensitivity of the <2S-peak to distortions.
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• titanite is a well studied mineral; its most interesting feature is the existence of an
extremely short titanium-oxygen distance of 1.76 Â. The titanium is furthermore surrounded
by 5 more or less equidistant oxygens (see table 5.3). The titanium 2p x-ray absorption
spectrum of titanite is rather sharp. The e 9 peak clearly has a shoulder on the low energy
site, which can be related to the energy-difference between the dx2_y2 and the dz2 orbitals
due to the interaction with the closeby oxygen.
• The melanite-schorlomite garnet should contain titanium in octahedra [115]. The
spectrum surprisingly shows a broad e, peak, which as discussed is a signature of a clear
(tetragonal) symmetry distortion. As yet this discrepancy is unresolved and a more detailed
study of garnets must give an answer to this problem.
In summary we conclude that the complications of the silicate minerals are too large
to relate the 2p x-ray absorption spectra unambiguously to a specific phenomenon. Nevertheless as indicated the spectra can add important information as to limit the range of
possibilities. In combination with other available techniques a more definitive answer regarding the site distortions and admixtures will have to be formulated.
Figure 5.14 contains the titanium 2p x-ray absorption spectra of perierite from four different localities (Mozambique, India, Japan and Madagascar). In table 5.4 the chemical
composition of these metamict 3 minerals is summarized [116]. The four spectra are rather
similar and consist of four peaks. The e s peak is unstructured which indicates that the
Ti-octahedra are not strongly distorted. There is some variation in the sharpness of the ¿29
3
Metamict minerals are minerals which contain radioactive constituents, which in the course of time have
destroyed the long range crystal structure
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peak; perrierite from Mozambique has a considerable sharper Í2S peak and this is therefore
expected to contain a more uniform distribution of titanium sites. However these samples
could not be scraped because of which the small differences could be due to surface contamination and further study on other samples and preferably with fluorescence yield is clearly
necessary.

Constituent
ТІО2
Th02
REjOs
Ce02
Fe20'3
CaO"
NbjOs
SÍO2

Ifasina

Bangalore

Bingre

Kobe

%

%

%

%

16
1
21
22
11
2
1
26

17
2
20
19
9
8
0
25

16
0
27
19
9
4
1
24

16
2
26
19
9
4
1
23

Table 5.4: Metamict Minerals: Approximate contents. For a full account of the contents
see [116]. RE means yttrium plus the rare earths La. Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, Er and Yb.
'Including minor contents of MnCV
"Including minor contents of PbO and SrO.

Discussion
Electronic structure and site geometry
FVom comparison to calculations conclusions regarding the site geometry and the valency
can be drawn. However the combined possibilities of trivalent titanium, site distortions and
multiple site occupation generates a complicated problem. For silicate minerals, with in
generai only minor titanium contents, no definitive results can be obtained from titanium 2p
x-ray absorption alone. In future studies the variations of the titanium 2p x-ray absorption
spectra within a mineral-group of for example garnets will be checked in detail. The spectra
contain enough features sensitive to small variations in site symmetry and given the detailed
theoretical simulations these variations can be related to the effects discussed.
Even more important will be to relate the titanium 2p x-ray absorption spectrum to
other x-ray absorption edges of the same compound. The titanium Is edge (see below), the
oxygen Is edge and for most compounds also the iron Is and 2p edges contain additional
information and a combination of all these spectra will create a more complete picture
of the electronic structure. In this respect especially the oxygen Is edge can prove to be
important. The oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra reflect closely the energy distribution
of unoccupied oxygen p-states [117,100]. For 3d transition metal ions the first empty states
will have a combined metal 3d-oxygen 2p character and these states will appear clearly
208
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Figure 5.14:
2p x-ray
absorption spectra of four
metamict minerals.
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before the anti-bonding oxygen-silicon states. Therefore the states at the oxygen la edge
will contain information about the bonding to the metal 3d states. For example preliminary
results for kaersutite indicate that the 3d-part of the oxygen 1* spectrum is dominated by
oxygen 2p-iron 3d states.

Comparison of the t i t a n i u m 2p and Is x-ray absorption spectra
Comparing the titanium Is [83] with the titanium 2p x-ray absorption spectra one can
conclude that both edges are sensitive to the site symmetry. The 2p edge is dominated by
the 2p —» 3d transitions, whereas the Is edge is dominated by Is —ι ρ transition with
the 3d-band region as small 'pre-edges' only. Therefore the theoretical approaches are
quite different: The crystal-field multiplet model accounts well for the 2p-edge and the
Is edge should in principle be largely explained by a band structure (or multiple scattering)
calculation [90]. Due to its relatively straightforward calculational method it is possible
to relate the crystal-field multiplet results closely to the site geometry as discussed before.
Such a detailed interpretation of the spectra is not yet possible for the Is edge. Furthermore
the sharpness of the spectral features, due to intrinsic as well as experimental broadening
effects is considerably smaller for the 2p edges. The sharpest features seen for oxides are the
first peak of the 2p edge of titanium in SrTiOs, given in figure 5.10, with a half-width halfmaximum of 0.2 eV; for the ls-edges the first pre-peak of titanium in ТіОг has a half-width
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half-maximum of about 0.6 eV [118,119] Because of this difference in obtainable resolution,
the 2p edges are to be preferred for considerations concerning the electronic structure.
However an important feature of the Is edges is that the delocalized ρ states and especially
the EXAFS region can be measured. For the 2p edges this is virtually impossible because
of overlapping L3 and L2 spectra and the presence of the oxygen Is edge at approximately
530 eV.
The conclusions of both the Is edges and the 2p edges with respect to the valency
111
determination are similar. Ti
gives a completely different 2p spectrum and for the Is
edge the main edge is shifted by about 2 eV, making the identification of trivalent titanium
111
in principle straightforward. However the existence of small amounts of Ti
are difficult
IV
to detect in both methods if the spectrum is dominated by the signal from Ti .
These
difficulties can be overcome if one measures standards of similar structure. For the 2p edge
this has been shown for the Ьа І .8г 1 _ І ТіОз system [98].
The average Ti-0 distance will be related to the cubic crystal field parameter [120]. This
will be reflected in the ¿2$- ej splitting, and intensity ratio, of the 2p spectrum [97]. This
can be checked in the spectra: rutile and anatase have considerably larger splittings and ¿29
intensities. As it is difficult to find a simple quantitative measure from the spectra, because of
the splitting of the e s peak and the variations in the broadenings, we did not try to determine
a quantitative measure. As far as the Is spectra are concerned we believe that the Í2S-e9
splitting is reflected in the distance between the first two small leading peaks, in contrast
with the more general assignment which relates the second and third peak to respectively
the І2д and eg peak with a so-called 'excitonic feature' in front [83,89]. In figure 3. of Ref. 83
a clear reciprocal relation of this splitting with the nearest neighbour distance can be seen.
As discussed it would be advantageous to combine both methods. For the oxide minerals
with titanium this has been done by Brydson et al. [90]. However especially for the silicate
minerals, where the titanium sites are not aprion known, a combination of titanium Is and
2p x-ray absorption would be of great interest.
Experimental aspects
Until now 2p x-ray absorption studies have been performed mostly on ordered solids. For
these materials the crystal structures are generally known in detail and the main objec
tive is to elucidate the electronic structure of the 3d-states in detail by comparison to the
crystal field multiplet calculations. Mostly the oxygen Is edge is measured additionally
and compared to electronic structure calculations. In mineralogy the situation is different.
As the materials are in general much more complex and no detailed electronic structure
calculations can be performed, the analysis of the spectra must be done by comparison
to known standards. Furthermore there are variations from one sample to the other and
sometimes also within a sample and the determination of these variations is an important
goal in mineralogy.
An important experimental aspect is the probing depth of x-ray absorption. In the total
electron yield mode the probing depth is, in case of oxides, in the order of 50 A [121]. Though
this will be in general deep enough to ensure a bulk-measurement, it will be advantageous
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to measure minerals with fluorescence yield [122,123], with a probing depth in the order of
1000 A. Fluorescence yield is also the preferred mode for dilute samples.
A potential future development can be found in the angular dependent detection of the
'x-ray absorption' spectrum. Taft0 and Krivanek [124] used the diffractional variation of
the electron energy loss spectrum, which is identical to the x-ray absorption spectrum [89],
to determine the valency of iron in a site selective manner: They measured the iron Ьг.з
edge at two diffraction spots which had different contributions from respectively octahedral
and tetrahedral sites. The obtained spectra are clearly different and though the original
interpretation of the spectral shapes is in contradiction with present models [99], the most
important conclusion is that it is actually possible to measure these effects. Therefore we
expect that future developments in detection techniques will make possible measurements
of the spectral shapes at different diffraction positions with EELS, x-ray Raman [125] and
possibly x-ray absorption, though technically more difficult due to a relatively large variation
in energy (thus direction of diffraction).
Concluding remarks
We have shown that the 2p x-ray absorption spectra can be explained in detail by crystal field
multiplet calculations. The asymmetry of the eg peak is shown to be related to distortions of
the TiIV octahedron. It is found theoretically that the absorption spectrum is more sensitive
to tetragonal distortions than to trigonal distortions. This is confirmed experimentally: The
spectra of anatase and rutile show a clear asymmetry whereas ilmenite has a symmetric e 9
peak.
The 2p x-ray absorption edges of silicate minerals are quite distinct from each other,
which offers the possibility to use the spectra as a fingerprint. The possible variations in
the spectra within a class of minerals remain to be checked. T i " 7 was not observed in any
of the minerals, though minor concentrations will not be detected easily.
We have shown that titanium 2p x-ray absorption spectra are sensitive to details of
the local chemical environment and can play an important role in the determination of
the electronic structure and the site geometry of titanium in minerals. A combination
with other x-ray absorption edges, specifically the titanium Is and the oxygen Is edge, will
reveal significantly new information regarding the electronic structure and chemical bonding
in minerals.
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5.4. Surfaces
In this section the use of x-ray absorption for the study of surfaces is discussed. With ionyield detection the probing depth of x-ray absorption is limited to only one atomic layer,
which makes it an ideal tool for the study of clean surfaces. Furthermore because the surface
breaks the three-dimensional symmetry, the use of polarization dependent measurements can
reveal directional information of the surface states.
5.4.1. Fine structure of t h e calcium 2p x-ray absorption edge for bulk com
pounds, surfaces and interfaces

Reproduced from Physical Review В., volume 43, page 6899 - 6907 (1991).

ABSTRACT

In this study the possibility to determine non-cubic crystal field parameters is studied. A
detailed comparison is made between the (polarization dependent) crystal field multiplet
calculations in Oh as well as (7з„ symmetry, with the polarization dependent calcium 2p xray absorption spectra of the CaF2/Si(lll)-system. A series of other calcium compounds
are measured as reference. The final goal of the study is to elucidate the electronic
structure of the CaFj-surface and the CaF2/Si(lll) interface.
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The fine structure of the Ca 2p soft-χ-ray-absorption edge is studied for a variety of bulk com
pounds (Ca metal, CaS[2, CaO, and CaFj), for surfaces and interfaces [CaF2(lll), BaFj on
CaF,(l 11), Ca and CaF2 on Sill ID), and for defects (F centers in CaF,) The observed multiplet
structure is explained by atomic calculations in a crystal field [cubic Oh for the bulk and threefold
Ci for the (111) surfaces and interfaces] While the bulk spectra are isotropic, the surface and in
terface spectra exhibit a pronounced polarization dependence, which is borne out by the calcula
tions This effect can be used to become surface and/or interface selective via polanzation2
modulatton experiments, even for buried interfaces A change in valence from Ca ' to Ca' * causes
a downwards energy shift and extra multiplet lines according to the calculation The energy shift is
observed for F centers at the CaFi surface and for the CaF3/Si(l 11) interface

I. INTRODUCTION
The fine structure of x-ray-absorption edges is a useful
probe for the structural environment of atoms and their
chemical state ' ' For example, there is a relationship
between the fine structure of the absorption edge and the
oxidation state, or valence, of the absorbing atom A
program correlating the multiplet structure of an absorp
tion edge with the valence has been successfully earned
out for the rare earths 2 ' Similar attempts are beginning
to take hold for transition metals 4 ^ The task is more
difficult for the latter, since the atomic multiplet split
tings are smaller Consequently, they are affected by the
crystal field and broadened bv band formation Despite
these difficulties, it has been possible in some cases to
identify the valence and even the spin alignment11 from
the multiplet structure The knowledge of the valence is
important for materials as diverse as high-temperature
superconductors 16-19 and metalorganic compounds10
(phthalocyanmes, hemoglobin, chlorophpyll)
A second avenue is just opening up, ι e , the spectros
copy of buried interfaces The mam difficulty is to
penetrate the overlayer, and still be sensitive to a mono
layer at the interface It has been pointed out that the
core level and Auger shifts at the interface can be used to
become interface selective ì 0 In addition, the lower symmetry of the interface causes anisotropy, which distinguishes interface transitions from bulk transitions by
their polarization dependence The same arguments apply to surfaces Polarization-modulation spectroscopy at
core-level absorption edges could become a viable tool
43

when using the high brilliance of undula tor-based synchrotron radiation sources This method would pick out
the interface (surface) contribution m a clean way, even
for buried interfaces, where very few techniques are available
The Ca 2p edge is a prime candidate for testing the
feasib]lit> of these concepts The fine structure is very
sharp, since it is mainly due to localized Ca 2рЛо-Ъа tran·
sitions 2 1 3Ï Therefore an atomic picture is a good starting
point Ca has been the subject of widespread interest,
ranging from biology to semiconductor physics For example, microscopy of Ca-contaimng bone tissue has been
performed with χ rays at the Ca 2p absorption edge ΐ 3
The CaF2/Si(l1) interface has been studied extensive
ly 20 гА 3 0 because of its high structural quality, and
interface-related structures have been observed at the Ca
2p absorption edge 2 0 2 5 2 7 Here we aim at an in-depth un
derstanding of the fine structure for various model com
pounds, surfaces, interfaces, and defects For this pur
pose we correlate the experimental spectra with calcula
tions of the atomic multiplet structure that include the
effect of the crystal field, valence changes, and the lower
ing of the symmetry at surfaces and interfaces
II. EXPERIMENT
The experiments were carried out with a 10-m toroidal
grating monochromator11 (TGM), combined with a
display spectrometer32 at the National Synchrotron Light
Source at Brook haven Core-level absorption was mea
sured by detecting Auger electrons, which are propor
tional to the number of core holes created in the absorp6899
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tion process In some instances we also collected secon
dary electrons and photodesorbed positive ions The
latter were used to obtain a signal from the immediate
surface region Auger and secondary electrons gave simi
33
lar results, as long as the energy detection window for
Auger electrons was kept sufficiently wide (9 eV in our
case) to cover the main part of the Auger multiplet struc
2 0 2 7 i4 Я6
ture
~
B> selecting portions of the Auger spec
trum it was possible to enhance certain members of the
absorption edge multiplet (see Fig 4) Similarly, the en
20 2 7
ergy shift between bulk and interface Auger peaks
could be used to selectively enhance bulk or interface
features, depending on the placement of the energy win
dow It should be noted that the cross section in the
main Ca 2p absorption lines of Сар2 is so large that satu
ration effects are encountered, particularly when the in
cident light is close to grazing In this case the escape
depth of the Auger (secondary) electrons becomes larger
than the absorption depth of the light, and all core holes
contribute to the electron yield, independent of the ab
sorption coefficient As noted early on," this violates the
principal premise of absorption spectroscopy in the
partial-yield mode, which requires that the electron es
cape depth is small compared to the photon absorption
depth The polarization was varied from s polarization,
with light incident normal to the sample surface, to ρ po
larization with light incident about 60° from normal
The samples were prepared as follows СаРз was
grown epitaxially20 24 , ϋ on a clean Sid 11)7X7 surface at
about 700 0 C, with postanneals in the 800 e C-850 o C
range, depending on thickness Cleaved single crystals
were also used, but they gave broader structures, since
heating was required to avoid charging CaO single crys
tals38 were cleaved and heated Ca was evaporated
Ca Si 2 was prepared by evaporating Ca onto Si and an
nealing 3 I For thm epitaxial CaF ; films on Si(lll) the
thickness could be monitored by observing the Ca 2p and
Ca 3d core level intensities of the shifted interface
peak 2 4 _ 2 8 It should be noted that the ionic Ca com
pounds are very sensitive to radiation damage4*1 42 (see
also Sec VI) However, the dose to collect an absorption
spectrum with the efficient display spectrometer*2 was
about IO3 times less than that required for radiation dam
age to occur
III. CALCULATION METHOD
The Ca 2p electron has dipole-allowed transitions into
s- and rf-like final states, the lowest being Ca 4v and Ca
3d. The 3d channel is by far stronger than the other
channels since the 3d wave functions collapse in the pres
ence of the Ca 2p core hole, and thus dramatically in
crease their overlap with the Ca 2p 2 I 2 2 This makes the
problem of calculating the Ca 2p absorption edge amen
able to an atomic multiplet approach, ι e , the calculation
of the Ca2* 2pt,3da-to-2p''3di dipole transition Thereb)
one starts from the premise that the interaction of the
core hole with the excited electron dominates over the in
teractions with neighboring atoms The local environ
ment in the solid is then taken into account as the adap
tation of the spherically symmetric, atomic field to the
crystal symmetry The first step is the inclusion of a cu-
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bic (octahedral) crystal field, representing the Oh symme
try in the bulk Ca compounds studied here It is
-400
represented by a single parameter Λ
Then the sym
metry is reduced to C}lt representing the threefold
СаРзОП) surface or interface In this case one has two
3
410
2]a
extra parameters,* ι e , Λ" and X
The total crystalfield Hamiltonian in C}l symmetry is
HCf. =A

r400

C/

4OO

+A'

4i0

t/

4,o

+A'

2,0

t/

2io

The t/'s are unitary transformations, which relate to
scaling factors of 0 304, 0 530, and 0 358, respectively
400
The χ^υ
term, also denoted b> 10/)?, splits the d or
bitala into a triply degenerate r2f; (Г; ; ) and a double de
generate ex (Γ12) manifold, excluding spin degeneracy
410
210
The X and A" terms split the і 2 я manifold into a dou
blet (Л^) and a singlet (Λ,) The ек manifold turns into a
Лі doublet in the C lt , symmetry, and mixes with the Л3
doublet derived from the tift manifold The crystal-field
parameters arc fitted to the experimental multiplet struc
-410
2]0
ture Since the A
and X
terms do not modify the
average cubic crystal-field splitting, one can use the bulk
400
Jf
term as a starting point for calculating a surface
multiplet Details concerning the group theory and the
43
calculation methods can be found in the book by Butler
and in Ref 44

IV. BULK COMPOUNDS
X-ray absorption spectra of Ca 2 + are shown on the
bottom of Fig 1 for octahedral, sixfold coordination in
CaO and for cubic, eightfold coordination in CaF2 They
are reproduced by our multiplet calculations using
crystal-field parameters \0Dq of + 1 2 and - 0 75 eV, re
spectively (Fig. 1, top) The theoretical CaO spectrum
consists of seven allowed transitions, which are
broadened by a combination of a Gaussian and a
Lorentzian to simulate broadening mechanisms originat
ing from band dispersion, vibrations, and (autoionizalion)
decay These broadening mechanisms are found to result
in different values for every of the four main peaks l 2 As
the main interactions are the core-hole spin-orbit split
ting and the crystal field, the four main peaks can be
loosely assigned as
2ρλη·ίίκ,2ρλ/-1-€^2ρ\η-ι2ί1,1ρ\α-ε^
in order of increasing energy The small leading peaks
originate from the mixing of states due to the multipole
interaction of the core hole with the valence electron,
combined with the 3d spin-orbit splitting The absolute
energy scale is off by about 2 eV This originates mainly
from the neglect of screening The interpretation of the
Сар2 spectrum is similar, but due to the eightfold sur
rounding one has a negative 10D?, and the order of the
t2ll and ек orbitals is reversed The intensity of the eg
peaks is low, which prohibits a simple assignment of the
2p\n (¿,)part
The Ca 2p absorption spectra of Ca m metallic environments, such as Ca metal and CaSb, show two broad
peaks with a weak, sharper structure at the onset (Fig 2,
bottom) Note that the core-level binding energies relative to the Fermi level (vertical bars in Fig 2) coincide
with the onset of the absorption This triplet structure is
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similar to a broadened version of the calculated atomic
multiplet (Fig 2, top), which agrees well with the atomic
spectrum of Ca reported in the literature 2 1 This indi
cates a weak crystal field, which is consistent with the
more homogeneous jelliumlike charge distribution m a
metal, as opposed to the strong point charges in an ionic
insulator Though it is possible to simulale the spectra
with the multiplet approach, the information that can be
gained is limited because of the large broadenings and
possible modifications due to band dispersion effects
However, we note that the agreement that can be reached
from this approach is at least similar to the results for Ca
obtained b> Zaanen et al **
We note that the spectrum of a submonolayer of Ca on
Si(l 11) in Fig 2 also bears clear resemblance to the atom
ic spectrum, with less broadening than in Ca metal and
CaSb This indicates that the Ca atom is bonded weakly
to the Si(lll) surface, in other words, that (he bonding
length is rather long To optimize the resemblance to ex
periment, the theoretical spectrum in Fig 2 is broadened
with a Fano line shape The strong Fano asymmetry
4
(q = 6 ) indicates strong autoiomzation *

350
Э5? 354 356
Photon Energy )
)

358

360

362

FIG 2 Ca 2p absorption edges of Ca in metallic environ
ments ι e , Ca metal, CaSb, and a submonolayer of Ca on
Si(lll) The calculation represents a free atom without crystal
field, with the broadening matched to the submonolayer case
The absorption edges in Ca metal and CaSb exhibit the same
three atomic lines except broadened by band formation

346

346
350
352
Photon energy ( eV )

354

356

FIG 1 Calculated and experimental Ca 2p absorption edges
for Ca' * in CaF^ агк^СаО The sign of the trystal field parame
ter lOZ)? reverses when going from the fluorite to the rocksalt
structure < \0D(j = - 0 75 eV for CaF> and lODg = + 1 2 eV for
CaO)

FIG 3 Surfjce effects at theCa2pedge for clean CaF,( 111)
Surface-related features (arrows) are quenched by covering the
surface with BaF>, thereby creating a bulklike environment of
the surface Ca atoms
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V. SURFACES AND INTERFACES
First, we will discuss surface effects, since they can be
detected rather well Interface features always show up
together with surface features on thin film samples To
isolate them requires a good understanding of the surface
contribution The clean СаР2(11П surface exhibits
several characteristic surface contributions to the Ca 2p
edge, as indicated by arrows in Fig 3 and in the experi
mental part of Fig 4 Similar surface excitons have been
observed for ionic 4 * - " and rare gas 5 0 " solids The sur
face features on CaFjdll) are revealed by suppressing
them with a few layers of adsorbed BaFj (overlapping
dotted and solid curves in Figs 3 and 4) BaFi exhibits
the same ionic lattice as CaF¡ and thus provides a bulklike environment for Ca surface atoms The spectra in

Fig 3 are taken in the Außer detection mode with a probing depth of typically 20 A, according to universal escape
depth curves " By moving the Auger detection window
off the bulk Auger peak we have suppressed the two large
bulk peaks in Fig 3 The surface sensitivity can be further enhanced b) detecting ions, emitted from the surface
as decay product of the Ca 2p core holes Low-energy
ions do not penetrate more than one or two atomic layers 41 s2 Such spectra are shown in the experimental part
of Fig 4 As expected, the surface peaks are even
stronger
It is important to observe that the surface features depend on the polarization of the incident light (Fig 4)
Most of them are excited by the component of the
electric-field vector perpendicular to the surface, which is
present in ρ polarization only In s polarization, on the

влісу

I

I I I

s Polarization

Salace (C. )

349
351
353
Photon energy ( eV )

348

350

Photon

energy

352

354

( eV )

FIG 4 Polarization dependence of surface features at the Ca 2p absorption edge of clean CaF.illl) (Calculated spectra on the
left, experiment on the right ) The surface selectivity is enhanced experimentally by detecting photodesorbed (positive) ions instead
of Auger electrons Surface effects are quenched by covering the surface with BaF,, as in Fig 3 The most prominent surface feature
at 351 5 eV is excited by the component of the electric field vector perpendicular to the surface The calculations explain the polar
ization dependence by the lower symmetry of the surface (Ст ) as opposed to the isotropic bulk ( O* )
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other hand, the solid and dotted lines for the clean and
BaF2-covered surface nearly completely overlap each oth
er, except for a region around 348 eV (bottom of the ex
perimental part of Fig 4) This strong polarization
dependence of the surface features is in contrast to isotro
pic behavior of the bulk spectra, as represented by the
BaF2 covered surface " No polarization dependence is
expected from an isotropic bulk lattice, such as the cubic
CaF2 structure The (111) surface, on the other hand, has
a lower symmetry, giving rise to an anisotropy of the op
tical absorption The F atom above the outermost Ca
atom is missing, thereby lowering the symmetry to three
fold C\ Consequently, the orbitals oriented perpendicu
lar to the surface are not equivalent to orbitals oriented
parallel to the surface By using optical selection rules
for the perpendicular component of the angular momen
tum my one can select orbitals of various orientations by
using the orientation of the electric field vector This
prototype case shows thai anisotropy could be useful for
future,
polanzalion-modulalion
experiments
that
separate surface and interface contributions from the
bulk
The extra peaks in the surface absorption spectrum
and their polarization dependence can be calculated by
taking into account the lowering of the symmetry from
Oh for bulk Ca atoms to Ch for surface Ca atoms, as
shown in the theoretical part of Fig 4 The parameters
for the calculation are \0Dq = XM:SU4i)O= - 0 75 eV, as
l OeV, and X1 •• + 1 0 eV The
in bulk СаГ2, X*
extra surface features essentially originate from transi
tions that were symmetry forbidden in the bulk, but be
come allowed in the lower symmetry of the surface The
main surface feature at 351 5 cV is clearly accounted for,
including its polarization dependence Note that the ex
perimental, p-polanzed spectra include components of
the electric-field vector parallel and perpendicular to the
surface, since they are taken at angle of incidence of 60"
from normal ^ The other pair of extra surface features
at lower energy (see arrows in the theoretical part of Fig
4) has a counterpart in the difference spectra of Fig 3
too, although less pronounced Additional peaks in the
difference spectra on the low-energy tail of the two big
bulk lines are due to a narrowing of those lines upon
ВаРг adsorption This may indicate an energy shift of
the two principal lines from the bulk to the surface, as ex
pected from the calculations The pair of low-energy
features is calculated to appear in s polarization as well as
in ρ polarization Comparing the clean and BaF2-covered
spectra for s polarization in Fig 4 a slight, though incon
clusive difference is seen near the calculated energy m s
polarization (see fine arrow) Minor differences between
calculation and experiment, e g , a weak extra surface
feature above 354 eV, could be due to the choice of the
parameters for the surface crystal field, or due to the
neglect of As final states
An interface contribution to the Ca 2p absorption spec
trum can be found at the CaF 2 /Si(lll) interface 2 0 '' 2 7
Figure 5 shows data for epitaxially grown CaF; films,
normalized lo the incident photon flux Interface contri
butions can be identified by observing their attenuation

when the film thickness is increased beyond a monolayer
Surface contributions, on the other hand, remain in
dependent of thickness, while bulk contributions increase
with thickness Looking in Fig 5 for spectral regions
where the intensity (per incident photon) decreases with
thickness, one finds two peaks at energies 0 6 eV below
the two main bulk features They are best seen in spec
trum for two layers (solid line) For the five-layer film the
interface peaks are attenuated, and a pair of surface
features starts to dominate at an energy 0 3 eV below the
interface structures (compare Figs 3 and 4) In order to
obtain the proper line shape for the interface layer we
have tried to subtract the contribution of the outer layer
from the two-layer spectrum by using the surface spectra
from Fig 4 This turned out to be difficult since small
modifications of the sharp bulk lines have a large effect
on the difference spectra We have found that the best es
timate of the interface spectrum is the monolayer spec
trum, shown on a larger scale in Fig 6 It is known from
previous work24 2 9 that both the Ca core-level shifts and
the energy of the Ca-related interface state near the top
of the valence band do not change when the first layer is
covered by further layers We can expect that the Ca 2p
absorption spectra of the monolayer and the interface
layer are similar, too The monolayer spectrum in Fig 6
depends on the polarization, reflecting a lowering of the

Ι
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Ι

Τ

I
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Ι

Ι

Ι

Ι

Γ"

CaF,/Si(111)

ρ

Polarzaten

& * Augo(279 2ΘΘ eV)

Layers
5 (dote)
2 (IЛ
1 (dash)
О 5 (dole)

J
344

346

34 θ

3SO

Ftaton energy

I
352

I

I
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1
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FIG 5 Thickness dependence of the Ca 2p edge for СаРд
grown epitaxially on Sid 11) There is evidence for interfaue
features from their attenuai ion with increasing film thickness
(arrows) The interface signal is similar to that from the mono
layer (dashed, for a closeup view see Fig 6) Its two principal
peaks are shifted down by 0 6 eV from the bulk
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symmetry to Cit, analogous lo that οΓ the surface This
result suggests that polarization modulation techniques
will be a useful tool for picking up the signal from buried
interfaces
For a theoretical analysis of the interface absorption
we use the monolayer spectrum, as shown in Fig 6
From its polarization dependence it is clear that the
lowering of the symmetry to C i t has to be taken into ac
count In addition, we will have to consider a possible
2+
1
valence change from Ca to Ca *, as suggested previ
20
ously
The unpaired electron from the dangling bond at
the Sid 11) surface forces Ca into the I + oxidation state,
such that it can form a bond using its unpaired 45 elec
tron In Fig 7 we show the influence of a valence change
on the theoretical spectrum (compare also the discussion
in Sec VI) The main effect is a shift to lower energy
This is also seen for the experimental spectra of the inter
face and the monolayer, supporting the view of a valence
2H
l+
change from Ca lo Ca at the CaF/Si(lll) interface
Another effect is the generation of more lines Whereas
6
0
b
the 2p 3i/ (J=0) to 2p ld4J = \) atomic multiplet has
b
only three lines, the transition from 2p ld As ' to
2psiäxAs^ has eleven lines in the atomic case The
ground state now has J = J, because of the spin of the 4s
electron With the dipole selection rules the J = | and y
final states can be reached, which are, respectively, fourfold and sevenfold degenerate Projection to Oh symmetry causes a mixing of states and produces a total of 29 allowed transitions for a J =-г ground state, as can be in
ferred from the branching tables in Ref 43 However, in
Fig 7 it can be seen that the effect on the spectral shape

—ι—ι—ι
1—ι
CaF 2 /Si(111)

1—ι

r

Monolayer

Dotted- s PcriaizaWKi
FJ

ρ Polauanon

MonotayBT Auger
1284 293 eVI

346

348

350
Photon

352
energy

354

356

Э5

( eV )
2+

FIG 7 Calculated Ca 2p edge fine structure for Ca and
Ca' ~, showing the effect of a valence change The two bottom
curves have a crystal field IQDq corresponding to bulk CaF;, the
top curve has a crystal field with reverse sign, corresponding to
0
the CaF^/Sidll) interface The multiplet structure of Ca is
similar to that of Ca>+ since the two configurations differ only
by thefilledCa 4Ï shell

is minimal if the crystal field 10D^ is maintained at the
bulk, Сар2 value of —0.75 eV Comparing the experi
mental spectrum of Fig 6 with the calculations of Fig 7,
it is evident that the spectral shape is reproduced much
better with a positive value of \0Dq, which is related to
octahedral surroundings This can be seen directly from
the rather strong intensity of the extra peaks induced on
the low-energy tails of the main doublet. They resemble
those of CaO, which also has positive lODq (compare Fig
I) The top spectrum in Fig 7 gives the result for the
C a l + Zd°4s] state with 1009 = + 0 9 eV From the shift
to lower energy and the close similarity to this octahedral
simulation, we conclude that the interface spectrum is
consistent with Ca 1 + in a quasioctahedral surrounding
The polarization dependence shows that the symmetry is
not exactly octahedral This is because of the in
equivalence of the surrounding Si and F atoms and their
displacements from octahedral positions
VI. VALENCE DETERMINATION

344

346

348

350

352

354

356

Photon energy ( eV )

FIG 6 Polanzation-dependent Ca 2p absorption edges for a
monolayer of CaF2 on Sid 11) These spectra are representative
of the CaFi/Si(l 11) interface as well Figure 7 gives an approxi
mate calculation, based on a valence change from Ca2* lo Ca' '
and a reversal oTthe crystal-field parameter \0Dg
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In order to assess the effect of a valence change on the
Ca 2p absorption spectrum experimentally, it is necessary
to have reference compounds. Metallic Ca0 and ionic
Ca 2 + compounds are readily available (see Sec IV)
They can be described by the same atomic multiplet
structure (neglecting the perturbation by the crystal
field), since they onl> differ by the filled Ca 45 shell The
C a l + configuration is unstable The only reference that
we have been able to find is provided by the F centers
(Ca , + ions next to an F vacancy) that are induced in Ca
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that the excited Ca 3rf electron in the Ca 2p-to-3rf absorp
tion process resides partly inside the charge distribution
of the Ca 4s electron, ι e , the lp and the 3d states both
experience a shift in the same direction Therefore the
shifts of the upper and lower state partially compensate
each other in the absorption process The theoretical
2+
prediction for the effect of a valence change from Ca to
l+
Ca has already been discussed with Fig 7 The main
feature is a shift towards lower energy, as observed exper
imentally
VII. SUMMARY

'

'

'

li

ι

ι

•

•

ι

•

345 34β 347 348 349 350 361 362 353 354 365 366
Photon Envgy ( и )

FIG 8 Effect of soft χ ray irradiation on the Ca lp edge of
CaF2 F centers are created al the surface (Rcf 40), which are
used as representative of the Ca1* valence slate The radiation
dose is in the order of 10IT photons/cm2

halides by irradiation with electrons or photons For the
CaF 2 (lll) surface it has been found that an ordered
monolayer of surface F centers can be formed ^ Figure 8
shows Ca 2p absorption spectra for radiation doses in the
appropriate range " The mam effect of irradiation is a
shift of spectral weight from the main two peaks down to
a broad feature at about I 2 eV lower energy Some fine
structure appearing in the difference spectra is caused by
a broadening of the spectral features of Сл¥1 The down
wards shift can be rationalized by noticing that the extra
Ca 4$ electron induces a Ca 2p core-level shift towards
lower binding energy (about 3 8 eV) Note that the corelevel shift is smaller than that of the absorption edge
This is also true for the CaF;/Si(l111 interface where the
shift is 2 1 eV for the Ca 2p core level27 and 0 6 eV for the
Ca 2p absorption peaks The difference between the
core-level and the absorption edge shifts is due to the fact

The Ca 2р-\о-Ъа absorption edge is found to exhibit a
variety of multiplet structures for bulk compounds, sur
faces, and interfaces In the bulk, the fine structure de
velops from an atomiclike triplet for metallic compounds
to a seven line multiplet for ionic compounds The latter
is produced by the splitting of the id Orbitals in a strong
crystal field The sign of the crystal field can be reversed
by varying the crystal structure from rocksalt (with octa
hedral coordination) to fluorite (with cubic coordination)
At surfaces, extra multiplet lines show up due to the
lower symmetry They become polarization dependent,
as opposed to the isotropic bulk lines The same phe
nomena are observed at interfaces, thereby opening up
the possibility of applying polarization modulation tech
niques in order to selectively observe surface or interface
absorption A change of valence from Ca 2 + to Ca' + is
calculated to shift the main absorption lines down in en
ergy, in agreement with results from F centers in Ca.f1
Such a shift is also observed at the CaF 2 /Si(lll) inter
face, indicating a valence change from Ca 2 + to Ca'"
This type of analysis can be extended to a variety of
other materials, ι e , using atomic-multiplet plus crystalfield effects to distinguish the atomic environment In
general, one needs an absorption edge with sufficiently lo
calized character While it is too early to say definitively
for how many elements the present approach would be
appropriate, it certainly is appropriate for K, Ca, and the
id transition metal series, using the 2p absorption edge
In addition, there are strong indications that a similar ap
proach, combined with the use of polarized light and
single-crystal samples, will be a source of information for
the lanthanides, using the id and 4rf edges We also have
some indication that the approach may work for the 2p
edges of the 4d transition metal series, but here, and for
other elements like the 3¿/ and 4d edges of actmides, more
work is needed to define the situation clearly
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SUMMARY

X-ray absorption experiments on a wide variety of materials have been presented, in
an attempt to define which theoretical models are appropriate under which circumstances
and to illustrate the range of information which can be obtained from the combination of
the new theoretical and experimental possibilities. The x-ray absorption experiments have
been performed with the DRAGON monochromator at NSLS-Brookhaven and the SX700
monochromators at BESSY-Berlin. These monochromators reach an unprecedentedly high
resolution of 1 : 10 4 which created the opportunity to detect a great deal of fine structure
without which a detailed investigation of the theoretical models would have been impossible.
At the outset of this study various models to explain the x-ray absorption spectral shape
were available, but had not been widely tested. As indicated in the motivation, the extreme
cases of weakly and strongly correlated systems could be described in great detail, but a
large number of materials revealed their limitations. In this study these limitations have
been investigated in detail, with the aim to improve the models to explain the spectral
shapes of both the metal 2p and oxygen Is x-ray absorption edges.
The metal 2p x-ray absorption spectra have been interpreted on the basis of a crystal
field multiplet model, which originates from the strongly correlated limit in which the dom
inating local potential (the cubic crystal field) has been included. It has been shown that
the crystal field model explains the spectra of 3d-metal fluorides in a surprisingly detailed
fashion. In case of more covalent materials like the 3d-metal oxides the main characteristics
have been reproduced, which illustrates the dominance of the core hole multipole interac
tions. The analysis with the crystal field multiplet model yields important parameters such
as the valency of the metal ions (that is the number of filled 3c(-states), the spin state and
the cubic crystal field strength. Additionally polarization dependent measurements yield
directional dependent information such as the crystal field parameters of lower symmetries.
To simulate covalency effects the Slater integrals can be reduced from their atomic values.
This approach has been compared with the more rigorous impurity calculations which in
clude charge transfer-like configuration interaction and it has been found that in the case of
divalent nickel halides, Slater integral reduction reproduces correctly the main modifications
of the spectral shape. The effects of 3d spin-orbit coupling have been shown to be essential
for the determination of the spectral shape of divalent cobalt ions, and for trivalent man
ganese oxides it gives rise to a ground state which is described by an admixture of high-spin
and low-spin configurations. The effects of non-cubic symmetries have been investigated
with angular dependent measurements. It was found that in case of the calcium 2p edges of
the СаРг the effects of the surface can be explained in detail. Also it has been shown that
in case of the layer-compound BaCoF4 the temperature dependent linear dichroism effects
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can be simulated correctly.
In contrast to metal 2p x-ray absorption, the oxygen Is x-ray absorption spectra have
been interpreted on the basis of one-electron models. The reasons are that the core hole
bears no angular momentum, hence there are no multipole interactions, and furthermore the
core hole is located on the oxygen, while the Sá-states are mainly located on the metal sites.
It has been shown that for ЗгТіОз, LaTiOa, CuO and LiCoCb the ground state density
functional caJculations reproduce the main features of the spectral shapes. The inclusion of
the core hole potential will further enhance the agreement as has been shown for LÍC0O2.
Other approaches are under investigation and specifically the study of the effects of the ddcorrelations, which are important for a correct description of the ground state, need more
study. However it has been shown that the one electron density of states calculations supply
a sufficient basis for a first order interpretation of the spectra. Additionally it has been shown
that this analysis yields significant information concerning the electronic structure.
In conclusion it can be stated that the metal 2p spectra as well as the oxygen Is spectra
of the 3d metal oxides yield useful information. The oxygen Is spectra via the one electron
interpretation and the metal 2p spectra via the analysis with the crystal field multiplet
model. Because it has been found that the crystal field multiplet model yields interesting
parameters (as indicated above), metal 2p x-ray absorption has been applied to other fields
of research. Fields of research for which these results can be important include the role of
metal-centers in enzymes and other biological materials, the electronic structure of minerals,
the design of new ceramics and the electronic structure of surfaces and interfaces. Studies
in these fields of research have been performed in collaboration with other groups.
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In dit proefschrift wordt verslag gedaan van een röntgenabsorptie onderzoek aan een
groot aantal materialen. Door combinatie van nieuwe theoretische en experimentele methoden was het mogelijk om de modellen voor de interpretatie van de spectra aanmerkelijk te
verbeteren. De röntgenabsorptie experimenten werden gedaan met de DRAGON monochromator in Brookhaven en de SX700 monochromator in Berlijn. Deze monochromatoren
hebben een sterk verbeterde resolutie van 1 op 10.000 en maken het hierdoor mogelijk een
grote hoeveelheid aan nieuwe strukturen waar te nemen. Zonder deze verbeterde resolutie
zou een gedetailleerd onderzoek naar de theoretische modellen onmogelijk zijn geweest.
Bij de aanvang van deze studie waren verschillende modellen om de röntgenabsorptie
spectra te verklaren beschikbaar. Echter, deze modellen waren veelal nog niet getoetst
aan de praktijk. Zoals is aangegeven in de motivatie konden de extreme gevallen van de
zwak en sterk gecorreleerde systemen in detail worden beschreven, maar een groot aantal
materialen gaf de beperkingen van deze extremen duidelijk aan. In dit proefschrift worden
deze beperkingen in detail bestudeerd, met als doel een betere beschrijving te geven van de
vorm van de metaal-2p- alsmede de zuurstof-ls-röntgenabsorptie spectra.
De metaal-2p-röntgenabsorptie spectra zijn geïnterpreteerd met behulp van een kristalveld-multipletmodel. In dit model is naast de atomaire interacties ook de dominante locale kristal-potentiaal meegenomen. Het is aangetoond dat het kristalveld-multipletmodel
de spectra van de 3d-metaalfluoriden tot in de kleinste details verklaard. In het geval
van meer covalente verbindingen zoals oxiden worden de belangrijkste strukturen gereproduceerd. Dit geeft aan dat de multipool interacties van het rompgat met de valentie
electronen de vorm van het spectrum in hoge mate bepalen. De analyse van het kristalveld-multipletmodel levert belangrijke parameters op, zoals de valentie van het metaalion
(dat wil zeggen het aantal gevulde 3d-toestanden) de spin-toestand en de sterkte van het
kubische kristalveld. Tevens geven polarizatie-afhankelijke metingen hoekaihankelijke informatie, bijvoorbeeld de kristalveldparameters van lagere symmetrieën. Om de effecten
van de covalentie in rekening te brengen, kunnen de Slater integralen verkleind worden.
Deze methode is vergeleken met de meer algemene onzuiverheidsberekeningen die de interactie van verschillende ladingsoverdracht-configuraties in rekening brengen. Het blijkt
dat voor de tweewaardige nikkelhaliden de belangrijkste veranderingen in de vorm van de
spectra op de juiste wijze worden beschreven als de Slater integralen worden verkleind. Het
is aangetoond dat de effecten van de 3d-spinbaan-koppeling essentieel zijn voor de juiste
beschrijving van de spectra van de tweewaardige cobaltverbindingen. Tevens zijn het deze
spinbaan-koppelingen die in het geval van de driewaardige mangaanoxiden aanleiding geven
tot een menging van configuraties van een hoge en een lage spintoestand. Ook zijn de effecten
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van niet-kubische symmetrieën onderzocht, in het bijzonder met hoekafhankelijke metingen.
In het geval van de calcium-2p-spectra van СаРг is aangetoond dat de effecten ten gevolge
van het oppervlak in detail kunnen worden verklaard. Tevens is aangetoond dat in het
geval van de laagverbinding BaCoF4, de temperatuurafhankelijke lineaire tweekleurigheids
effecten op de juiste manier beschreven kunnen worden.
In tegenstelling tot de metaal-2p-spectra worden de zuurstof-ls-spectra geïnterpreteerd
aan de hand van één-electron modellen. De reden hiervoor is dat een lá-rompgat geen hoekmoment heeft hetgeen betekent dat er geen multipool interacties met de valentieband zijn.
Bovendien bevindt het rompgat zich op het zuurstof terwijl de 3d-toestanden vooral op de
metaalionen gelocaliseerd zijn. Het is aangetoond dat de berekeningen van de grondtoestandsdichtheidfunctie de belangrijkste structuren in de spectra kunnen verklaren voor ЗгТіОз,
ЬаТіОз, CuO en LÍC0O2. Als de potentiaal van het rompgat wordt meegenomen treedt
een verdere verbetering van deze overeenkomsten op, zoals is aangetoond in het geval van
LiCoOj. Andere benaderingen worden momenteel onderzocht. Met name de studie van de
effecten van de dd-correlaties, die belangrijk zijn voor een juiste beschrijving van de grondtoestand, verdient meer aandacht. Desalniettemin is aangetoond dat de berekeningen van de
ééndeeltjes-toestandsdichtheid een voldoende basis geven voor een eerste-orde-interpretatie
van de spectra. Daarnaast is aangetoond dat deze analyse belangrijke informatie verschaft
inzake de electronische struktuur.
Concluderend kan worden gezegd dat zowel de metaal-2p- als de zuurstof-Is-spectra
van de 3d-metaaloxiden nuttige informatie verschaffen. De zuurstof-Is-spectra met behulp
van de ééndeeltjes interpretatie en de metaal-2p-spectra met behulp van de analyse met
het kristalveld-multipletmodel. Omdat (zoals hiervoor is besproken) het kristalveld-multipletmodel interessante parameters oplevert, is naar mogelijkheden gezocht om metaal 2pröntgenabsorptie te gebruiken voor andere gebieden van onderzoek. Onderzoeksgebieden
waarvoor de resultaten van belang zouden kunnen zijn, betreffen het onderzoek naar de rol
van metaal-centra in enzymen en andere biologische materialen, de studie van de electronische struktuur van mineralen, het ontwikkelen van nieuwe keramische materialen en de
studie van de electronische struktuur van oppervlakken en grensvlakken. In samenwerking
met andere groepen zijn op deze onderzoeksterreinen röntgenabsorptie experimenten gestart.
De voorlopige resultaten hiervan zijn besproken.
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